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Abshact

This thesis considers the use of birds in medieval English poetry as reflections of

humans and human society. I look especially at some of the ways in which medieval

animals are used to comment satirically on the frailties and foibles of the human

animal, man. Birds and beasts configured as humans present particular problems of

identity and alterity that lend themselves well to the composition of recreational

verse, and the fact that they are both so similar to humans and so different is

particularly conducive to their use as vehicles of parody and satire. Also considered

here are some of the early works in which animals are sfudied both as themselves and

in comparison with humans, especially the texts of such dassic natural historians as

Aristotle and Pliny. I also glance, if only briefly, at the second-cenfury Physiologus,

which incorporates the work of Pliny and his followers together with biblical texts

and Christianized moralizations. This seminal worh in the form of its direct

descendants the medieval bestiaries, is a major source for writers of animal narrative

in the Middle Ages.

My sfudy is organized in two parts. Part One contains the material outlined above

together with some discussion on different kinds of satire - in particular, the satire of

incongruity, so important in the context of animal impersonation of humans. It also

considers the use of birds in various comic-satiric genres, especially in recreational

texts such as the clerk and knight d6bats, liturgical parodies and, above all, the

peculiarly English genre of bird debate. The vernacular literary tradition represented

in the eight bird poems in this section - ranging from the thirteenth to the early

sixteenth cenfur5r, some dialogic, some not - virtually constifutes a minor genre in

whidr even a major poet like Chaucer was happy to work.

Part Two contains four chapters devoted to a close reading and textual analysis of a

single p@fl, The OuI and the Nightingale, probably the earliest and certainly the best of

all the Middle English two-party bird debates. (My title - Contentbus Birds - is

derived from the descriptive title of thirteenth centu4r poems in this partiarlar debate

tradition: The Thrush and the Nightingale, for example, appears in N{S Digby 85 under

the heading, "Ci commence I.a cantent parente le Mauuis I Ia russinole'). A spirited
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dispute of nearly eighteen hundred lines, The Owl and the Nightingale dates from the

late twelfth or thirteenth cenfury, and is remarkable above all for its freshness and

originality, and its sheer, delightfuI ease of n*itit g.

A final chapter tooks at condusions in the debates and other poems in this shrdy; at

the question of the disputants' usefulness to man, particularly rn The Owl and the

Nightingale, and at the fluctuating nature of the boundaries that separate human from

animal. Principal concerns in my thesis are the nature and the variety of the literary

relationships constructed in the Middle Ages around these dividing lines between

humans and birds or beasts (in this case, birds), and the ways in whidt these

precarious lines of demarcation can be pu! especially, to recteational literary use.
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lntroduction

Albertus Magnus says that man possesses a "divine intellect by which he is

sometimes so far uplifted above the mundane world that the matter of the universe is

compelled to bend to his ideas."l He also recognizes that this remarkable creafure is,

at the sarne time, an animaf albeit the "most perfect of all animals." Recognition of

the connections, the fundamental relationship between animal and human does not

of course, start with Albertus; it stretches back through the centuries and crosses all

frontiers, both symbolic and real. Since the recital of the first tales linking bird or

beast with man, animals have served as reflective images of human beings, as

anthropomorphic mfurors of the people around and with whom they lived and with

whose lives their own existences have always been closely bound. From earliest days

we humans have thought of animals in personal relation to ourselves, in much the

sarne way as we anthropomorphize most of the world. Even in so little conscious a

context as the linguistic figures we use in every-day speech, anthropomorphic

attitudes are constantly evidenb the sun, we say, blesses us, storm douds threaten us,

stains are stubborn, keys are obstinate, cars refuse to start. We use the same kind of

automatic, self-reflexive expressions about the nafures and actions of animals, so

much closer to us than stars, storms or inanimate objects. Birds and beasts are so

easily thought of as, almostliterally, some kind of extension of ourselves.

From early times animals have often been regarded as men in disguise, just as in

many societies humans were frequently thought to be enclosed in animal shapes,

sometimes as the result of spite, or jealousy, sometimes as revenge, sometimes in

compassion for misfortune.2 Beliefs in metamorphosis, man-beast transformations,

were familiar in both antique and Hellenic worlds; the ancients also believed in

metempsychosis, the transmigration of souls between animals and humans. tn both

Egypt and Greece, the gods changed humans into birds or beasts or themselves

1 Albethrs Magnus, Man and the Beasts, 65, 59.
2 Th" th"*" of metamorphosis, human changed into bird or beast, is familiar in Greek myth and
legend; see P. M. C Forbes lrving, Metamorplosis in Greek Myths. The concept also underlies the
medieval notion of the "wild man-" The theme of humans who either possess the attributes of animals
or are brought up by animals (or both) is not uncommon in medieval romance.
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assurned animal shapes at will. Some divinities - for example, in Egypt - were

thought to be doubly incarnated in the shapes of both human and beast. The

integration of animals into a wide, anthropomorphic universe, however, went much

further than this. In many very early societies, animals were not only thought of as

existing in close relation with humans, they were also important in wider realms, in

the worlds of religion and magic. Certain animals were closely involved with

religious cults, with gods, or evil spirits - or with heavenly bodies; in Babyloni4 for

example, they were often associated with the stars. The motif of the lion morning-star

devouring the night as represented by the antelope is common on Babylonian seals.3

As different patterns of thought began to develop in the Hellenic and Roman

worlds, these magico-religious beliefs were to lose most of their original force.

Nevertheless, animals retained important symbolic roles within the context of

storytellin& as reflective - and often disturbing - images of the human animal.

The use of beasts and birds as metaphors for men and women is a direct issue of the

imposition of human structures and instifutions, human patterns of thought and

behaviour upon the other, the animal world. ln most medieval animal na:rative -
the broad area of this thesis - perceptions of virtuatly every item of animal conduct

are predicated upon imagined analogies with human life. For evidence that this is a

time-sanctified way of thinking we need only consult the work of early writers.

Pli.y, for erample, in the Historin animnlis, consistently interprets the animal world

in terms of the human, attributing human affective and moral sentiments to such

diverse creatures as the horse, the stork and the lion; he is followed by writers such

as Aelian and Solinus, both early natural historians well-known in the Middle Ages.

Both Philo of Alexandria and Plutarch likewise make use of animal allegory and

symbolism to explain unseen phenomena, including invisible things belonging to a

higher world. Thus, as we will see in the second chapter in this study, Philo

compares the worldly lover of pleasure to a serpent in dose and considered detail,

while Plutarch associates the nictating eyelids of the crocodile with an image of the

divine - like the highest God it sees without being seen to do so.o

3 
See Jack Lindsay, Origrns oJ Astrology,ll, 15, and 2*25.

a Philo Judaeus, in Philo, Book L 125; Plutarch, De Isidt et Osiiile, 237. Plutar,ch also repeab the story of
the weasel, a creature that was sometimes thought to conceive by the ear and grve birth by the mouthi
he interprets the ancient legend allegorically as a "portrayal of the creation of speech."
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The allegorical or metaphorical representation of humans and human institutions is

not and never has been confined to animal figures alone, but it is a role that they are

peculiarly well suited to play. Animals presented as metaphors for humans bring an

extra dimension with them, a particular kind of doubleness; there is a dose

relationship on more than one level with the human referent that a bloodless

personification cannot match. Unlike the personified abstraction that can have no real

substance, that is but a figure of the identity imputed to it, the animals pressed into

literary seryice as, for instance, vehicles of satire or parody, are doubly embodied in

the texts. Birds and beasts are present in animal narrative both as human surrogates

and as themselves, creafures with dual existences, part-human hybrids that

nevertheless possess separate, animal realities of their own. Like humans, they

already have flesh and blood bodies, emotions, personalities - and, in some cases/

even histories dosely entwined with our own.5 Ellen Douglass Leyburn, writing on

the use of animals in allegorical satire, observes thaf "brute creation seems sometimes

to exist as a satire on mankind. AII that the allegorist needs to do is to point the

parallel."6

Apurt from the innate resemblances between humans and animals upon which most

animal narrative depends, medieval vernacular beast poets also make full use of their

birds' and beasts' literary antecedents, delving into myth and legend, Bible and

bestiary. These symbolic relationships ar€ constantly evident in the bird poems with

which I am mostly concerned. At the sarne timg we should note how some of the

medieval poeb are increasingly inclined to derive their desctiptions of animals from

empirical observation rather than cleave too rigidly to the symbolism of the

moralized bestiaries; in this th"y are probably following the lead of some

contemporary writers on natural history. The thirteenth-centuqy natural historian

Bartolomaeus Anglicus is one of these authors, as is Albertus Magnus. Albertus, for

example, provides tnDe animnltbus a number of descriptions of birds and beasts based

on what he, or another eyewibress has observed. Although he does not esdrew some

" Tales of relationships between animals and humans date back to very early times. See, for example,
the numerous accounts in ancient mythologies of metamorphosis from human into animal (and
sometimes back agairy especially in stories of changes of man into werewol$, and also the many
medieval tales of children stolen from their parents and reared by beasts-
6 Bl"t Douglass Leybum, Satiric Allegory: Minm oJMan,57.
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fanciful accounts from the bestiaries and other authorities, he does not hesitate to add

to them the results of his own observations.

The methods Alberfus uses are shown at their most practical in his description of the

structure of the elephanfs knees; this is completely at odds with the usual bestiary

account. The Physiologus, followed by a considerable number of bestiaries, states that

the elephant has no knee joints and is thus unable to lie down; it must therefore sleep

standing up, leaning against a tree.7 If a hunter wishes to capture an elephant he has

but to cut halfway through the tree where the animal likes to rest - and wait. When

the beast arrives and leans against the tree, both tree and elephant fall to the ground.s

Albertus, however, gives little credence to this improbable tale. He provides a very

different, very commonsensical account of the anatomy of these equivocal elephant

underpinnings.

Their legs are massive and uniform in diameter from top to bottom, much
like theiolumns of a building. Though each foot is divided into multiple
digttt, nature has conjoined the toes to give added strength jor y,eig!t-
bearing. For the $une reason, they are believed to have no flexiblejoints
above iheir knees; more likely, these joints are stiff rather than freely
movable, but to the superficial observer appear to have no fulcrum P,oilts
of flexure. ln actuality; if the elephant had no such flexibility, it would be
unable to walk with a coordinated gait.'

This factual and reasoned account bears no resemblance at all to the unreal, moralized

elephant of the Physiologus and the bestiaries. Whether Albertus has examined an

elephant himself or is relying on an eyewibress account we c€ulnot know. He probably

could have seen one; there were elephants in the menagerie belonging to Emperor

Frederick I[ with whose family Albertus had connections, and also in other, especially

royal collections. Henry III, for example, was pr€sented with an African elephant in

1255 that lived in a special elephant house in the Tower of London until 1,258.

Matthew Paris has leftsome drawings of it.rO

t D"b.u Hassig, in Medinal Bestiaies: Text, Image,Idmlogy, notes that of the twenty-eight English
bestiaries she examined for her booh no fewer than twelve repeat this tale.
8 Pltytiotog*,29-92. A charming moralization is added. Not the largest of elephants, not even twelve
elephants can raise the fallen beasL But, suddenly a tiny elephant appears who puts his trunk under
the stricken creature and lifts him up. The largest elephant and his wife represent Adam and Eve; the
twelve elephants, the chorus of prophets; the tiny animal is "the holy intelligible elephant " that is, the
Lord Jesus Chriet. Although he-is greater than all the resL he was made small in comparison to them-
"For he humbled himself and became obedient unto death" (Phil. 2. 8), in order to raise uP man.
e Albertus Magnug Mnnandthe Bmsts,l}l.
1o 

See Hassig, L41and 250,note77.
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Other examples of Albertus's empirical investigative methods may be seen in a lengthy

section on falcons and other birds of prey, in which he documents different species'

anatomical structure, coloratiory characteristic behaviour, breeding training, health

care and so orr, all in careful detail.ll He also lists seventeen falcon species in terms of

their nobility: ten are unequivocably noble, three of lesser quality, three of mixed

parentage and one of mixed breed. Of the superior falcons, the noblest is the saker, a

regal bird, with talons "more brutal than an eagle." ln descending order of nobility,

come the gerfalcon, mountain falcon and peregrine, the humpbacked falcon and black,

white and red falcons, the falcon with azure feet and the merlin. We note that Richard

Holland pays similar close attention to descending orders of raptor nobility when he

describes the arrival of the birds of prey tn The Buke oJ the Howlaf, in lines 313-31 and

63546 (see Chapter 4 below). Holland's gerfalcons, for example, are dukes in the

eagle-empero/s army, but the little merlins, least of the noble falcons in Alberfus's list,

are mere knights.u

It should be noted that the birds in most of the poems in this study, induding The Bulce

of the Howlat, show the influence of these new, more empirical ways of thinking about

animals. Newly recognized behavioural contrasts between different kinds of both bird

and beast - together with differences in physique, habits and habitat - give special

scope for different kinds of (often satiric) analogy-muki.& in which species-specific

observed facts are frequently combined with symbolic stereotypes. There are obvious

divergences between the symbolic meanings which birds, for example, are glven in the

bestiaries and the more realistig knowledge'based observations on those birds with

which writers would have had some personal familiarity; both aspects may be merged

in medieval bird portraiture. We see this practice illustrated as early as the twelfth- or

thirteenth-century inThe Oul and the Nightingale, in which the Nightingale's kaditional

bestiary references to the Owl as a tight-fearing day-shunning prophet of evil are

mixed with sharp observations on her raucous voicg her deplorable shortcomings in

chicl<-rearing and disgusting eating habits. Nevertheless, the fact that a new realism

begins to appear in these texts does not mean that the bestiaries are forgotten or put

aside. Th.y are nof they are powerfully present in the poems I consider here.

1 1 S.u Albu.fus Magnus, Msn and the Beasts,oll-88-
12 Although Albertus acknowledges debts to Frederick fr's De arte tle oenandi cum toibus, .the greater
part of the" factual observations r&ord ed in De animahhs-appear to be his own See Robin S.. Og_glns,
i'Alb"rht" Magnus on Falcons and Hawks," in Albstus Magnus and the Sciances: Cammmtoratioe Essays,

1.980,441-62.
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Whether drawn from bestiary or real life then, all the animal characters in the texts

examined in this study are modelled analogically on examples taken from a parallel

world of humans, and on human ways of looking at this world; all tell us something

about our species and ourselves. The revealing of ourselves to ourselves has been,

indeed, a major function of animal writing throughout the cenfuries, from Aesop to

Horace to the Physiologus and the bestiaries, and to the writers of both Latin and

vernacular medieval beast literature. We read our own thoughts and feelings into the

inhabitants of the animal world, seeing our own natures shown in tales of the pride of

the lion, the vanity of the peacocl<, the cunning of the fox; these human-like qualities

are incorporated into narrative form, in fable or beast epic, bestiary or bird debate.

When Umberto Eco says that for every virtue and for every sin there is an example

drawn foom bestiarieq he adds, simply, that, "animals eremplify the human world."l3

In this study, I attempt to identify some of the different poetic modes and diverse

contexts in which medieval birds and beasts appear. Although animals used as

human surrogates by Mddle English poets are by no means restricted to recreational

terts, it is especially their role in this literafure of laughter that I consider here; the

mode of writing in the poems I examine is mostly humorous. In a broad sense, theru

it is the role of animals as satiric representatives of humans in vernacular recreational

poetry that constitutes my field of enquiry. I have noted above that the creatures we

meet in this study are already living metaphors for us, their human cousins, and I

argue here that it is precisely the doseness of their natural resemblances to humans

that gives plausibility to the comic-satiric works in which they figure.

The world of medieval vernacular animal literature is a vast conglomeration of

transgeneric allegory, analogy and metaphor, and I consider only a small part of it
here. I have limited this study to birds only, partly in order to draw some strict

parameters, but also because birds have a special place in medieval vernacular

poebry. As decorative and melodious "ornaments of the air," birds regularly adorn

spring openings in medieval lyrical poebry:

13 U*b""to Eco, Thc Name aJ the Rose, 79.
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When pe nytegale singes pe wodes waixen grene;
lef ant gras ant blosme springes in Aueryl' y wene,

ant loue is to m1m herte gon wip one sPere so kene,

nyht ant day my blod hit drynkes; myn herte dep me tene. (1-4)"

Springtime singing is not birds' only function in medieval Poety, however. Thuy

play spirited speaking roles in the twelfth- and thirteenth-century knight and clerk

debates and perform in bird masses and other liturgical parodies; they also figure in

other comic-satiric poems on courtly, political and religious life. Above all, birds,

much more than other non-human creatures, occupy an especially important place in

Middle English debate poetry - dialogic verce, in that case, is necessarily an area of

particular interest to me. The fowls of the air do, of course, aPPear in other kinds of

medieval texts, notably fables, and also in those monitory Poems in which animals

are used as figures of mortal sins. But these are specialized fields I do not enter here.

I have chosen birds to illustrate my general argument - especially birds in verbal

conflict - partly because bird voices seemingly raised in screaming argument are one

of the first and most vivid perceptions we have of these air-borne inhabitants of our

world. There are a number of reasons why birds, perhaps even more than four-

footed creatures, are peculiarly suited to being cast in human roles, but a principal

one is tha! tike us, birds notably use their voices to communicate - an action that,

Albertus Magnus says, is a "manifestation of the levity of their spirits."r5 Some birds

seem even to possess the power of human speech, a quality the animal Poets exploit

to the full. Chaucer, for example, makes ri.hly comic distinctions between the kinds

of language his birds use in The Parlinment oJ Fmtls. He distingurshes between the

elaborately polite, elevated diction of his courtly tercel eagles, and the honest

simplicity of the language attributed to lesser birds such as the spanowhawk and the

turtledove - he even takes his comparison down to the coarse sentiments expressed

and vulgar noises made by the goose, the cuckoo and the duch rude birds that o:y

n.,Kek kek! Kokkow! Quek quek!' hye" (499) until the narrator/s eats ring with the

sound. In a similar way, when the distraught female falcon inThe Squire's Tale tells

Canacee her pathetic tale of betrayal, of how her false falcon lover, "this tigre, fuI of

doublenesse" has deceived her, her language, like that of Chaucer's tercels, is elevated

in style. She also uses graceful imagery of dassical origin, comparing her faithless

14 "Vvhen pe Nyhtegale Synges," inTheHarlq Lyrics,63.
6 Albertus Magnus, Man and the Beasts,l9l.
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lover's defection with, for instance, Paris leaving the nymph O€none for Helen, and

]ason's desertion of Medea. The tercel eagles and the unhappy falcon with their high-

flown language are all exaggeratedly parodic figures, straight from a human world of

courtly romance.

Not only birds' apparent gift of language link the avian and human worlds together;

there are also parallels between social orgatizatton in the two societies. Claude Levi-

Strauss has pointed out in how many ways our worlds aPPear to be parallel, theirs in

one dimensioo ours in another:

Th"y are feathered, winged, oviparous a1d-they are also physically separated

from human society by ilre element in which it is their privilege to move. As a

result of this fa*, they form a community which is ind-ependent of our own, but
precisely because of tl\isin{epen-denc_e, app:ars to us like another society,
homoloious to that in which we live: birds-love free-dom; they build themselves

homes ii which they lead a family life and nurture their young; they often, 
.,

engage in social relations with other members of the-r species; an{ they

coi'yiunicate with them by acoustic means recalling articulated language.'"

All these points are relevant to the discussion here; so is his comment that birds "can

be permitted to resemble men for the very reason that they are so different."

The association of birds with human social classes and religious and other kinds of

human establishment are themes of particular interest to medieval writers- They are

illustrated in poems in which birds figure as courtiers and lawyers, as kings and

clowns, as lovers and divine choristers and even as semi-religious figures, for

example, the intermittently pious birds inThe Oul and theNightingale. Nor is political

life neglected in bird poetry. Both The Bulce oJ the Houtlnf and Skelton's Spelce Parott

have complex, if eltiptical, political sub-texts, while birds are king,, lords and

"common people" in the fifteenth-century The Parliament of Birds. The grievances and

injustices ttre "com5m" birds discuss in this last poem vis h vis the tp'annical hawk-

magnate must have sounded very familiar to audiences in that turbulent era.

This study is divided into twq largely separate parts. In the first chapter in Part One,

I look at some of the background to and theory of the use of animals as reflections of

16 Claude Ldvi-Strauss, Tlu Saoage Minil,204.
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human life and society. In particular, I consider animal narrative as a source of

delight as well as instructiory and the use of beasts and birds in the literature of

recreation as illustrative of a robust medieval penchant for laughter. I look, especially,

at the nature of the satire of incongruity and at its close affinities with comic animal

narrative; at some of the genres in which birds and beasts are pressed into service as

satiric or parodic vehicles; and at the development of the use of animals as human

metaphors in terms of increasi.gty subtle characterization and individualization. In

the second chapter, I consider some of the ancient roots of the anthropomorphism

supporting comic and satiric beast writing, especially the dose idenfrfication of beasts

with humans as illustrated in such early natural historians as Pliny and Aelian.

In the third and fourth chapters I begin to look, at first in a general wdf r at the range

and genre of the vernacular bird poems tha! from the late twelfth century on, begin

increasingly to use birds to represent humans. Although most of the poems in this

study are in Middle Englistr, we nevertheless cannot ignore the European forms of

bird-poetry that early crossed the Channel and took root on the other side and I

glance at some twelfth- and thirteenth-century derk and knight debates in French and

Anglo-Norman, and at a French bird-mass, as well. In the clerk and knight debates,

birds are cast as the nobles in the court of the god of love who adjudicate upon the

relative daims of clerics and knights as lovers; lively parodies, these Poems satirize

both the tenets of courtly love and the rivalries between the first and second estates.

As natural musicians, birds are obviously also particularly suited to the form of comic

parody in which their singing abilities are used to travest5r different parts of the

liturgy; there are a number of titurgical parodies in which their voices are lifted in

both speech and song. Two important eramples of this minor mode briefly examined

here are the fourteenth-century Ia Messe des Oisiaus, a bird-mass set in the court of

Venug and the late fifteenth- or early sixteenth- century The Court of Looe, in which

the birds sing a version of the Matins and Lauds of the Blessed Virgrn - except that

their voices are addressed not to Mary herself, but to the god of love.

ln these chapters, I also consider a number of Middle English bird poems in some

detail. There are eight of these in this first part of my study. Three are anon5rmous,

and five by known authors; together they span something dose to two and a half

centuries and illustrate some of the themes most familiar in medieval bird verse. It
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becomes clear that birds figure variously in a wide range of literary genres (as Ian

Zolkowski observes of animals more largelyl but it is also clear that the typifying

character of bird talk gives such formal consistenry to the line of dialogic poems in

which birds appear that we can observe the formation and development of a specific

genre, the bird debate.l7 Five of the eight texts I study in Part I take the form of

dialogic poems, either two-party or multi-character; of these five, four discuss various

aspects of human love. The fifth debate in this dialogic section, The Parlinment oJ

Birds, eschews love, and concentrates on politics and the dangers of inordinate pride.

Particularly, I take notice of the ways in which the traditiong the symbolic histories,

the avian natures their bird principals bring with them can be seen to affect both the

course of the individual poems and their outcomes.

As we will see in the third chapter, the most important themes we find in bird Poebry

are love and the organization of human society, induding human courtly and

polidcal worlds. Birds and love are inextricably bound together in medieval verse,

together with their song and the concept of their possession of human speech. It is

the advent of spring with its implications for love-making and breeding that inspires

birds to lift their voices in many medieval poems; examples are the "smale foweles"

in the General Prologue to The Canterbury Taln, the little songbirds whicb too excited

to sleep a wink all night "maken melodye" in an April morning.ls [.ove is the sole

subject in the four debates in this chapter. Pafus of birds meet to discuss its various

aspects in the anon)nnous thirteenth-century The Thrush and the Nightingale, in

Clanvowe's fourteenth-century The Cuckoo and the Nightingale and Dunbay's The Merle

and the Nightingale, and a large number of bird characters exchange individual views

on the subject in the late fifteenth-century The Birds' Praise oJLooe.

In the fourth chapter I analyse four bird poems only one of which is a debate, the

political The Parliament oJ Birds. The others are Richard Holland's The Bulce of the

Hsulat, Wiltiam Dunba/s A Ballat of the Abbot oJ Tungland and John Skelton's Speke

Parott; together they cover a dronologicat period from the mid-fifteenth to the early

sixteenth century. None of these last three poems is dialogrq yet in a sense all derive

much of their force from a common ancestry that includes the earlier debate Poems.

tt Fo, a discussion of genre in medieval anirnal poetry, see Jan M. Ziolkowski, Taking Animals:
Mdimal Latin Bast Poefiy, 7 5U1.L50, l-74.
18 S"e The Rioerside Chaucer, The Genqal Prologue to Thc &ntnbury Tales, lines 9-70,23.
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The eponymous anti-hero in the Howlat and, particularly, the parrot in Speke Parrott

are both eloquent talking birds (those in Dunbar's Abbot of Tungland are, unusually,

almost silent) and, just as earlier debating birds take some of their character from

symbolic representations in medieval bestiaries, so the creatures in these Poems have,

we might say, a greater right to judgement and speech because the debates' use of

bird talk has delivered a specific form of poetic composition to the written literary

tradition. All three of these non-dialogic poems are remarkable and highly individual

works that deal with known, historical human characters and events - except that

virtually all the roles in them are played by birds.

My principal aim in the first part of my thesis has been to look at the field of bird

poetry very generally, at the conspicuous roles that birds play in vernacular verse,

and also at some of the different ways in which poets make use of their birds as comic

or satiric vehides. ln The Bulce oJ the Hmtlat, for example, birds perform all the

functions of a well-ordered ecclesiastical community. Holland casts a peacock as

pope, and all the functionaries belonging to a clerical society are birds, from pheasant-

patriarchs and swan-bishops to a raven as rural dean. When birds from the first and

second estates meet in conclave/ an eagle-emperor and raptor bird-officers represent

the second, military estate. Both spirifual and Gmporal lords are waited on and

entertained by lesser bird-persons, cooks and servants, musicians and jesters;

songbirds of all kinds perform as minstrels, and a Celtic rook-bard delivers an almost

unintelligible tirade in the Scottish tradition of the comic Gaelic-speuki.g Highlander.

A particular feature of this poem is the rich variety of the fowls that take part in its

assemblies.

Part tr of this study takes a very different form. It devotes four chapters to a dose

reading and textual analysis of a single poeffi, from an earlier period of English letters

than those discussed above. This is the anonymous bird debate The Ouil and the

Nightingale, arr animated argument between two birds that continues over nearly

eighteen hundred lines. Traditionally accepted as the earliest of the Middle English

bird debates (although it may have been preceded by The Thrush and the Nightingale'1,

The &nl and the Nightingale is also by far the longest and most thematically complex,

its lively discussions ranglng over a wide spectrum of both avian and human issues.

The date of the poem's composition is uncertain, but a general consensus has usually
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dated it to a period extending from the last years of the twelfth century to some time

in the early thirteenth, probably somewhere between the death of Henry II in 1189

and the accession of Henry III in 121,6. Recently, however, Neil Cartlidge in a new

edition of the poem, has suggested that it may have been written at a much later date.

He goes so far as to suggest that there may be a "serious possibility that the poem

was composed after the death of Henry Illin1272."re

The exceptional importance of this remarkable poem stems to a great extent from its

rarity, its composition in English without any obvious vernacular predecessor, and its

appearance at such an early date, at a time when Latin, not English, might have been

expected in a poem of such ambition and sophistication. At the s€une time, the

poem's undeniable originality is matched by its range of interests and quality. The

OUI and the Nightingale is a dispute that operates on the same formal lines as the other

two-party bird debate poems, that is, on alternating exchanges of argument. Like *re

other debates it concentrates on individual themes (although there are several of these

they are treated in sequence), but proves incomparably more complex in both format

and thematic dimensions. In its lengthy heatnent of human love, for example - a

discussion that extends over nearly three hundred lines - in terms of understandi.&

of subtlety of analysis, of freshness and originality the poem far outstrips all the other

bird love-debates, with the exception of Chaucer'sThe Parliament of Fouls.

The polythemaic The Oul and the Nightingale achieves a degree of virtuosity and easy

grace indeed not seen again until Chaucer - and, like Chauce/s worlg its very

excellence seems to invite the most serious, profoundly engaged reading. Like the

other poems discussed here, it borrows its inspiration from human life. Its comedy is

based on the absurd concept of two ordinary birds, each ensconced in its habitat of

hedgerow and tree stump appearing as opponents in an imaginary court of [aw, in
which th"y debate both avian questions and human issues, themes such as

xenophobi4 prophec!, predestination, religrory and human love and marriage. The

OwI and the Nightingale is a parodied mock-legal trial that relies heavily on logical

argument but is conducted by creafures officially denied the possession of reason. In

this incongruity, it has connections with the genre of the recreational beast poem, yet

nowhere do we feel that the poem is properly explained by that problematic relation.

te S"" Neil Cartlidtg Introduction to The OwI and the Nightingale, xv.
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For that reason alone, The OTD| and the Nightingale demands discussion that

acknowledges em arguable generic contexf but which also honours the poem's

singularity. In many respects, both in terms of quality and stafus, even Chaucels

bird poems cannot match this early debate.

Chaucer, of course, does have some of the very best birds in English literature.

Though I do not specifically address any of his bird poems here, they are everywhere

in my text as examples, illustrations, yardsticks. I have not includedThc Parliament oJ

Fmols among the debates considered here, partly because so much has already been

written about the poem, but also because I use it constantly as a standard of reference

and of comparison. That is to say, Chaucer's birds, especially his parliamentary

fowls, haunt my text in many respects, even if they do not figure in any extended

discussion of the poems from which they come. The Parliament oJ Fowls, for example,

in which all the fowl "that cometh of engendrure" meet on St Valentine's Day to

discuss love and mating, is not only the first but certainly the greatest of all animal

parliamentary poems, providing a standard for the use of non-human creafures as

satirical analogues for a particular kind of human society. Without it, it is difficult to

imagine how some of the later bird debate poems could have come into being in the

form that they take. The process of man-bird hybridization is more discreetly

achieved here than tnThe Nun's Priest'sTale,batChaucer establishes in the Parliammt

an equally comic degree of human, class-based differentiation between his birds-

Chaucer has so many memorable birds. In addition to the argumentative creatures in

The Parliamcnt oJ Foutls, the peerless Chauntedeer in The Nun's Priest's Tale, and the

unhappy crow inThe Manciple's Tale, there ate, for instance, the lovesick nightingale

and the eagle in Criseyde's dream in Troilus attd Criseyde,to the courtly falcons n The

Squire's TaIe and, the loquacious eagle 'with his grymme Pawes stronge" who seizes

the dreamer inThe House oJ Fame (5a1) and discourses on the nature of all things as he

carries him aloft. Although many of Chaucefs fowl are noble birds, fitting graciously

into the courtly society of which he so often writes, he has bird villains as well, the

worst of these being the falcon deceiver n The Squire's TaIe, a shocking bird-cad,

traitor to his noble caste. Neither does the poet deny individual identity to lesser

birds. In the human social divisions that characterizeThe Parliamrnt oJFoutls, the non-

4 S"" Troilus anit Crisryite inTtu Riverside Chaucn,Book tr, lines 91&31 , page ilZ.
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noble fowl are separated into well-bred seed-eaters, worm-eaters such as the rude

cuckoo, and noisy, vulgar waterbirds like the quacking duck.

The medieval satirist using bird or beast to comment on its superior on the ladder of

being, is fully aware of the comic possibilities inherent in replacing real-life animals

by convincing beast-human hybrids, figures that are neither wholly animal nor

human. Such a writer achieves his comic effects by deliberately blurring the

boundaries that divide fictional hybrid from human; only the thinnest of lines is

allowed to separate animal signifier from human signified. A legal debate takes place

inThe Oral and the Nightingale between an Owl-logcian and Nightingale-rhetorician 2l

and the eponymous hero in Speke Parott is simultaneously a pretty bird in a cage and

the implacable accuser of Skelton's favourite enemy, Cardinal Wolsey. ln The Nun's

Priest's Tale, Chaucer draws Chauntecleer as a hen-pecked rooster as well as a Latin-

speaking husband interested in medieval dream theory, and the male falcon in The

Squire's Tale is both courtly [over on his knees in seemingly devout humility, and a

consummate deceiver: "Ne koude man, by twenty ttrousand part/Countrefete the

sophymes of his artlNe were worthy unbokelen his galoche/Ther doublenesse or

feyning sholde approche" (55&56).22 Such fictional creations as the rhetorically

sophisticated Chauntecleer and bossy Dame Pertelote seem at times almost human -
can we think of Pertelote as a Wife of Bath in feathers? Like the man-animal hybrids

in the manuscript margins neither one thing nor the other, Chaucer/s inventively

satirical birds effectively break the compositional moulds that normally separate one

order of creation from another. In the sarne way as Henryson's preaching swallow,

urbanized town mouse and sanctimonious wolf, the Chaucerian fowls all have

recognizably human dimensions added to their animal personae, satirically

elaborated along the lines of estate, habitat and social custom.

This man-animal parallelism, these both natural and symbolic resemblances between

human and bird or beast form a principal interest in this study. I look at the ways in
which animal-human characteristics are conflated, and how the double identities that

result function. Especially, I have sought to analyse the methods bird poets employ

2' Fo, these characterizations of the birds n The OuI and the Nightingale, see Douglas L- Petersort "?Tre
Ouil antl the Nightingale and Christian Dialectic."
2 S""The Squire's Tab nThe Rioerside Qnucer,l7l.
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to confer a fictional near-human status on their avian characters at the same time as

maintaining their nafural "birdiness," their undisputed continuing existence as birds;

this is always a complicated exercise. The construction of a convincingly double bird-

human persona can be achieved only by precise and plausible mingting of the

characteristics of these two so different genera. Only by means of adroit management

of this literary balancing act, the successful investment of the avian personae with

plausibly dual natures and attributes, can poets sustain the sense of near believability

essential to the maintenance of successful animal satire.

In the process of maintaining this plausibility, delicate balances must be struck. It is

important for the writer who uses his animals to satirize humans that the boundary

dividing bird or beast from human should never become too fixe4 stay always fluid,

uncertain, ambiguous. The question remains, nevertheless: how should we read the

deliberate blur:rings of boundaries in the works in which birds and beasts are used as

metaphors for humans? What do the identifications of animals with human

characters and institutions bring to the beast-human interface in works of literafure?

And do they change the ways in which we understand the animal and human

worlds? As well as the undoubted correspondences that edst between animal and

human, yawning chasms of difference yet remain. In spite of their recognized

resemblances to humans, even the tamest of animals must at different times and in

different ways have seemed dangerous as well as familiar creatures, inhabiting

another, different, and imperfectly understood part of an otherwise human world.

Dorothy Yamamoto cites fulia Kristeva, who raises the question of this impalpable

boundaqy between human and beast. In Powers of Honor Kristeva say+ "The abiect

confronts us, on the one hand, with those fragile states where men stray on the

territories of animal." z Yamamoto notes how suggestive the word "fragSle" is here.2a

She observes that "the boundary between humans and animals is in one sense a site

of play, rid,ly productive of cultural enterprises, but it is also a danger area, a place

where human identity - construed as difference from animal kind - may slip from

one's grasp." The question of both the f.uglity and danger involved in combining

a 
loliu Kristeva, Powers oJ Honor: An Essay on Abiectian,"l2.

2a Dorothy Yamamoto, The Boandaia oJ the Hwrun in Mediaat Litaature,2}4.
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human-animal identity is a problem that writers of animal narrative must learn to

recognize and control.

Hans Robert Jauss approaches this question of human-animal combined identity from

a different point of view. He discusses the significant changes that come about when

the human characters in a particular genre (he cites the courtly epic as his example)

are replaced by animals: the genre changes, assumes different values and dimensions,

is no longer the same.b Elsewhere, he points out that the beast epic, as an "antiheroic

contrafactor" of the courtly epic, "also brings to the fore a dosed and ahistorical

world of types and characters which has still not been sufficiently appreciated as an

influential pattern for human self-interpretation."26 Finally, the bird debate, it seems

to me, operates in a similar way since, even as it contributes to the larger tradition of

debate, by virtue of its peculiar advantages in characterization, it opens up different

potentialities as a "pattern of human self-interpretatiory" and thereby reconstifutes

the larger, parent tradition in notable ways.

Of particutar interest to me in this study are the different kinds of mixed avian and

human individuality that beasts and birds so often possess in medieval fictions, and

the disconcerting as well as comic uses to which this ambiguously anthropomorphic

status may be put. Strange things happen at the illdefined, fluctuating interface

between man and bird or beast. Conflations of animals and humans mean that

questions of identity and alterity continually arise; different kinds of connections and

divisions both join and separate human and animal. Often in folklore animal and

human bodies combine to create hybrid forms, creatures such as centaurs and sirens

and the fearful manticore - atl owe their strange identity, the essence of their being

partly to human ancestlr, partly to animal. At least these creatures of double

physical form can be identified as hybrids: the degree of their humanness or

animality is shown in their shapes.

Stranger, and more disfurbing if only because less visible, are the creatures that look

like humans but are born of unions between humans and non-humans. There are

medieval tales in which mariages take place between humans and other beings; for

6 Hurr" Robert jauss, "A Theory of Genres and Medieval Literafure, " in Tousmil an Aathetic oJ
Recqtbn,lW7.
6 Hutr" Robertlauss, 'The Atterity and Modernity of Medieval Literature," 200.
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example, the tale of Melusine, who is a woman and wife on six days in the week but a

serpent on Safurdays, and Walter Map's similar story of an eleventh-century Norman

barory Henno-with-the-teeth, whose beautiful wife (a "brilliant pestilence") turns out

to be a dragon in disguise.z Intermarriage between humans and these part-other

beings is a not uncofiunon theme in medieval fiction, their unions often cemented by

a practical bargain. The mortal husband (for example, Sir Launfal) is blessed with

riches and worldly success in refurn for silence and non-interference in his

supernafural wife's other, mysterious existence. The condition violated, both success

and demon-bride disappear.ts

These rather disconcerting myths take on a different shape in the mundus inoersus, a

symbolic paratlel universe in existence since at least classical times. This is the world

of symbolic inversion in which humans and animals not only meet and merge

identities but exchange roles, typically by the (human) master assuming the role and

the duties of the (animal) servant. Originally a literary form, the inverted world

becomes pictorial in the Middle Ag"q familiar in the fantastic pictures in the margins

of medieval manuscripts." Man-animal hybrids provide one kind of inverted fantasy

in the manuscript margins, but the larger part of the pictorial art of the mundus

inaersus illustrates hierarchical relationships of various kinds. These fall into a

number of specific categories, but it is those involving human and animal, or animal

and animal that are especially relevant here. David Kunzle notes the extent to whidr

animals are used to satirize human social and political instifutions and power

relationships; for example, in the kind of illustration in which the or drives the

peasants harnessed to the plougtu the donkey rides the man, and the huntsman is

cooked on a spit turned by a harg while being basted by a goose.s Other similarly

revenge-based, role-reversal cartoons show geese capfuring the fox, mice hanging the

cat from the gallows, and hunted animds first sitting in judgement on their

persecutors, and then roasting the huntsman and hangtng his dogs.

n Fo, Melusine, see The Romans oJ Partenay, or of Lnsignen See also Walter Map, De Nugis Curialiwn:
Courtiss'Tifles, DisL 4 Chapter 9,3&49.
a For Sir launJal, see Donald B. Sands, Mddle English Vrse Romancs,ZLh32-
a For picture in the margins see Lilian M. C. Randall,Itrugre in the Margins oJ Gothic Mamxripts; also,
Michail Camille. Image oithe Eilge: The Mnrgins oJ Mediaal-Art. Figure from the mundus inoasus, ate
also discussed in Tke ReonsfuleWorld: Symboliclnaersionin Art and Society-
30 David Kunzle "World Upside Down: The lconography of a European Broadsheet TW",u lrl.The
RmersfuIeWorld: Symbalic Inonsion in Art and hciety,39-93.
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Other role-reversal pictures in the margins find their inspiration in the satire of

incongruity rather than in revenge. Prime examples are the marginalia that show

animals absurdly involved in various human activitieq for instance, the satirical anti-

clerical drawings that show a mitred pig preaching, or a fox conferring a blessing on

the faithful. There are many literary parallels to these pictures, especially in texts that

rely most heavily on incongruous behaviour for their satirical substance. An example

in this study is the macabre scene in Dunbar's A Batlat oJ the Abbot oJ Tungland where

battalions of militant birds strike down a presumptuous human who, dressed in

feathers, is attempting to fly. The satire of symbolic inversion is always present at

some level, however reduced, in terts in which animals incongruously take on the

aspect and functions of men, figuring in role-reversal situations predicated on human

individuals, kinds of society or institutions from the human world- Comedy springs

from these absurd assumptions; whether the animal mimics courtier, lover, or

politicat or religious figure, the effect is so inappropriate as to induce laughter. At the

same time, there is danger here, an unstated, underlying, even ideological theme,

something, perhaps, like the predictions of the wheel of fortune: he who rides high

should beware, he may yetbe laid low.

In spite of the fact that we know that the role-reversal birds and beasts in animal

narative are there specifically to point out truths about mankind' they are,

nevertheless, accorded something resembling a human-like subjectivity, so that we

are enabled - often to some considerable extent - to feel with them and for them in

their human masquerades. ln a profounder sense, however, we remain detached'

We do not forget that these bird-man or bird-woman hybrids and analogues are but

fictions and that, while they may resemble people, and even stand in for specific

types of men and womery humans they are not. Farmyard fowls do not speak Latin

and discuss medieval philosophy; eagles and falcons are not soldiers nor part of an

elaborately courtly society; owls and nightingales cannot be members of religious

communities; parrots are neither politicians nor philosophers. The texts in which the

reverse is suggested as true constitute excellent tools for the analysis of human nature

and human instifutions, but their poets' intentions are aimed at satire, not sympathy'

The continuity between human and animal necessary for the success of this satire

depends on the permeability, the difficulty of defining the fragile lines that separate
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man from beast. There are always complex and difficult aspects to the dual nature of

the animal-human relationship, and the problems inherent in the literary melding of

human and beast are multiplied when attempts are made to conflate their two so

different worlds. How these difficulties are overcome, how well they are resolved in

any given text, must depend upon how the poet handles them - but also, and

aucially, on the individual nafure of the FVery non-human creafure. Close attention

must be paid to each animal's owrr, particular, individual characteristics, so different,

so widely divergent from those of both man and other beasts. Henryson writes:

Thocht brutall beistis be irrationall,
That is to say wantand discretiourL
Yit ilk ane in thair kynd naturall
Hes mony divers inclinatioun:
The bair busteous, the wolff, the wylde lyoun,
The fox feinyeit craftie and cawtelows,
The dog to bark on nictrt and keip the hows.

Sa different thay ar in properteis,
Unknawin to man, and sa infinitg
In kynd havand sa fell diversiteis,
My cunning is excludit for to dyte. @974A7)31

In thus commenting on the incalculable diversity in the world of birds and beasts, the

poet emphasizes the mystery the animal world is, always has been and remains for

us. He also reinstates that line between the animal and the human orders of creation

that the poems in this study transgress. Whatever else these texts do, they perhaps

refer us to another line dividing humankind from other order€, suggesting a different,

more ennobling potential for the human race.

In the ninth century, John Scotus Eriugena considers this question of man's duality,

his own double nature and also the visible and invisible qualities that both unite and

separate man and other animals. Lr his philosophy, the "general life of the world,"
that is, of every kind of organic creation, is separated into the rational and irational;
this division applies both to men and angels and to all other liri.g things. Eriugena

subdivides these separate dasses yet further. His first dass comprises angels and

mery the second, animals and plants, and each of these four groups possesses specific

qualities. The angels are pure intelligences, humans, rational beings, animals have

sentience, plants, life. There is, however, Eriugena say+ an important sense in which

3t S.. Rob"tt Henrysory 'The Taill of Schir Chantecleir and the Foxe," in Robst Henryson Poems,73.
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the human role exceeds that of every other form of life. Man subsurnes within

himself the qualities of all four of the above groups, "understanding like an angel,

reasoning like a man, sensing like an animal and living like a plant."t

In the philosophey's view, man is produced from the earth as a single species among

the other animals; there are things he shares with them and they with him. At the

sarne time, he is incomparably far above all other animal+ for man and man alone has

been made in God's image and likeness. From these things, thery we understand that

"man is in all the animals and they are in him" - but that man is above them all.

Eriugena tells us that "whoever ex:unines carefully the remarkable and altogether

ineffable creation of nafure itself will clearly find that the sarne man is a species in the

genus of animals and yet subsists above every species of animal."

Hence one can conectly speak of him both affirmatively and negatively by
saying: "Man is an animal; man is not an animal." When one considers in him
body, nutritive [ife, sense, memory of sensibles and all irrational appetite, such
as madness or greed he is altogether an animal; for all of these he has in
cornmon with other animals. But in the higher part of himself, where he
consists of reason, intellect, the inner sense with all its rational motions called

airtues and with the memory of things eternal and diving he is not artanimal
in any respect.s

The difference is that man is made in the image of God.

When Eriugena says that it is "cor:rectly stated of man, 'He is an animaL he is not an

animal'," the philosopher adds, "We can confiian this point from the authority of

divine Scripture, for the Apostle says: 'An animal-like (animalis) person does not

perceive the things which are God's."s That clarifies the doubleedged distinction

that operates in all the bird debates in varying degrees, even if they do not seem to be

so much burdened with the obligations such radical oppositions appear to place upon

humanity. So far as the doubleness, the continuity and double nature of man and

animal are concerne4 however, this is a final and condusive distinction that would

have been intelligible to each and everyone of the writers I consider in this thesis,

even as it is cancelled for the moment in the interests of the audience's somewhat

transgeneric pleasure.

t' 
Johtt Scotus Eriugen4 Periphysnn Ofl the Division of Nature,20t. In Eriugena's philosophy even

plants, "in manifesting a power of ll[e" are regarded as "ensouled bodies," 204.
s Eriugena,220.
s Eriugena,220.



PART ONE

Chapter 1

-

Beastly Impersonations: The Power of Laughter

That "grete clerke" St john Chrysostom says that the animal world is the mirror of

human morals, and that animals were put on earth not only to help and provide food

for man but also to teach him; he add,s, "indeed all nature has been ordained by God

for the delight and instruction of mankind" and that "analogy is everlrwhere'"l

Down through the centuries, from AristoPhanes to orwell, readers and auditors of

anthropomorphic animal stories conceived as commentaries on the shortcomings of

the human race have been delighted by their humour and edified by their didactic

content, and the Middle Ages were no different from others in this respect' Th"y

were, in fact, particularly fruitfuI in the quantity and quality of the tales of birds and

beasts held up as both amusing and instructive reflections on human nafure; satiric

allegories using animals as human surrogates are a commonPlace in medieval

literature. Hans Robert |auss tells how he was first struck by the "alterif' of

med.ieval poetry when he realized how both the Romantic explanation of the animal

tale ("poebry of nature as an initial understanding of man and animal') and the anti-

Romantic interpretation of the beast epic ("the satirically sPun fable of the lionls court

day,,) could be traced back to an "inexplicit interesf' on the part of both author and

his medieval audience.2 It is not the life of animals in nature, he says, bu! rather, "the

naturae et mores hominum which are discovered in a new way" in medievd animal

texts. He adds that the pleasure he derived from Renarfs and Isengrin's stories "was

more ambiguous than mere joy in the simpte relationships and natural characteristics

of the animal world: it arose from aesthetig moral, and finally even political reflection

upon what the animal's essence could tell one about human nature'"

This pleasure has other roots and a larger function in medieval culture. Vincent

Kolve says that laughter "was respectable in the Middle Ages partly because it could

's,@Gelesis, i.29qQ4g""Ioe. praec.,Lm,81f-r"tP9dl!y 85 ff') ' This

reference is taken from Morton W. Bloomfietd,fhi SdnDudly Sits,79 and 361, note 93'

2 Hur," Robert Jauss, 'The Alterity and Modernity of Medieval Literafure," L99-200'
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teach": it has a recognizable didactic function.u The twin functions of the poet both

to instruct and to please, are described in an often quoted classical dictum, the lines

from Horace's Ars Poetica, in which he states that the aim of poets is either to benefit

or give delight, or, preferably, both.a Recommending brevity in the lessons to be

taught and verisimilitude in the fictions used to present them, Horace observes that

the writer who succeeds in blending profit and pleasure will delight everyone, and

will simultaneously divert and teach his reader. At the stune time we recognize that

although many of the beast stories which survive were written to provide pleasure as

much as profi! a good deal of the animal literature which has come down from the

Middle Ages was designed to instruct rather than to entertain. Texts written strictly

to chasten rather than delight are those medieval monitory poems that feature

animals as figures of the mortal sint the wolf, for example, rePresenting anger, the

owl, sloth, and the peacock, pride. Examples of animal sin-types and their nulnerous

sin-children may be found in poetry spanning several centuries, from the thirteenth-

century The Ancvene Riwle to spense/ s Faerie Quente.s I do not ProPose to consider

this genre here, however, but will loolg rather, at some examples of animal Poems

composed as sources of delight as well as instruction. Birds will be my particular

object of attention, and I will examine their use as metaphors for humans in different

types of med,ieval verse, looking especialty, at a number of texb in which their figures

have been put to decidedly satirical as well as didactic use.

The anonymous poets of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries who wrote the tales of

Reynard the duplicitous fox and his enemy the wou, and of a disgracefully abusive

squabble between a pair of contentious birds in The owl and the Nightingale, were

followed by such occasional animal-poets as Chaucer, Henryson, Holland' Dunbar

and Skelton, all of whom created eloquent portraits of birds and beasts as mocking

images of mankind. In reflecting upon the vices and virtues of the human race, all

these writers demonstrate how especially suited animals are to the satirical

impersonation of men and women. By emphasizing both the similarities and

dissimilarities of one order of creation to another and making sly comic capital of the

gaps between, their humorous if critical portraits present us to ourselves in a very

unflattering guse, in what we should recognize as chastening views of ourselves as

3 V. A. Kolve, The PW CaltedCorpus Otisti,7zg.
o Horu"", Satires, Epistles and Ars Poetica,lines 33$tt4l'
s For this specialized use of animals 1q figures of sins, see Morton W' Bloomfield,'[hc Snm Deailly

Sins, especially Chapters V, VI and VII.
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objects of the satire - but seldom do. To paraphrase Chaucer paraphrasing Horace,

perhaps most readers have always simply elected to take the chaff and enjoy it, and

leave the fruit behind: satire is nearly always about other people.u As Swift says -
and who should know better? -"Satyr 

is a sort o.f Glass, wlrcrein Beholders do gennally

discooer eoery body's Face but their Own; which is the chieJ Rmson for that kind Receptian it

meets in theWorld, and tlnt so uuy Jew are ofJendedwith it'"7

Both early and late Middle Ages liked to laugh, and their writers have left us a rich

legary of humorous poetry, first in Latiry later in the vernacutars. But, of course, iust

as not all medieval beast literafure was written to inspire laughter, not all comic ta]es

from the Latin Middle Ages were confined to the field of animal stories; considerable

numbers of early medieval Latin humorous texts do not figure animals. One well-

known Latin comic form that does not use either birds or beasts is the parody of

biblical feasts. The best-known exilnple of these is the Cena Cypriani, dattngfrom the

fourth or fifth century the popularity of which can be gauged by the number of

imitations it inspired. A parody of a banquet at whidr almost everybody who is

anybody in the Bible is presenf its humour lies in the absurd effects created by

ptacing well-known biblical characters in various ludicrous situations, each of which

is based on some particular point of reference from their individual scriptural

histories.s Then there are the humorous Latin centos that incorporate lines and whole

passages lifted from both the Bible and classical authors into new narratives, and also

various parodies based irreverently on the liturgy: drunkards', gamblers' and lovers'

masses, travestied hymns and. money gospels. As well as these, there are the

solemnly nonsensical hagiographies of non-eistent saints such as St. Nemo and St'

Invicem that parody the pious vogue for saints' lives.e Finally, in the later Middle

6 Chaucer,s Nun's Priest recommends that we should take the fruit and let the chaff be still' See Ifte

Nun's piest's rak tii rhi critnu"ry Tales, in The Riperside Chaucer, p. 261,, line 4634'

7 
Jonathan Swift, A Tale oJ a Tuh, to which is added The Battle of thc Book and the Mechmical Opnation oJ

the Spiit,215-
8 Th" C"no Cyprianiand biblical feast parodi"" S-gj"qT4-af $plusse-d 

in Martha Bayle*s, Paroily in the

Miitdle Aces: the LntinTradition,lg-56.'See also Mff<hail M. Bakhti& "From the P1ehigtgry of Novelistic

il;;;/; i;ru iiibgit tmiginann,Z0. The Cetw's humour is not particularly subtle, but engaging'

Itbegins with a nonsensical seatingof the guesbat the !eas9 
with Adim, as befits the original father,

in the middle. Eve sits on a leaf, din on a plo,tgtr, Abel on a milk pail' 
-Noah q91chry on an ark'

ilb.;;;; a jug Judas on u *orr"y-box, arid sJon. F. |. E. Raby, G e Ulstoyy oJ .Syular 
Latin Poetry ln

in" iintt egoiva.+nO,*ys tt it the "whole composition,.gugrile in itsell ffgtt! 9erv,e 
the PurPose

of itt"t ""ti"l", 
if it aid not'rader move those who heard it recited to unseemly laughter'"

s S* Muttha Bayless for all these medieval Latin parodic forms'
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Ages the vernacular miracle plays offer happy fusions of sources, tales from Bible

history combined with popular, often virtually knockabout comedy.10

Similar, if not strictly parallel paths from Latin to vernacular are followed in beast

literature. Various comic animal impersonations of humans aPPear in the Latin

Middle Ages, in fables and other narrative beast Poems, in parodic animal wills and

testaments, and in dialogic poems including beast flytings and insect debates.ll

Before the end of the twelfth century we have three major satiric animal narrative

poems in medieval Latin. The earliest is the E&asis caiusdam captiai per tropologiam,

written probably in the first part of the eleventh century; a long beast poem that

relates the adventures of a wandering calf-monk" it employs what will become a

traditional beast-epic theme of wits-versus-strength.12 The topic is again brilliantly

erploited in the early part of the twelfth century in the considerably longer

ysengrimus, with tales of fox against wolf at the court of the lion-king.t3 Then, at

century's end comes the Speculum Stultorum, a Latin monachal satire based on the

tale of the peripatetic donkey Brunellus (for whom read monk) in search of a longer

tail (for which read professional advancement).14

Animal poems in both Latin and the vernaculars begrn to appear in increasing

numbers in the late twelfth century; Jill Mann remarks that the increasing numbers of

animal texts "amount to something like an explosion of medieval beast literature

between i.150 and !Z}O.,rs The tradition of comic animal satire seen first in Latin is

continued in the vernacular beast eplc k romnn de Rerwrt and its multiple branches,

the first of which Foulet dates to the last quarter of the twelfth century. This period

also sees the earliest of the clerk and knight debates, the first vernacular reaeational

poems to make ertensive use of numbers of birds. In these lively divertissements,

composed in both French and Anglo-Norman, talking birds are cast both as

t0 Fo, ur, analysis of comedy in the mi-raclg.pliy", see V. A. Kolve, The PlrV Cilled C-otPtts CJl,lristi'

especially Chipter 5, "Religious Laughter," 124.U.
tt 

i"r, M. Ziolkowski, tnTaking Anhnals: Meitiaat latin Beast Poetry,75A-1L50, gives a comprehensive

account of Latin beast literaturl it the first part of the Middle Ages.

12 
Ecbasis aniusdam coptioi pn tropologian, kanslated and edited by Edwin H- Zeydel'

13 
Ysengrimus,, hanslated and editedbylill Mann.

to Fo. th" Speculum Stultorumsee Nigel Longchamps: Specutum Stultarum edited by I. H- Mozley; also A

Minor Jor Fools: The Book of Burnel the Ass,-

ls S* lill Manru lntroduction toYsmgrimus, S.
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counsellors at the court of the god of love and as active military defenders-16 other

animal texts in the vernacular that appear possibly in the twelfth and certainly in the

thirteenth century include the first of the few two-character debate Poems featuring

birds. Still later come the liturgical parodies that exploit birds and their gtft of song'

and birds and beasts also figure in the serrnon exempla so favoured by the mendicant

preachers, who borrow from a variety of sources, including the medieval animal tales

of fabulists such as Odo de Cheriton, Nicholas de Bozon and John Bromyard. As G'

R. Owst shows, these exempla were freely used by popular preachers in order to

entice not wholly willing audiences to their sermons'"

other important works with animal subjects cannot be so easily categorized' Chaucer

gives a new, mock-heroic face to an old beast fable in The Nun's Priest's Tale and

Henryson deftly mixes wit and a rigorous, if compassionate didacticism in his

reworkings of the Aesopian fables. Richard Holland also uses a well-l,rrown fable as

the basis of. The Buke of The Hoatlat, his sprightly satire on Church and state, slyly

finding suitable birds to represent clerical roles in the ecclesiastical establishment he

knew so well. More than half a century later' Skelton chooses a wonderfully

solipsistic parrot with ruby and emerald feathers and a "lyttel wanton iye" to Press a

medley of charges against his foe, Cardinal Wolsey. These often parodic, frequently

satirical, always amusing animal images are plainly conceived with an Horatian

double purpose in view: namely, to show man to himself with all his faults and

insufficiencies, thus both provoking his laughter and more desirable - his

shame.

The ventriloquial birds and beasts that intrigue and delight us in the lively animal

literature of the Middle Ages play a kaleidoscopic variety of roles and serve a

multiplicity of ends; they are both comic and serious, solemn and satirical' generally

playful, as often ambiguous. Before we consider the often parodic or satiric texts in

which they appear, we might note that only in comparatively recent years has there

been any appreciable amount of critical attention focused on the question of satiric

intention in medieval beast literature, other than that in the more obvious texts, in the

Renart cycle, or tales by Chaucer and Henryson. It was not until well into the second

16 S". Ch*les Oulmont, La ilibsts ilu clerc et du cttnalis ilans la tifthaturepoitique du moyen$ge-; also

Edmond Faral, ,,Les d6bats du clerc et du chevalier dans la littdrafure des )oI' et XIIIE sibcles-"

17 Fo, th. use of animal erempla by the mendicant preachers, see G- R Owst, Literatute anil Pulpit in

Medinal England, Chapter 4, especially 795-209'
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part of the twentieth century that many voices were raised in defence of the

disgraceful medieval predilection for laughter, long uncomfortably recognized as

present in many medieval texts, but largely ignored, or found puzzlin& or even

embarrassing. Martha Bayless says that fohan Huizinga exemplifies the "attitude of

generations of critics" when, early in the twentieth century he remarks' "What are

we to say, lastly, of the curious levity of the authors of the close of the Middle Ages'

which often impresses us aS an absolute lack of mental power?"l8 Such conservatism

was to change, impelled not least by Huizinga himself, who some twenty years later

would publish a seminal work on the importance of play in the Middle Ages'1s

Bayless observes tha! "in sum, however, scholars have come to recognize that

medieval culture was neither as monolithically serious nor so unremittingly grim as it

has often been portrayed."m Glending olson, writing in 1982 on the recreational role

of literature in the Middle Ages, says that he hopes, essentially, "to redress an

imbalance in modern scholarship that fosters, intentionally or not, the notion that

medieval literary thought had nothing but indifference to or contempt for the purely

pleasurable."Zl Although critical attitudes have changed the Process has been slow'

Even when a beast poem patently relies for its effectiveness uPon satiric mimicry of

human behaviour, and is clearly written at least in part to amuse' its comic content

has oFten been either only grudgingly appreciated or even quite summarily

discounted. in favour of attempts to decode the complexities of the serious allegorical

and didactic meanings assumed to erist'

More than half a century after Huizinga's comment on the "curious levif' found in

medieval writers, fohn conlee addresses the silne subiect- Discussing the debt the

late twelfth- or thirteenth-century The owl anil the Nightingale owes to the Latin

debate tradition, Conlee remarks that the Poem "belongs to a type of literature that

did not normally serve as a vehicle for messages of great profundity '"2 He Soes on

to complain tha! "few critics, unforfunately, have recognized this fad''' and adds

that, ,,working from the assumption that the issues contained in the Poem are of real

te 
;oh.r, Huizinga The Wanlng 9J 

thg.Middte Age,,.226,.quoted in Bayless, 1. We should note that

H"izi"gu is speiking speaficalli'of late medieval culture'
te 

Johuo Huizing+ Homo Ludens.
m Bayless, 1.
21 ctenaing olson, Literature as Reneation in the latq Middle Aga,13.
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theological, philosophical or historical significance," critics have tried to determine

what allegorical significances might be assigned to the Owl and to the Nightingale,

basing their analyses "almost exclusively on the relative positions the two birds take

in their arguments."a Substantial numbers of the scholars who have written

assessments of the debate have allowed, if only with a passing nod, that it is a poem

with considerable comic effect, containing elements of both parody and satire. But

only a comparatively few have gone further and suggested that the debate has

possibly no obscure or complex allegorical significances at all, being targeted, rather,

at various human faults: irrepressible vanity, ill temper, appallingly bad manners, a

taste for argument but an inability to be consistent in it a tendency to make mistakes

under stresg notably in logic, and an overriding desire to win at all costs. These are

all recognizably human failings amply illustrated by the behaviour of the waning

birds, though none of ilrem, of coutse, amounts to serious moral depravity.

Before we look at the qualities that make birds and beasts so admirably suited to the

role of allegorical vehicles of satire on humankind, some definitions are in order. We

will start with altegory which Ellen Douglass Leyburn says is "one of the most

difficult terms to define" - she adds that satire is not much easier.za Pointing out the

absolute requirement in all allegory for a double-level "pattern of relationship in both

tenor and vehide" both on the surface and beneath, Leyburn says that we can, then,

"call allegory the particular method of saying one thi.g in terms of another in which

the two levels of meaning are sustained" and in which they "correspond in a pattern

of relationship among details."s As Stephen Russell notes, usefully, by "definition

allegory is alieni loquium, salnng one thing while meaning and being understood to

mean another."s The Princeton Handbook oJ Poetic Terms devotes several pages to a

discussion of allegory, its varieties and ramifications. In a succinct, general definition

of the term, the author of the Handbook entry says that "we have allegory when the

events of a narrative obviously and continuously refer to another simultaneous

strucfure of events or ideas, whether historical events, moral or philosophical ideas,

I Conl"", 57. For a summary of the range of dissenting opinions on possible_allegorical meanings of
the poem, see Kathryn Humi, The Owl and the Nightingale the Poan and its Critia., Chapter 1.
2a Ell"r, Douglass Leyburry Satiric Altegory: Minor oJ Mnn,Z.
2s Leyburn,5-6.
6 See J. Stephen Russell, Introduction to Nlegotesis,xi.



or nafural phenomena."27 He adds that the "myth and the fable are forms closely

related tq or frequenfly used for, allegory."

There are certain strong natural affinities between allegory and satire. Not least of

these are the pervasive presence of indirect references and double layers of meaning

and while allegories of course are not alway+ or even most often, satires, a good

many satires are allegories. In the entry on satire in The Princeton Handbook, Robert

Elliott quotes Dr. lohnson's dictum that satire is "a poem in which wickedness or

folly is censured."28 Eliott comments that more elaborate definitions are usually not

any more satisfactory and adds that, "no strict definition can exPress the complexity

of a word which signifies, on one han4 a kind of literature, and on the other, a spirit

or tone which expresses itself in many literary genres." Particularly relevant to the

poems to be considered here is his indusion of the beast fable as one of the genres

likely to be imbued with this satiric tone. We note also his further comment on

sadre's general affinity for the comic, or patently unserious:

By and large the satiric spirit seerns to fuse m-ost rya{lfY TnS th"
c6mic genres; when satir-e was prohibited by faw in Elizabethan
Englan? . . . the satirists turned prompfly to Ure comic drama ("comicall
satjrre") as the form most approlrriatd for their puryoses.a

This statement does not mean that satires need always amuse to make their

punishing point. The term "sa6re" is also applied to the ritualized invective which,

in some early societiet was used to shock, terrify, even frighten to death; used thus in

the form of "flyting", it was popularly thought to have the power to kill.s As we will

see, this is the kind of fate threatened by the rook-bard in Richard Holland's The Buke

oJ the Houtlnt, wherL reproved by the raven rural dean for telling lies, he promises to

"rynne" him: "I sall ryme the, rav5rne baith guttis and gall!"(815)

Parody is a no less slippery term. Eric G. Stanley offers a definition from Paul

Lehmann, who says, 'I take only such works of literature to be parodies as imitate or

adduce, either in whole or in part, firs! any text which may be assumed to be

n Th, Pinceton Handhook oJ Poetic Terms, 5.
n Tht Pinceton Harulhook oJ Poetic Tetms, 248.
a 'Iht Pinceton Handhook,2[9-
3o Fot satire as a lethal weapon see Fred Norris Robinson" -satirists and Enchanters in Early lrish
Literature"; Robert C. Elliort, ThePouter oJ Satire;and Douglas Gray, "Rough Music Some Early
lnvectives and Flytings."
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familiar, or secondly, views and conceptions, customs and habits, events and

personages; handling these subjects in a way that seems to be faithful, but is in fact a

distortion or inversion with conscious, intentional and obvious humour."3l Martha

Bayless notes the elusive nafure of the term and lack of general agreement as to its

precise definition, and observes tha! "modern usage is considerably less exact than

the ancient."32 She proposes her own definition of parody: "arr intentionally

humorous literary (written) text that achieves its effect by (1) imitating and distorting

the distinguishing characteristics of literary geffes, styles, authors, or specific texts

(textual parody); or (2) imitating with or without distortion, literary genres, styles,

authors, or texts while in addition satirizing or focusing on nonliterary customs,

events or person s (social p arody) !' *

Satire and parody both make us laugh and since Plato and Aristotle, philosophers

have speculated on the nature of laughtea its significance, its intellectual, emotionaf

and physical causes and results.* Aristotle says that of all living creatures only man

is endowed with laughter, and that a child does not laugh until the fortieth day after

its birth. OnIy foom that moment does it become a human being. Helen Adolph

quotes Notker Labeo as claiming that whatever is capable of laughter is human, and

whatever is human can laugh.s Such broad statements, however, bring us no closer

to defining what it is that makes us laugh, or smile or, more simply and moderately,

just feel amused. Hector Monro draws up a list of ten classes into which he says that

"on a broad" superficial view" all humour falls. Th"y are: (a) Any breach of the usual

order of events; (b) Any forbidden breach of the usual order of events; (c) Indecency;

(d) Importing into one situation whatbelongs to another; (e) Anyttring masquerading

3t E. G. Stanley, "Parody in Early English Literature," L-2. The quotation from Paul Lehmann is from
his Parodieim Mittelaltn,3 (hanslation taken from Stanley).
32 Bayless,2-3.
s Bayless,3.
g 

TL" term "laughter" will be restricted here to reaction caused by amusemenb it will not refer to the
laughter causedlor example, by emotions such as joy, or embarrassment, or phygical_reaction to
tickling. Aristotle says that man alone is "ticklish both because of the thinness of his skin and because
he is ttre only one ofthe animals that laughs." See On the Parts of Animals, translated by |ames G.

Lennox, Itr. iO 673a. Aristotle's statement that man is the only laughing animd is used by Rabelais to
condude his inboductory poem to Gargantua -"Mieux est de ris que de larmes escrire/?ar ce-que rire
est le propre de l'homme.d Mikhail Bakhtin quotes this in Rabelais in the History oJ laaghtn, 68-
35 Hulur, Adolptu "On Medieval Laughter," 25L.
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as something it is noq (0 word-play; (g) Nonsense; (h) smalt misfortunes; (i) want of

knowledge or skill; (j) veiled insults.s john Morreall, in A Philosophv oJ l-aughter and

Humor, sketches out the "basic categories of laughter, amusement and humol'; he

outlines the three principal theories that are traditionally used to explain them'37 The

whole of Monro's list can be seen to fit into one or another of these' A convenient

shorthand classifes Morreall's three categories of laughter and humour as the theories

of superiority, relief, and incongt:uity. In the seventeenth century' Hobbes supplies a

well-known description of the superiority theory:

suddsn glory,is the passion which maketh those Grimaas called LAUGHTER;

and is 
"u,-rr"d 

uitt 
"i 

Uy some sudden act of their own, that pleaseth them; or

by the apprehension 6f some deformed thi.g in another, by comparison

whereof t6"y ;;;ienly applaud themselttesl And it is incident most to them

that are 
"orrJAo* 

;i tf'," iJ*"ttuUiUties in themselves; who are forced to keep

themselves in their own favour, by observing the-imperfections of other men'

And therer*" *".tt iaughter at the defects-of otherg is a signe of
pusillanimrq. F"t of greXt ^iJt, 

o"" of the ProPer workesls, to help^^and free

others from scorn; and compare themselves onely with the most able's

The superiority theory holds, in sum, that laughter is a chiefly derisive reaction' a

natural product of scorn and ridicule, and that the events, intellectual, emotional or

physical which inspire it in us are those which demonstrate our superiority to others'

Aristotle's view that comedy is intrinsically a low action in the dramatic mode,

generically inferior to tragedy, is not incompatible with the superiority theory'

Stuart Tave observes that the kind of laughter inspired by feelings of superiority' or

,,ill-nafured wit' is best demonstrated in raillery, satire and ridicule's Mikhail

Bakhtin, writing on aspects of popular comedy exemplified in the sixteenth century

work of Rabelais, gives an historical context to Tave's words' He remarks that

laughter in the Renaissance world has a'deep philosophical meaning" is one of the

"essential forms of the truth concerning the world as a whole, concerning history and

man."{ Bakhtin adds that the world is "seen anew, no less (and perhaps more)

profoundly than when seen from the serious standpoin\" and that certain essential

aspecb of the world are accessible only to laughter' This concept n'uTows down in

36 D. H. Munro, Argument oJlaughtn,Afr'
tt 

Iohr, Morreall,TTrc Philosapky oJ Laughtet and Humor' 54'
$ Tho^us Hobbes, Lmintlun,edited Richard Tuck, Chapter 6,The Passions,43'

te Sto-t M. Tave, Introduction toThe AmiableHumorist'vii'
€ Mikhail BalJntirt Rsbehis anilhisWorW,66'
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the seventeenth century when laughter ceases to be a "universal, philosophical form"

and ,,the sphere of the comic becomes niilTow and specific," confined to "private and

social vices." Laughter now becomes a "light alnusement or a form of salutary social

punishment of cormpt and low persons."4l

In this passage, Bakhtin describes some new and changed social attitudes to both the

action and occasion of laughter. These would later be extended to mean that to laugh

out lou4 to show open mirth, would be seen as a vulgar physical action best left to

lesser men. By the eighteenth century, a well-bred gentleman might perhaps smile

upon occasiory but open laughter was for the uncultivated, to be avoided entirely'

We see this particular kind of scornful disapproval illustrated in a letter from Lord

Chesterfield to his son, in which he says that there "is nothing so illiberal, and ill

bred, as audible laughter." He must "particularly warn" his son against it "I could

heartily wish that you may often be seen to smile, but never heard to laugh while you

live. Frequent and loud laughter is the characteristic of folly and ill manner€'"&

Attifudes to comic literafure have varied from century to cenfury, but Caroline

Spurgeon draws attention to the longevity of this particular notion of ideal decorum

when she suggests that a "remnant of the survival of the predominating eighteenth

century idea that Chaucer was a 'comic PGt, and thus undignified, may have

affected Matthew Arnold's criticism of him in 1880.'€ Spurgeon adds that Arnold

classes Chaucer, "quite rightly, below Homer, Dante and Shakespeare"' but not

because Chaucer "did not equal them in genius, butbecause he la&ed seriousness'"

Morreall,s ,,re]ief" theory of laughter, mirth regarded as a psychotherapeutic release

from restraint, is of particular importance to those interested in laughter in the

Middle Ages, if only because there are so many references from the desert fathers

onwards to the human need for relief from too long-sustained effort of any kind- It is

one of the reasons advanced by medieval authorities for allowing students a certain

amount of recreational high jinks (for instanca participation in the informal

quodlibetical debates), and the principal rationale for the church's tolerance of

regular occasions of relaxation of normal decorum, as, for example, such annual semi-

41 Bakhtiru 67.
a2 Excerpts taken from E. Sprague Allen, "chesterfield's objection to Laughte4" ?J9'

4 C.rolir," F. Spurgeors Five HunilreilYears oJChnucu Citicism anit Altusion (1357-1900), Vol' I lxi'
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officially sanctioned carnivals as the Feast of Fools and the Feast of the Boy Bishop' a

Laughter also becomes a recognized medical therapy. In a chapter on literature for

solace, Glending Olson discusses the idea that "moderate joy promotes well-being'"s

The most common iconographic image used to illustrate the need for relaxing

laughter is that of the bow which would lose its strength if it were continually bent'

Kolve notes that the concept of the bow that needs to be released from tension is "one

of the central images by which the Middle Ages understood the human psyche'"6

The reference to the relaxed bow as an image of therapeutic relief apPears in many

sources and from an early date. A story from the verba seniorum, a collection of

sayings attributed to the desert fathers, tells how, on St Anthony's request that a

hunter shoot some EuTows, the archer refuses, answering that if he were to bend his

bow too often it would lose its strength and break. St Anthony acquiesces, drawing a

parallel with the work of God and saying that if we "push ourselves beyond measure

the brethren will soon collapse. It is right therefore, from time to time to relax their

efforts."aT

Especially inter.esting in the context of medieval ideas about the importance of

relaxation for health is a psychologicat flrre suggested for the soul's ills in fhe Isagoge

of Johannitius; it is also an early and historically significant recognition of the

therapeutic value of laughter. Translated from the Arabic into Latin by the beginning

of the twelfth century the Isagoge was used as an introduction to Galen's Ars medica,

thus becoming the first book in the corpus of treatises known as the Articelln, the

standard medieval medical textbook anthology. The lsagoge seParates the parts of

medicine into three spheres: res ruturales (those things which constitute the body,

elements, humours, faculties, spirits); res non naturales (all things such as air, food and

&inkand physical exercise that affectbodity health); arrdres unfianaturam (diseases,

causes of disease, sequels of disease). The most important for us here of the various

,,non-nafural,, causes of ill heatth are those described as "accidents of the soul,"

accidentiae animne; these are the emotional factors, passions such as anger' fear, terror

or gnef, which can produce adverse bodily reactions - and can be treated by

4 
See E. K. Chambers, 'The Feast of Fools" and 'The Boy BishgP" :ul.The Medimal Stage'Bookl'77*

gZi; 
"1"" 

V. A. Kolve, ;,R"li6o,r" Laughter," inThe PW Called CorP* 61'ybti' 12+A-
a5 Gl"nd.ing Olson" Literature as Recreatbn in tlu later Middle Ages,\28.
6 Kolve, 129.
47 For thu anecdote from the Verba seniorum, seeThomas Mertoru The Wisilom oJ the Datt, 63'
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psychological means. Olson quotes a Passage from a Middle English treatise on

medicine that is very relevant to this idea: -And syknes that cometh of angir and of

sorow ben heled with joy and murth.'4s In recent times, the theory of relief through

recreation has been reformulated in physiological termt with laughter seen as a

release of superfluous nervous energy. This idea, as developed by Herbert Spencer

and Freud, has proved very influential in the field of contemporary psychology.ae

The concept of laughter provoked by incongruity is the theory that fits best in the

context of animal parody or satire. Combinations of the incongruous, the

inappropriate, the unexpected and the impossible. in conjunction with the undeniable

resemblances between man and beasg form a nafural basis for satire or comedy in

texts where an animal constitutes the vehicle of the satire and the tenor is some aspect

of human behaviour. The idea of laughter inspired by incongruity has been defined

by many theorists, many times.s Kant is often quoted as an early ProPonent of the

concept, on the strength of a passage on laughter from The Critique oJludgement:

"something absurd (something in which, therefore, the understanding can

of itself finf no deligh$ must 5" pr"s"nt in whatever is to raise a hearty

convulsive iaugh. Iiughter is an alJectbn arising from a strained erpectatian

being suddenty reduced to nothing."sl

Schopenhauer develops this ide+ describing laughter as being caused by "the sudden

perception of the incongruity between a concePt and the real objects which have been

thought through it in some relation"; he adds that, "laughter itself is iust the

expression of this incongruity."* Neil schaeffer offers a brief working definition that

fits in neatly with the concept of animals seen as satirical figures of humans' He

suggests that, "laughter results from an incongruity presented in a ludicrous

contex!" and adds that an incongruity, "if it is to cause laughter, must be

accompanied or preceded by a sufficient number of cues." These "indicate to an

€ 
See Glending Olson, 116.

4e S"u Thz Phitosoptry oJ laughtn and Humor, edited by john Morreall, 99-133'

50 Fo, ur, overall view of the kinds of humour generally subsumed under the rubric of incongruity' see

Stuart M. Tave, "k.or,l*ity and Natural Lau[hter," Innc AmiableHumotbt,6vST'
51 lrr,*ur,rr"l Kant, "The Critique of AestheticJudgemmt' inTheCftiqwof ludgment,]r99'
52 Atth* Schopenhau er,TheWorld asWill and Idm,Yol'L76'
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audience the risible intention of the incongruity" *d PrePare it for the "appropriate

response of laughter."$

With the laughter-provoking incongruity of bird or beast representing human as its

basic strategy, animal satire can be many-targeted, directed against both individual

and ensemble. Creatures from the animal world used as figures of men and women

may appear in a variety of modes and genres and a miscellany of guises- Animals

stand in for humans as physical mirror and moral measure in religious as well as in

secular tex15, and a good deal of the beast material used for instance, as exempla in

popular serrnons, is humorous in effect, in no way averse to the comic-to It is worth

noting how closely satirical usages in medieval animal literature are paralleled by the

often outrageous marginalia in illuminated manuscripts, in which hybrid depictions

of man as part-beast or beast as part-man, grotesques, dr6leries, babewlms and

curiositates appear as subversive images rioting through the margins of books of

private devotion, psalters, breviaries and books of hours.ss In the sarne derisive spirit

mitred foxes and goat-riding apes appear in carved form throughout the churches of

western Europe in gargoyles, church facades, misericordq choir-stalls, even pulpits'

Apart from the birds and beasts integrated into the mystical iconography of the

Church - lamb or hart as figures of Christ, for example, or dove as an incarnation of

the Holy Ghost - most of the animal images in the margins are there to comment on

human frailties: greed, cunning, concupiscence, cowardice or folly' The grotesque

figures that inhabit manuscript margins have usually little or no relevance to the tert

they surround, and may be interpreted as unspoken, satirical commentaries on

human manners, institutions and natures. Marginalia showing a fox as priest, or a

pig in a cardinal's ha! ctearly express anti-clerical attitudes; the ape is used to satirize,

inter alin, teachers, physicians, chivalry and lnighthood; and human cowardice is

illustrated in satiric world-upside-down scenes where men kneel submissively in

s N"il Schaeffer, The Art of laughter,17.
s O-"t d""oibes some of the humorous or satiric animal images used in vernacular sermons by the

mend,icant preachers, sometimes to take potshots at their natuial enenties, the parish cantL See

Litsatur e and PulPit, 195-207 -

55 M*gioulia also figure in such dryer works as pontificals_ and decretals, historical, legal and scientific

texts. lTrey utu pr.se"r,t even in romin"u", althoufh,-intui.::ti"dl:"9"9? TTry1y:9* are more

cornmon in religious than in secular manuscriptsl See Lilian M. C. nurrauU, ltnnges in the Mmgins oJ

Ciir;, t tor*fitt,n-li, for an analysis of thi occumence of the often satirical marginalia in the more

than two trundrea manuscripts she examined for her boolc
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front of hares, and menacing snails with lowered horns tipped with arrowpoints fight

pitched battles with fully armed knights.s

We might note that the same familiar animals are constantly seen in medieval satire,

both written and pictorial. We meet the fox and the wolf, the eagle and the lion, the

cock" the owl, the nightingale, peacock and parrot time and time agun, but there are

no epic poems written about the lesser-spotted marsh warbler or the great crested

woodpecker. Other beasts and birds do play supporting roles in fables, for example,

and in beast epics and bird parliamentg but the list of frequently recurring stars is

short. It is, perhaps, surprising that the animals that figure so often in fable epic and

debate are not necessarily those that appear with equal or even greater frequency in

country lore or folk-rhymes. The robin and the wren are cases in point. Both appear

frequently in traditional tales and sayings, but are not usually more than minor

characters in the bird poems we will be considering (the Wren does have a speaking

part in The OwI and the Nightingate; it also appear as a "wretchif' dwarf rnThe Bulcc oJ

the Houlnf and sings a verse in The Court oJ Loae). We might also wonder why the

choice of animals used as metaphorical figures in literary works should be so

restricted? - there are manv fewer than are featured in the bestiaries.

On the other hand, not only the bestiaries but many other sources, both written and

oral - Bible and fable, myth and legend, country lore and traditional tales, the

natural histories of Aristotle and Ptiny, patristic writings, the medieval beast epics in

both Latin and the vernacular and other animal poems, the medieval encyclopaedias

- all have made contributions to the figures in medieval animul Poebry. The

personae of Renart and IsengrirU of Brunellus the donkey-monk, of Chauntecleer and

Dame Pertelote, of the mariage-bent eagles in The Parliament oJ Fotols and of the

animated debaters in The OuI and the Nightingale have all drawn on one or more of

these sources. What all these very disparate fictional characters have in common are

the likenesses both symbolic and real that can be found between them and humans.

In essence, the use of anthropomorphized birds and beasts to exemplify aspects of

human character and behaviour, or human instifutions, is an especially close kind of

typology, in which the animals appear as shifting, nearly but not quite matching

shadows, semi-obscured mirrors. The likenesses in the best beast Poetry are real, if

s Fo, .po in the margins, se€ H. W. Jansory "The Ape in Gothic VqgA4llrt,'l nffaln( Ape Imein
the Midile Ages and thi Renaissance, 16T98. See also Ulian tr,t. C. Randall, "The Snail in Gothic
Marginal Watfare."
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distorted resemblances - cousinly, even if many times removed' In medieval texts

in which animals are used to represent some aspect of human life and character' the

comedy lies in the incongruities inherent in the juggling of these resemblances' It is

most perfectly realized in the only partly aPProPriate connections made between

similar and dissimilar qualities shared by two different orders of creation" and in the

tensions set up by the juxtaposition of like but unalike beast-human traits (pride in

the peacock, stupidity in the donkey). How successful the results are depends uPon

the writels skill.

A major plank that underpins all applications of the incongruity th*ry to medieval

beast satire is the general denial of the Power of reason to all creatures other than

man. As well as being the only one of all God's creatures able to laugh, man alone

was believed to possess the power to think. Both Aristotle and Pliny allow certain

animals memory and understanding and even human-like emotions, but deny them

intellect. As we shall see in the following chapter, Pliny, in particular' endows parts

of brute creation with near-human qualities in all matters except the power to reaso0

and the ways in which he does this lie at the heart of medieval animal allegory and

satire. Nevertheress, the important question concerning animals' cognitive abilities,

and the degree to which they might possess intelligence and the capacity to make

informed choices (and therefore be capable of sin), was one that continued to be

asked by both natural philosophers and theologians'

Peter Sobol, d.iscussing medieval views on the abitity of animals to reasorL takes some

texts written in the thirteenth century as his illustrative material.t He notes the debt

this field of inquiry owes at this particular period first to Aristotlds natural

philosophy, and, secondly, to other newly translated Greelq Jewish and Arabic

philosophers. Aristotle, considering the qualities that distinsoi"h living things -
humans, animals and plants - from the non-living things on the earth' finds that

,,the sensitive powers belong in varying degrees to animals and humans," although

all require the sense of touch.s Only humans, however, Possess mind' Sobol

analyses various contemporary views on the nature of both instinctive and learned

57 Fo, urr analysis of some of the_arguments behind differing medieval views on the abilitv of animals to

reason see peter G. Sobol" "The Shadow of Reason: Exp-!n1!ons oi lnielligent Animal Belravior in the

tnirtu"nttrCentury,"inTheMedimalWorldofNatute'109-128'
Ssobol, 109. For u dir"rr""ion of Aristotle's views, and references, see Sobol, 7W-t74
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animal behaviour as well as on the possibility of some kind of animal intellect'

drawing on material from John Blund, Roger Bacon, Albertus Magnus and Thomas

Aquinas. Each of these scholars considers different aspects of these questions and

comes to different conclusions. At the end of all their arguments, however, although

animals are generally allowed inborn instincts of self-preservation, and sometimes a

limited capacity for intelligent behaviour and ability to learn, they nevertheless

continue to be denied the intellectual power to reason, awareness of their acts' and

the possession of free will, translated here as the capacity for conscious choice's

This categorical denial to animals of the ability to reason contributes a special comic

tension to their use aS metaphorical representatives of man, a tension that stems from

the contradictory expectations necessarily set up when irrational birds and beasts are

cast as priests and monks, lawyers and judges and justice-dispensing kings' These

kinds of logic-flouting impersonations bring a paradoxical richness and savour to

medieval beast satire. we see this comic incongruity exploited, for example, in scenes

in court and monastery in both the Latin and vernacular beast epics, in the Echasis

ctptivi, the Ysengrimus and. k roman de Renatt' The same kinds of absurdity are

erplored in the twelfth-century monastic satire the Specatum StuItorum, in which an

exceptionally stupid donkey represents an ambitious monk' and also in the twelfth-

or thirteenth-century mock-legal debate The OuI and the Nightingale, in which two

birds, using sophisticated rhetorical and dialectical strategies, debate philosophical

questions and try to trip each other uP over points of legal procedure' Similar

incongruities are later brilliantty exploited in Chaucey's The Nun's Priest's Tale' in

which Chauntecleer and Pertelote solemnly discuss Macrobius on dreams' foragrng

the while for grains of corn and taking dust baths in the fowl-yard' In atl these texts

the animal protagonists are shown freely exercising the intellectual powers by general

agreement denied them. In accomplished works such as thesg the composite animal-

human characteristics that must always underlie successful animal satire are' in

additioru deliberately exaggerated to sharpen the comedy.

s An important question concerned thepresumption of animals' capacity for sirl their ability

knowingly to commit crim"s for which tfr"y:;;? b" tried and forfeit their lives' ln a fifteenth-century

account of a trial of 
" 
** ""i her piglets for murder, the sow was convicted and condemned to death'

But "her sir piglets, found guil-ty,of being a".;s"ti"t uftut the fact, were pardoned because of their

extreme youth.,' This story !"]a !V I9:"-;J Hill in Both Snatt and Grut Beasts, is repeated by

Chri;i;p'd N. L. Brooke ii Ueaimat Women, edited by Derek Baker, 12.
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Some birds' apparent ability to use human language is an important faculty that the

satirist may fruitfully attribute to his avian characters. Not only may literary birds

and beasts be improbably incarnated as figures from monastery, palace and court of

Iaw, but they may also be granted considerable linguistic powers, including the

abitity to discuss contemporary social and philosophical issues, not only in the

vernacular but sometimes in other, more learned tongues' ln The OuI and the

Nightingale, The Nun's Priest's TaIe, and Henryson's Morall Fabillis, birds not only

discourse in perfect Englisft but also have other, more serious claims to erudition'n

The Owl claims knowledge of the Gospels, Chauntecleer makes jokes in Latiry and

Henrysonls Swallow preaches a theologically erudite sermon. In Skelton's Speke

Parott,his polyglot parrot, nothing if not a learned bird, goes even further; he chatters

not only in English and Latiry but also in Chaldean, Hebrew, Greelg Spanish, French,

and ,Dowche."61 There is an even earlier prototype for this kind of linguistic comedy

some centuries earlier in the E&asis captiai, in which the Hedgehog, a pompous little

creature who claims a line of royal descen! is ordered by the Leopard to work in the

kitchen as a cooKs assistanl He first protests bitterly and then gives way, making a

grandiloquently disgruntled exit, using from the Acneid the words of Turnus before

his death: ,,euo deus et quo dura vocat fortun4 sequamur.'62 Like Chauntecleer, the

small beast is versed in the classicg and the quotation is apt - except that both

author and audience know that hedgehogs can neither speak nor read'

There is one important tradidon that must always underlie the medieval use of birds

and beasts as figures of men; it also serves to reinforce the incongruity of the idea'

This is the concept of the respective places of man and beas! both God's creations, on

the ladder of being, as seen in terms of the natural hierarchy, superior and inferior'

the greater and the lesser. The governing ethos in medieval animal allegory is always

that of master and servan! animals are put into this world not to vie with man but to

serve him. It is not for nothing that a pervasive and dominant theme in animal

m 1,. th" prologue toThe Morall Fabitlis,of .Esape-the Phrygian Oines.43-55), Robert Henryson sayg that.the

author whose fables he is following teus trow dumb aii"mals originally had 9".p"y".t "f 
speech, and

knew how to dispute and debate, ti consrruct asyll-opsq *d.F*g!*tfi9F F:T-::"d"sion' 
The

"Gg""ri"" 
is thai this;;ginal state in yh:h aniiratJcoufd both thinli a1d argge tg"t9 the sinner'

utfi"Urut marg graspid;;;i;tt" ang lnau-lging his lPPetites.l.rs 
transformed by hit sintuIness into a

brute beasl For Henrfson"s text, se Robert ienrynnPAens, edited by Charles Elliott' 2'
;iW. rtrgi, note that inYs engrimus,the coct Sprotinus (perhaps an ancestor of Chauntedeer?) at the

end of the fable taunb *re foi by crowing deriiively in Hungarian, Greek and Chaldean' See

Y sengrimus, 47V79, lines 1033-34-
62 E&asis captivi,line 698.
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debates concerrrs the protagonists' usefulness to man. Although a skilful writer may

make us think of his animal characters as being in many ways the same as humans,

they are not, of course, the same, and their use as vehicles of satire both exploits the

real differences between human and beast and is governed and limited by them. For

example, the laughter-provoking, inter-generic comparisons between creatures from

different orders can be used effectively in only a certain number of ways' A human

ki.& for instance, is a supreme type for all king+ master of both men and beasts' A

lion is king of the animals and thus also a king-type; both man and beast are

powerful, each has supreme command over his immediate kingdom. But there the

resemblances end. The lion is simultaneously a beast, a member of a different and

lesser order of creation, inferior in hierarchical terms to both men and angels, and the

gap between the orders to which lion and human belong adds a particular limiting,

problematic quality to the beasfs use as a semiotic figure'

A lion may be used as symbol for a king, but so direct an analogy can exPress only a

certain number of characteristics persuasively. Both human and animal are dominant,

both can probably be described as noble; but as soon as a writer begins to speak of a

lion as learned, or as a skilled dispenser of justice, or even as a bed-ridden invalid (as

in the beast epic theme of the sick lion), he is attributing human cultural qualities to a

creature to whose essentially feline nafure they are foreign. These are Ereas in which

satiric comedy is created, but dangers lie here for the satirist, whose success relies on

the preservation of sensitive balances. As soon as a writer stretches the lion-king

analogies over too great a range of attributes, or describes actions which neither a cat

nor a human can perform, he risks changing the tone, crossing the boundary which

divides satire from the impossfuilia, the adyn"afa of the upside-down-world of symbolic

inversion, the fantasy realm in which carts pull horses, knights tremble before

ridiculously insignificant adversaries, and spit-roasted geese sail through the sky

crylng "Gees, al hote, al hot!" - €ls occurs, delightfully, in the fourteenth century

fantasy poem The l-and of coluygne.$ The text may still be comic but the dimension

of near-believability, the degree of plausibihty that makes it effective as well-aimed

satire, is lost. It comes nearer to the caricatural, the grotesque.

On the other hand it is precisely the problematic quality always inherent in the

delicate balancing of animal characteristics against those possessed by man alone that

8 5.. Eorly Miititle English Vnse and Prcse, edited.by I. A. W. Bennett and G' V' Smithers, \W'
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makes the use of animal impersonation so powerful a literary strategy' It is a paradox

that the kind of metaphorical presentation present in animal allegory can seem in

some respects to introduce a dehumanizing, depersonallzing factor in inverse ratio to

the closeness of the beast-human comparisons made. A reason for this may be that

however convincingly animals perform as human impersonators, in the end they

must always lack the distinctive dimension of real human personality' tt is perhaps

because of this closeness combined with difference that we are able simultaneously to

acknowledge the appositeness of the comparison and respond to it in almost abstract

terms, our moral judgement unimpeded by too greatly undercutting a sense of fellow

feeling. The depersonalizing effect helps at one and the s,ilne time to both concentrate

and distance the satire.

The amount and kind of humorous or satirical content present in medieval animal

texts largely depends on the choice of genre. Vernacular beast Poetry comes in many

forms, and that in which the poet chooses to work will inevitably affect the tone and

scope of his text. Two of the most important modes in animal narrative are the fable

and the beast epic. Bu! whereas the fable is traditionally based on moral allegory

shading into social commentary, didactic even in texts in which comedy is an

irnportant element (Henryson's Morall Fabillis, for erample), the beast epic in many

respects (situational, tonal) is a close relative of the fabliau, coming from the same

irreverent stable. The beast epic also contains moral and social criticism' often

extremely trenchant, bu! unlike the fabte it is first and foremost presented as a mnte

h-rire. As in the fabliau, the larger intention is to entertain; it is comic-satiric rather

than openly moralistic. In spite of the fact that the anti-authority figure of the fox in

k roman de Renartcan certainly be seen as a type of sin (if not of all the sins), there is

no overt moralization, no signifcatb. The moral conclusions to be drawn, though

present in epic as in fablg are not expressed in a fable-lkemoralitas'

The modes in which med.ieval vernacular animal na:rative is found are, of course, not

limited to fable and epic. Medieval writers begrn to explore new creative avenues

and erperiment with new forms (for example, bird masses and debate+ and dialogic

erchanges in animal parliaments). They also introduce variations in structure and

point of view, and embellish their nar:ratives in new ways' One important device

they use is to accenfuate the human resemblances in their animal personae by

endowing their birds and beasts with increasingly individualized personalities' The
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process of making their beasfly characters more like humans is greatty enriched by

the added literary device of "namin 8J' JanZolkowski points out that the practice of

sving animal characters personal names constitutes an important difference between

the medieval Latin beast Poems and the later vernacular texts (in the medieval beast

epics in Latin, for example, personal names are given to the animal characters only in

Ysengrimus and in Specalum Stultorum)'e

This "naming" of fictional animal figures is a practice that gfeatly increases their

individuality and human-like presence. Hans Robert Jauss observes that "between

the generic names of the ancient figures of the fable and the ProPer nalnes of the

medieval animat epic lies a threshold of individuation."65 The assigning of personal

narnes and, increasingly distinctive personalities to birds and beasts signals a very

different approach from that found in the bestiaries and fables, and also in those

poems that identify particular animals with specific sins' In bestiary' fable and

monitory p@il, animals are used typologically. A salient characteristic accepted as

typical of a given species is used to illustrate a didactic PurPose, anger in the unicorn'

for erample, and envy in the serpent. No individuality is implied; the trait belongs to

the species; the creatures employed in this way are presented purely as types'6 The

use of spiders and snails to signify disreputable clergy in odo de cheriton's fables

takes advantage of a general repugnance to crawling and slimy things' but no attempt

is made to personalize the slippery creatures. Similarty, the birds and beasts in

sermon erempla are presented, as types rather than as individuals' As the vernacular

animal satire develops, however, and increasingly adopts the practice of endowing

animals with names and individual personalities, this limitation begins to disappear'

In the context of "individuatiott," an interesting feature of much medieval beast

poetry is the seeming difficulty it has in finding room for fullydeveloped human as

well as powerful animal characters. There are, of cotrse' well-defined human

il Ziolko*"ki, Introducti on to Talking Animals, 3'

S Hur,, Robert jauss, "The Alterity and Modernity of Medieval Literature," 200'

ffi It 
"ho,rld 

be noted that the same animals are frequentl-y ysed.in both Bible and bestiaries to illustrate

different, sometimes dir"ctly opposed types ae Uoin arrd' ae malo' Augustine noteo that the lio+ for

example, signifies in ure gidh i,otn cr,"i'rt;Jtil;;d- rc i" 
" 

fizure"of Christ "where it is sai4'The

lion of the tribe rf J"i; h;ti't fr-".ruif"a'" Ci;;.5:$;""d "stands f?r the devil where it is writtery
,your adversary the devil, as a roaring tion ;"k"ti';about seeking whom he may devour"" (Pet' 5' 8)'

See eugusti rte, On Ch*tian Doctrine,m, 25, page 667 '
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naffators in a number of animal poems, important voices that act as both reporters

and commentators; in the bird debates The Oatl and the Nightingale and the later The

Cuckoo and the Nightingale, f.or example, the narrators have considerable presence in

the text. But, nameless, and given no Passages of direct speeclr, they have less natural

dynamism than the gamrlous bird protagonists. As useful, if anonymous onlookers'

the narrators set the scene and analyse events; in both debates they suggest how we

should read the text and exert considerable inlluence on both action and tone- But, in

neither poem is the narrator present as a truly active participant interacting with the

avian characters, and their individual voices are quite different from those given to

the birds. Humans are, of course, sometimes present as characters in animal poems,

and not necessarily as unimportant ones. There are, for instance, the widow and her

daughters in the Nun's Priest's TaIe, artdthe ladies who wait on every word from the

extraordinary bird in Speke Parott, gning him sweebneats and admiring him

admiring himself in his glass. The true natures of these humans, however' remain

unexplored; they have no real identity. Although the circumstances of the Nun's

Priesfls widou/s life are described and we are told where and how she lives, we

know little of u:hat sheis; she has no n.une; she remains a shadowy, illdefined figure'

Her daughter Malkin ds named, but in such a non-individualizing way that it scarcely

counts; "Malkin" is little more than a "type-name," arrindicator of dass'

Another aspect of beast literature concerns an important attraction that the use of

animals as human substitutes could hold for a satirist. The fact that the authors of

texts featuring animals do often set out deliberately to criticize human imperfections

while concealing their targets behind animal masks cannot seriously be doubted' We

have early evidence of such intention from Nigel Longchamp+ author of the

Speatlum Stultorum. ln a letter to the poem's dedicatee, William of LongchamPs,

Nigel says that his book is "like a mirror, which will show to fools their folly and help

them to cure it."67 Burnellus, his ass, represents the foolish monk whose ambition

outstrips his talents, bringing him only disappoinhnent and disgrace. An important

advantage of substituting birds and beasts for humans is the opportunity given to

writers of satiric beast allegory like Nigel to disguise, even if only thitly, the object of

their attacks. It is equally clear that in possessing both resemblances to humans and

their own nafural "otherness," animals lend themselves especially well to this

ut 
]. H. Mozley, "The Epistoh adWiltetmum of Nigel Longchampsr" 13'
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particutar requirement of the genre. Perfect clarity is not always the first quality a

political or social satirist may seek" and an indirect, allegorical approach can be

particularly useful in texts in which it may be vital to convey controversial meanings

while not spelling them out too clearly. The masking and distancing effects made

possible by the use of encoded animal figures must have often had attraction for

medieval, as for more modern satirists, and some animal allegory must always have

been plain only to those possessing the initiate's key. In works that take aim at

powerful contemporary targets, too much care to be clear might well be inversely

rewarding, unnecessarily reckless when initiates will understand who or what is

signified. By hiding their real targets behind the masks of animals, writers of animal

satire have always been able to attacl< a wide variety of contemPorary social and

political evils, ranging from potitical oppression to undesirable practices in the

monasteries and nepotism in the church. Henryson offers a rationale for such

disguisings:

This nobill clerk Esope as I haif tauld,
In guy metir, as poete lawriate,
Be"fijrrre wrait liis buke; for he nocht wald
Lak the disdane off hie nor low estate. (57-50)68

A discreet obscuring veil must often have seemed the best policy, a wise choice where

there was risk in being too perfectly understood.

At the siune time we should note that an inevitable disadvantage of any work with

satirical elements that take immediate times, personalities and events as targets is the

erosive effect of time. As knowledge of the satirisfs subject matter fades there is a

concomitant loss of comprehension, as oPaque meanings become progressively less

penetrable. A modern example of beast allegory is Animal Farm,a satire which needs

no explanation to those who lived through the times of which orwell writes, but is

already less intelligrble to those who have forgotter; or never knew the world it

satirizes. The effect it had on its first readers will probably need to be explained to

coming generations; the edges of social or political comment are quickly blurred by

time. we see from a distance the effects of the loss of immediate perspective in the

fifteenth-century The Bulce oJ the Hwlat. Although the general lines of comment are

clear, what is far from agreed is iust what Holland's cr5ptic fable is precisely about'

Is it just a general warning to the Douglas clan of the dangers of excessive pride? or,

ffi Rob"rt Henrysory The Moralt Fabiltis oJ Esope the Phrygian,The Prolog. See Charles Elliotb Fabert

HenrysonPoems,2.
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if more closely focused than that, what historical figure or figures, rt any, does the

Howlat represent? -as we shall see later different models have been proposed. The

same kind of interpretive uncertainties suround The OuI and the Nightingale,

compounded by its even greater distance from us in time.

The different kinds of interactions between man and animal, and the effects these

may have upon both the animal characters and the real or fictional humans they

lampoon, is a subject of particular interest in the context of satiric beast Poetry.

Animal mirrors serve to reflect human nature; how far should they be permitted to

distort it? Hans Robert Jauss, discussing some of the ways in which our

understanding of medieval genres could be increased suggests that the '?ristory of

courtly poetry could surely still be enriched if it were sketched within the historical-

relational system of the genres that surround and, above all, also negate it." He cites,

amongst other texts, "the Renart parts" in the beast epic, and their "laughing satire of

the whole courtly-knightly world."o Writing elsewhere on alterity and modert ity it
medieval literature, fauss compares the lively way in which the animal characters are

developed with their less-animated human models borrowed from the field of courtly

romance.to He observes here how epic heroes appear, in their "exemplary perfectiory"

more "one-sidedly characterized and incomparably less differentiated than their

opposites in the animal epic - than Renart, Isengrin and their like, who achieve

exemplary significance through their imperfection." Earlier in the same text, he notes

tha! "in the heyday of courtly poetry, a new experience of human nahrre assumed its

most unique form in the analogy of feudal society with the realm of animals," and

that, in the adventures of for and wotf, "the exemplary being of knighfly heroes is led

back at every furn to the unideal nature of man, to his ineluctable desires and

weaknesses." Emphasizing his findings, he quotes the words of Victor Hugo; "The

beautifulhas only one type, the ugly has a thousand,"Tr

Jan Zolkowski, drawing attention to the interpenetrabilility of genre in medieval

Latin animal literature, points to the cross-pollination between forms in beast

69 Huo" Robertfauss, "Theory of Genres and Medieval Uterafure," inTuttardan Aesthetic of Rtception,

707.
70 Hrr," Robert Jauss ,'The Alterity and Modemity of Medieval Literaturg' zff}iL.
71 

;urrr", 200-1. The text from Victor Hugo is from " Pr€face de Cromwell," inOeuore. dranutiqua et

cotttplita, translated by Francis Bouvet, 11[2.
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poe3y.n Latin authors borrowed where they migh! combining genre models ad

lfuitum, and the same Process of genre-appropriatiory mixing and re-development

continues in later, vernacular beast writing.T3 Jauss, also discussing the evolution

and mutation of genres in the Middle A8"t, notes the kinds of changes brought about

within the genres themselves by the interaction of animal satiric vehicle with human

model. Remarking on the changes that occur when literary Senres (for example, the

epic) are reaeated with animal personae, he quotes Yuri Tynianov on what happens

to a work when it is "ripped out of the contexf' of one titerary system' and

"transposed into another."74 Tlmianov observeS that the wOrk "receives anOther

coloring, clothes itself with other characteristic+ enters into another genre, loses its

genre; in other words, its function is shifted."

Since we shall here be primarily concerned with bird poetry, an important question to

consider is why so many medieval writers should choose to employ birds rather than

four-footed beasts to represent humans, and whether feathered creatures have

something special which particularly fits them for this allegorical role' Birds have

distinctive and important parts to play in the vernacular animal literature of the

Middle Ages, virtually monopolizing certain forms and fields' One reason for their

popularity with medieval poets may be that, particularly in the ancient and dassical

worlds, birds were regarded as symbols of transcendence and as beings of greater

spirituality than ground-based beasts.Ts The theories of spirituality were probably

inspired by the gift that most dramatically distinguishes air-borne from earth-bound

creatures, the miraculous-seeming ability to fly and consequent easy occupation of

the element that separates earth from heaven. Birds' familiarity with this airy realm

has traditionally given them a special importance to man, a significance compounded

for Christians by the fact tha! according to The Ancvene Riwle, when they spread their

72 Zolkowski, Inhoduction toTalking Animals: MedimallatinBerct Poetry,750-1150,1 and 11-13'

t3 s* Emst Robert Curtius, Europwn Literature anil the Latin Miititte Ages. Curtius,- noting the medieval

p""t* pl""ft"tt f"t ^iti"/;i" J"9 earnest, remarks that we- "\^y:-then, view the phenomenon as a

fresh substantia6on of the view that th" Mi;A; Ages loved all i<lnds of crossings and mixtures of

stylistic Eenres," 424.
tdlurr"",L ,,Theory of Genres and Medieval Literafure" (10G7), is-quoting Yuri Tynianov, 'Die Ode

als oratorisches Gdnre,,, in Texte der russischen Formalistm, 773-337.

7s For the general significance of birds in the ancient and medieval worlds, see Beryl Rowlan4 Birds

With Human Sozls, Inhoduction' xiii-xvii.
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wings and fly they take the form of a cross.76 The anchoresses in this text are

themselves comPared to fowls of the air, because they, too, aspire to leave the earth'

that is, the love of all worldly things, and, because of the longing of their hearts for

celestial things, to fly upward towards heaven'

Endowed with the gift of flight like the angels, birds have long been seen as useful

mediators between earth and heaven. The soul was early conceived of as a winged

creature; in Egypt, for example, a human-headed bird was used as the sign for the

soul. Birds were often regarded either as souls themselves, or as vehicles for the

human soul liberated after death and returning to its maker; the Homeric poems

compare the spirits of the dead fl)^r,8 to Hades to birds.z Like men and angels, birds

know how to sing perhaps also to the glory of God, an accomplishment marked in

medieval texts by the frequent references to their matutinal choruses; as we have

noted, some birds seem even to possess the power of speech' On another level' one

reason for the frequent literary identification of bird with human may be that human

and avian communities are easily envisaged as reflections of one another, in spite of

the fact (or perhaps because of it) that they inhabit different elements. That birds live

in the air rather than on the ground may be seen as yielding points of similarity to

humans as well as difference; it is easy to imagine their societies as existing parallel

with ours, air-borne rather than ground-based' but in other ways alike'

There are parallels between avian and human mating and domestic habits' uke

humans, each bird pair builds an individual habitation, and quite frequently mates on

a perrnanent basis, if - again like humans - not always with perfect fidelity' when

they breed, most birds form families tike humans until their chicks are old enough to

leave the nes! a phrase used of human offspring as well as of feathered nestlings'

Many birds are gfegarious, live in village'like communities, and possess the stune

strongly territorial instincts as their two-legged counterparts on earth' There are even

more mundane points of superficial similarity between birds and humans' one is a

not dissimilar way of locomotion; like a human, a bird walks on two legs' Albertus

Magnus notes that, 'like man it puts down one leg after another in walking or

running."78 Even the fact that birds eat their food standing up is similar to human

'6 Th" Arn"ne Riwle,translated and edited by Mury Salu, 58'
7 Rowland, xiii-xv; see also P. M. C. Forbes kvin' Metamorphosis in Greek Myths'11'3-11'4'

78 Albertus Magnus Man and the Beasts,l&9-
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practice. Four-legged creatures usually eat with stomachs horizontal to the ground,

and this was one of the things once thought to distinguish beast from man; Ambrose

tells us that we should "leave to animals the sole privilege of feeding in a prcne

position."Ts

Certain socio-rifualistic connections have traditionally been made between birds and

humans. The theme of the bird wedding is frequently found in European balladq for

example the mariage of the robin and the wren. The nursery rhyme of the death of

Cock Robin associates the robin firmly with funeral rites and also with solicitude for

the dead.m Michael Drayton writes, "Covering with moss the dead's unclosed

eye/The little redbreast teacheth charit5/'; rn Cymbetine, ShakesPeare speaks of the

robin covering the dead, "with charitable bIll." There are various magico-religious

bird rituals that still survive, or have survived until recently, in Parts of Europe, one

of the most elaborate being the annual Wren Hunt. Edward Armstrong describes this

as a "ritual of great antiquity" that was best preserved in some areas of the British

Isles, notably in the Isle of Man and in lreland.81 Held traditionally at the end of

December, similar wren-catching ceremonies took place in other parts of Europe'

Armstrong makes the suggestion that the "twelve days from Christnas to Epiphany

within which wren ceremonies usually occur appear to be an ancient intercalary

period equating the lunar to the solar year."o He adds that the "lMren ceremonies,

therefore, come within the category of observances held at this time involving a

temporary reversal of law and custom - is, for example, the appoinhnent of a Lord

of Misrule or Boy BishoP."

paul Forbes Irving notes an interesting connection between birds and humans when

he observes that the majority of transformation stories in Greek myth describe the

metamorphosis of men and women into birds, plants or stones rather than mammals'

He wonders why, for instance, there are "nearly htty aetiological stories of birds and

hardly any of animals, when animals have muctr more intrinsic importance and

interest for human beings."s Looking at a number of the stories in whidr humans are

transformed into birds, and at the circumstances in which these metamorphoses come

79 5." Soint Ambtose, Hexatteron, Pmadise, and C-ain and Abel, translated by John J. Savage,233'

m Edward A. Armstron g, The Folklore oJ Bir&,l7L:74-
81 Ar 

"ttotrgl5740.e Armstron& 163.
s p. M. C Forbes Irving, Metamorphosis in Grak Mytln,96. See, in particular, 'T,,iu.ds," gGln'
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about, he begins with the tale of the nightingale analysing the legend of the two

sisters, philomela and procne and Procne's husband Tereus. This is a gnsly tale of

inces! rape and mutilation and infanticide combined with cannibalism (Philomela

and procne kill Tereus's son and feed him to his father). Forbes Irving says this is "a

defining act of the animal as opPosed to the human world." All three protagonists

are guilty of crimes against family and society; all end up transformed into birds'

patterns of oppositiory in this case between husband and home and wife and family,

are dominant in transformation stories.

Analysing the patterns of disorder in the story of the nightingale (and in other tales in

which humans are changed into birds), Forbes Iruing sees two themes as particularly

important "pollution, and the opposition between the house and the wilds'"e The

basic framework of most of the bird transformation stories, in particular, those of the

birds of the night and the birds of prey, depends on the opposition between the

family order of the house and the outside or animal world; transformation into a bird

often follows the breakdown of the human, social order and is itself characterized as a

movement from the house to the wilds. Forbes Irving adds tha9 "bird transformation

tends to be at least an ambiguous change," quite different from being transformed

into an animal, which is a fate fraught with horror, with no redeeming features' He

notes as important points that the newly metamorphosed birds' "main punishment

comes during their human lifetime and that their bird state is not actually a period of

suffering.,,s Since in their new condition living high and remote in the air they are

physically detached from their former kin still based on the ground, those humans

now changed into birds are not usually regarded as being a threat to the human race

(as might be Callistq turned into a bear, or Io, into a cow). Forbes Inring notes that

the newly-created birds, already punished for the crimes they committed during their

earthbound existence, can now live their new lives up in the att 'fref. from any

human tragedy."

All kinds of birds flit through the pages of medieval poetry as they do in our gardens,

including some of those once thought to have been humans in a previous existence'

In the poems we look at here, flocks of birds will come down from their trees to divert

us, cheerful blackbirds, misogynistic thrushes, cynical cuckoos, morose owls. There

e Forbes lrving, 107.
s Forbes trving, L12.
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are imperious eagles and bullying hawks, sweet-tempered doves, and clouds of

nightingales of very diverse dispositions, good-nafured and belligerent, frivolous and

devout. Skelton's gamrlous parrot is a psittacine like none ever seen before; in

Holland's The Bulee of the Hmtlat cranes are cast as cardinals, a Peacock plays a PoPe,

and herons wearing cruel hairshirts appear as austerely non-smiling, Carthusian

monks. Birds play all kinds of human roles in the poebry of the Middle Ages,

parliamentarians and lawyers,lovers, courtiers, priests and monks, and lesser citizens

as well. We hear all these creatures sing, shou! scream at each other; above all they

tallg to each other and to us; and the things they say are no! as a rule, about birds, or

even about avian life but about humans. Th"y argue about the world of men and

women and the things that go on in it, about the many kinds of human love from

courtly to divine, about human marriage about the Church and monasteries and law

courb and politics, about the stuff of medieval life itself. We shall meet all these

irrepressible avian chatterers and songsters in the pages to come, and hear the things

they have to say about us, about themselves, and about the world around them.



The use of animals as metaphors for humans is familiar to us as part of our earliest

literary heritage. we meet birds and beasts from both ancient and classical worlds,

presented as human surrogates in various modes, in written and unwritten contexts:

in myths and legendq in fables and proverbs, as types in the Bible in art' in Greek

drama. We still read Aesopian fables written in the sixth century before Chris! and

watch plays by Aristophanes from a hundred years later. Roger French says of the

animal characters n The Birds and The Wasps that Aristophanes "seized the essential

Aesopian message that the behaviour of animals can carry a moral for man' and that

conversely men can behave like animals."l In early writings, as later, human and

animal worlds meet and merge; the fox is an archetyPal figo* of the cunning man'

fleeing women in Greek myth are changed into birds, Ovid's Corinna weePs for her

pet parrot. Literary beasts and birds have been used through different centuries in

much the same sorts of ways: to illustratg to exemplify, to ridicule or reflect upon the

human condition. There are no great differences between the antique and dassical

worlds and the Middle Ages in these respects'

The use of animals as human metaphors goes back very far, to long before Aesop

wrote his fables; there are tales from Babylonia employing animals as figures of men

that date from at least eighteen hundred years before Christ- Ben Edwin Perry,

describing the wisdom books from the near orient as the 'tristorical badsground of

Greek fable," states that the earliest of these antique writings still extant, inscribed in

cuneiform script on clay tablets, "belong in a continuous literary tradition that

extends from OId Babytonian times down to the fall of the Assyrian empire," from

around 1g00 BC or earlier to the end of the seventh century BC.2 This ancient, pre'

Greek literature, written at first in sumerian, later in Akkadian, Assyrian and

Aramaic, includes a type of short, pithy proverb-fable using allegorical descriptions

of animals, many of which may be found latel almost unchange4 in both Greek

' Roger French, Ancient Natural Wtory: Historia of Nature,S'
2 B"i Ed-ir, Perry, Babrius anil Phaeilrus,rocviii. For the early history of the fableproverb' see W' G'

Lambert, Babylonian Wisdom Literature -
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and Latin fable books.s ln other words, this kind of cultural formation lies at the

very beginning of western animal literature. Peryt notes that the "Aesopic fable in

the sense in which we have defined it, as a rhetorical form of expression, was one of

the cultural inheritances which the Greeks were bound to receive almost

subconsciously from their western Asiatic neighbours."4 He adds that these peoples

"under the influence of the Sumerian-Babylonian-Assynan literary tradition, had

been morally minded and thoroughly literate for many centuries before the Greeks

themselves had begun to write anything or to think philosophically."

Ancient perceptions of animals were by no means limited to their presence in

literature and art. As well as being present as allegorical figures in both Babylonian

and Greek proverb-fables, the involvement of birds and beasts in religious cults is a

characteristic feafure of many early societies. The veneration of animals, dosely

linked by the twin threads of religion and magic, reaches far back into antiquity;

certain animals were feared or worshipped, associated with evil spirits or gods, or

assigned various demonic or divine powers. In Babylonia, fot example, members of

the animal kingdom were sometimes associated with the stars. Jack Lindsay tells us

that the planet Venus was considered to have the form of an incandescent lion that

wandered the heavens all night until dawn. As the sun rose, the glowing lion-star

was cast down into the underworld by the great god El, punished, Luciferlike,

because of "his pride, his lustre, his height in the firmamenf which made him

measure himself against El.'s In Egypt, similarly, animals were often seen as semi-

religious or magical entities. Patrick Houlihan documents the different fashions in

which the Egyptians linked particular animals with divinities; PlutarclU born in the

first century of our era, describes some of the ways in which animat cults in Egypt

were integrated with belief in the gods.6 There are traces of something resembling

worship of animal gods among the early Greeks, and evidence that veneration of

animal spirits continued until quite late in parts of Europe.T We know from the

seventh-centu{y penitential of Theodore of Canterbury for example, that some kind

3 Francisco Rodriguez Adrados provides a comprehensive,accorrnt of_the development of the fable

form from its orifrns to the Hellnistic age in his History of the Graeco-l-ntin Fable,Yol.I.
a Perry,sxiv.
5 

Jack Linds ay, Origins oJ Astrology,}4.
6 See pabick F. Houlihan, The AnimnlWorlit oJthc Phmaohs, especially "The Divine Bestiary," 1-9. For

Plutarch, se De lside et osiride, translated byfohn Gwynn Griffiths, 231'-39.

7P. M. C- Forbes lwing, Metamorplasisin Gteek Myths,l-3,38-50'
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of animal worship was still present in Britain.s In Greece, alsq animals might be

connected with specific deities, different gods and goddesses; the dove was

associated with Aphroditg the raven, wolf, and dolphin with Apollq and both

serpent and owl with Athene. The gods changed humans into beasts, or themselves

assumed animal forms at will; some deities, especially Egyptian divinities, for

example, might manifest themselves in the shapes of either man or beast.e

Transformation beliefs offer important evidence of some of the varied ways in whidr

humans once thought of animals. From early times, animals were sometimes

regarded as being humans in disguise or imprisoned in beast shape; from Russia to

Greece, unpopular persons risked being transformed into wolves.1o In Greece, the

enclosure of humans in animal shapes was thought to occur for various reasons; as

protection, as punishmen! as revenge, sometimes in compassion for misfortune;

there are many examples of these variously motivated metamoryhoses in Greek

mythology and literature.ll Parts of the ancient world also believed in

metempsychosis, the transmigration of souls after death, sometimes from human

into an animal. Not surprisingly, this concept was deeply disapproved of by later

Christian theologians; in the sixth century the Church would officially condemn

belief in metempsychosis as incompatible with the doctrine of the resurrection of the

body.12 There were also many mythical crossings of the not invariably dear lines

dividing man from beast, and a number of races of hybrid creatures, part man part

animal, were believed to exist.13 Among them were the centaurs and tritons, homed

men, and men with heads of animals, for example, the dog-headed people.

8 Morton W. Bloomfield,Thc SmenDead$ Sins,Z9.
e Houliharu 2. See also Forbes Irving, 39-41.
10 So*" of the traditional beliefs in metamorphosis, the man-beast transformations familiar in both
antique and classical worlds, would later be incorporated into Christian- ty-pology., tr.ansmute4 for
example, into the use of animals as symbolic figurig 9f lrup1n sins. Such theoretical metamorphoses

*"t" hoi always merely symbolical 
-Demonological 

beliefs in the Middle Ages allowed for the

physical incariation ofd"mons and both incubi-and succubi in the form of animals, as, for instance,

in the witcn"s cat.
11 ln Greek myth, for example, the sisters Philomela and Procne fleeing from Tereus were
transformed iirto a swallow and a nightingale; the gods took revenge on Lycaon by changing him
into a wolf; the hunter Actaeon, coming upon the goddess Artemis bathing, was punished for his

tactlessness by being first turned into ide'er and tfren torn apart by hi9 oyn {9q":_l"t a catalogue of
hansformatio-ns of lioma* into both mammals and birds, see Forbes lrving, 197-2fr-
12 For the Church's attitude to metempsychosis and its condemnation of the doctrine at the Second

Council of Constantinople in 553, see 
-D6bra 

Hassig, Medinal Bestiaries: Tert, lmnge, Ideology,159 and
260, note 10.
tt 

Johrr Block Friedm a+ inThe Monstrous Races in Medinal Art andTlnught, FYes_an account of these

and other hybrid races with animal characteristics eristing on th9 margrns of the kno1n world. See

also Dorothy Yamamoto, The Bounilaies oJthe Human in Medianl Literahtre, Chapters 7 and 8.
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Werewolves were frequently thought to be humans under a curse,14 and both Pliny

and the second-century natural historian Aelian describe the dreadful manticore, a

terrible beast with a human face, lion's claws and scorpion's tail.1s There was also

the fatal sirery either woman-bird or woman-fish, whose practice it was first to sing

sailors to sleep and then eat them.r6

Mutry of the figures of birds and beasts that appear in medieval manuscripts would

have been familiar to those who drew or wrote about them, but others most

certainly would not. Side by side with such everyday creatures as owls and foxes,

griffins and pelicans peep out from the painted margins of medieval English

psalters; both turtledoves and the human-headed manticores inhabit twelfth-century

bestiaries; the domestic goat and deadly basilisk both figure in medieval lists of

mortal sins. We might wonder what roundabout journeys could have brought such

exotic creatures to mingle with native English animals, by what circuitous routes the

fireproof salamander and self-immolating phoenix have anived to colonize a cool,

northern land. How did alien beasts from foreign or imaginary countries come to be

familiar to a people accustomed only to the fauna of cold English waters and fields

and light woods? How could the lion and leopard and the fearsome crocodile,

natives of sunburned plain, dense forest or warm river, have acdimatized

themselves so well in a cool and alien English landscape?l7

A principal, though not the only route these exotic beasts took was through

Christian exegetical writings, inspired in their turn by the mystical, animal-centre4

moralizing Ptrysiologus, and its medieval descendants, the bestiaries. One of the

1a Plir,y, protesting disbelief, nevertheless relates a number of tales of bansformations of man into
wolf and wolf intdmaru inciuding the story of Daemenetus of Parrhasia who turned himself into a
wolf and, on being restored to hninan form ten years later, trained as a boxer, went to the_ Olympic
Games and refurn-ed a victor. See Pliny, Histoii rnturalis, translated-by H. Rackham as Natural

History, NH. Vm. 94.82. Solinus says ihat in summertime, some ofthe people living in, ancient

Muscjvy might undergo u 
""u*.titrunsformation 

into wolves, although_they were- refurned to their
former 

"hupJuftur 
a liirited time. See Solinus, Cotkctanmrctammemorahilium, translated by Arthur

Golding in^1587 asThe Excetlent and Pleasant Worle of C-aius lulius Solinus, Chapter nflm-

'5 Plioy, NH.VItr- 30.75. See also Aelian, De tutura animalium (NA), NA. IV. 21'
tu Ptioy describes the sirery but is not prepared to accept that it exisb; see NH. X. 70. L36. For the

history of the siren, see Hassig 10e15.
tTwhil" Plutarch likens the sacred Eryptian crocodile to the highe* 9d: lli"V {eqTbes it much less

appreciative ly as quadripes malum, u irfu" on four legs. See Plu-tarch, De Iside et Osiriile, 237; PltnY,

NH. Vm. 37.89.
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most important starting points for these simultaneously paradoxographical and

didactic texts was in the early Greek and Latin natural histories compiled by

Aristotle and Pliny, separated in time by some four hundred years. The purpose of

these two most important of the early writers on natural history was to describe the

whole of the physical world, including the animal kingdom, in terms of what was

then known of it. Surviving magico-religious apprehensions of the animal world

already undercut by the work of the Greek fabulists and comedic dramatists such as

Aristophanes, were to be further reduced when first Aristotle and later Pliny set out

to de-mystify the mystical and disestablish the supernatural.18 Separately, they

would effect radical revisions of the ways in which the Graeco-Roman world (and,

later, medieval Europe) would regard the inhabitants of the animal kingdom.

With the Greek Aristotle and the Roman Pliny we are, nevertheless, in the presence

of different approaches, two dissimilar philosophies. Both deal with the s€une

subjec! the animal kingdom, but approach it in very different ways.tt Their aims

and working methods differ considerably. Aristotle sets out to read animals and

their behaviour in terms of empirical facts, that which can be observed. He

systematically assembles a body of in{ormation concerning beasts, birds, insects,

reptiles and fish, and collects large numbers of empirical observations regarding the

generation, physiology and morphology of different specieg their distribution and

individual characteristics, all methodically analysed classified and catalogued.

Aristotle measures and dissects, anatomizs, compares, classffies and categorizes;

mostly, though not invariably, he resists the temptation to repeat hearsay, and is in

general meticulous, sober and restrained. Ilr spite of their flaws, his nafural history

writings are still considered important works of scholarship; Roger French says that

for "later ages, Aristotle was far and away the greatest philosopher of antiquity as

far as the nafural world was concerrred."m Aristotle's aims are best defined by

himself. He says that they are to determine all the differences that exist between

animals, and to first record all the facts about them as a necessaqy preliminary to

discovering the reasons for them.2t His methods are careful and systematic and

18 Whi"h does not mean that they do notboth give credence to some fairly tall tales.
le S"" Rogu, French, Anciant Natural History,especially G82, for an analysis of Aristotle's working
methods, philosophical belieft and attitudes to the natural world. French also considers the work of
Pliny and later, influential nafural history writers, such as Aelian and Solinus. Pliny's philosophy
and working methods are discussed by Mary Beagon in Roman Nature. The Thought oJPIiny the Elder.
4 French, 10.
21 Ati"totl", Historia Animnlium (HA), 491a12.
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based as far as possible on direct observations, either his own, or taken from reliable

sources. Pliny tells us that Alexander the Great ordered thousands of people

throughout the whole of Greece and Asia Minor. hunters, fishers and fowlers,

herdsmery apiarists and aviarists to collect information for Aristotle's Historin

animalium.u He also recognizes the debts he himself owes to his great predecessor.

Irr a letter accompanlnng the gift of his Historia rnturalis to Vespasian Caesar, Pliny

says of his own treatise that he has collected twenty thousand noteworthy facts for it

obtained from more than a hundred authors - but acknowledgements throughout

his books indicate that the most important of these sources was Aristotle.a

Pliny approaches his work in a very different fashion from Aristotlg reading the

animal world largely as an extension of human culture. He looks constantly at his

animal subjects through an anthropomorphizing lens, inteqpreting their natures by

comparing them with the human animal, man. In general, his books are far less

concerned with either philosophy or science than Aristofle's; much less interested in

accuracy than his forerunner, he accumulates collections of often inconsequential

minutiae, full of human interest for the non-specialized reader. A born storyteller of

the paradoxographical kind, he is endlessly entranced by the strange and

exceptional; a snapper-up of tall stories as well as trifles, he shows a preference for

anecdotes rather than facts. Given the choice between an accurate but dull

observation and an improbable but interesting tale his instinctive choice is to take

the story any time - or, at the very least, to embroider the dry, zoological fact into a

charming, anthropomorphic semi-fi ction.2o

Nevertheless, in spite of the considerable differences in approadr, a major end result

of both kinds of enquiry the scientific Aristotelian and the less rigorous Plinian

methodology, is the same: a tuming away from animat links with gods and religion

and the magico-religrous animal-idolization of antiquity. In the process, the birds

and beasts that had sometimes been associated with remote, often vengeful deities

2 Plioy,NH. VItr. 17. M. It should be noted that doubt has been cast on ttris story; see Mary Beagon,
128.
B Plitty, Preface to NH. 1.76.17.

'a Ptity does sometimes quetion some of his more irnprobable tales; a number of stories are prefaced
with the words "some say'' or "some believe." So far as the legends of werewolves are concerne4 for
example, he states flatly that he does not believe them. In the case of a human-into-wolf and back
againkansformation tale attributed to Evanthes, he says that it is "astounding to what lengths Greek
credulity will go; there is no lie so shameless as to lack a supporter," NH. VI[. U.82.
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are progressively replaced by menageries of much less elemental creatures, deprived

of their semi-divine status and presented on a greatly diminished scale' In thus

contriving to divest the animal kingdom of its supernatural qualities, Pliny,

especially, creates a new, strongly anthropomorphized animal world, presenting

fresh perceptions of its members as creafures in many ways similar to man,

observing some of the sarne social laws and customs, and sharing the salne vices

and virfues. As the animals which formerly occupied remote positions as gods and

demons in the Near-Eastern pantheons lose their numinous auras, they are invested

with something closely resembling human shortcomings as well as positive human

qualities. Pliny's lion is no longer a winged Assyrian divinity or a luminous star

roaming the night skies; pulled down from the heavens he becomes an earth-bound

if noble beast, with serious domestic problems.A Instead of relating tales of the

fearful power of the animal gods, Pliny records anecdotes concerning the cunning of

the qafty hippopotamus which walks backwards to disguise the direction in whidt

it is heading the stupidity of the ostrich which thinks to conceal itself by hiding only

its head the gratitude of snakes shown human kindness.6

Far less careful, restrained and scientifically-minded than Aristotle, Pliny constantly

interprets the behaviour of different animal species in human terms. In consistently

relating the animal back to the human, and to the conditions of human life he

initiates a move towards a new and different appreciation of the other inhabitants of

the physical world, an attitude that would Prove enorlnously influential for future

beast writers. His anthropomorphizing approach achieves a comPlex conflation of

human and animal identity that would provide a rich and fruitful field for

allegorists and satirists to come. The early fabutists, of course, also compare animals

with humans, but in the classic beast fable the animal is not measured in any

complex way against the human. It is present as a simple sign, typically standing in

for a particular human failing; animal fables are moral allegories and their raison

d'6tre is to convey a lesson to man. The approach of the didactic fabulist is not

reflected in pliny. He discusses birds and beasts in tenrrs of the whole of their social

and family structureg considering the ways in which they conduct their social

relationships, and their possession of human-like emotions, and carefully noting

'5 pliny says that neither lions nor lionesses ale known for fidelity. Writing of the lion' the leopard

tf," pui',tt.it and "similar animals," he notes the tendency-to.PI?ry"TlY:-t.11 T^"$les 
of large

.ut"l Hu says, "there *" 
"or,""qrrently 

many varieties of lyUrias in that counky [Africa], either

violence or lust 
"r.d"g 

til;;;;ili. th; flmales of each species indiscriminately." (NH. vltr' 17' 4,.)

6 Pli.ry, NH. VItr.38.95; X. 1.2;VItr- 21.57-
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reactions that bear some resemblance to human moral standards. He says that in

some cases, animals even evince qualities that might be interpreted as a capacity for

spiritual feeling. He claims, for example that elephants, as well as Possessing

remarkable virtues rare even in man, show "respect for the stars and reverence for

the sun and moon." He states that in the "forests of Mauretania, when the new

moon is shining," herds of elephants go down to a river and "perfonn a rifual of

purificatiory sprinkling themselves with water" (NH.VIIL1.1). He says that kites,

rapaciously greedy birds and always hungry, will forbear from stealing food from

the offerings brought to funerals, or from the altar at OlympiA (NH'X '1L28), and

that even farmyard hens "have a religious ritual: after laying an egg they begin to

shiver and shake and purify themselves by circling round, and make use of a straw

as a ceremoniat rod to cleanse themselves and the eggs" (NH.X.57'116)'

Once brought firmly down to earth, the birds and beasts in the Plinian zoology are

endowed with cosily domesticated human virtues such as modesty and kindness,

gratitude, marital fidelity, parental devotion and filial Piety, as well as a capacity for

inter-species social relationships; peacocks make friends with pigeons and turtle'

doves with parrots (NH.X.96.207). Th"y show the reveise of these qualities as well,

displaying such human moral flaws as pride, avarice, spite, ehv!, ingratifude,

infidelity, jealousy and vengefulness. Elephants hate mice (NH.VIII-9.29), the yellow

wagtail detests the tibnouse (NH.X.95.205); swans are cannibals and eat one

anothey's flesh.27 The possessive pigeon is jealous of his wife and Pecks her savagely

should he suspect her of infidelity (NH.X.52.104). The monogarnous serPent feels

affection for a mate and exacb revenge should the other be killed (NH.VItr.35.86)'

Even Aristotle categorizes different animals in terms of human emotions, remarking

that affective dispositions differ widely between species. The boar is stubborn, the

peacock spiteful, the serpent schemin& the fox mischief-making and wicked.ff His

cautiously anthropomorphic judgements, however, are greafly erceeded by those

who came later. Pli.y, and those who follow him, in particufar, Aelian, are

considerably more anthropomorphically minded, and as, increasingly' they assess

and judge the kingdom of animals in tenns of its human counterpart they help to

27 plrny,NH. X. gZ.63.He says in the same enbry that a sto-ry is told about the mournful solt of
,*ur,"'it their death, but adds that this is a "faGe story as I judge on the strength of a certain number

of erperiences."
28Ati"totl", HA.488b 15; rESb 20;488b24.
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set in motion interpretive processes that would have much significance for writers to

come. psychological inteqpretations are added to social and behavioural analyses.

Aelian, writing in the second and third centuries of our era, discusses the three'

cornered hatred between the moray and the octopus, the octopus and the crayfish,

and the crayfish and moray. He sees their three-cornered struggles as not iust the

normal behaviour of predator and pre/, but the result of "enmity and inborn hate,"

a ,,terrible affliction and a auel disease when once they have sunk deep into the

heart even of brute beasts."m But love stirs animal hearts as it does humans; certain

birds, notably the turtledove, were thought to mate for life and inter-species passion

is not unknown (Aelian, NA. X. 33). Animals quite often fall in love with humans- A

goose, for example, was enrunoured of Glauce, King Ptolemy's harpist, although she

had already been spoken for by a reun, and the beauty of a Spartan boy caused a

jackdaw to fall sick with love.s These infatuations can also happen in reverse; Pliny

quotes Juba to the effect that Semiramis fetl so deeply in love with a horse that she

married it (NH.VIII. 64.15tu). He also tells the story of an elephant in Egypt that

became enarnoured of a flower-seller, elephant love being manifested by dropping

branches in the lap of the love-object. Pliny adds, rather snobbishly, so that no one

might think the elephant had made a vulgar choice, that the girl was a particular

favourite of the celebrated scholar Aristophanes of Byzantium (NH.VI[- 5.13)'

pliny is particularly partial to elephants, for a number of reasons. On the subject of

moral qualities, he says that the elephant, as well as being intelligent, possesses

some kind of "insight into justice" (NH.VItr.5.15). On the lion, he notes that some

believe that the noble beast bites the earth when he is dying and sheds a tear before

he expires (NH.VItr.l9.52). Lions are the only wild animals that will show mercy to

suppliants; they are said to understand human entreaties and be generous with

those who beg to be spared.31 Near chivalric virtues, attant Ia lettre, are attributed to

them; they will attack men rather than women, and do not eat children unless really

extremely hungry (NH.VIII.1T.48). Horses, Pliny credits with near-hurnan moral

sense. He says they understand the ties and prohibitions of family relationships,

a A"liutu NA. t. 32.
ao plioy, NH. X. 26.51;Aelian, NA. I.6.In another entrSr on unusual animal infatuations, Aelian tells a

rt"ty 6; philo about a cockerel which fell in love wi_lh a king's cupbear.er. He. adds in the same

"t"rir 
fVa. ru- g7, that he has also learned that some "bees are arnorous, although the majority are

more restrained."
31 Pliny relates a tale of a woman of Gaetulia who pleaded witl the 

-lion 
that 

".1Pq:g-htr 
that she

was uiworthy booty for a creature so glorious,a.rd was spared, NH.VItr. 19. lA. Cf. Henryson's

merciful beasl in fne fan olthe Lyoun and tlu Mous.
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and tells a story from a Scythian cavalry regiment of how one especially scrupulous

stalliory on discovering he had inadvertently committed incest with his mother,

headed for a cliff and threw himself over it (NH.VIII.54.L56). Apes are affectionate

parents, mares love their foals more than any other animal its offspring, and a

lioness fighting in defence of her cubs is said to fix her eyes resolutely upon the

ground, so as not to be daunted by the hunting spears.3z Solinus, tn Collectanea

rerutn memorabilium,B states that when female tigers are unable to overtake the

raiders "that have carryed away their welppes" and see them "sayling away

agairte," they will first rage helplessly and then cast themselves into the sea, as if to

punish their own sluggishness by wilfully drowning themselves' Aelian, on filial

virtues, says that lion cubs are taught respect for their parents.s He also daims that

both herons and pelicans take care of their aged parents, and quotes Alexander of

Myndus as saying that when storks grow old, as a reward for their eremplary filial

behaviour, they pass to the Islands of Ocean and are transformed into human shape

being thus enabled to present a "human model of piety and uprightness-"3s It is

worth noting that, on the whole, the pagan zoologists take a more rounded view of

the characters of their animal subjects than later, Physiologus-influenced, Christian

writers, who are generally more sternly bent on moralizing birds and beasts as black

and white types of good or evil. These types were predominantly evil, although

there were, of course, a number of animals enshrined as examples of virtue, even of

the highest excellence.

Intelligence or lack of intelligence in animals is a subject that interests the early

natural historians deeply, especially Aristotle, who writes that the only animal that

is deliberative and can recall past events at will is man.5 At the sarne time he will

allow that a number of beasts have some Power of memory and can be trained, ild
that many can act intelligently to help themselves, for instance, in the matter of self-

32 Pliny, NH. Vm. 80.276;NH' VIn. 65-765;and NH. VIII'19' 57-52'
s Solirrrrr, Collectanen retam msmorabilium, hanslated in the sixteenth century as The Excellent and

PlusantWorke oJCaius Julius Soliruts, Chapter XXVI.
s Whun a lion is too old to hunt, his cubs take him on the chase with them, pus-hing hiq a-long-'- After a

."rt it ai"tur,ce they f"""" fti- and go on by themselv.es; when S:V E":.*"+l "13lgh 
for all, they

surrmon him to the feast with a -ma-gnificent and thrillingtoar'" See Aelian, NA' lX']'
35 A"li*, NA. m. 23.
36 Ari"totlu, HA.488b.25. For Aristotlds views on animal intelligence and his influence uPon

;J";J thought see peter G. Sobol, "The Shadow of Reason: 
-Explanati_ons of lntelligent Animal

Behavior in the Thirteentn Century.'l In the fourth century Grego-rY :f TV* qly":" sin into three

divisions, rational, irascible and concupiscent, only the las!trvo of which according to Alcuin' are

shared with animals. The rational beldngs to man alone. For these referencet see Morton W.

Bloomfiel4 The Saen Deadly Sizs, 80-81-
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medication.3T Although Pliny, likewise, specifically denies animals the power of

reason and states different views in different places about their memory of

experience, he nevertheless has a high opinion of the intelligence of certain species'

Elephants he ranks next to man in this respect. Th"y understand the language of

their country, learn to obey orders in it, and remember the duties that they have

been taught.s He says that one elephant, that was rather slow at grasping what he

was supposed to learn and was beaten for his dullness' was found practising in

private at night the instructions he had been glven (NH'VIII' 3' 6)' Of horses' Pliny

observes that their cleverness defies description' They will assist their masters

even to the extent of gathering up and returning fatlen weaPons (NH'VIII' 65'159)'

speaking of animal intelligence, Aelian states that there are beasts in Libya that

know how to count and always leave an eleventh part of their prey untouched; he

also claims that some elephants can understand Greek as well as the brdian

language.3e Pliny goes even further and knows of an elephant that could write in

Greek4o But, at the other extreme, while apes have been known to play at draughts

(NH.VIIL8 0.2L5),and ravens aPPear to understand what they predict (NH'X'14'33)'

the sheep is the stupidest of animals (NH.VIII'7s '1gg), and both swallows and mice

are quite unteachable.ot And an ass is an ass for all time' Horapollo, writing in the

fourth or fifth century, says that the priests of Egypt draw a man wearing an ass's

head to denote someone who knows nothing, goes nowhere, understands nothing,

and has closed ears to everything that happens outside his native land'e

The anthropomorphic approach which Pliny and his successors adopt towards their

animal subjects, the distinctions they draw between the capabilities of man and

beast -for example, the denial to animals of the Power of reason - their extensive

discussions and analyses of the social habits and abilities of different animal species,

the analogies they uncover between the affective and moral conduct of beasts and

stAri"totl" HA. 4sgb ?5; 6L2a l-35 -
3s plir.y, NH. Vltr.l. L. He adds that elephants are pleased not only by affection but atso by marks of

honour.
te A"liur,, NA' IV. 53 and XII. 25'
{ plir,y, NH. VItr. 3. 5. He quotes the consul Mucianus as claiming that this literate beast "actually

tearned the shapes rf ii;-i;[i"e;;;; ;d "t"a 
t" write (pres-ui"ltv with his trunk) as follows:

-;i-V*if*roti 
this -J a"al""t"d these spoils won from the Celts."

o, plirrv, NH.X. 62.128. In this same entry he notes, by way of contrast' tllat some creatures in the

*il"li"..d many kinds of fish, canbe tamed'
o2 snTh, Hiaogtyphics oJHorapolb,hanslated by George Boas, Book l.?3 (72).
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humans: all these would provide fresh ways of looking at the other inhabitants of

the sentient world. The anthropomorphic way in which Pliny, in particular, writes

of the creatures that share the earth with man, and the powerful associations he

makes between the behaviour of creafures from the animal world and specific

human emotional and moral qualities would all prove valuable interpretive tools for

writers still to come.

Much of the ancient animal lore collected by the pagan writers would later be

provided with suitable Christian moralizations, and find ie way into both Christian

exegesis and secular literature. The sources of the animal symbolic traditions later

so important in both Latin and vernacular medieval writings can be traced back to

these early writers by more than one route, the most important being through the

text known as the Physiologus. This enormously influential work (ca. ?d century?)

took the form of a compilation of ancient accounts concerning the physical world,

and drew heavily on the early natural historians. brcorporating their observations

on bird+ animat+ fistr, insects, plants, treeg gemstones and so forth, the Physiologus

added quotations from the Bible together with Christianized interpretations and

moralizations. Together with its medieval descendants, the bestiaries, the

physiologus would help to popularize a type of Christianized anthropomorphic

inteqpretation later to develop into an elaborate animal-based allegory- This would

play an importantrole in both Christian exegesis and sectrlar beast literature.s

From its earliest days the newly-founded Church had an active proselytizing

mission. This required the building-up of a body of written scriptural commentary,

necessary to the work of codifying and clarifying a new religion and making clear

the word of God to man. In setting out to achieve this, the Christian exegetes were

faced with a difficult problem. Seeking to expound the doctrines of a new religion

firnrly but not always comfortably based on an old they had the difficult task of

reconciling two often-contradictory sets of scriptures, of marrying two conflicting

founding documents. Th"y had to find some way to harmonize the dissonances

between the Otd Testament and the New, the two barely reconcilable parts of a Bible

which, to quote Karlfried Froehlich, "r /as jewish Scripfure in Greek guise reflecting

€ Fo, u more detailed account of the Physiologus, see below, pp. 43 ff. f]oq text of the Ptrysiologus

used here is based on the Latin versioniY and B, and is translated by Mchael J. Curley.
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a much older culfure and state of consciousness."a Froehlich adds that the "first

century Christians therefore shared the hermeneutic problems of Hellenistic Jews

and of other interpreters of ancient religious literafure'"

According to Froehlich, the new discipline of theological exegesis developed by the

Christian vwiters in order to solve the problems of reconciling ttte two testaments

,,included allegorizatiory a method practiced for centuries in Hellenistic

scholarship."ns lnterpretive tools were borrowed from fewish and Greek writers, of

whom one of the most important was the first-century Jewish philosopher Philo

Judaeus. Lynn Thorndike says of Phito that, "there is probably no other man who

marks so well the fusion of Hellenic and Hebrew ideas and the transition from

them to Christian thought."s From Philo and also from other writers the Christian

apologists learned to construct allegorical structures based on correlations between

what St Paul called letter and spirit.aT Allegory and symbolism were to become

major interpretive strategies in Christian hermeneutics, and important elements in

them were parabolic figures based on animal images. These were often borrowed

from earlier, non-Christian sources. As an example of the kind of extended

analogy using images of animals which would soon be used effectively in Christian

exegetical texts, Philo, writing on the serpent as tempter of Eve, describes it as a

"symbol of pleasure" arrd comPares it to the "lover of pleasure."€ He makes a

detaited consideration of shared characteristics. Like the lover of pleasure, the

footless snake is "sunk prone on its belly." It takes "dods of earttr as food." In this

it is paralleled by the lover of pleasure, who similarly ignores the "heavenly

nourishmenf'which is the wisdom proffered to those who love contemplation, but

feeds on "that which comes out of the earth with the revolving seasons, and which

produces drunkeru-ress, daintiness and greediness." Finally, the selpent like the

pleasure-lover, "carries in its teeth the venom with which it is its nature to destroy

those it has bitten."ae

4 K*lfri"d Froehliclu "'Always to Keep the Literal Sense in Holy ftripture Means..t9 Kill One's

Soul,: The State of Biblical Hermeneutici at the Beginning of the Fifteenth Century," rn Litaary Uses

oJTypology, 20.
as Froehlich, 20.

'u Lyr- Thorndike, AHistory oJMngic anil Experimental Scimce, Vol' I, 348'
o7 ,.VVho also hath made us able ministers of the new testamenD not of the letter, but of the spiri!
for the letter killeth, but the spirit giveth life- (II Corinthians 3: 5). For a discussion of interpretations

of this text in the later Middle Ages, see Froehlictu 2048..
4Philo 

Judaeus, inPhilo, Book L 125.
oe Phito,Lzs.
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Michael Curley cites Plutarch (c.46'c.120) as the writer "among the ancients" to

whom ,,we must furn to find the first explicit association of animal symbolism with

theological speculation."s ln On Isis and Osiris, Plutarch links his commentary on

the Egyptian animal cults directly to aspects of the divine nature. Certain animals

were honoured because the Egyptians saw in them "faint images of the Power of the

gods, like the image of the sun in raindrops."sl Elsewhere, Plutarch compares the

sacred crocodile to the highest deity because "it is said to be the only tongueless

creature and thus a likeness of God; for the divine reason does not need a voice."

The interyretive strategies used by both Philo and Plutarch would soon be adapted

by Christian writers to serve their own exegetical ends. Already in the second and

third centuries, both Clement of Alexandria (c.150-c.215) in Book IV of }:ris Stromata'

and Origen (c.185-254) in Book Itr of his Commentary on the Song oJ Songs, were using

images from the world of animals to illustrate analogies between the aisfuilia of this

world and the inaisfuitiaof the next. Origen writes in the Commentary; "The Apostle

paul teaches us that the invisible things of God may be known through the visible

linaisihitin Dei ex visfuilfuus intelliganturl, and things which are not seen may be

contemplated by reason of and likeness to those things which are seen."e Curley

notes that the entire second half of the Commentary is "dedicated to exploring the

analogical strucfure of nafure."

The semi-mystical account of the natural world l.lnown simply as Physiologas

served as a valuable model and resource book for Christian writers elucidating

scriptural mysteries. Written originally in Greek and compiled most probably in

Alexandri4 the Physiologus was a slmcretic work of which there were several

different versions in Greek. Based on ideas about the physical world already

available in partly predigested form, its sources induded tyPes and parables in the

Bible, some materials from apocryphal writings, stories from myth, fable and

folklore, written sources of natural history from Herodotus and Aristotle onwards,

and, not least, the anthropomorphic comparisons of animals with humans in the

texts of the early natural historians, in particutar, Pliny. In addition to descriptions

$ Michael f. Curley, in the lntroduction to Plrysiologus, n-xii,
st Pltttut.h, Isiik et Osiide,7l.
s2 S"" Mi"h.el Curley, the Introduction to the Plrysiologus,xiii.. Curley's. discussion:{ th. use of
;;t;t Cl"*"tirutd Orige+g1d histranslition-from Origery are both in the Introduction, xiii.

The telrt from St Paul (AuthorLed Version) is: "For the invisible thin8" of him from the creation of

the world are clearly seery being understood by the things that are made, even his eternal Power
and Godhead." (Romans 1,.20).
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of real creafures from the animal world, fhe Physiologus's eclectic compilation of

borrowed materials included entries on mythical beasts such as the unicorn and the

phoenix, and on such human-animal hybrids as the woman-fish siren and the ass-

centaur. It also had chapters on other, non-animal subjects from the nafural world,

male and female fire-rocks, for example, and different gemstones, and trees'

Setting out to discover analogies between the earthly and heavenly worlds and to

provide models for the conveying of moral instructiort the Ptrysiologus recorded the

references it collected in the form of illustrative anecdote, quotations from the

Bible and moral signifcationes,borhtypotogical and tropological. In thus giving its

stories moralized as well as anecdotal form, the Physiologus made effective didactic

use of the popular taste for the strange and marvellous'

There is still no universal agreement concerning the date of the first version of the

Pltysiotogus, although Curley suggests that it may have been as early as the second

cenfury.s He cites a passage from the third-century, from Origen's seventeenth

homily on Genesis 4. 9, in which the Plrysiologus is specifically mentioned: this

reference, if authentic, would argue for an early date.s However, Curley says that

it is now generally accepted that Rufinus, Origen's Latin translator, interpolated the

reference some time between A.D. 397 and 410. Ambrose (c. 339-397) probably

made use of the Physiologus; parts of his account of the partridge in the Hexameron

repeat the physiolop, text word for word.s Some have thought to perceive ectroes

of the text in the works of Clement of Alexandria (c. 150-215), of justin Mart)ry (c.

100-165) and of the pseudo-Clement of Rome (The Recognitians,2l'1"-231), but Curley

says that these last references "cannot be received as anything more than faint

reverberations of a general tradition of folklore from which they and our author

commonly drew."s

The physiologus was translated into Latin more than once, first probably at least as

early as the fourth century although no Latin MS is extant from before the eighth

$ For the date of the Pbsiologas,see Curley's Inhoductiory xvii-rsi; for its complex sources and

hGr history, xxi-miii. "S"" i"oFrur,as ;. tarmody, "De bestiis et aliis rcbus and the Latin

Plrysiologus-"
s S"" Introduction to Plrysiologus, wljii.
ss S". Inkoduction to Physblogus, xir<, and also St. Ambrose, Hexamqon, Parudise and C-ain

and Abel,?34.
s S* Lrttoduction toPlrysiologtts, xviii.
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century.s It was also translated into a number of other languages, induding

Ethiopian in the fifth century, followed by Armenian and synan, and, later, into

nearly all the European vernaculars from Icelandic to Old English. A number of

different Latin versions were compiled based on different Greek manuscripts'

These various Latin versiong already differing from one another, as did their Greek

originals, gradually assimilated new materials until by the twelfth century the

Physiotogus was changing by rapid processes of accretion into what would become

the much larger, and more elaborate medieval bestiaries. The bestiarieg many of

them richly illustrated, still retained the anthropomorphized descriptions of

animals familiar from the ancient writers, and most also continued to provide the

Physiologus's moralized interpretations, now often considerably erpanded and

ernbellished. Florence McCulloch discusses the transformation of the Latin

versions of the Physiologus into the bestiaries, and the ways and directions in which

they would subsequently develop.s judging by the numbers and the quality of the

manuscripts stitl in existence, the bestiaries must have rivalled the psalters and the

apocalypses in poputarity in the high Middle Ages.se The twelfth and thirteenth

centuries in particular saw the production of these often gorgeously illuminated

manuscripts in considerable quantities, mostly in Engtand and France' Debra

Hassig notes that, from England alone, something like forty exemplars survive'm

The bestiaries all had one or another Latin version of the Physiologus as their core text,

but they also, to vaqying degreeg incorporated new materials from various other

sources. The addition of these considerable quantities of extra materials to the

original physialogus text meant that the largest bestiaries were sometimes more than

three times the size of the Physiologus versions they were based on; one of the English

bestiaries examined by Hassig, for example, has a hundred and eighty chapters as

opposed to the forty-nine in its Latin prototype- Of particular importance in the

newly developing bestiaries were extracts and new animal "natures" from the

Etymologiae of the seventh-century enryclopaedis! Isidore of seville, who "sought to

elucidate the 'true charactey' of beasts, birds, and other creafures through analysis of

v 
See Introduction to Plrysiologus., sviii.

s For the metamorphosis of Plrysiologus into bestiary, see Florence McCulloch, Medimal latin and

French Bestinria,u"p"aJry -rruiter fi. see also Debia Hassig Medioal Batiaries: Tert,Imnge, Idalogy,

1-16.
59 Hassig, Medimal Batiaries, 7.

s Hassig, 2.
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their names."61 Other newly-incorporated materials might include, for example,

excerpts from Ambrose's account of the Creatiory the Hexameron, arrd ertracts from

Aelian's De rutura animalium; bestiaries might also borrow various mythical animals

from Solinus's Collectanea rerum memorabilium, itself largely derived from Pliny'62

Hassig notes that Aristotle is not quoted in the twenty-eight bestiaries she examined

for her booh and suggests that a reason for this may have been his reluctance to

believe the more fanciful traditional animal tales, for example the myths concerning

the generation and birth of the weasel.s The great thirteenth-cenfury natural

historian Albertus Magnus also receives little attention - perhaps because of his

disinclination to believe in the real existence of the phoenix - and neither do various

medieval authors who wrote on the medicinal uses of animals.n Hassig speculates

that this may have been because "such writers had attempted to'correc( some of the

more fantastic bestiary stories in the interests of empirical observation." Materials

were taken by individual bestiaries from other contemporary sources as well; a

number include extracts from, for example, the composite twetfth- and thirteenth-

century collection of materials known as De bestiis et aliis tebus. Other well-used

sources were Peter of Cornwall's twelfth-cenfury Pantheologus, a collection of biblical

distinctiorus largely devoted to religious interpretations of animals in the Bible,

Alexander Neckam's De naturis rsrltm, and Hugh de Fouilloy's elaborately moralized

De aaibus, written some time after '1,152.

The frequently sumptuous twelfth- and thirteenth-century bestiaries with a large part

of their roots fi*tly in the classical world are a major source for animal narrative in

medieval literature. Accounts of birds' and beasts' natures and behaviour first

recorded in Pliny find their way from the Physiologus and the bestiaries into medieval

romance, beast epic, fables and dialogues, and also, translated into pictorial form, are

recorded in the depictions of bestiary birds and beasts in the margins of illuminated

manuscripts. Many of the details Chaucer uses to describe the birds inThe Parliament

oJ Fowls are derived from ancient natural history, most probably by way of the

61 Hassig,6.
e On the last page of a shortbiographical note to The Excellent and PleasantWorke of Caius lulius
Solinus,John iafiertes refers to the iarge number of borrowings by Solinus from Pliny' and says that

there are some "that terme Solinas by the name of Plinies Ape-"
s 

See Hassi g,7 and,199, notes g7 , 38. For Aristotle's views on the probable q."::uti9^ 9f 
the weasel,

seeDe generitione animalium, 7ffib L$30. Another reason for Aristotle's neglectby- the bestiaries may

be that-his Hrs toria animaliunr was not translated from Arabic into Latin until c. 1210.
s Hassig 7.
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bestiaries. These include the description of the royal eagle: "That with his sharpe

looke perseth the sonne" (331); the swan, "The jelous swan, ayens his deth that

slmgeth" 1542); the owl, "The oule elq that of deth the bode bringeth" (S43); and the

turtledove, "The wedded turtil, with hire herte trewe" (355). Interestingly enough,

illustrations of animal stories from the bestiaries sometimes aPPear on the medieval

mawae mundi without the words to match the image silent pictorial wibresses to the

tales' origins even when the text column ignores their ancient provenance. Margriet

Hoogvliet notes that there are "no traces of any maps prior to the twelfth century that

contain d.epictions of animals together with erplanatory texts."65 One well-known

tale that finds its way from both Aristotle and Pliny first into the Physiologus and then

into the bestiaries is given mute illustration on the thirteenth-century Ebstorf maP.66

This is the legend of that Orphean animal, the fatal panther, whose sweet-smelling

breath attracts all other animals to him; none can resist him.67 The desaiption in the

tert column gives no support to the eloquent illustration - there is no written

reference whatsoever to the story of the panthe/s irresistible fragrance - but the

picture on the map shows a beast with rays coming from his mouth, dearly

signifying his alluring breath, and depicts the ottrer animals issuing forth from a hole

in the rock and going towards him.

In the thirteenth centu4/, materials from the ancient natural historians also find their

way into the collections of exempla compiled for use as source-material for popular

sennons. These useful compendia contain in convenient reference form the short

narratives so favoured by preachers in the vernacular.s As well as using stories from

the Bible, fables and various religious treatises, they draw liberally uPon the rich

mirture of animal lore first collected by the pagan zoologists, tales that had first been

filtered through an allegorical net and provided with moralizations in the Plrysiologus,

and then passed on to the proliferating bestiaries. It should be stressed that a

characteristic common to both bestiaries and exempla collections is that their

concentration on the Christianized symbolism adopted by the Physiologus is greatly at

6 S"" M-griet Hoogvliel "De ignotis quarumilambestiarum naturis: TS*E 1na Images from the-Bestiary
on Mediev-al Maps oT the World/' A Aiimals and the Sytnholic in Medinal Art and Lituature,l98, note
30.
tr Hoogvlief 196.
6t Ari"totl" HA.6L2a10; Pliny NH. VItr. ?3.62. Aristotle says that the panther, havingleamed that
other wild animals like ib smeil, makes use of this fact to hunt them. Pliny has an embellished but
basically similar tale.
s Su" G- R Owst, Literature and Pulpit in Mettimal Engtand, particularly Ctrapter 4, "Fiction and
Instruction in the Sermon Exempln," 1'49-209.
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the expense of any more scientific approach. Neither bestiaries nor compendia show

any sign that their creators either had or thought it necessary to have, any direct

experience of the birds and beasts of which they speak. This was in spite of the fact

that the pagan natural historians of whose work fhe Physiologus, bestiaries and

exempla-books make such lavish use, all pay at least some lip service to the scientific

principle of description based on observation. Remaining true to the Physiologus

traditiorU neither the bestiaries nor the exempla collections pay muctr, if any,

attention to the important fact that serious, observation-based, nafural history sources

were available from the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. There were, for

example, as well as the texts by Hugh de Fouilloy and Alexander Neckam, the careful

studies in De arte aenandi cum auibus by Frederick II of Hohenstaufen on birds used in

the sport of falconry, as well as important works by Atbertus Magnus, Bartolomaeus

Anglicus, and others. It was, however, precisely the emphasis on the importance of

symbolism and analogy at the expense of direct observation that made of the

Physiologus and the bestiaries tools so ideally suited to the work of scriptural

interpretation.
***

Certain themes first found in the pagan natural historians were of particular interest

to Christian apologists searching for ways to make dear the complexities of the

unseen heavenly universe by means of corespondences with the visible world. In

seeking to elucidate doctrinal mysteries by means of analogy, ancient tales of renewal

of the flesh or spiri! and of resurrection of thebody, were of obvious eregetical valug

and there are a number of bestiaqy tales of whole or partial renewal of body or spirit

that derive from the classical naturalists. One of them is the story of the eagle which

flies so high it stares straight into the sun. Pliny says that the sea eagle compels its

still unfledged chicks to stare directly into the sun's ligh$ if one of them blnks or its

eyes water, it is cast out of the nest as not being true to stock.s

The Ptrysiologus, moralizing and personalizing the story, quotes David's promise from

Psalm 103. 5, "Your youth will be renewed like the eagle's," and then tells the story of

the old eagle who flies towards the sun until his wings and fading sight are burned

away. When this happens, the eagle drops down into a fountain below, immerses

himself three times, and emerges whole and new. The sun of 1'ustice is Christ and it

utPlity, NH. x.3.10.
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is Christ himself who burns off the devil's clothing in the baptismal font.7o The

Middte Engtish Pttysiologus adds that the eagle emerges whole and sound from the

water except that his beak is crooked - the bird becomes "heil & sund/& cumeb ut al

newe/Ne were his bec untrewe" (49-51).?1 h the long signifcacio whidt follows we

are told that it was learning of God's love that restored the eagle's sight, and that the

fountain healed his body entirely except for his mouth, which "has not yet uttered

pater noster nor creed." Once this is done, and the eagle has straightened his crooked

beak by pecking on a stone, the bird is entirely renewed and now able to procure his

"soul's food."

Another tale of regeneration found in the Middle Engtish Plrysiologus concerns the

spiritual rebirth of the serpent, more often a figure of sin. The story is based on the

snake's well-known habit of shedding its skiry factual accounts of which are found in

both Aristotle and Pliny.7z In the Middle English Physiologus the tale is expanded and

moralized. The snake fasts for ten days, and then seeks out a stone with a hole in iti

squeezing itself through the narrow gap, it rids itself of its worn skin- After the old

skin has been shed, the animal finds a spring and spewing out the venom "bred in

his breast from his birth-time," renews himself by drinking his fill. In The Middle

English Physiologus the tale becomes a paradigm for renewal through repentance. The

hole in the stone represents the path of virtue which the serpent has now taken; the

venom, the snake's "breast-filth," is vomited up through confession; and drinking his

fill signifies listening to the Gospel, the "soul's drink and sin's quenching."73

But of all the ancient animal stories of revival or regeneratioru death followed by life,

by far the most spectacular, the most enduring the most compact, complete and best-

known is the old Eastern myth of the phoenix's fiery death and subsequent rebirth'

ptiny describes what he admits is perhaps a mythical bird, its origin in Arabi4 its

beauty, its dedication to the sun-god, its death at the age of more than five hundred

years, its subsequent miraculous regeneration. When the phoenix feels it is growing

old, it makes a nest filled with spices and fragrances, and dies. Subsequenfly, a worm

'o Ptrytiotog*,12-19.

" Th, Middl" English Physiologus, edited by Hanneke Wutieg fro.m British Library I\{S Arundel 292- The

text is based on Theobid's PTtysiotngus. f{iny says that eagles die "not from old-age-nor sickness but

from hunger, as their upper r*"aii't" gro*ito iuch a size that it is too hooked for them to be able to

open it." NH. X.4.15.
7' A"i"totl", FIA. 500b 1F30; Pliny, NH. Vm. $.99.
73 

The Middte Engtish Physiologus, Natura srpentis, G7.
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is born from its bones and marrow, and this grows into a young bird, a new phoenix.

At one time used as a figure for the immortality of the Roman Empire,Ta the death

and rebirth of the fabulous bird was an account ready-made for the allegorists, and

first recorded as a figure for the Resurrection of Christ by Clement of Rome.is An

ancient myth, the story of the phoenix appears in a number of early writers, including

Hesiod and Herodotus, and was later neafly tailored to fit the time frame of the

biblical account of the Resurrection.to The Plrysiologus entry on the phoenix is brief. It
repeats the story much as it appears in Pliny, except that a new chronology relates the

tale to the Resurrection's three days.n The day after the bird dies a priest finds a

worrn in its ashes, on the second day there is a small birdling, and, on the third day, a

huge eagle that then flies off to its former home. The enhy in the Physiologus, quoting

the text "I have the power to lay down my life, and I have the power to take it up

again" flohn 10.18), compares the reborn bird direcfly with the Saviour, "since,

descending from the heavens he left his two wings full of good odors (that is, his best

words), so that we, holding forth the labors of our hand, might return the pleasant

spiritual odor to him in good works."78

Later bestiaries expand this brief account enonnously, adding material from various

sources, among others, Ambrose, and Hugh de Fouilloy' s De aafuus.7s In this last

text every detail is allegorized and moralized. The bird is born on the Arabian plain.

The plain signifies this world, Arabia the worldly life. The five hundred years it
lives denote the five senses, all of which fail, one after another. After one hundred

years, sight fades, after another cenfuql, hearing; when "taste, smell and touch fail,

then allegorically the five hundred years are accomplished." When it is time to die,

the bird prepares a pyre of spices and sets itself in their midst. The spices in the

phoenix's nest are good deeds and the different varieties are the virtues of the soul:

"These things the righteous man does every time he reminds the multitude of god
deeds." The fire the bird lights signifies the heat of the Holy Spirit by which the

righteous man kindles the mind aroused by the wings of contemplation. Lastly, after

74 H".,"" the image of the phoenix struck on coins issued under Constantine; see Hassig, 73.
7s S* th" First Letter of Clement to the Corinthians, Chapters 25-26 inThe Apostolic Fathns, 62-
Ambrose later elaborates the figure at some length; se Hememeron,T9-80.
76 Fo, u""o,rnts of the history and distribution of the phoenir legend see Hassig,, 72-83-
n Phny,NH. X. 2.X5; Physiologus,'1.3.
78 Physiotogus,13-14.
7e H,tgh de Fouilloy, De avibus, edited and translated by Willene B. Clark as The Medimal Book of Birds:
Hugh of Fouilloy's Atiaiun. The entry on the phoenix begins 230-31.
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the bird dies, it is born agun, and, by this example, "the truth of future resurrection

is believed by everyone to be represented."m

The myth of the phoenix was of particular importance to the Church teaching which

promised a literal resurrection of the flesh, a dogma grven visual form in those

illuminated manuscripts showing the Day of Resurrection, in which drowned

figures are shown rising from the sea and bodies emerging from the grave, the

faithful (and not so faithful) emerging to be judged. The phoenix was also used to

symbolize the virginity of Mary. Hassig describes a fragment from a fifth century

Coptic serrnon on the Virgin and the death of Christ that "indicates that the last

appearance of the phoenix coincided with the lncarnation." She notes that in the

fourth or fifth century, Rufus Tyrannius (ca. 345-410) explains how the phoenix

represents the virginity of Mary, and that Albertus Magnus makes a comparison

between Mary and the phoenix in the thirteenth cenfu4r.8l Hassig also observes that

the sexlessness and uninvolvement of the bird with carnal reproduction is stressed

in early writings. She says that the "asexual nature of the phoenir is a major theme

in the Anglo-Saron Phoenix, in which the bird's chastity is set out as a monastic

symbol of the contemptus mundi and of spiritual fruitfulness."&

Also of compelling interest to Christian writers were ancient accounts of animal

conception and delivery that differed from the norms of impregnation" uterine

gestation and parturition; these could obviously offer useful analogical possibilities.

While most of the pagan tales of extra-uterine impregnation and parturition may

seem too bizarre to have ever been believed (and we do find an occasional

incredulous demur; for example, Aristofle's denial that the weasel gives bfuth by the

mouth), nevertheless, a number of the tales of marvellous generation which appear

in Pliny (and often later in Aelian) are repeated in the Physiologus arrd in the

bestiaries. Ideas on the subject of unusual generation fall mostly into one of three

categories. First, there are theories of wholly spontaneous generation with no sexual

contacg secondly, tales about impregnation by urr unusual agent or in an unexpected

way; thirdly, concepts of ambivalent or interchangeable gender. Least important in

our context are the stories about unstable gender. In some of these latter variations

on the vagaries of the mating game, we read that some animal species have either no

N Th" M"di*nl Book oJBirds, Hugh ile Fouitloy's Aviaium, 2g2-g3.
81 Hassig 78,79 Nrd225, notes 30 and 31.
82H*"igr79.
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male or no female, and that certain animals can change gender, or even species.

Pliny says that eels, oysters and some other sea creafures have neither male nor

femalg and that the hyena becomes a different sex each year, this yeals male

turning into nert yeals female (he notes that Aristotle does not believe this).* A

particularly improbable-soundi.& species-shifting claim Pliny makes is that the

cuckoo "seems to be made by changing its shape out of a hawk."e

Tales of spontaneous generation could obviously prove of special interest as

allegories for the Incarnation. These induded births that involved one of the four

elements, earth, air, fire or water, with only one, or no fleshly parents involved.

According to Pliny, mares in Lusitania stand facing a west wind and conceive by it
and even Augustine repeats this story, saying that the sarne thitg is reputed to occur

in Cappadocia, and that the foals thus engendered live only three years.8s Pliny

observes that "some creatures are born from parents that themselves were not

bor:n"; the salamander is one of these, appearing only when it rains and

disappearing when the weather improves.ffi Aelian, on the siune theme, daims that

when hail falls in the Thebaid, mice appear on the earth, and "one part of them is

still mud while the other is already flesh."87 Similarly, fire-flies spring from,live and

flourish in fire; away from its sustaining heat they die (NA.II. 2). Aelian says that

vulfures, as well as mares, can be impregnated by the wind, that is, by air in

movement, and that wasps are generated in the m€urow of a rotting horse, decaying

matter atleast implying the inevitable return of flesh to day (NA.II.46 and I.28). He

also claims that it is usually stinging or venomous creatures that are thus generated

spontaneously from rotting matter, an example being the scorpion born of a dead

crocodile.ffi Pliny says he has heard that a snake can be born from the spinal

s Plir,y, NH. X. 87.189;and NH. VItr. t[4. 105.
e Plitry, NH. X.11.25.

8s Plitty, NH. VItr. 57.166;Augustine, City of God, translated by Marcus Dods, Book 21' t 564.
ffiPlity, NH. X. 87.189 and X.86.188.
87A"[iur,, NA. tr. 55. He says that he himself on a journey from Naples came across a shower of
frogs, of which the first part was "crawlinp supported by two feef while the other part trailed
behin4 stll formless, seeming to consist of some moist substance."
ffi Aeliun, NA. II.33. An interesting exception to Aelian's statement about the generation of stinpng
creatures concerns the engendering of the chaste bee, later recognized as a metaphor for the Virgrn
Pliny, probably following VirgrL suggests that the bee is spontaneously generated from the carcasses

of diad oxerL tut another myth has i[ springpng from honey, a legend repeated in a manuscript (MS
Har1.2276, fol. 30) quoted by G. R. Owst. This says that the bee, that "maketh the wer is as it were a
dene maiden." For ihe herself "groweth of the hony with-out such maner gmdrure that other bestes
kyndeli usen.". . . "!Vex bitokeneth the maydenhed of Marie, Cristes modir. . . Now therfor gosfli
bere we Crist in wombe with Marie maiden and modir." For this passage see G. R Owst, Literature
and P ulpit in Medimal England, 200.
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marrow of a human being; and Aelian elaborates on this, adding that it is the

putrefying marrow in the spine of a dead evil-doer which thus transforms into a

serpent. Drawing the moral significance implicit in the tale, he notes that it is fifting

that the "corpse of a wicked man" receive the "reward of his ways in becoming the

progenitor of a snake."8s

Still more significant in the context of the Incarnation are theories concerned with

impregnation in an unusual way; there are several of these. Plioy observes that it is

said that mice are impregnated by licking and not by copulation, and that there is a

popular belief that ravens mate (or lay eggs) with the beak. He adds that a pregnant

woman who eats a raven's egg can expect to bear her infant through the mouth and

that some claim that the lizard also bears its young through the mouth; Aristotle

denies both tales.s However, both Aristotle and Pliny state as fact that the partridge

is so concupiscent that she can conceive without copulatiory simply by being

breathed upon by a male.el The Physinlogus repeats this tale unhesitatingly, and a

Latin bestiary in the Cambridge University Library describes the female partridge as

being "so lusfful that wind alone from a male can impregnate her."e2

Then, in an exegetically more useful example of miraculous conceptioru a number of

early writers give currency to an old myth that the weasel conceives by the mouth

and gives birth through the ear (in some bestiary accounts it is the other way round).

Or, alternatively, some say that the animal both conceives and gSves birth through

the ear.s3 The Physiologus repeats the story and its version (oral-conception and

aural-parturition) is repeated by some early Christian writers, including Clement of

Rome.* The Plrysiologas also says that the female weasel gives birth to a male by the

s Plity, NH, X 86.188; Aelian, NA. I.51.
s Plit y, NH. X. 85. 185 and NH. X.14. g2-3. He adds that Aristotle says that the tale of ravens
copulating by the beak is not true, any more than it is of the ibis; and that the 'tilfing in question . . .

is a form of kissing like that which takes place between pigeons."
sl Atirtotlu repeats the tale of the unusual impregnation of the partridge in several places, including
H.A. 547a26 and 56,0b 14. Plinls reference is NH. X. 51. 102.

92 Su" M.C,rlloch, Medinat Latin and French Bestiaia,152-53. The parhidge is also accused of stealing
and hatching other birds' eggs and, because of these equivocal labours, is likened to the devil a "thief
of Christ's children." See Jeremiah 17.2'1,: "The partridge cried out, gathering the brood which she
did not hatctu" See also Plrysiologus,16-7.
s Tttu story of the weasel appears in Aristotle, De gen. An. U..6,756b 1$35, although he ridicules the
idea that the animal gives birth through the mouth. For the legend of the impregnation of the Virgin
by the breath of the Holy Spirib see Hassig, Chapter 3 on the weasel, 29-39, and. notes,20F10. These
references include a useful bibliography of contemporary discussions of the question of the Virgin's
aural conception.
sClementof Rome, Recognitions,S.2i,Migne, PL l.Tg%A,quoted inPlrysiotogus,K.
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right ear, and to a female by the left ear, and that "wicked things are engendered by

the ears."es Although the weasel was not usually employed as a direct type for the

Incarnation, it nevertheless provided a usefttl parallel with an early tradition from

both Eastern and Western Churches that the Virgin conceived of the Holy Spirit

through her ear. The idea that an animal, and even one so lowly as the weasel, was

able to conceive and give birth without fleshly intervention could and did lend

credence to the legend of Mary's aural impregnation.

Some animals have always been identified with desirable virtues in both Pagan

zoology and Christian apologetics; both Pliny and the Physiologus write of the lion as

noble, and the turtledove is an unvarying figure of constancy from dassical times

onwards. A rather different aspect of the anthropomorphizing of the animals by the

pagan nafural historians, however, was to prove of special value not only to

Christian writers but to the authors of other animal narratives as well. This was the

association of particular animals with specific human vices. The identification of

animals with evil spirits had been corunon in antiquity, but now, in the place of

ancient demons, were substifuted the devil and his sin-children.s The concept of

the mortal, or deadly sins was not developed until the end of the fourth cenfury in

Christian Egypt, and the complex theological definitions of the categories of sins,

and the veritable hosts of sub-sins, were slowly defined and refined over many

centurieq not being finally established in their present usual form and order until

the thirteenth century.e7 Nevertheless, the basic outlines of what in the Christian

religion crune to be called the mortal sins were already dearly identified in the

Graeco-Roman world. The problem of evil and the nafure of vice and virtue

preoccupied pre-Christian philosophers, as it did those who came later, and the

states of mind and sinful actions implicit in the terrts superbia, ira, iwidia, aoaritia,

accedia, gula and luxuria and all their variants and proliferating subsets were all

familiar to the ancient world.

esPlrysiologus, S0.
s For sin-children and sub.sins, see Morton W. Bloomfield,The Smen Deadly Sins,70 and 105.
e7 See Bloomfi eld,,Tlrc Snen Dendty Sizs, especially Chapter tr The lists of sub-sins can be long. The
Lion of Pride in Thc Anrenc Riwle, for example, has many cubs; they are Vainglory, with a gold ring in
its nose, Disdain, Hypocrisy, Presumptioru Disobedience, Loquacity, Blasphemy, Impatience,
Contumacy, Contention and othert not named, 86-8. The Sow of Gluttony, by way of contrast, has
only five piglets, but their names are eloquert and encompassing. They are: Too Early, Too Delicately,
Too Voraciously, Too Much and Too Ofteru 91.
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Animals as types of both vices and virtues appear in both the Bible and in early

Christian writings. In the second cenfury, Clement of Alexandria writes of the sow

as a symbol of gluttony, the eagle of robbery, and the hawk of injustice; in the fourth

cenfury, Jerome's beasts represent various types of men, mostly evil ones.s In spite

of some reservations within the Church about the use of fictional animal examples

as teaching materials, the practice continues; Jerome uses animals as exempla, and

Augustine sanctions their employment. Given such weighty authority, the use of

animals as types of good or evil flourished in religious writings. The birds and

beasts first anthropomorphi zed by the early pagan zoologists quickly developed

powerful Christian functions, helping to point to the right and only way to the

heavenly |erusalem.

Allegorical images of animals as sins are common in religious works, but these by

no means account for the full range of medieval texts in which birds or beasts are

used to exemplify human failings. Th"y represent human vices (or, less often,

virtues) in secular writings as well, especially in those specialized poems that

identify animals with the deadly sins, such as, for example, Handlynge Synne and

Mirour de I'Omme. One of the legends concerning what carne to be identified as the

mortal sins, those transgressions that lead to the death of the soul, identifies them

not as animals, but as women, the daughters of the devil; even then, in most Poems

the concept is linked with an allied animal presence. Sometimes the illustrated sin is

personified as a human ridirt an appropriate animal. In Gowey's Mirour de l'Omme,

for example, the seven deadly sins are pictured as the daughters of Sin and Death,

who ride to their polygamous marriage with the World each on a different beast,

and with a different bird on her hand. As an instance of the composite human-

animal-bird image, in Gowels poem the figure of Gluttony is presented as a woman

riding on a wolf, with a kite (a bird Ptiny notes for its insatiable greed) perched on

her wrist.s

The same animals, with minor variations, appear time and time atain in these

poems as figures of pride, mger, envy, avarice, sloth, lechery and gluttony, often in

pageant-like processions of the sins, a standard theme, and one that (especially in

eB Clement of Alexandria, Stromateis, V. 8. For this reference see Bloomfiel4 329-30, note 259. Jerome
uses animals to represent sin in his Commentary on lsaiah,){..6-9, @loomfield, 351, note 156)-
99 S"* John Gower, Mirour d,e I'Omme, \6.
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later manuscripts) is often marked with splendid pictorial qualities. These elaborate

processions show little variation: apart from increasingly rich and elaborate detail

and some slight psychological development, the form scarcely changes through the

centuries. Caught in an eternal moment of stasis, virtually identical iconographic

motifs appear in similar form and sequence from the thirteenth century up to and

beyond the Renaissance. Probably the most elaborate and splendid English

exemplar of the traditional procession of sins is one of the lasb that in Spense(s The

Faerie Queene, in which the sins are pictured as humans riding animals. ln the fourth

canto of Book | (verses 17-35), six "sage Counsellors" are describe4 following the

coach bearing the "mayden Queene," drawn by "faire Pecocks, that excell in pride."

"Sluggish ldlcnesse the nourse of sin" comes firsf mounted on a "slouthfull Asse."

Cluttonie is second, on a "filthie swine," followed by "lusffull Lechery" riding a

bearded goaq and greedy Aaaice "vpon a Camell loaden all with gold." Malicious

Enoie, with "an hatefull Snake" in his bosom and chewing on a "venomous tode" is

carried by a "ravenous wolfe"; beside him rides "fierce reuenging WrathlYpon a

Lion,loth for to be led."lm

Since these allegorical personifications rely for their imagistic power on many

cenfuries'building up of semiotic conespondences, it is enlightening to compare the

presentation of some of the medieval birds and beasts embodied as mortal sins with

their characterizations in the early natural historians. Although the two often

coincide, this does not always happen. An interesting case is the liory the animal

most often used to symbolize the sin of pride in medieval vernacular texts; he

appears as a figure of superbin in, inter ali"a, The Ancrene Riwle, The Scnle oJ PnJection,

,\yenbite oJ Inwit and laob's WeIl. He does not, however, figure as reprehensibly

arrogant in either Aristotle or Pliny. Although the sin of the overweening pride that

challenges the gods themselves was well l<nown to the ancient world, pride or

proudness in animals is not necessarily seen as undesirable by these early writers.

Always a problematic moral category, pride has a peculiar prominence in Christian

theology as the chief of the mortal sins.

|ohn Cassian, for example, says that the evil of pride has not angels, not virtues, but

God himself as its adversury.tot Neither Aristotle nor Pliny would have expected the

lm Edmund Spenser, Tlu Faerie Queene,Book L Canto IV, 83-87.
tot Ioht Cassian, lnNicene anit Post-Nicme Fathers,Second Series, XL 281.
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noble lion, king of beasts, to show humility; his pride is simply regarded as a ProPer

attribute of his nobility. This would have seemed perfectly acceptable to feudal rulers

if not to theologians; it is not useful for kings to be too humble. The lion is also

commonly used in medieval literature as a symbol for the sin of anger' He figures as

such in The Ancrene Riwle and lacob's Well, and also in Roger Bacon's Opus Maius

where an angry man is compared to a lion-102 Here medieval writers and pagan

zoologists agree. Pliny says that the lion's state of rage is indicated by the furious

lashing of his tail, and Aelian speaks of his fierce and absolutely terrifying anger. In

both these writers the ferocity of the lion is seen as a dominant trait.103 There is also

strong biblical authority for this symbolism. The angry lion also aPPears as a figure

of the devil in the New Testament: "your adversary the devil, as a roaring lion,

walketh about seeking whom he may devour" (I, Peter 5- 8)'

ln some medieval texts, for instanc e in The Pilgrimage oJ the LiJe oJ Man, the peacock is

a figure of pride.le This ascription does coincide with views expressed by Aristotle

and Pliny, both of whom condemn the ertravagant bird as ostentatious, jealous and

spiteful, while Aelian describes it as a haughty creature, priding itself on the glorious

plumes that inspire strangers with terror.los Clearly the variety of pride displayed by

the peacock is of a very particular kind, vainglory or self-concei! as is likewise the

case with the mirror -gazrngunicorn, figured as a symbol of vanity tnThe Pilgrimage oJ

the LiJe oJ Man. In this poem Flattery tells the Pilgrrm "how the vnycorn/Off hys

nature, how that he/fforgeteth al hys cruelte,/And no maner harm ne doth" (I4,72G

23), when he catches sight of himself in a miror.16 Pliny describes the unicorn as the

fiercest of all animals, impossible to capture alive.107 Like the lion, the fabulous

unicorn - apart from the dragon the best known and most culturatly acdimatized of

mythical beasts in medieval art and literature - is used as a symbol of both pride

and anger. Aetian writes of a horse-sized animal from India called the mrtazonas

-the "lndian unicorn," probably the rhinoceros - reddish-coloured, maned, and

t02 Rog"t Bacon, Opus Mnjus, il" 672.
18 Pliny, NH. Vm. 79.49;Aelian, NA. VII.23'
t G S* alrr The Meitimal Book oJ Bir ils : The Aviaium oJ Hugh de F ouilloy, 249 -50.

105 Ati"totl", HA. 4tl8b Z4;Phny, NH. X- 22-4T4; Aelian" NA' V' 21'

'6 Th, pilgritnage oJ the LiJe oJ Man,a translation by Iohn Lydgate of.I-e piltituge de In vie, of Guillaume

de Deguileville, Part \,397.
107 pliny, NH. VItr. 31.76. The wolf also-appears ls a personification of anger in both Tfte Anctene Riaie

uni1;-iiroi'tWell. Aristotle describes th6 inimal r" ioila and scheminq P=yly,3:...1"1and fierce, and

Aetian as exceedingly fierce and even cannibal on occasion. See Aristo[le, HA.594a F24, Pliny, NH'

Vm. 34.80: Aelian, NA. VII.20.
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fleet of foot, with one spiral, ertremely shalp horn. Exceedingly belligerent with its

own kind, fighting to the death, the male cartazonas is gentle in the mating season,

but, as soon as the female is pregnant, it reverts to its savage and sotitary state.ls It is

tempting to think of this mixture of belligerence and gentleness as the germinal idea

behind both the typologizing of the unicorn as a figure of anger and the bestiary story

of its inability to resist a properly staked-out virgin.

One vivid bestiaqy moralization that can be traced directly to the dassical natural

historians concerns the hart. To the original tale a Christian gloss has been added.

Pliny, followed by Aelian, reports that deer are the enemies of serpents, that they seek

out the snakes' dens, apply their nostrils to the places where the reptiles hide and, in

spite of their resistance, draw them out by the force and power of their breath; Aelian

adds that they then eat them.lN The Middle English Plrysiologus takes this theme and

embroiders it into a complicated figure of pride that says that the hart draws out the

adder from under the stone with its nose and swallows the creafure. The venom

makes the hart burn and it rushes to water and drinks greedily until it is full and the

poison slaked. Then it sheds its horns and in this way renews itself. The signifcatio

says that it is in this way that we draw poison through our original parents who

sinned through the adder, and are led to mortal sin, but the living fount of Christ will

quench our sin. We should cast off pride as the hart does its horns and thus ensul€

our salvation.1lo As we might expect, the snake, archetypal symbol of evil, is present

in medieval verse under various symbolically sinful guises, induding that of the

fiend, the old serpen! progenitor of all sin. It is a favourite figure of envy, and also

associated with lechery and gluttony.l1l The Annene Riwle speaks of it as the Serpent

of Poisonous Envy, and attributes it with a whole mangerful of hateful sin-children.

It names the scorpion as the figure for lechery but describes the creature as, in fact, a

kind of serpent, with a woman's face and a serpenfs tail, deceiving with its beautifuI

countenance and stingrng with its tail.112 Aristotle endorses the asaiption of gluttony

to the snake, describing it as the greediest of animals, grabbing and swallowing

whole whatever presents itself; he says it is also a drunkard. Pliny demurs, claiming

tffi A"li"+ NA. XVL 20.
lG Plitry, NH. VItr. 50.118; Aelian, NA, tr.9.
t to S." the Natura cerzi tn The MidiUe English Physiologns, 9-17.
111 Tlre serpent appears as a figure of envy iry for example, The Anqene Riwle, Hanillyng Synne, Aymbite
oJ lnwit, The Pilgrimage oJ the LiJe of Man and The Faerie Queene.
lt'Fo, the Serpent of Poisonous Envy and the Scorpion of Lechery seeThe Ancrene Riwle,88-89,91'-92.
It is perhaps worth noting that in some illuminated manuscripts the serpent in the Garden of Eden is
picfured with a snake's body and a woman's face.
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that on the contrary serpents need very little food, but agrees that they are

particularly fond of wine when they can get it.113

Birds are generally reasonably well regarded by the early natural historians, although

there are plenty of exceptions. For example, Pliny says that sPanows are salacious

and jackdaws, thieves, and Aelian describes the darkness-loving, ill-omened owl as a

wily creature resembling a witch, with a soothing incantatory call which lures smaller

birds to settle near it.lra According to Pliny, some birds have frightening Powers;

neither the mighty lion nor the deadly basilisk is able to endure the matutinal

crowing of the cock (NH. X.24.47). Birds are often credited with occult powers, and

Aelian's are particularly well versed in self-protective practices. Ringdoves put

shoots of the bay tree in their nests to guard their young; hoopoes, maidenhair fern;

the heron, a crab; and eagles protect themselves with the talismanic stone aetite that is

named after ttrem. The peacodg in order to escape the influence of the evil eye fucks

a root of flax under one wing as an amulet (Aelian, NA. I. 35, )C.18). Birds are also

highly regarded as augurs, frequently connected with visions of events to come;

according to Aelian, the raven, sacred to Apollo, is especially highly valued in this

respect. A minor problem is the difficulty of comprehending what it is predi.ti.&

though those who understand the positions the bird adopts and its flight patterns,

either to the left or right, are able to divine meaning from its croaking-l15

Nor are birds backward in the matter of self-healing, proving suqprisingly

knowledgeable concerning their own medication. Pliny notes that swallows use

celandine to cure their chicks' sore eyes and the stork prescribes itself marjoram (NH.

VIII.41.98). Pigeons, jays, blackbirds and partridges medicate a capricious appetite

with bay leaves, and the leaves of the bay are also used as a specific by the raven after

it has killed a chameleon, noxious even in death to its conqueror (NH.VIII.41.101).

Aelian says tha! like storks, when partridges and ringdoves irre injured they are

reputed to chew marjoram and spread it on their wounds (NA.V.a5). The writers'

confidence in birds'prowess as self-healers is paralleled by belief in their efficary in

113 Aristotl., HA.5g4a*Z};Pliny, NH. X.92.198. Thatsnakes were sometimes regarded as lecherous
is borne out by a story of a reptile's being athacted to women. Aelian records a tale that in Phrygia an
immense divine serpent appeared to Halia, daughter of Sybaris, and lay with her, and that from this
union sprang the race of the snake-born, NA, )OI. 39.
114 Plir,y, NH. X. 52.107 and NH. X. 41.-77; Aelian NA. I.29.
11s A.liutu NA. I. ft8. He also says that while some predict the future by the way in which birds fly, or
by the disposition of their entrails, the Lycians practice divination using fisl1 understanding what it
means when fish either come at their call, flee, or pay no attentiorL NA. Vm. 5.
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medicating others. Both Pliny and Aelian agree that looking at the curlew will cure

jaundice, although it is not sufficient just to glance at the bird; the patient must gaze

intenfly at it and not flinch when it stares back.116 This is possibly the bird figured in

the Physiologus and the bestiaries as the pure white charadrius, mentioned in

Deuteronomy 14.18 (charadrium is translated as heron in the Authorized Version).

The Physiologus says that "his excrement is a cure for those whose eyes are growing

dim and he is found in the halls of kings."117 It adds that whether an invalid will live

or die can be known from the charadrius, and identifies the bird as a figure of Christ:

"The charadrius is our Savior and the one who is ill receives the good person of our

Savior who is entirely white without spot or wrinkle."l18

AII through the Middle Ages and on into the Renaissance the dose connections

developed by the early natural historians between the animal and human worlds

exert their influence on writers of animal narrative, both in Latin and the vernaculars.

The accounts of animals first collected by Aristotle and Pliny are further embellished

by writers such as Aelian and Solinus, and their lively, humanized birds and beasts

live on in the moralized and Christianized Physiologu.s, and as symbols of vices and

virtues in early Christian writers such as St Clement of Alexandria and Origen. Later,

Ambrose, Jerome and Augusdne will all make use of some of Pliny's anecdotal semi-

fictions, and, as we have seen, by the twelfth centu4l, the Physiolryzs will itself have

begun to metamorphose into the elaborate medieval bestiaries. Once equipped by the

Physiologus with moral interpretations and Christian significances, Pliny's vivid

pictures of an animat world so closely reflecting human society and Aelian's

anecdotes couched in such recognizably human terms would provide valuable source

materials for generations of animal writers to come. We encounter their

anthropomorphic birds and beasts in all branches of medieval narrative, in homily as

well as beast epic, in sermon as in bird debate, in monitory poem as well as in fable.

116 Pliny, NH. XXX.9. 4; Aelian, NA. XVIL 13. Lucian, writing in the second centuqr, shows that not all
ancient writers were .!s gullible as this. IIl's Philapseudes contains a sharp, satiric dialogue on current
medical cures using animals. Eucrates, who suffers from rheumatic feet, is advised to take the tooth of
a ritually killed weasel in his left hand wrap it in the hide of a freshly skinned lioru and bind it about
his legs. The argument which follows furns on whether it would not be better to use the hide from an
immature and unmated hart than a lion on the grounds that the hart is swifter. See Philopsada sioe
incredulus, in Lucian, Vol III, 331-2. In the same vein, early in the third century, when Philoskafus is
shown a magic drinking horn from an Indian animal, that will protect against all harm, even death, he
remarks wryly that he will believe in its effectiveness if he finds "the king of the Indians hereabout to
be immortal-" See Philoshatus, The Life of Apollonius oJTyana, Vol. I, Book Itr, 235.
tt' Plrytiobg*,7 .

118Physiologus,8.
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A trail of birds and beasts endowed with recognizably human traits leads from the

pagan natural historians, through the Physiologus, the patristic writers and the later

bestiaries on to the Middle Ages, and beyond. The badition of endowing fictional

animals with near-human habits, sensibilities, even human-like personalities, is

passed on from the distant sources to the authors of such medieval comic beast

narratives as the Latin Ysengrimu.s, the vernacular Le roman de Rerurt and The OwI and

the Nightingale. It is handed on, also, to the medieval fabulists, to the exempla-

writers, and to later authors such as Chaucer, Lydgate, Henrysory Holland, Dunbar

and Skelton. The literary legary bequeathed to writers of animal narrative does not

remain static but constantly develops; poets like Chaucer, Henrysory Holland,

Skelton, for example, play dazzlrng variations on the constantly moving line that

separates their animal characters from the humans they represent. We thinh for

instance of Henryson's hypocritical Freir Wolf Waitskaith, or his worldly-wise mousy

sophisticate who "Was gild-brother and made ane fre burges/Toll-fre als, but custom

mair or les"; of Holland's mournful Howlat complaining that Nature has "maid ane

monstour of me"; of Skelton's inimitable Parrot mixing apocalyptic prophecies with

requests for an almond or a date. Could the incongruously and absurdly human-like

characterizations so typical of the best medieval beast poebry have been created in

quite the same way had it not been for the legacies from the ancient world?

As the process of giving allegorized human identities to animals continues to evolvg

gradually literary birds and beasts change from the moralized type-figures of the

Aesopian fable and Physiologus and take on new, much more compler incarnations.

The lines of demarcation distinguishing man from beast increasingly soften and blur.

The narrative becomes more elaborate, the comically incongruous characterizations

more developed, the impersonations of humans presented in animal guise even more

outrageously improbable. As the genre of satiric beast allegory develops, its general

focus changes direction and shape. As literary animals take on more and more

complicated guises, they are used not only to parody epic heroes, or mock and pillory

lazy monks, simoniac bishops and venal derics. We meet medieval birds and beasts

in many different guises, as despotic rulers, dishonest lawyers and vainglorious

soldiers, as love-sick falcon maidens and their cold-hearted bird deceivers.

To an ever greater extent the authors of animal poetry turn their attention to the

secular world as well as the diving to contemporary social questions as much as to
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matters concerning th" soul. Increasingly, direct didactic meanings are replaced with

more complex significances, in narratives employing satire or parody to achieve the

writey's ends. The beast epic becomes a satiric parody of courtly life and the bird

debate a social and political lesson. Although the fable is still a cautionary tale it
acquires deeper and increasingly multi-layered meanings, as Henryson's complexly

moralized fables show. Instead of simple mirrors of man, beasts and birds become

parodies of him, frequently satires, often caricatures. A donkey is cast as a peripatetic

and abysmally stupid monk, stumbling into a variety of absurd and impossible

adventures; fox and wolf fight the never-ending battles of trickster and tricked; mice

turn into city-bound burgesses terrorized by a tyrannical cat. Birds come down from

their trees to become lawyers, or knights, or feudal rulers or incongruously articulate

role-players in the perennial literary discussions on love. It is birds in this latter role,

as actors in the multiple love-debates of medieval literature that we will consider in
the following chapter.



Chapter 3
Talkine Birds and "Love Lon€rvnse"

Animal narative in medieval literature concentrates mainly on mammals and birds;

insects, reptiles, amphibians and fish figure much less frequently. There are fables

about the feckless grasshopper and industrious ant, of course, and of the admirable

bee and ungrateful scorpion; serpent, toad and frog all furnish useful illustrative

eramples. In animal narative in general, however, there is a comparative dearth of

denizens of the sea; in the Physialogus, for example, water-dwellers, apart from the

man-eating siren and the whale (panther of the ocean, luring little fishes into his

mouth with his seductive breath), are heavily outnumbered.l Four-footed creatures

outnumber fowls in animal narratives, although birds are well represented in the

fable, and the beast epic has enriched literature with the memorable, if scarcely heroic

Chauntedeer. But there are certain places in medieval literature reserved for birds

alone, where none but their voices are heard. Birds are the favoured dram.atis personae

in a few minor but specialized literary forms that have beery if not virtually
expropriated, at least heavily monopohzed by them.

Bartolomaeus Anglicus describes birds as "ornaments of the air" and certainly many

of the blithe songsters that chirp, pipe and twitter through the pages of medieval

Poetry are there principally for their ornamental value.z The majority of medieval

birds are decorative accompaniments furnishing vernal gardenscapes or Venusian

courts of love, standard ingredients in scenes where thuy, or, more accuratelp their
singrng voices, are used to provide delightful backgrounds in flowery May gardens.

The singing of small birds in blossoming woods and flower-filled pleasaunces is a
virtually obligatory element in dream visions, in which they function essentially as

atonospheric accompaniments. Creators of ambiancg their primary business is to
help set the dream-scene. The music of birds, so familiar a theme in much medieval

verse, heralds the renewal of the year with atl its implications for fertility, for
budding and burgeoninp for the joys of spring mating and the renewal of life, thus

fuIfilling a principally formulaic function in a conventional context.

t Of the fifty-one entries in the Pftysrblo3us translated by Michael Curley, only five, those on the
Swordfish, the Siren, the Oyster-stone, the Whale and the Niluus, refer to creafures of the river or sea.
1ry.t"tq"ueus Anglicu s, De yopietatibus rmtm, translated by John Trevisa as On the Prapntia oJ
Things. See Chapter 12, "De aufuus qui sunt ornatus airis," 596.
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An example of this is the well-known example from the Harley lyrics:

Lenten ys come wiP loue to toune,
wib blosmen ant wiF briddes roune,

pat aI pis blisse bryngeP.

Dayeseges in pis dales,

notes suete of nyhtegales,
vch foul song singep.

pe prestelcoc him preteP oo;
away is huere wynter wo

when woderoue springep. (1-9)'

Apurt from the occasional scant recognition afforded by identification by species, the

birds in this role of seasonal accoutrement are, like the "smale foweles" that "maken

melodye" in the General Prologue to The Canterbury Tales, given no real individuality

at all. Their primary poetic function in May morning openings as general harbingers

of love and joy is described by the dreaming Lover inThe Rom.aunt oJ the Rose, when

he says:

The briddes that haven left her song,
While thei suffride cold so strong,
In wedres gryl and derk to sighte
Ben in May for the sonne brighte
So glade that they shewe in syngyng
That in her hertis is sich lyky.g
That they mote qrngen and be light.
Than doth the nyghtyngale hir myght
To make noyse and syngen blythe,
Than is blisful many sithe
The chelaundre and papynga)t
Than yonge folk entenden ay
Forto ben gay and amorous -
The tyme is than so saverous. (71-U)1

Although three of these early birds, the nightingale, lark and notoriously unmusical

parrot, are identified by species, they are no more individually realized here than the

3 For this lyric from MS Harley 2?Jt3, w The Harley Lyrics,4&44. John Conlee, d"iscussing the Mddle
English bird debate The Thrush and the Nightingale, suggests that it is poesible that the notion of a
debate between these two birds stems from lines F7 of this lyric "which porhay the thrusn"s song as a
response to the nightingale's singing." See John W. Conlee, Miildle English Debate Poetty: ACitical
Anthology,239.

' Tlli" translation is taken fuornThe Romaunt oJ the Rose, inThe Rioerside Chaucer,687.
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other, anonymous songsters tha! glad that the cold, dark winter is over and the

bright sun of May is come, lift their voices in song to show their joy.

Birds begrn to have a more interesting presence in the kinds of vernacular poetry in

which they are not only identified as belonging to particular species but also given

increasingly specialized roles. We note this changed, individual presence in the

twelfth-century troubadour poems in which the nightingalg in particular, figures

prominenfly as the bird of both lovers and poets.t Similar manifestations of increased

individuality are shown in the twelfth- and thirteenth-century French and Anglo-

Norman clerk and knight debates, in which birds appear as satirical surrogates for

knights and clerics. The mode of bird debate will be of particular interest in this

study, and these lively poems are the first vernacular disputations in which

individual birds speak both as and for humans. These d4bats will be closely followed

by the first of the English two-figure bird debates, and still later, most notably in the

wake of Chauce{s The Parlinment oJ Foutls, a new vogue develops for discussions by

multi-voiced casts of birds, meeting in avian assemblies and offering a variety of

contrasting individual views.

This chapter will consider some bird debates on love. Love is a ttreme of particular

importance in the literature of the Middle Ages, and a great deal of bird poety is

devoted to its various aspects. Birds, especially the nightingale and the dove, have

been closely associated with the love divinities from at least classical times; in Ovid's

Metamorphoses, for example, Venus is pichred in a chariot drawn by doves, or as

having doves flyttg about her. This association of birds with love, both profane and

divine, is strongly maintained in medieval verse. As well as the married bliss desired

by the fowls that meet in the St Valentine's Day poems (of which Tlu Parliament oJ

Fsutls is the best-known example) a proliferation of birds of all varieties argue about

love in texts dating from the late twelfth or thirteenth centu-qy to the Renaissance. In

these poems, they debate all kinds of love, fickle as well as faithful, operrly carnal as

well as courtly, and mostimportantof all, the love between God and man.

5 Th".,ightittgale also has a Iong hadition in earlier latin literature. For a discussion of ie legendary
history and in particular, of the place of the nightingale in Provengal poetry, see Wendy Pfeffer, Thi
Chan ge oJ Philomel: The N i gfitingale in Meiliaal Litsature.
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The bird-adjudicated-and-defended clerk and knight debates are the earliest form of

vernacular, love-related debate poems in whidr birds play prominent and active

roles. Uninhibited dioertimenti, as early examples of the poetry allytng birds and the

rituals of courtly love these debates are dosely associated with the theme of the

courts of love. Th"y take the form of unashamedly pragmatic disputes between pairs

of young ladies on the respective merits of their knight and clerk lovers, while the

vivacious birds that romp through the poems are both defenders and avengers in

burlesque courts of love. Ln these ribald jugements d'amour, birds take active part in

the rites in the court of the god of love. Obvious human substifutes, they aPpear as

the nobles that constifute the court, as legal defenders of the young ladies, and also as

duellists in the mock judicial combats that ensue. Among those few derk and knight

debates that survive ane two mid-twelfth-century texts in LatirU the Concilium romarici

montis and the Altercatio Phyllidis et Florae; birds do not feature in either of these

disputes, but both poems are models for later vernacular texts in which they do.6

Four vernacular debates with bird characters are still extan$ of these, Fhrence et

BlancheJleur and Hueline et Eglnntine (this text is not complete) are in Frenctr" and

Blan&eflour et Florence and Melior et Ydoine in Anglo-Nor:rnan.7 Charles Oulmont

glves the last quarter of the twelfth century as a possible terminus a quo for the two

French debates, but would push the dates of the Anglo-Nor:man versions forward to

the first part of the thirteenth.s Closely connected with these debates in their use of

birds as dramatis personae are two other poems also set in the domains of the god or

goddess of love, Li Jablel du Dieu d'amours and VAnus,ln d4esse d'amour. The first of

these, Lifabtet,is possibly the earliest surwiving vernacular "love vision."s

6 For the clerk and knight debates see Charles Oulmont, Is ilfuats du clerc et du chaalio ilans la
litthature poetique du noyen-dge; also Edmond Faral, "I-es ddbats du derc et du chevalier dans la
lift6rature des )OI et )fltr sibdes." The Concilium romnici montis is a satirical twelfth century dioertimento
in which the subiect of derical versus knightly lovers is debated by a convent of named nuns. Elizabet
de Granges and Elizabet de Falcon both admit their weakness for clerks: "clticorum copula,hec est
nostra regula"; in the general argument that follow+ other nuns state that they prefer milita.Tlis
libidinous altercationis presided over by a resplendently dressed 6gure, the urilitulis domina, adorned
with a thousand spring flowers, whom one critic has described as "suspiciously resembling a love'
goddess, on the whole more like a brothel madam than an abbess." The debate is clearly blasphemous,
with the precepts of Ovid read aloud instead of the gospel hymns are replaced by love songs, and an
exammunicatio rebellarvm is drawn up to erpel those nuns who prefer the embraces of knighb.
7 

The final stanza of Btnnchefuut says, '?anastre en englois le fist/E Brykhulle cest ecrit/En franceois
translata," suggesting that the poem may originally have been written in English. See Oulmon! 183.
8 Oulmont discusses dates in Chapter 4 5&81. It should be noted that Barry Windeatb ln Chnuca's
Drum Poetry: Sources anil Analogues, assigns the vernacular debates to the thirteenth century 84.
e Oulmont provides either full texts or summaries of the clerk and knight debates discussed in this
chapter.
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Apart from the disputatious young women (and the god of love himselfl all

important roles in these vernacular ddbats are played by birds. Birds appear as the

nobles that constitute the love god's court, as legal defenders of the young ladies, and

as duellists in the mock judicial combats that take place. That these lively ieux d'esprit

are not intended to be taken too seriously is evident from both the improbability and

indecorum of the subject of discussion and by the arming of the bird-duellists with
swords and shields made of flowers; and the fun is further compounded by the

incongruity of casting birds as official members of the courts of love.

Three of these vernacular mock disputes take place in the love god's sumpfuous

court, set in a resplendent jardin d'amour. This idyllic garderU which Oulmont

characterizes as more pagan than Christian, is a locus amoenuq the kind of terrestrial

paradise Curtius describes as being furnished "with flowery meadows ad libitum."lo

An4 as is appropriate for poems based on the florid conventions of the poehy of the

courts of love, the precincts are restricted to noble lovers only. ln Fbrence et

Blan&efleur, for instance, the gate of the god's court is dosed to all would-be entrants

who are not worthy and who do not bear the seal of love.

Et bien sachiez tout entresait
Que ja postiz n'i awa clos,
Ne ja vilains n'en ert tant os
Que Ie postiz past ne la porte
Se le seel d'amors nlaporte.

Only noble persons will be admitted.

(20&12)il

The birds that play out both their semi-legal and military roles so robustly in these

lively entertainments divide on the kind of estate lines later seen in other bird poems,

induding Chaucer/s The Parliament of Fouls, Richard Holland's The Bulce oJ tlu Houtlat

and the Eulonymous, fifteenth-century Thc Parliament of Birds. Raptors, as is
conventional, are used to represent the military caste. The superiority of the knight

as lover in Florence et Blanchefleur, for example, is upheld in the love-god's court by

two birds of ravine, the sparrowhawk and the falcory supported by lesser, non-

raptorial birds, jay, oriole and starling. The claims of the clerks are defended by

t0 E*"t R Curtius, Europenn Litrature onit thc l-atin Miilitte Aga,193.
11 oulmont, 132.
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songbirds: nightingale, larh goldfinch and thrush (though the thrush does change

over to the knighf s side in Melior et Ydoine). ln Florence et Blan&efleur, the nightingale

claims a final word as counsellor and judge in the god of love's royal court (329-30)

and speaks eloquently in favour of derks, but the parrot jumps up, calls him a liar,

and challenges him to battle. Th"y fight, the nightingale wins, and Florence, the

knighfs lover, faints four times and dies; these poems are not notable for their

realism. Three of these debates have a nightingale as defender and give the victory to

the clerks, not surprisingly, considering the poems' probable derical provenance.

The only exception is the Anglo-Norrnan Blancheflour et Florence, in which the knighf s

champiory the parrot, defeats the larlq thus reversing the pattern.

In functioning as both jurists and flower-bedecked duellists, the birds are themselves

simultaneously impersonating and satirizing both derics and knights; in the process,

they give dramatic form to the traditional rivalry and struggles for worldly power

that structured (and bedevilled) the relationship between the two estates. Both

knights and clerks in these debates are maligned in spirited terms. The grossest

insults in the Anglo-Norrnan Blancheflour et Florence and Melior et ldoine, however, are

delivered by the love-smitten young ladies themselves. Blancheflour and Melior,

both lovers of derics, describe knights as shabby soldiers of fortune, who must earn

their livelihood by fighting in tournaments; often penniless, they are boasfful and

indiscreet and frequently suffer from wounds requiring poultices of warm animal

dung in which circumstance they need nurses (or perhaps farmhands) rather than

lovers. Clerks, say the knight-supporters, are foolish creatures with shaved heads

and dirty, blackened hands, who eat and drink like pigs. Both clerics and chevaliers

can be seen to contravene the statutes of the courts of love that require, €unong other

things, that those pledged to serve the god of love be wholly discreet, modesf good-

mannered and well-washed.u Oulmont remarks that the young ladies in these

debates are of higher rank than their derical and knightly lovers; that this was a not

uncorrunon occurrence in real life is corroborated by Georges Duby.l3 It should be

noted that when these poems were written marriage had not yet been totally

1] tror the twenty statutes governing the conduct of true lovers, *e The Court oJl-ooe, in Chaucnian and
Othn Pieca,lines 30t1-5M, pages 417-23.
13 Oulmont, 19. In Philtis et Flora, the competing ladies are both queens; the young women in the later
debates are more often described as "puceles." Duby notes the medieval custorry "in whictq generally
speaking the bride came ftom a wealthier and more illustrious familybackground than her husband."
See Georges Duby, Looe and Mnniage in the Mid.dle Ages,7l.
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prohibited for clerics in lower orders, and some form of concubinage or even

marriage for some ranks of clergy was tacitly tolerated. In 1064, the Council of

Lisieux forbade marriage for canons, priests and deacons, but clerics in minor orders,

including sub-deacons, might still marryr, although they were counselled to remain

celibate. It was not until considerably later that the Church laws requiring chastity

for all clerics won general acceptance.la

An interesting stylistic feature in the clerk and knight debates (also present in other

thirteenth- and fourteenth-century poems) is the extravagant use of an exaggeratedly

fantastic and sentimental imagery. ln Florence et Blanchefleur, for examplg the poem's

otherwise apparently normal young ladies wear incorporeal-sounding doaks

fashioned by fairies. These other-worldly garments are woven of sword-lilies and

sewn with thread made of May roses; embellished with borders made of love

fastened with kisses, they have tassels attached with birdsong. ln BlancheJlour et

Florence, the walls of the god's palace are battlemented with lilies of the valley and its

rafters of fleurs-de-lis draped with love, and in Melior et ldoine the pugnacious

nightingale-knight bears a shield of rose-petals and has a violet for a pennon. Other

examples of this sentimental style occur in the allegorical repast n L"a Messe des

Oisiaus, as we will see below, and in The l-and oJ Cokuyne, a fourteenth-cenfury Irish

parodic vision of an earthly heaven. In this latter, very engagrng poem, the

monastery in which the monks live is a wish-fulfilment abbey constructed entirely of
culinary delicacies. Built "Of fleis, of fisse, and rich met/pe likfuIlist pat man mai

ef'(55-6), this is a fantasy edifice, with shingles of flour-cakes and walls made of
pastries - could this be a satirical comment on what was, at least theoretically, a
spartan convenfual diet?ls ln the extreme exaggerations of this artificial mode, the

comedy in the P@fiL like that in world-upside-down illustrations, lies in carrying

absurdity well beyond any possible temporary suspension of disbelief.

Song, as has been noted, is a dominant theme in bird poetly, and droruses drirped by
fowls feafure in many bird poems, for example, those sung to Nature at the end of
The Parliament oJ Fmnls and to Mary rn The Bukc of the Houtlnt The music of birds is
often assimilated to the concept of the singrng of religious services, a principal reason

1a oulmont discusses the laws that regulated marriage for clerics in pages 22-38.
15 For The land. of Cokryne, see Early Middle English Verse and, prose,l3!M.
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for this being doubtless trre obvious one; birds, as proficient songsters, are

particularly suited to the role of choristers. It is consequently sqprising that not

always as much attention is paid to individual birds' tunefulness or tunelessness as

we might expect. In Lydgate's liturgy-based but non-parodic Deuotions oJ the Fwsls,

for example the parot is improbably figured as singing the Nativity. On the other

hand, Skelton does attempt to match voice to singing role for the funeral rites in

PlrVUVp Sparowe; "The owle that is so foule/Must help us to houle" (442-3). He also

does not hesitate to condemn the unmelodious ostrich, who cannot "s5mge funably,"

to silently 
"ingng 

the bells (4W94). Similarly, the anonymous fifteenth-cenhtry The

Harmany of Birds describes the peacodq in spite of his manifest pride in his "fethers

angelicall," as freely admitting, " Nl ye well wot/I syng not musycall/For my brest is

decayd" (624).16

The most common reference to sacred song is the familiar image of birds singng their

matins at dawn; the description of birdsong as celebration of the monastic hours is an

early and persistent convention. We see the tradition employed in The Owl and the

Nightingale, frrst adumbrated in the lines in which the Owl is described as sitting and

singing her hours on the ivy-covered stump where she lives (25'28). Clanvowe's The

Cuclao and the Nightingale (also known as The Bolce oJ Cupide, God oJ Loae) also makes

use of the concept:
There sate I doune amonge pe faire floures,
And sau5 pe briddes trip oute of her boures,
per as pei rested hem al the nyEU

Thei were so ioiful of the daies lySt
Thei bigan of May forto done houres. (56-70)17

Dunbar employs the same familiar convention in The Golden Targe: "Full angellike

thir birdis sang thair houris"(10).18 In the Deuotions oJ the Fouls, the popinjay, the

pelican, the nightingale, the lark and the dove each sing '?raisyng oon God in

Trlmirc," and the poet of The Harmony of Birds on going outdoors sees a handsome

tree within a green albour, upon which alight:

tu 
Ioht, Lydgate, Dezntiotts oJ ttu Foutts, n A Selection from the Minor Poems oJDan lohn Lyitgate, uai!4 fy

J. O. Halliwill for the Percy Society, 7840. For Plryllyrp Spmoue, see The Cnmplete English Poems oJ John
Sl,zlton, 7L-106; and The Harmory oJ Birds is in Tzoo F-nrly Renobsance Bird Poems, 45-55.
17 S"" John W. Conlee, Mittdle EngtishDebate Poetry: A Citical Antlnlogy,25745.
18 

See Priscilla Bawcutf The Poms oJWittiam Dunbar,Vol. L 184.92.
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Byrdes as thycke
As sterres in the skye

Praisyng our Lorde
Without discorde,

With goodly armony. (20-24)t'

Not all the singing of devotions, however, is invariably so innocent. Is the

nightingal e in The Kingis Qwir combining secular ideas with sacred, when it sings the

"ympnis consecrat/Of lufis us"?

And on the small grene twistis sat
The lytill swete nyghtingale and song
So loud and dere the ympnis consecrat
Of lufis us . . . (22s-2$n

The stanza which follows directly begrns with a call to lovers: "Worschippg /e that

loveris bene, this May,/For of your bliss the kalendis ar begonne,/ And sing with us,

away, winter, away!" (232-U). And the service presented by the birds in the last part

of,The Court oJ Laoe, although modelled on forms taken from the common medieval

prayer book, is, as we shall see, quite unequivocally sung in honour of the god of

love.

The genre of parodic, liturgy-based poetry appears early in the Middle Ages, first in

Latin. Irreverent Latin poets produced parodies of biblical narrative from at least the

eighth century, or even earlier - for example, the Ceru Cypriani, which may date as

far back as the fourth or fifth century. Obserwing that the Ceru is possibly the "most

popular parody known to the Middle Ages,i' Martha Bayless describes it as an

"allegorical concatenation of biblical characters and incident jumbled together at a

peculiar feast "a Medieval parodies of the words of the liturgy itself will follow later.

T he goliard po"tr, who amused themselves and their audience by borrowing literaqy

structures from sacred texts, preserved the lifurgical forms but altered the words to fit
other, distinctly more secular occasions, turning "poetic forms developed for

churchly pur?oses to most uncanonical use in celebrating the joys of the flesh and of

gambling and of the pleasures of the t:'verr.."z These liturgical parodies appear from

te Fo, Thc Harmony of Birds, se Two Early Rauissance Biril Poans,4S.ss.
n For The Kngrs Quair, s* Longr Scottish Poems,Yol.L27-42.
21 

See Martha Bayless, Paroity in the Miititle Ages: the IatinTrailition, 19. She discusses the C-eru Cypriani
and its dating in her second chapter, 'The Bibtcal Feast and Allegorical Parody," 79-56.
2 Th. quotation is from George Whicher, The Galiard Poets,4.
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at least as early as the twelfth century; drunkards' hymns and masses praising the

virtues of the grape, gamblers' masses and money gospels; but it is not until later that

the mock-liturgical style appears in full bloom in vernacular verse. Of special interest

to us here are a few bird poems that borrow fonns from the lifurgy, and neatly

combine birds' traditional association with Venus with their proficiency at singing a

combination demonstrated in choruses addressed either to Venus or to the god of

love. In the hymns sung by birds to the love divinities, we have, in effect, the

marriage of two quite different literary feafures. On the one hand, the poems borrow

their parodic mode from the Latin mock-liturglcal travesties, and on the other, they

call on the literary allegiance of birds to Venus or Eros. In The Romaunt oJ the Rose, for

erample, the god of love is attended by a company of birds, wheeling over his head

and surrounding him like courtiers:

But nyghtyngales, a ful gretroutg
That flyen over his heed aboute,
The leeves felden as they flyen.
And he was all with briddes wrye&
With popynjay, with nyghtyngale,
With chalaundre and with wodewalg
With fynch, with larh and with archaungell.
He semede as he were an aungell
That doun were comen fron hevene der (w9-17)'?3

Later, inThe Thrissil and the Rofs, Dunbar has the birds 'taill Venus luvis queery" and,

in The Harmony oJ Birds, the nightingale is described as "Cupidis bird." Ian Gordon,

discussing liturgicat parodies using birds, notes how in them "Venus is worshipped

in the language of retigious devotion and in the forms of religious selvices."2a

One of the best-known vernacular exemplars of the fusion of liturgical parody with

the tradition of birds as acolytes of Venus is the fourteenth-century l-a Messe des

Oisiaus of Jean de Cond6 (c.1275-L345). A substantial poem of nearly sixteen hundred

lines, it is divided into four partq in only the first of which birds take part.5 This first

sectiory extending from lines 7 to 416, offers an elaborate and detailed account of

birds celebrating a travestied mass in honour of Venus. The mass is followed by an

allegorical repas! a fanciful lovers' banquet full of the over-heated sentimental

a S.u The Romaunt oJ theRose, translated in The Nversiilc Quucer, 696-
2a lun A. Gordo+ lohn Skelton: Poet Iaurente,l22.
* I..r, de Condd, La Mnse des Oisiaus et ti Plais des Clunonesses et dre Grises Nonains, in La Ma;se des

Oisiaw et k At des lacobins et des Fremaneurs,l.3-62.
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allegory we have already noted in the clerk and knight debates; the guests sit down to

an entremets made of sighs and recriminations, there is an (overcooked) dish of

roasted jests served with a sauce of jealousy, followed by a dish of Prayers and tears

and very rich and expensive bowls of sweet answers and kisses. A third part of the

poem, Le Plait,is set in a court of love over which Venus presides, and in which pleas

from disappointed lovers are heard. Le Plait, a long Passage reminiscent of that most

scandalous of knight and clerk debates, the Concilium romarici montis, contains a

complaint from some indignant canonesses who acflrse the grey nuns of stealing their

lovers. The nuns reject the charge on the grounds that the canonesses are too haughty

and that they themselves are much more pleasing to the suitors. Venus adjudicates

decisively; the nuns are fully absolved; and the final part of the Poem returns us to

sobriety. This last section, La Senefance, is devoted to a tropological exegesis in which

the poet spells out the religious meanings that should be taken from his text.

La Messe des Oisiaus opens in a forest full of singing birds, where the sleeping poet

dreams of a wooded knoll, a spreading pine tree, and a parro! "un papegai mout

bien parlan!" who comes as herald from the goddess of love to invite all the birds'

large and small, to her courg they are to celebrate a mass before she listens to the

pleas from the love complainants waiting to be heard. The birds that hear the

parrofs catl flock to Venus's court in vast numbers. The goddess arived, the mass

begins with the Confiteor, sung by the nightingale at Venus's express command:

Venus le rosseignol manda
Et hautement li commanda
Ke messe dtantast devant li. (11&1s)

Then the larks and other birds sing the lntroit, the Kyrie follows, and the nightingale

leads the other birds in the Gloria in excelsis. A chorus of some five hundred birds

joins in the Alleluia, the blackbird reads the Gospels, ttte nightingale the Creed, and

the parrot preaches the Sermory which rehearses some of the edicts of the stafutes of

the courts of love. The service goes through the whole ritual of the Mass with two

brief intemrptions. The first occurs when the cuckoo, a foul-mouthed and slanderous

bird of very doubfful parentage, greatly offends the nightingale -iltr3 
mout desplot

au rosseignolu-who tells the rude bird to be quiet:

Oiant tout le commande a taire
Ce fu li kuqus de pufaire,
Ki a maint home a dit grant lait. (14$s)
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Thus peremptorily silenced, the cuckoo is quickty chased away by the other birds, but

soon refurns, shouting aggressively "Tout sslq!"- a dangerously inflammatory

phrase in the context. He is evicted a second time; and the mass ends with the parot-

priest pronouncing the Benediction. Sung in honow of Venus and lovers, Ia Messe

des Oisiaus affords an excellent illustration of the vernacular form of liturgical parody,

and also of the nightingale playing a principal role as a "Venus chapel derk."

There are many poems in both French and English featuring the rituals of the courts

of love, a number of which use birds in votive roles. InThe Flour oJ Curtesye, the lark,

summoning lovers from their sleep, enjoins upon them to "Awake, ye lovers, out of

your slombringe":

"Take upon you the blisful holy charge
To serve lovQ whyl your lyf may dure,
With herte, body and aI your besy cure,
For evermore, as Venus and Cipryde
For you disposeth, and the god Cupyde." (17-2'1,)'?5

A most elaborate passage in English in which birds formally perform their choral role

in honour of the god of love is to be found in the alonymous The Court oJ Looe,

thought to belong to the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century; Walter Skeat

describes it as a "late piece [that] abounds with imitations of. Lydgate."a As in Iz
Messe des Oisiaus, this poem of more than fourteen hundred lines is set in what has

become by now the conventionally glorious garden and palace of the god of love.

There are many Chaucerian echoes in the p@m, induding the enthronement of

Alcestis and Admetus as king and queen of love. All the features that characterize

the courts where lovers go to complain of their lot are here: the paradisal setting the

gods receiving homage and hearing pleas, the presence of love's martyrs, such as

Dido "that brent her bewtee for the love/Of fals Eneas' (232-3), and the personified

vices and virtueg including the entombed Pity, whq we are told, fell dead on seeing

an eagle "wreke him on aflyJ'a

The narrator in The Court oJ Loae is a neophyte lover who is rebuked by the god of

love because he is "fer y-stope in yeres" - he has, indee4 left it until the ripe age of

ffi Fo, The Flour oJCurtesye; sxQuucerian and Other Pieces,26-74.

"' Fo, The Court oJlooe, sx Aaucqian and Othq Pieces, &g47,and 54O note L.
o pity is reminiscent of her namesake in Chauce/s Cottrylrynte unto Pite, who is found 'de4 and
buried in an herte" (14). See The Riaersfule Chaucer, 640.
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eighteen years to attend the love-court. The birds inThe Court oJl-oae do not perform

their service until the poem is not far from its end but, when they do finally burst

into song they deliver a lengthy and full-throated paean of nearly ninety lines.

It begins conventionally enough:

On May-day whan the lark began to ryse
To matens went the lusty nightingale
Within a temple shapen hawthorn-wise;
He might not slepe in all the nightertale
But"Domine labia," gan he cry and gale,
"My lippes open, Lord of Love, I.rye,
And let my mouth thy preising now bew4re." (1352-s8)

The eagle sings "Venite, bodies aII/And let us joy to love that is our helth" (1359-60),

and the falcory "Domine, Dominus noster,I wot/Ye be the god that don us bren thus

ho( ('1,364*65). The popinjay sings "Celi ennrrant," and the "goldfinch fresh artd gay"

intones "Domine est terra; this Laten intent/The god of Love hath erth in

governaunce" ('1.37G7t). Then the tiny wrery skipping and dancing, addresses the

"Lord of Love":

"Commaund me well this lesson for to rede;
This legend is of all that wolden dey
Marters for love." (137}76)

After the robin redbreast has sung the second lesson, "Hail to the god and goddess of

our lay!"(13S1) and the turtledove the third, we hear from the cynical mavis, who

laughs in scorn:

He sai4 "O god, as mot I dyne or sup,
This folissh dove will give us all an horn!
There been right here a thousand better born,
To rede this Iessory which, as well as he,
And eke as hot, can love in all degree." (138e-e3)

And so the service continues, with homage from the peacod< to: "The Lord of Love,

that mighty prince, y-wis"(L409), and ends, after the Amery with another rude burst

of laughter. This time the coarse mirth comes from the cuckoq a notoriously

uncourtly bird. The entire passage is based on a series of liturgical parodies from the

medieval prayer book. The words with which the passage opens sound innocuous

enougtL but those that follow provide a travestied version of the Matins and Lauds of

the Blessed Virgin. The difference is that the birds are addressing their devotions not

to Mary but to Cupid.
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Probably the best-known medieval literaqy bird+ however, are those that appear as

human surrogates in the peculiarly English genre of bird debate. Within the wider

field of medieval debate poetry, this category constitutes a minor but distinctive

mode on its own. Most of the few, two-figure bird disputes are between birds only,

but the rule is not inflexible: there are some between a bird and a human.D With the

exception of the most brilliant if not most typical exemplar, The OwI and the

Nightingale, the two-parfy bird debates still extant deal with one theme only and are

structured on polarities, binary oppositions, with the antagonists, as in all animal

debateq acting as mouthpieces for human arguments. These contests reflect the

particular way of arriving at a condusion characteristic of the scholasttc disputatio

upon which the poetic debate form is broadly modelled, their defining characteristic

being the presentation of balanced arguments in ordered sequence.

In this chapter we will loolq briefly, at four short dialogic bird poems. Three have

two participants only; these are the anonJrnous thirteenth-century The Thrush and thc

Nightingale, Clanvowe's late fourteenth-centu4i The Cuckoo and the Nightingale (also

known as The Boke of Cupide, God oJ Loae), and Dunbar's fifteenth-centuqy The Merle

and the Nightingale. The fourth dialogic text again anonymous, is The Birds' Praise of

Loae (also known as A Parliament oJ Birds), a multi-character poem that John Conlee

dates to the fifteenth centur5z.s The one-on-one debates take place between three

quite different nightingales arguing with a thrush, a cuckoo and a blackbird; all three

poems are confined to argument about the nature of love. Th"y offer contrasting

points of view on women's fidelity, on the values and ethics of I'amour courtois, and

on the relative importance of sacred and profane love. The theme of love is not of

course, restricted to the two-figure debates, but appears in multi-voiced poems as

well, the supreme example being Chaucey's The Parliament oJ Fwnls, in which all birds

'that cometh of engendrure" meet on St Valentine's Day to discuss the young formel

eagle's choice of mate. The later, multi-character debate The Birds' Praise oJ Loae

follows Chaucey's text in one important respect at least each bir4 as in The Parlinment

oJFotols, is given the freedom to dedare itself individually on its attitude to love.

a Eramples of these mixed versions are The Clqk and the Nightingale I and tr, in which the Clerk plays
the role of narrator as well as disputanf others areThe Dialogue bekleen Poet and Biril, TIu Nichtingall
and tlu Kynd Cheild, and Lydgate'sThe QrurI and the Biril.
n For The Thrush and thc Nightingak and The Cucloo anil the Nightingale, see Conle e, 23948and 25L{5.
The Merle anil the Nightingale is in The Poems of William Dunbar, edited by Priscilla Bawcutt, 101{5, and
The Birils' Praise of Looe (A Parliament oJ Birds) is in Conlee, 287-93.
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These debates are all exercises in assertion and rebuttal in which each point, each

aspect of an argument, each concept or idea is measured against its counterpart. Such

disputes idealty take place between two well-matched opponents neither of which

can claim all the natural advantage; we see this principle illustrated in the contrasting

natures of the birds chosen to debate. Th"y should be either natural, symbolic or

traditional rivals, and a comparative equality in strength is essential for the debate's

success, approximate parity necessary in order to allow the argument room to

develop. Neither opponent should be permitted to gain the upper hand too early,

and there should be enough good arguments on either side to maintain tension and

interest. The two-figure debates are characteristically generated from two clear and

diametrically opposed points of view; there is no room for the multiple shades of

opinion represented in the multi-voiced poems. The points of view expressed often

take on the coloration of good or evil, or at least may be seen as more or less morally

desirable and these are the terms upon which their merits are often debated.

An important characteristic that distinguishes the animal disputes from other two'

figure med,ieval debates is that the living creatures chosen as protagonisb have all a

particular train of tradition - folkloric, classical, exegetical - to bring to the dispute.

The nightingale a staple figure in the bird debates, argues against owl, cuckoo,

blackbird and thrush, all birds mentioned in Pliny, the Bible the bestiaries and other

writings. We should note the extent to which the particiPants' individual histories

make the animal debates generally very different in kind from those that use

inanimate objects or abstractions as disputants. While technically the two-party bird

contention poems function along much the same lines as other medieval debates,

(argumen! counter-argument followed in most cases by a condusion of some kind),

this general pattern (even if only on the level of the nightingale's different

associations with love), is always influenced by the distinctive qualities added by

each bird's symbolic baggage.

The Thrush and the Nightingale was written probably in the second part of the

thirteenth century possibly before, possibly after The Otpl and the Nightingale.3l OnIy

31 Fo, the complications concerning the dating of the second_Poem,se-e Neil Cartlidget'J\e Date of
f1eOwtana*iNigtttingalei'nMetiumAmuti65,796,2D47;andalsohisedition ofTheOwlandthe
Nightingale, 2001, p. rv.
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one complete text of the poem survives, in Bodleian Library MS Digby 86. The Poem

is not long, having only one hundred and ninety two lines, and is composed in tail-

rhyme stanzas.32 We might note that this is not the first time the thrush and the

nightingale meet in literary comba! in Melior et ldoine, for example, the nightingale

battles and defeats the thrustr, thus winning for the clerks.

As is conunon in bird debate, aspects of the traditional character and reputation of

each bird are used to support the arguments each advances; the nature of the thrush,

for examplg is certainly not invariably portrayed as charming. ln this early debate it
appears as a confirmed misogynist. A member of the family turdidae, the bird rnThe

Thrush and the Nightingale is referred to as "mauuis": that is, it is a song thrush, turdis

musicus, although the nightingale also addresses it as "prestelcock."s Plioy mentions

the thrush a few times, but none of the versions of the Plrysiologus described by

McCulloctr takes note of the bird. Beryl Rowland tells us that the thrush's Latin n:une

turdis was wrontly associated with tardus, meaning late or slow, and that it was

sometimes used as a figure of the sin of sloth.s The bird was not without talents

however; Rowland notes that Nero's mother, Agrippina had a thrush that could

imitate what people said. The thrush was often kept caged because of the beauty of

its singing, and it features regularly in poems where a good voice is required. It
appears in both The Harmony oJ Birds and The Court of Loae, where its musicianship is

claimed to surpass even that of "Tuball him-self, the first musician" (1402). More

relevant to the bird's character in The Thrush and the Nightingale, however, is the

aggressiveness the thrush shows in some texts - for example it is a rude scoffer in

The Court oJ Looe - thougtU as we will see, this is offset inThe Birds' Praise oJ lante, in

which the mavis sings a suitably plangent French envoi, and it is the throstlecock's

late introduction of the theme of the love of God that at the end pulls the whole Poem

together.

u A ttilingual compilation of Latin, French and English works, this manuscript-was Pyt together by
Dominicai friars in Worcestershire. The fust seventy-five lines also aPPear in the Auchinleck
manuscript, but there are considerable departures from the text in the Digby MS.
s It MS Digby 85, the poem is headed: Ci ummence la cantent pmeate le Mauuis I In russinole. Conlee,
239, says thit French tifies are corunon in this manuscript, though some scholars have suggested that
the poem maybe a transl,ation from Old French
# Beryl Rowland, BirdsWithHumnn Souls,176.
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The nightingale is a very different bird altogether, with a long history of complicated

and contradictory typologies. It has had from early time at least a double, if not a

triple reputation. [n Greek legend, the bird was first incarnated as Philomela, who

was raped by her siste/s husband, Tereus. As already noted, together with her sister

Procne, Philomela took revenge by killing Tereus's son and serving his flesh to his

father at table; to help the sisters escape Tereus's vengeance the gods changed all

three into birds. Philomela was first turned into a swallow; only later was she

identified with the nightingale.* ln this and in a cluster of related myths, Philomela-

nightingale is thus identified with sexual violence and the taking of a particularly

gnsly vengeance, rather than with the pleasures of love. In the Middle Ages the

Philomela of the legend (more often now Philomena) was not universally pitied for

her terrible fate. Her reputation suffered from the school of thought which could

condemn raped women as lewd temptations and see the men who despoiled them as

victims rather than oppressors, led astray and even risking their chance of heaven by

exposure to dangerous female occasions of sin. This stern view is made doubly

explicit in the Oaid moralist, a medieval translation of Ovid's Metamorphoses to which

moral interpretations are added. In this unforgiving tex! Philomela stands for sinful

worldly pleasures that Tereus is unable to resist. Her violation is thus brought about

by her own faulg and this unsympathetic interpretation of her nature, transferred to

the nightingale, long continued to have some currency in literature. InThe Thrush and

the Nightingale, the Nightingale appears in yet another incarnation; here she is a stout

defender of the value of women's love.

The Thrush and the Nightingale's springtime opening is brief to the point of truncation;

after only six lines, the narrator breaks off his description of the scene and begins his

story. In the onty first-person reference in the poem, he tells us that "Hic herde a

strif bitweies two/ Pat on of wele, pat oper of wo/Bitwene two i-fere" (7'9). The lines

of the quarrel are thus drawn up in the first stanza. The Nightingale is an uncritical

defender of women; the Thrush will do anything he can to malign them.tr After the

naratot's brief introduction, the poem continues in dialogue. The woman-hating

35 For tlre complicated history of the interrelated nightingale myths, see Wendy Pfeffer, The Ounge oJ

Philomel: The Nightingale in Medianal litqature.
36 It i" worth noting that in the fourteenth-century The Ctqk and the Nightingale covering roughly the
same thematic ground it is the Clerk who defends women's honour, while the Nightingale is either
openly anti-women or, at besf lukewarm in their defence.
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Thrush begins his argument strongly. His contention is that women are intrinsically

worthless, especially in marriage. He says that "bi niSte and eke bi day" women "bep

fendes i-fere," and that they betray every man who trusts them:

"Hoe bep fikele and ffals to fonde,
Hoe wercheP wo in euchan londe;

Hit were betere Pat hy nere." (22-24)

The world would be a better place if they did not exist. Readers of medieval

misogynist literature will recognize the familiar denunciation; women are fickle

creatures, false by nafure; above all they are deceifful wives-v

We note that the Thrush pays no attention whatsoever to other medieval complaints

often made about the female sex, that women were garmlous and evil-tongued, for

instance, or light-minded and frivolous, or jealous and presumptuous. His sole

interest is in their lack of sexual fidelity, their betrayal of their marriage vows. So far

as the Thrush is concerned" the flesh and its weaknesses have, to adapt a phrase from

Howard Bloch, become "gendered as specifically feminine."s Favoured sources of

thunderings against women and marriage in the Middle Ages are St Jerome and

Walter Map; another authority much consulted was the twelfth century De discipliru

clericali of Pedro Alfonso.3t jerome's views appear in Adosstts loainianum, a

compilation of anti-wom€rn arguments from a number of sources, and Map's attifudes

are set out at length in his letter to Rufinus against marriage.* Both authorities argue

from example a technique strongly endorsed by the Thrush, but, whileJerome draws

his arguments partly from the Bible and partly from dassical authors, Map confines

himself almost wholly to pagan examples. Both ferome and Map (as "Seint ferome"

and "Valerie") are cited by the Wife of Bath as sources for Jankyn's "book of wikked

wvves".41

3t Th"r" is a good deal of medieval literature on the subject oI faithless women; for hostile, gender

attitudes in tile Middle Ages, see R Howard Bloclu Mediaal Misogyny. An example 9f this rylrygynist
mode is the fourteenth- oi fifteenth-century poem A Baladc Warniig Man to Bantare of DeeitJ\l W2men; 

.

In this antifeminist text, each stanza descriLds the wickedness of "*ommannes traitor5/' and ends with
the ominous warning "Bewar therfore; the btind et many afly-" For this Poem, *e Gnucnian and

Othq Pieces,295*96-
38 R. Howard Bloch, Medioal Misogyny,46.
3s Dtdittiplina clricali hasbeentranslated asTheSclnlar'sGuiile bylosephRamonJonesand
John Esten Keller.
{ Wultut Map, -A Dissuasion of Valerius to Rufinus the Philosopher, that he should not take a Wife,"
see De Nugis Curialium: Courtiers'Tifle, 289'31'1.
4t S"" the Prologue taTheWiJeof Bath'sTale,inTheNoqsiileChaucenll4line635.
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When the Thrush ends his first provocative onslaught, the Nightingale makes some

rather inept protestations. Feebly propitious, she is at first anxious to divert his

blame. Her arguments are chiefly based on women's courtesy and value as man's

helpmeeg she is not very convincing in either invention or delivery, and her

responses are of a very standard kind. She says that woman was made to be man's

companiory that if it were not for women the world would cease to be, and that,

furthermore, women are peacemakers and diverting companions. She ends this

first, rather lame statement with "pis world nere nout 5if wimen nere;/I-maked hoe

wes to mones fere,/Nis no ping al so swete.' (34-36)

The cantankerous Thrush prepares to run right over his adversary. His next lines

offer a first sample of what will be the principal evidence advanced in support of his

argumen! a reverberating list of great men brought down by false women. The use

of examples as reinforcing "auctoritees" is a powerfuI device in medieval poe0ry; we

see these particular arguments used in a reverse sense n The lcgend oJ Good Women,

where Chaucer attempts to reinstate himself in the good graces of the love god by

writing of noble women deceived by false men. This use of examples is a tactic that

the Thrush continues to employ throughout the poem: Adam, deceived by Eve, the

cuckolded Constantine, Samson betrayed by Delilah. The first dead hero he offers as

a witness is Alexander, with a general, damning complaint about women:

"Alisaundre he king menep of hem -lln 
pe world nes non so crafti mon,/Ne non

so riche of londe" (4$45). Conlee suggests this may be an allusion to Alexander's

remark in the Middle English romance Wng Alisaunder concerning his deception by

Candace: "Ac noman ne may hym waite/From thise wymmens dissaib'a (769&99).

The Nightingale is so enraged by the Thrush's tactic that she is foolishly inspired to

make the reckless statement that among a thousand ladies not one wicked could be

found - ".[1n6ng a pousent leuedies i-tolde/ per nis non wickede, I holde" (52-53).

This obviously unprovable assertion opens new avenues for the Thrush, and we will

see later how he *ilt try to turn the numbers game to his own advantage.

Meanwhile, he backs up his accusations with details from personal experience:

42 S"" Kyng Alisaunder, editedby G. V. Smithers, 76gHgg.
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"Gentil fowel, seist Pou hit me?

Ich habbe wiF hem in boure i-be,

I haued al mine wille.
Hy willeP for a luitel mede

Don a sunfoul derne dede
Here soule for to spille." (6r-66)

Women are sinfully corrupt, venal as well as fickle. The Thrush's own sensational

boudoir revelations made, one of the most resounding names of all is trundled in as

a principal wibress: Adam, "oure furste mar7," who found women "wycke and ille"

(70-72). The Nightingale is now beside herself with rage. The Thrush is either mad

or ignorant:-"prestelcok, pou art wod,/Oper pou const to luitel goedlpis wimmen

for to shende" (79-75') - but she does not manage to find anything better than the

same kind of repetitive and ineffective responses as before. Woman is man's best

companion, ttre sweetest lover, the most courteous of all creatures, and so on.

However, suddenly becoming bolder, she seizes on a gambit common in bird

poetry, and threatens to send her opponent out of the land: "Hit is shome to blame

leuedi,/For hem pou shalt gon sori-/Of londe ictr wille pe sende!" (82-&t)'

In the animated flyting that follows, accusations, counter-charges and threats jostle,

each bird accusing the other of slander and lies. This time it is the Thrush who

advises the other to clear off (96). More accusations are launched. The names of

men betrayed by women come tumbling out, as the Thrush increasingly warms to

his task After Adam, and Gawain, come Constantine and his faithless queen: "Hoe

fedde a cupel in hire bour/And helede him wip couertour/Loke war wimmen ben

trewe!" (11&20). Rage gives the Nightingale eloquence. Even in shade, women are

brighter than the dawn of a summey's day, and they :re more powerfuI than the

Thrush knows. If he comes into their land, there he will stay, in prisonr and regret

his lies:
"Come Pou heuere in here londe,
Hy shulen don Pe in prisoun stronge,

And Fer Pou shalt abide.
pe lesinges Pat pou hauest maked,
per pou shalthem forsake,

And shome be shal bitide." (127-32)
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This is an interesting threa! elliptical and obscurely menacing. Daniel Ransom

connects "here londe" (1,27) wlfhMaidenland, the land of women, a "kind of earthly

paradise," difficult for a man to enter, even harder to leave. ln the Old Irish Voyage

oJ Bran the hero takes his deparfure from the island of women where he has spent a

few months "only to discover that several hundreds of years have passed and that

he cannot set foot on land without dissolving into dust."s Ransom cites other works

with similar situations, for example, Chrdtien's Yaain, and the Swiss Lanzelet and Le

Liare d'Artus. The Queen of Maydelant in Innztlef "devises a place where all who

enter lose the will or power to leave" - a prospect that ought to strike terror into

the heart of the Thrush; it certainly incites his fury.e The Nightingale's words not

only inspire her opponent to curse any "wimmen" who "shulen me spille/DaFeit

wo hit wolde!"(135-36), but also to turn back to the "holibok" for a final, clinching

example of woman's treachery. This time he cites Samson deceived by Delilah. He

tells the Nightingale to think "oupon Saumsum pe stronge/Hou muchel is wif him

dude to wronge;/lch wot pat hoe him solde" (13941). The Nightingale replies in

much the same vein as before: women are mild, fair of speech, and healens without

peer, upon which her opponent warns her that if she puts too much value on

women her reward will be small.

But now, scenting victory, the over-bold Thrush incautiously returns to the

dangerous subject of numbers. He makes the rash daim that all women are tainted

with vice, and that of a hundred women there would not be five "Nouper of

maidnes ne of wive/Fat holdep hem al clene" (1,6t-2). When he challenges his

opponent to cite even one, the Nightingale has him at last. Triumphantly, she

produces just one name, but that an indisputable winner. She cites the holy name

of Mary, and this is the end of the matter. The battle is over, the Nightingale has

worL the good narne of woman is sustained, and the Thrush has suffered an

ignominious defeat. He has at least the grace to yield at the mention of the name of

Mary, concedes victory, and is exiled from the wood.

The Thrush and the Nightingale is a rather better poem than it might first seem. It

suffers from being so much in the shadow of its great predecessor (or, perhaps,

4 Seu Daniel I. Ransosr, Poets at Ploy: lrony and Parody in the Harlry Lyics, Z7 .

4 Ransom,TT.
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contemporary) The OwI and the Nightingale, but it uses its birds reasonably

effectively and is a readable piece with a voice of its own. Although Conlee says

that it seems "a meager performance" compared with the "erudition, humor, vivid

characterization and strucfural sophistication" of The Oail and the Nightingale, this

impression is modified upon further study.6 The poem is not without spirit and

particularly in the last stanzas leading up to the discomfiture of the Thrush, the

poetic suspense and tension are adroitly managed-

The Cuckoo and the Nightingale, most probably by Chauce/s friend Sir John

Clanvowe, is a late fourteenth-century debate of fewer than three hundred lines,

written in fiveJine stanzas. It is extant in five versions, two of which are now

available in edited form.6 The version in MS Fairfax L5 keeps some interesting

company: Julia Boffey notes that the items gathered around the dream poems in

this manuscript, "illustrate the abundance of bilingual intertexfual reference which

seems to characterize the genre of the dits amourettx rr:later Middle English."s Side

by side v,athThe Cucl<oo and the Nightingale are The Parlinment oJ Foutls, The kgend of

Good Women, The Book oJ the Duchess, The House oJ Fame and some Chaucerian lyto;

Lydgate's Complaint oJ the Blnck K"ight and The Tertple oJ Glns; and HoccleYe's Letter

oJ Cupid;it also contains the translation of In Bette Dame Sarc Mnci attributed to Sir

Richard Roos. Boffey observes that most of the non-Chaucerian terts here make

specific allusion to Chaucey's poems - something that Clanvowe's poem most

certainly does, for its very first lines: "The god of love, a!benedicite,/How myghty

and how grete a lord is he!" come word for word from The Knight's Tale'

The Cuclcoo and the Nightingab has received some quite remarkably dissimilar

interpretations. David Lampe for example, interprets the Poem as a serious moral

allegory in which the Nightingale is presenting a case for married love; he sees the

Cuckoo as "the betrayed husband the cuckold.," ttdthat the love he is attacking is

as Conhee,237.
a6 Th" version in MS Fairfax 16 (Bodl. 3896) has been edited by V.J. Scattergood nlhe-Work-oJ Sir lohn
Clanoowe,where it is 6tfJ fne W*e oJ Cttpute, Gotl of Iooe. Th;t in MS Tanner 345 (Bodl- L0173), has

been ediied by John Conlee in Middli f.ngt;sn Debaie Poetry as The Cuclcoo and the Nightingale. Nl
quotations here willbe taken from Conlee's edition
a7 S"" Julia Boffuy, "English Dream Poems and their French Connections," inLit*ary Aspects of Couttly

Culture,1L4.
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adulterous love.$ Charles Rutherford, on the other hand, reads the debate in a

more conventional way, as a leu d'esprit containing a light-hearted presentation of

two diametrically opposed views on the merits of courtly love.ne A. C. Spearing

observes tha! "on its miniature scale, it indicates a sensitive reading by Clanvowe

of Chaucer/s dream-poems, and a lively understanding of the irony th"y

persistently direct against the dreamer-narrator, by making the poem express only

his personal, biased point of view, even while it implies the possibility of other

points of view."m

Whatever the merits of these contrasting views, The Cuclao and the Nightingale is

certainly complex enough to sustain multiple interyretations. Ambiguity marks its

ending no resolution is reached; the Nightingale bursts into tears of vexation and

the narator banishes the Cuckoo with a stone. Although it has a large cast of

spectator birds, ercept for one long interpolation from an unntuned bird in lines

272-85, there are, apart from the narator'g effectively only two voices in the poem.

It is full of Chaucerian echoes. The birds here, like those inThe Parlinment oJFoais,

have chosen St Valentine's Day to select their mates; there are further references to

The Knight's Tale, and the daisy lines (241-45) perhaps evoke the praise of the daisy

in the Prologue to The Legend oJ Good Women. Furthermore, in the nanatoy's

description of the illimitable powers of the god of love and his own inability to

withstand them, Clanvowe's text features a very Chaucerian kind of self-doubting

ambivalence. In general, its "wryly comic treatrnent of love and lovers creates

tonal qualities strikingly similar to those found in Chaucer/s own poems."51

Typologically, the Cuckoo and the Nightingale are well-contrasted antagonists, both

stand in here for strongly opposed human points of view. The cuckoo is less clearly

defined in tradition than the nightingale. The Physiologus is mute on its subjecf nor

are the bestiaries much more expansive, which seems rather strange since cu&oos

have much worse social habits than, for example, the much-maligFed partridge

dassed as we have seen, as a type of the devil merely for hatching other birds'

4 David Lampe, tradition and Meanin g nThe Cuckoo and the Nightingale," 5'1,.

a9 Ch""L" S. Rutherford,'nfhe Bote oJCupiite' Reopened."
s A. C. Spearing, MeilinalDreamPoetry,TS}.
5t Conlu., Miitdle English Debate Poetry, M9.
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eggs.u' The cuckoo, on the other hand, eats them. Although Pliny suggests the

cuckoo is a hawk that changes its shape into cuckoo-form, he then rather negates his

own statement by observing that the cuckoo does not really resemble a hawk since it

lacks the raptols crooked talons and, in fact, looks more like a pigeon.s3 He says it is

a timid bird and,like the owl and crow hated and mobbed by small birds, and that

the pragmatic reason it lays its eggs in other birds' nests is that this gives its race its

best chance of survival. But, in spite of its neglect in the bestiaries, the cuckoo is an

important bird in the Bible and country tales are rich in references to iL

The female cuckoo, in both life and literature, on finding an egg-filled nest to use as

a depository, dislodges one of the eggs with its beah flies off with it and eats it
before returning to filI the now empty nest-space. Valued as a harbinger of sPrin&

but also condemned as a villainous bird heedless of the rules of natural law, the

cuckoo's reputation as an unnatural bird and occasional murderer of its foster-

parent is enshrined in both bird lore and poetry. Chaucer, inThe Parliament oJ Fowls

calls the cuckoo a bird "ever unkynde" (358), and later in the sarne Poem the merlin

addresses it as "Thow mortherere of the heysoge on the braunche/That broughte

the forth" (612-13). In The Debate oJ the Horse, Goose and Sheep, Lydgate links the

cuckoo and the nightingale together in a list of examples of oppression of the weak:

"To seen a Kukkow mordre a Nityngale/An innocent brid of hattreede to despise"

(594-5). Odo de Cheriton's fable The Cuclcno and the Spanoa; describes the bird as a

type of ingratitude and treachery, especially emblematic of insubordinate derks who

rise up against their superiors; he also likens it to Nero, who murdered his mother.

In another fable The Eagle and the Cuckoo, he says that a decree that the cuckoo

should have no nest was issued by the eagle, king of the birds, as a punishment for

boasting and arrogance.s The bird's habit of leaving its eggs for other birds to rear

was poputarty supposed to give rise to the word "cuckold" applied to a deceived

husban4 especially one presented with a child not his own as heir. That this is a

possibility to be kept in mind, the Cu&oo suggests here, in lines 17&80.

* Su" Flot"t ce McCulloch , Meilinal latin and French Bestiaria,152. Wilma George and Brunsdon Yapp,
tnThe Naming of the Busts, record a few bestiary references to the cuckoo. Qne says that because the
bird is u *.r[ fiyer, it avoids "fatigue at times 6y travelling on the backs of kites"; another, that cuckoo
saliva produces cicadas. The authors add that the froth called cu&oo spit found on plant stems contains
bugs, called frog-hoppers, to which cicadas are related, 16748.
s Pliny, NH, X. l'1,.25.
s 

See Leopold Hervieur Les FabulistaLntins,Vol. IV, L8l-82,251-52.
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The Cuckoo and the Nightinga/e is set within the familiar dream-vision framework

borrowed by Chaucer from the French and Italians poets, except that it is not until

the poem is well underway that we actually enter upon the dream-scene. Spearing

notes the number of dream-poems in the Chaucerian tradition that "might better be

called day-dream poetry," describing not sleep, but a state between sleeping and

waking.ss So it is here. The half-asleep narrator makes his way down the side of a

brook:
Til I come til a lavnde of white and grene;
So faire one hade I neuer in bene.
The grounde was grene, i-poudred with daise
The floures & Pe grenes like heigh,
Al grene and white, was noping ellis sene. (61{s)

This is the conventional earthly paradise with fresh green meadows powdered with

white daisies, in which the birds are already singrng their matins in harmony with

the babbling brook. As so often in medieval dream poetry and in accordance with

the unreality of the dream, no real place is described here. The locns amaenus is no

more than an idealized setting which, for want of descriptive particularities,

conveys no sense of identifiable place at all, but is simply an abstract idea of a

paradisal garden; at least Clanvowe has sprinkled his verdant meadow with

recognizable (if symbol-heavy) daisies. The narrator, on the other han4 is no

shadowy dreamer, but every bit as fully conceived and well drawn as either of the

birds, and as important in the poem. A professed servant of the god of love, he is a

reluctant rather than eager acolytg since he no longer has confidence in his chances

of success in love's lists. Now that May, the love-season, is here, his emotions are a

mixture of amorous anticipation and gl**y foreboding, a combination of belief in

the limitless powers of the god of love and subversive feelings of self-doubt.

In the long preamble to his dream, the narrator rehearses the sarne opposed

arguments that we will hear later from both Cuckoo and Nightingale. He speaks of

the sentiments the god inspires in all noble hearts, of pleasurable memories, and the

power of love's longing, but also (and in this he states in advance what will be the

tenor of the Cuckoo's case), he recalls how from that longing a heaviness, a "grete

seknesse" and other ills follow, unwelcome results of the lack of that love which is

55 Spearing Meilimat Dream Poetry, 776.
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desired. Nearly a third of the poem is through before this half-reluctant disciple of

Cupid, 'oold and unlusti," is lulled to sleep by the birds' music; even then, it is but a

fitful kind of slumber. And the first thing of which he dreams is certainly not

welcome to him:

And for delite, I wot neuir hov,
I fil in such a slombre and swow -
Nougt al a-slepe, ne fulli wakyng-
And in Pat swow me PouSt I herd syng

The sori brid, Fe lewde cukko. (85-eo)

This elderly, only half,willing lover, has pinned his half-hearted hopes on a "comen

tale" that says that in spring love smiles only upon those who hear the nightingale

before the cuckoo. Hence his disappoinfrnent. The poet neatly balances expectation

and hope against the narrato/s natural pessimism; one of the god of love's devoted

servants, he seems destined by a lack of assurance to be also one of his martyrs.

From the beginning of the debate proper when a distinctly belligerent nightingale

tells the cuckoo to go away because his song is so tedious, her opponent staunchly

stands his ground. He says he sings just as well as she, and that his song is "bop

trwe & plein," although he cannot "crakil so in valme/As pou dost in hi prote"

(118-20):

'And euer€ wiSt mai vnderstonde me;

But, nyStingale, so mai Fai not do Pe,

ffor pou hast many a nyce queynt ffye" (r21,-23)

When the Cuckoo asks her why she cries "Ory! Ocy!" the Nightingale ansruers that

what she means is that all those who do not serwe the god of love deserve to die (125-

35).56 This is the kind of high-pitched statement that both sets the tone for and

diminishes her argument. The Cuckoo, on the other han4 is nothing if not

commonsensical in his resPonses, at least at this stage: "'Fy/' quod Fe cukkq "'pis is a

queint lawe/That euere wigt shal loue or be todrawel'" ('l.36'37). W.yly ironic, the

bird says that he neither means to die nor to put up with love's yoke, and goes on to

comment that, of all people, lovers are the worst off and have the most sorroW woe

and care. Once again, significantly, he stresses the importance of tmthfuIness: "What

$ Tt is is the call traditionally attributed to the nightingalein both F1e1c{a$ F8tigt medieval Pgebry,
both onomatopoeic and inteipreted as the imperitiv_" "! 

Of ocire, pkilL -ln 
Ly-dgal* A WS oJ llc

Nightingate,thl poet thinks fu *g * "O".y-, oc$' (14) meals."O sle them," and that the bird, like
Cllnvoile's nigirtingale, is asking Venus to take vengeance on false lovers.
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nedip it ayens trouth to stryue?' (145). Both Spearing and Lampe point out that

Clanvowe was a Lollard knight, and, indee4 the Cuckoo's blunt language and

undisguised contempt for the high-flown excesses of the other bird's defence of fne
amour have echoes of the ne'frills plain-speaking of Lollardry.v

The claims the Nightingale makes for the benefits that love brings may be compared

with the noble-sounding statutes of love from The Court of Loue. Over almost four

stanzas she dilates on the great benefits that courtly love brings to "euere wiSt pat

gentil is of kynde" (150). Among them are all goodness, honour and courtesy, Perfect

joy and full assured trust, loveliness, largesse, and dread of shame: 'ffor he Pat truli

loues seruant is/Were loPer be shamed Fen to dey" (159-60). She believes this to be

true, and she advises the Cuckoo to do so too. The Cuckoo's reply brings the poem

down to earth:

"Nightingale, pou spekist wondir faire,

But, for alPat, is Pe soP contrarie;
ffor loue is in gung folk but ra1e,
And in old folk a gret dotage;
Who most it vseth, most shal empeire." (156-70)

But then, balancing the Nightingale's impassioned outpourings in praise of love, he

goes on to make equatly extravagant claims in refutation, saying that what love

brings, in fact, are such things as spite, argument, anger, envy, pride and madness'

Repeating both his own earlier sentiments and the actual words of the narratof, he

says that in love's train come care and sorrow, "heuynes" and "grete sekenes." When

the Nightingale claims that the god of love "ffor euerrnore loue his seruantes

amendib/And from al euel tacches hem defendip" (791'-92), the Cuckoo answers

forcefully and effectively: "With such a lorde wol I never be/For he is blind alwey

and may not see" (20142). The inference is that the Nightingale herself is blind like

the god she serves, and equally incapable of knowing truth from falsehood.

When the narrator throws a stone at the Cuckoo (21.8\, the bird flees, with the scornful

y "Farewel, farewel, popingay." TheNightingale thant<s the narrator, promises him

better luck next y€il, and advises him to calm his fears by looking at the daisies (this

reference is again reminiscent of Chaucer, especially of the lyrical Passages on the

t Spearing Medimal Drum Poetry,18l; Lampe, 6Z note 31'
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daisy in the F Prologu e to The kgend oJ Good Women,lines 40-57, 182'87, 201-02 and

2j.j.).ss She then calls all the other birds together, asking for their support something

they are slow to promise quickty. All agree, however, that the Cuckoo shall be

summoned to meet them in a parliament, and that this shall take place appropriately

close to St Valentine's Day:
"The morov after seint valentlmes dap
Vndir a mapul Fat is faire & grene,

Bifore pe chavmber window of pe quene

At Wodstoke, opon the grene laY." (282-85)

Spearing observes that the rendezvous is not for St Valentine's Day itsell but for the

following day, "by when, one may suppose, the maried birds will be less intoxicated

by love."s However this may be, resolution is avoided. As in The Purliament oJEouls,

the question of closure, of making some kind of real assessment of the arguments and

coming to a positive decision, is put off to another day.

The Cuckoo and the Nightingale are well-matched opponents. Th"y are similarly

used as symbolical adversaries in Iz Messe des Oisiaus where Venus clearly treats the

nightingale as a favouritg and the cuckoo as a rude intermpter of proceedings, fit

only to be banished. The allegorical roles allotted to each bfud in the poem are dearly

predicated on aspects of their tuaditional natures. Appropriately, in view of her love'

entangled legends, the nightingale defends the more extreme and romantic values of

courtly love, while ttre brusque cuckoo, "loves fo," takes a wholly unfavourable view

of fne flmour. Althougtu at the end of the poem the Nightingale may be said to have

won the day, in that the sympathetic narator has banished her opponent, and the

assembly is to be reconvened to judge each bird's case, it cannot be claimed that she

deserves the victory, if victory it is. She does not shine in the debate or win on merit.

What The Cuckoo and the Nightingale does succeed in doing, and doing well, is to use

its two contrasted birds to criticize two very different, but equally immoderate views

of the kind of love celebrated in courtly poetry. Each bird defends a hopelessly

exaggerated view of the nature and value of fine atnur; each balances the other in

s S"" Conlee on the courtly cult of the daisy, p. 263, notes on lines 241'245. He observes thatbecause

the daisv is a flower ttrat can withstand harsh weather and always follows the sun, it came to
symbolize constancy in love.
se Spearing Mediaal Drmm Poetry, 180.
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what may be read as a satirical commentary on opposing and immoderate human

views. The Nightingale considers that nothing short of death is fit punishment for

those who deny the power of fine loving, while the Cuckoo sees little but disaster

arriving in its wake. The Nightingale insists on the ennobling function of courtly

love, "ffor Per-of, truli, cometh al goodnes" (151), while the Cuckoo maintains that

such love has no reasory is nothing but caprice, and that "louying is an ofice of

dispaire" (176). During the course of the debate, the argument increasingly shifts on

to a moral ground, right versus wrong, good opposed to evil. If the pragmatic

Cuckoo's comments may seem unduly disillusioned and bitter, the Nightingale's are

feverish and absurd, and it is fair to say that all through the dispute she ignores

reasoned argument in favour of a hectic and irrational emotionalism. As well as

being a rather ambiguous debate on courtly love, the poem might be interpreted as a

general satire on the dangers of lack of moderation in matters of human love.

A rather different text on the subject of courtly love is the anonymous late fifteenth-

or early sixteenth-century The Birds' Praise oJ l-oae (also known as A Parliament oJ

Birds), a gently ironic exploration of attitudes to l'amour courtois as seen through the

prism of human social class.m A short poem of fifteen eight-line stanzas, it surrrives

in only one manuscript, Cambridge University Library MS Gg. 4. 27, which also

contains Chauce/s The Parliament of Fmtls, The Legend oJ Good Women and Troilus and

Crbeyde. Organized along estate lines like The Parliament of Fotols, the poem presents

sixteen different birds acting as mouthpieces for as many differing views on what

Chaucer calls "the craft of fine loving," each bird matched by tradition and reputation

to the kind of human whose views it expounds. Each stanza uses conventional

markers of sensibility and refinement to show dass differences between the bird-

humans, and condudes with a neat linguistic device that serves to reinforce the social

and cultural differences that divide them. The more gently-bred birds, among them

the romantic nightingale and the turtledove, the robiry the wren and the Joly gold

finch" all conclude their brief addresses with a graceful one-line enooi in Frendu

while uneducated, and antt-fne amour fowls such as the cuckoo, field-fare and

starling choose the vernacular tongue, attacking linguistic class distinctions by

protesting that these highfalutin French phrases are not in their vocabulary.

ffi Th, Birds' Praise of Loue is edited as A Parliament of Birds,by John Conlee n Midille English Debate
Poetry,287-93. All quotations here are taken from Conlee.
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Language then as now, is used as a barrier, a sorting-device, a potent weapon of class

division and competition, and we note the cultural antipathies between a mainly

French-speaking dominant class and the English vernacular speakers rudely

challenging from below.51 This lingUistic challenge, of course' was one in which (as

this poem bears wihress) the vernacular speakerg on the literary level at least' had

already proved very successful-

The Birds, Praise of Loae begins with a bright if conventional enough flourish' The

month is May when "euery herte is lySt/And flourys frosschely sprede & sprynge/

And Phebus with hise bemys brySte/Was in pe Bole so cler schynynge"(14)' This

idyllic scene represents a typically sunny, flowerful and joyous spring openinp

except that, not unusually, and as we have already seen exemPlified inThe Cuckoo and'

the Nightingale, the nar:rator himself does not share in the general lightness of spirit'

He says:
pat sesyn in a morwenynge,

Mlm sor for sYghte to don socour'

Withinne a wode was myn walkYnge

Pur moy ouhter hors de dolour'

A tension is thus immediately set up between this time when every heart is light and

a woebegone narrator whose own heart certainly is not fulI of joy' He does not tell us

why he sufferq but we may Presume its probable cause' the pains of unsatisfied

"love.long1mge." Sitting in an arbour, "me to bemene/For verray seyh ful pale of

hewe" (7!-12),he is listening to the birds' matins when, close by' he sees a turtledove'

The "turtil trewe," traditional symbol of constant love, sings the first of the French

envoys, "Amour me fait souent pensere" (16), sympathetically, as if sensitive to the

narratoy's unhappy state. Its song is followed directly by that of "Cupidis brid" the

nightingale, whose traditional cry of "oey,oqy'' is followed by the elliptical "Ner

esperaunce mon cuer senb6[" -'lf]l2ck 
hope swooPs down uPon my hearf' (24)'

Each of the one-line, motto-like envoys the birds sing encapsulates a different and

distinctive aspect of the complexities of human attitudes to love' Thuy thus set a tone

for the poem which, although differing in emphasis from bird to bird' for the most

(s-8)

61 We might note in this context Chauce/s sly jest at-the exPense of the Prioress "And Frenssh she spak

ful faire and fetisly,/Ai"i-tt" *"f" "f 
Sttutt*iittu Bo*",lFor Frenssh of Parys was to hire

unknowe.,, Seethe GeneralPrologue toTheA;;;iiio,irl"RiansideCiurut'2$lines124'26'
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part is not one of happiness but, sometimes surprisingly, betrays either

disappoinfonent, or lack of trust in earthly affections, or even a kind of near despair.

The popinjay, the exuberant parrof seems to be the only bird who is fully joyful in his

love. His beloved is beautiful and generous, and he sings contentedly, "EstrelmeS

moi de cuer joyous" (88). The finnouse too is optimistic but cautious; just as if one

wants a rose one must wait for it to bud and blow, love is so delightful that one must

be prepared to wait for it, with patience. Trust is the watchword: "Je ay en vous tut

maffyance" (104). But the mavig the song thrush, sings plaintively that the one who

loves well is slow to forgeL -Qui bien ayme tard oublye"(3Z). The doleful pheasant

crows "with dym voys" that hope has deceived her: "Ma esperaunce mad deceu"

(56), and, long before daybreak, the usually blithe lark, "Gan mountyn hye in pe

eyr,/And drerilyche song Fis \ay,/In compleynynge be dispeyr" (58-60). This last

line is reminiscent of the Cuckoo's claim inThe Cuclao and the Nightingale that loving

is an office of despair. The lark complains that capricious Fortune has abandoned

him. He moutrl.s "for on pat is so fayr," and says that in love he is Troilus's heir: that

is, he has been betrayed. All he hopes for now is death: "Car vene me ad purchace la

morf' (64). Even the 'joly gold finch" joins the chorus of those grieved by the Pains

of love. She sings as she sits upon the spray:

"pe daft of loue haP cut so kene
poruout m1m herte Pat alwey grene,
Myn wounde abidyth for penaunce,
Vnmerci causith al myn tene:
De iour en iour par languisaunce." (67-72)

Like the disappointed narrator, most of these birds are love's wounded' victims of

that they seek Th"y are love-sufferer€ rather than love-praisers.

Much of the birds' music is pleasing to the ear' - the nightingale sings "artgellt'', and

others contribute "dyverse tunys pat were ee s6fs"- but the sounds made by the jay

and magpie are described as discordant and jangling. As indeed they are, in terms of

what they say even more than how they say it. Lacking the other birds' refined

sensibilities, both take a cynical view of the value of fne amour. The poet dismisses the

jay's song as "rusti chateryng." The rude bird has made it clear that he does not give

a fig for loving well - "pus watte gan syngyn in his lay: 'Que je ne facece fors de bien
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alrmmye/' (40). The discourteous cuckoo is dismissive of the very idea of courtly

love, remarking coarsely that if one love leaves, two more will arrive to fill her place,

and that the one who comes is every bit as good as she who goes (80). The starling

takes an equally pragmatic, if different stance: even if women's hearts were made of

steel he would "loue hem alle a-lyche wel" (\12). The fieldfare, another c1mic, sings

that love is not worth suffering for. Unless she returns it, forget her:

"perfore put hire out of Pyn Poust,
Sytht on pynne peynys sche wele not rewe;
And let hire grace no more be soust,
But synge for hyre'adew, adew'." (e3-e6)

The throstlecock, the missel-thrush, has the last word but it is one that completely

alters the tone of what has gone before. Whereas the other birds have shown

themselves either for worldly love or against i! optimistic or pessimistic, enthusiastic

or apathetic, confident or defeated his tone is gently admonitory, but firm. He tells

the assembled birds that there is no steadfastress in that love which turns like a ball:

"Wherfore I rede Sow alle to dresse
Of on to slmge with herte entp'e
pat wele not fayle in non distresse:

En dieu maffie san5 deParter." Amen. (117-7e)

These last lines focus firrnly upon another kind of love, the love of God, a concept not

even touched on by the birds until now. The throstlecock's advice is that we should

address all love to that one who will never fail those who love him with whole heart.

ln his last line the bird sings, simply and movingly, "In God I trust without ceasing";

both his enooi and the poem end with "Amen."

The Birds' Praise of Looe is a neat and graceful poem, musicaf ornamental, exemplary

in its conclusions. Although it deals with the same love theme as The Cuckoo and tlrc

Nightingale, it is less ambitious than Clanvowe's poem. The poet does not even

attempt to discuss the questions raised by the birds' individual resPonses, much less

weigh what they say, and develop the points of view implied. He simply records

attitudes and leaves them to the reader to judge - but it is plain that earthly love has

no arguments to offer once its divine counterpart is brought into the lists.

The throstlecock in The Birds' Praise oJ Laae has provided the s€une kind of

unanswerable end to argument as will the Nightingale in Dunbat's The Merle and the
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Nightingale, the last bird debate in this chapter.o This poem also, if with considerably

more skill and sophistication, uses the theme of the love of man for God. Dunbals

single essay in the geme of bird debate is a short Poem of one hundred and twenty

lines; it takes the form of a double ballade with the birds' arguments set out in

alternate stanzas. It is recorded in both the Bannatyne MS and the Maitland Folio,

and the contents-list for the Asloan MS (much of which is now missing) includes two

references to the disputation between the merle and the "nychttingale."6 Presenting

a coherent and well-developed debate on two very different kinds of love, worldly

and divine, The Merle and the Nightingale is, above all, strongly religious in tone.

While the Nightingale is present in her capacity of divine chorister, singer of Chrisfs

Passiory defender of the supreme importance of the love of God, the Merle is figured

as a joyful advocate of sensual love. Since each alternate stanza is signed off with a

constant refrain, the Merle's 'A lusty lyfe in luves seruice bene" and the

Nightingale's "AIl luve is lost bot vpone God alone," we know from the start that the

debate will be concerned with the conllict between profane and sacred love, the idea

that the only love of true and eternal value is that between God and man - and that

it is an argument that the Nightingale is bound to win.

The poem opens bravely on an elegantly stylized dawn scene - 
ilIrr May as that

Aurora did vpspring/With cristall ene chasing the duddis sable" (t'27 - in which

the earty-rising narrator eavesdrops on a debate between a merle and a nightingale.

The setting is idyllic, the language aureate, employing both heraldic and lapidary

terms; not only does Aurora dispel the "sable" douds with her'cristall' eyes, but the

"revir bricht/Of balmy liquour cristallyne of hera/' (9-10) is brilliantly illuminated by

the "hevinly aisur skyis lichf' (11). The image, not unlike that in the second stanza of

Thc Golden Targe, is of a landscape glittering like a jewel in the first rays of the new

day's sun. The Merle, turdis merul.a, the European blackbir4 is perched uPon a

branch of green laurel on one bank of the shimmering, light-reflecting, crystalline

river, while the Nightingale "Quhois angell fedderis as the pacok schone" (14), sings

@ Fo, The Merle anil the Nightingale see Priscilla Bawcutt, The Poems oJWilliam Dutrbar, Vol. I, 101-5.

s Bawcutt says that of the "two surviving witnesses, B [Bannatyne] is the better; it contains two
stanzas (&4) whose ourission by Ntr [Mailland Foliol impairs the sense," and that Bannatyne 4so
preserves several lines in a forrir th"t i" superior, either metrically 9r lgqrcally. -SJq.alas 

that this

gen ral superiority is not invariably the case; in a nurnber of lines the Maitland Folio has better

ieadings, ind thai "there is sometihes fittle to choose between the different versions." See Bawcutt,

The Poems oJWilliamDunhar, Vol. II, 3t10.
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with ,,suggurit notis new" from the rive/s other side. The vivid image linking the

feathers of angels with the peacock is used elsewhere in medieval verse, for instance

rn The Parlinment oJ Fouts and The Harmony oJ Birds, and angels in illuminated

manuscripts, in particular the six-winged seraphim, are sometimes shown with wings

covered with eyes resembling those on a PeacocKs tail.64 However, by no stretch of

imagination could the dull-coloured nighfingale be said to look like a peacock and

priscilla Bawcutt suggests that this line is specifically "designed to startle, and to

indicate that this is no earthly bird. Its appearance is unnatural and transfigured; and

its song is equalty transcendent."65

The Merle-Blackbird has fewer traditions to bring to the debate than his adversary the

Nightingale, so rich in symbolic histories. Pliny records the blackbird's migration

times and seasonal changes in colour; he also notes the bird's singrng pattems both in

summer and in winter, and these details are repeated in some of the bestiaries.o Th"y

appeaf in the long version of the bestiary of Pierre de Beauvai+ in Richard de

Fournival's Le Bestinire d'amour, and also in the Mondoai Bestiary, which says that the

blackbird's habit of singing only twice a year symbolizes the need for us to confess

our sins at least as oflten.67 Alberfus Magnus reports that some writers say that the

bird was known as "modula" rather tttan "merula" in ancient times, "because it

produces melodies (modulos) and songs (melos)"; he also repeats a tale that a

blackbird was once trained by human art to reproduce all nine notes of the scale used

in musical composition.ffi Richard de Fournival says that the blackbird is the ugliest

of all the birds commonly kept in cages, but is nevertheless prized for the exquisite

beauty of its singing voice-6e

The Merle has also, however, a different and more sinister reputation. Hugh de

Fouilloy writes that the blackbird signifies those whom the blad<ness of sin stains

e S* Put", Lamborn Wilson, Angels , 44 for a peacock-winged angel from the fifteenth-century

Bamberg Apocalypse.
65 Priscilla Bawcutt, Dunbat the Malut,32L.
* Ftity, NH, X. 35. 72 and X. 42. 80.
ut Flo*r,"" McCulloctr, Medioal Lntin and Frendr Bg;tia'iler., gsve .details of the two bestiaries of Pierre

de Beauvais, 6249. iiealso Richard de FournivaL, te Batiiire d'afironr,1&19 and 119-20; an4 for the

Mondovi Bestiary, see Beryl Rowland, Birds with Human souls, 1.1.

S Albu.hr" Magnus, Mnn and the Beasts. Both references are on page 305.

69 Ri.h*d de Fournival, k Batiaire d'amour, L39'
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(illos autem innuit, quos peccati nigredo tingit), and repeats a story from St Gregory

concerning an encounter between the Devil, in the form of a blackbird, and St

Benedict.To When the seductive fiend-blackbird hovered before Benedicfs face, the

saint was "tempted by wanton desire," but, when he attempted to dismiss the bird by

making the sign of the Cross, he suffered such devastating temptations of the flesh

that he could resist only by stripping off his clothes and throwing himself among

stinging nettles and sharp briars. The blackbird, therefore, especially when in flight,

represents enticement and temptation to pleasure; and those who wish to resist its

allure must learn from "the example of the blessed Benedict."7l

Expressing the usual sentiments of the courtly lover, but also true to his dubious

description as a leader into temptatiory the joyful Merle leads the dawn chorus of

songbirds. He begins the debate with a surnmons to lovers, and a call, literally, to

arms:
. . . ."Awalk, se luvaris, o this May!
Lo, fresche Flora hes flurest every sPray/

As Natur hes hir taucht the noble quene.

The feild bene dothit in a new array.
A lusty lyfe in luvis seruice bene." (20-24)

"Luvis seruice" presumably refers to the service of the god of love, and Nature is

pictured here as the powerful Venusian goddess, familiar in De Plnnctu Naturae. She

and Flora, her assistan! are both invoked in the Merle's defence of passionate, fleshly

love against the Nightingale's austerer, but fit ully iresistible daims.72

ln a burst of exquisite song, "Nevir suetar noys wes hard with levand man:I" (25), the

'mirry gentill" Nightingale replies that there is no "gud sentens" in the Merle's

contention: "For boith is tpt the tyme and the travaill/Of every luve bot vpone God

allone" (30-32). The irepressible Merle is not so easily discouraged. He retorts that

his adversary should cease preaching that from young sainb grow old fiends, that

quite different laws govern youth and "o:rrkit aige." In denying these truths, the

Nightingale is expressly going against the laws of Nature.73 But the Nightingale

70 Su" The Medimal Book oJBirds: Hugh de Eouilloy's Aviaium, Chapter 48 on the blaclsird, 274-L7.
71 Tht Mtdimol Book of Birds: Hugh de Fouilloy's Avinium,Zl7.
t2 S"" I. A. W. Bennet! The Parlement of Foules, chapter on Nature and Venus, lO7-33.
73 Tht Middl" English Sermons,edited by Woodburn O. Ros+ says, "Itt is a comond proverbe bothe of
of clerkes and oflaye merl'younge se5mt, old dewell'. And so thei arn disceyved . . . " (L59).
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serves a higher authority than Nature, and is quick to assure her opponenh "That

both in gewth and eild and every hour/The luve of God most deir to man suld be"

(42-43). Further, she reminds the Merle that God made man from nothing in his

"awin figour,/And deit him self, fro deid him to succouy'' (41 45). He is a most true

and steadfast "paramourt' and all love is lost but upon him alone.

As Dunbar's audiences would have realize4 the arguments the Nightingale puts

forward are of a very different order from those advanced by the Merle and

overwhelmingly powerfuI. But the frisky Merle is not yet ready to concede. He

continues to put a vigorous case for sensual love, asking boldly why if God had not

wanted men to love women he should have made them so beautiful? And Nafure, in

additiory gave to women themselves the indination to love.

The merle said, "Quhy put God so gritbewte
In ladeis with sic womanly having,
Bot gife he wald that thay suld luvit be?
To luve eikNatur gaif thame inclynnyng,
And he, of Natur that wirker wes and king,
WaId no thing frustir put nor lat be sene
In to his creature of his awin making." (4e-5s)

And surely God, as creator and ruler of Nature, would not have allowed anything

worthless in a creature of his own making? The Nightingale counters this slid<

argument with a vehement response:

The nychtingalt said, "Nocht to pat behufe
Put God sic bewty in a ladeis face
That scho should haif the thank thairfoir or lufe,
Bot hg the wirker, that put in hir sic grace.
Offbewty, bontig riche+ tyme or sPace,
And every gudnes thatbene to cum orgone,
The thank redoundis to him in every place.
All luve is lostbot vpone God allone." (574)

It is not for the purpose the Merle suggests that God put such beauty in a woman's

face; every virtue found in women is thanks to God alone.

The field of argument is thus rapidly and neatly laid ou$ arguments marshalled and

delivered on either side. The Merle swiftly counters the Nightingale's assertions by

saying that the love he has been describing should not have to depend on caritas, and

that since it has no room for envy, it must be a virtue (66-58). Like Alison of Bath, he

deftly tums to scriptural manipulation to support his argument: "God bad eik lufe
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thy nychtbour fro the splene/And quho than ladeis suetar nychbourisbe?" (70-7t)-

Pressing his argument, the Merle uses the technique of accumulative evidence

already seen in The Cuckoo and the Nightingale, adducing all the possible advantages

that might flow from the position he defends. He insists uPon the character-building

powers of worldly love; it makes men honorable, the coward brave, the miser

generous, lazy folk busy, the sluggard fresh and attractive; even more, it turns vice

into noble virtue. The Nightingale retaliates with a strong denial; the contrary is true.

Such worthless love blinds mery impairs their constancy, intoxicates them with

vainglory; they lose everything wits, honour, fame, goodness, strength. No love is

worth having, except that for God, alone.

The debate is lively and the Nightingale is far from having it all her way, but the

conclusion is inevitable. As in The Thrush and the Nightingale, this is a dispute the

Merle carurot win. He yields suddenly and gracefully to the Nightingale's insistent

argument that man has an overriding spiritual need to love God above all things else.

Recognizing the higher law of Nafure's "wrrker," God, he confesses the elror of his

ways. -Blind ignorance" gavehim the boldness so to argue against the truth:

"Quhairfoir I counsall every man that he
With lufe nocht in the feindis netbe tone,
Bot luve the luve that did for his lufe de." (101-03)

And with that the Merle takes up himself the Nightingale's refrain: "All lufe is lost

bot vpone God allone."

The poem ends on a singularly joyous note, with the two birds joining together to

sing antiphonally, in perfect harmony, of the love of God "with vocis lowd and deir."

The argument in The Merle and the Nychtingall is also unexpectedly harmonious,

couched in restrained, almost impersonal terms, in spite of the poem's real passion

and power. The debate has none of the embittered rancour between adversaries so

characteristic of the other bird disputes considered in this chapter, and the fact that

each contestant makes a skilful case for a strong, individual point of view without

reciprocal personal denigration makes for an extraordinarily good-natured argument.

The sustained d,iscussion has restored the narrator/s spirits, and the Poem ends with

the birds flyrrg "our the bewis schene,/Singing of lufe amang the levis small" (11&
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14). Thus ends, joyously and harmoniously, the last and best of the short two-voiced

bird debates on love, written as the Middle Ages themselves draw to a dose'

So far as the protagonists in these dialogic poems are concerned, the inevitable

question recurs: why birds? Why do birds so greatly oubrumber four-footed beasts in

the specialized field of medieval animal debate? What, precisely, are the roles they

play in the bird debates, and how well do they perform them? If not exactly

assuming full human personalities, they certainly adopt human attitudes, and discuss

predominantly human issues-including, as we have seen above, some of the many-

coloured varieties of love. Thuy clearly make effective substitutes for humans. The

question remains - how do their poets make these generic transpositions work so

well? And what advantages, if any, might flow from their use?

In all the poems discussed here birds offer us views of ourselves ftrat we can

immediately recognize. We have already considered some of the respects in whidr

they seem to form a society parallel to ours, air-borne rather than ground-based, but

in other ways alike. Their lives seem to resemble human existences so dosely; in their

territorial instincts, their social and family structures, their domestic customs, their

mating, nest-making and chick-rearing, Although these avian (and human) habits are

probably, at base, not so different from those of most animals, an important

distinction stems, perhaps, from the fact that birds are so visible in our lives, the

result of the close proximity in which our different species live. We see birds every

day, hear birds, live with birds, not just pet panots or farmyard fowls, but wild birds,

untamed creafures who choose to live near us, dose at hand but in their own

dimensiory up in the air, on our roofs, perched in garden trees. We are familiar with

their presences while we are scarcely even aware of the more seaetive, wild

mammals that also share our living space. Birds flit in and out of our gardens, our

towns, our cities and our lives all year round, and both their physical presences and

distinctive voices make themselves familiar to us, all day every day.

The familiarity we feel with the birds that live around us concerns especially the

sounds they make. Are they singing love songs perhaps? - or arguing about love?

cannot know. Nevertheless, we hear their voices even if we do not understand
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what they say. The sounds birds make provide probably the major reason for their

dominant presence in medieval debate poehg like humans, they have, or seem to

have, the gift of speech. As evidence of this, one has only to listen at dusk to a flock

of starlings converging on a favourite roosting tree. It is difficult to believe that the

continuous uproar as they compete for sleeping places, is not verbal quarelling.

Birds seem to use their voices in the srune way as humans dq using vocal sounds as a

means of both attack and defence (as well, perhaps, of argument?). We hear them

battling with their voices like humans, threatening rivals with loud cries, shrieking

what seem to be furious threats, screaming inconceivably dreadful insults.

Lr almost all the medieval poems in which birds aPPear, they either speak or sing-

Bird poems concentrate, in general, on sound rather than action (two poems we will

consider in Chapter 4,Thc Butce oJthe Hswlat and A Ballnt oJthe Abbot oJTungland ate

rar€ exceptions). The importance placed by humans - and poet*- on birds' voices

is illustrated in Chaucer/s The Manciple's Tale, in which Phoebus Apollo, master of an

indiscreet crow, not only punishes his gossiping bird by depriving him of his snow-

white feathers, but also -refte him al his song/And eek his speche." The hapless

crow, which once sang a hundred thousand times better than flre nightingale, is now

not only jet-black, but also, tragically, without singrng voice or language-74

The apparent ability to convey vocal meaning is the suPreme gift that effectively

underpins the use of birds as human understudies. Their song and ability to mimic

human speech both serve to illustrate what seem to be cognitive and communicative

capabilities. Bug while this seeming capacity for something like human language

seems to provide them with a kind of near-humanness, at ttre same time the patent

impossibility of the likeness paves the way for the poefls satire. It is, nevertheless,

this remarkable vocal talen! unparalleled in the animal world, which makes of birds

the most effective of all human surrogates in the field of medieval debate Poetry.

74 S"" The Manciple's Tale rnThe Nvqside Auuce1 285, lines 305-06.
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Some Later Satirical Birds

Unlike the creatures so preoccupied with love in the preceding chapter, none of the

birds in the next four poems shows any interest in this subject. lnstead each text

illustrates other uses to which animals standing in for humans were put in the late

medieval and early Renaissance worlds, illuminating in the process some different

and sterner aspects of contemporary [ife. The first poem here, the anonpnous late

fifteenth- or early sixteenth-century The Parliammt of Birds is a representative of the

genre of political bird debatg its principal theme being the oppression of the

politicalty weak by the strong. The other texts are also from the ffieenth and early

sirteenth centuries: they are Richard Holland's political satire, The Bulcc oJ the Hunlat,

William Dunbar's black fantasy A Ballat oJ the Abbot oJ Tungland and Iohn Skelton's

Speke Parott, a coruscating, satirical attack on Cardinal Wolsey. These last three

poems have been chosen not only for their poets' .rery individual approaches to

their bird characters, but also because of the different and highly original ways in

which they employ the comic possibilities always latent in the field of satiric animal

poetry, each writer finding new ways in which to develop the genre.

All four poems make use of social or political themes, as is common in medieval

satire and complaint. Three (the exception is Spelce Parott) feature structural or

stylistic elements often found in bird poetry, for erample, bird assemblies and

catalogues. One uses the theme of birds as choristers, another that of bird mobbings,

three show birds acting as judges, in unison, if in each poem to very different effect.

Two of the texts are sauced with derical as well as more general social satire, and

one with a generous meafllre of fantastic diablerie. To these elements, in the case of

the poems by Dunbar and Skeltory are added vitriolic invective and vituperative

personal attadc The works by the three known poeb, Holland, Dunbar and Skelton,

are particularly rich in comic satire and parody. There is a wealth of unerringly

aimed estates satire in Holland's The Bul<e of the Houtlaf; in Dunbat's The Abbot oJ

Tunglnd hosts of enraged birds carry out a devastating punishment upon a man

impersonating a bird; and, in Speke Parott, we encounter the inimitable Parrot, drief

actor in Skelton's no-holds-bared attack focused on a personal and political enemy.

The last three poems are all set in documented contexts with l*crown human subjects;
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each makes use of birds as vehicles of satire, ild each comments vigorously upon

contemporary political matters.

The Parliament of Birds is also a political poem set in a familiar historical period,

although if it is a direct attack upon a particular known Person, its target has not as

yet been identified. One of the bird parliamentaqy debates become popular in the

wake of Chaucet's The Parliament oJ Fmtls, the poem survives in three sixteenth-

cenfury texts.l Its modern editor, Malcolm Andrew, dates it between 1,487 and 1520,

the earlier date being contingent on a possible reference in lines 59-70 to the fate of

Lambert Simnel, and the later on de Worde's editiory in 1520.2 The Parliament oJBirds

is edited in the s€une volume as the contemporary The Harmony oJ Birds; Andrerds

comment on the two works is that "extavagant claims for literary ercellence" on

behalf of either would be "inappropriate." While it is true thatThe Parliammt oJ Birds

cannot compare in any substantial way with Chaucer's great bird parliament it is,

nonetheless, a work of considerable vitality that does not hesitate to grve a voice to

contemporary political grievances and to express some sharp differences of opinion-

A poem of just over three hundred lines composed in four-line stanzas, The Parliament

oJBirds has two principal structural components. As well as the main parliamentary

debate, there is a secondary plot, an interwoven fable on the theme of "borrowed

feathers" and its moral of the consequent humbling of excessive pride; this may

usefully be read as illusbative of part of the poem's general argument. As the debate

opens, individual birds of differing characters and ideological persuasions are

petitioning the king and his 'lordes" for relief against their principal aggressor. This

is the hawlg a raptor in whom tyranny is given a auel avian face; a natural predator

on small birds, he is presented here as a bullying bird-overlord, of whom most of the

"com5m" birds are seeking to rid themselves. Both parties to the debate, oPPressor

and oppressed, are appearing in an assembly before the eagle-king.

1 For The Parliament of Birds sx.Two Early Renaissance Bird Poens, edite{_by \!!9olm Andrew, 59-68.

The poem suryives iri the editions printed by Wynkyn de Worde in 1520 and Kitson in 1561 and in a
manuscript version contained in giitish tvtslaniaoirne 210. A fourth 

"SEry 
printed by Veale in the

sixteenthientur/, is now lost but preserved inthe Harleinn Miscellnny of 1745, and again in the same

series in 1810. See Introductioo 25-
2 At dr*- suggests that lines 69-70,'Fot the byrde that cannot spgk ne synge/Shall to the !..hy" tq
serue the tgn!"e," may be a reference to the fatb of Lambert Simnel, who, "when his mentor fohn" earl

of Lincoln i,val defeatb4 became a turnspit in the royal kitchen before he was promotgd to be the
bainer of the royal hawks." See Andrew's lntroduction,26, and also page87, note to line 70.
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The poem opens strongly and directly with no preamble.

attempt to define both an ideal of good goverrunent and

contemporary parli ament.

This is the parlyament of byrdes,
For hye and lowe and them amyddes,
To ordayne a meane: how it is best
To keepe among them peace and rest
For muche noyse is on euery syde
Agaynst the hauke so full of pride.
Therfore they shall in bylles bry.g
Th"y. complaints to the egle, theyr ky.rg;
And by the kynge in parlyament
Shall be sette in lawful iudgement.

In the first lines there is an

also the processes of a real

(1-10)

The burden of the debate inThe Parlinmcnt oJ Birds is "to ordaSme a meane," the need

to establish firm government, fair to all, weak as well as strong, and supported by just

law. Although the poet will admit certain pragmatic realities, for example the eagle-

king's dependence on the political support of his powerful nobles, his overall vision

is that of an ordered state, wisely ruled for the good of all. As well as this, he

recognizes the need to restrain those tyrannical overlords who refuse to admit such

equitable principles; the human social and political issues underlying the debate are

spelled out. The birds' complaints are general rather than specific, but prominent

among them are the dangers of speaking out too plainl)t and the difficulty of

obtaining justice in the realm. The poet shows us how the majority of the birds are in

rebellion against their oppressive treahnent by the proud and aggressive hawlq

demanding that he be banished from the realm.

Cast as a bad, baronial figure, the hawk may be taken as a representative of the

powerful landed nobles, many of whom enjoyed considerable autonomy during the

furbulent fifteenth centu4r. His victims, the "comyn{' birds, are presented as the

ordinary, common people - Malcolm Andrew suggests that this may also be an

allusion to the parliamentary commons?3 hr the fifth stanza the "com5rn" birds

express their dissatisfaction with the hawks immoderate erercise of power:

Than all the byrdm that could speake
Sai4 "The hauke doth vs great wreake:
Of them so many diuers therebe
Thatno foule norbyrde may fro them fle."

3 S"" Mul"olmAndrew, SZ note 53.

(2y26')
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There are so many hawks - perhaps of different species? - that there is no escaping

them, and the only remedy that the oppressed birds think might save them would

cost the hawk his liberty, if not his life.

The hawk in the bestiaries is regarded as a hard bird. Some bestiaries say that he is

"more armed with determination than with daws, having great courage in a small

body."a Named accipiter, from accipiendo, "taking", related to capiendo, "seizing", he is

described as a bird that snatches greedily from other birds. Hugh de Fouilloy does

not distinguish between the different kinds of hawk, but makes a basic moral

distinction between tame and wild birds; that is, those domesticated birds used in the

sport of hawkin& and those that live in the wild. He says that the wild hawk preys

on tame fowl, the tame on wil4 and that, "interpreted allegorically, the wild hawk

both seizes and eats the birds taken, because any wicked person continually disturbs

the actions and thoughts of simple folk. But the tame hawk is any spiritual father,

who seizes the wild birds whenever he draws laymen to conversion through

preaching."s There is a clear comparison here between the just and the unjust, rulers

good and ba4 and these parallels form the basis for the main substance of the Poem.

The first speaker, rather surprisingly, is not one of the native English contmon birds,

but the "grype" (here probably a vulture, though the word may have its more uzual

meaning of griffin).6 A natural supporter of the hawk, visualized perhaps as a paid

retainer, a scavenger of aumbs from rich bird-tables, the grype lays down hard law

from the beginning: "Owne is owne, who can it take/For thy." and myne make

much debate/Wyth great and small in euery estate." (12-1,4) tn the general political

debate that occupies the first half of the poem, we hear, in alternate stanzas, opinions

from large numbers of birds. Th"y indude the grype, the cudcoo, starling and parot,

nightingale, dove and pheasanq duch goose and mallard heron" crane and partridge

quail, lark, robin and wren, woodpeckery peacock and swan, even the corrtorant.

Every "com)m" bird has something to say, not only about the hawk but also about

a 
See Florence McCulloch, Media@al Latin and French Bretiaries,723.

t'[ht Mtdioal Book of Birds: Hugh de Fouitloy's Aoimium,1A3.
6 Itt Oo the Propntiu oJThings,fohn Trevisa's translation of De proprietatibus rswn of Bartholomaeus
Anglicus, Vol. 1, 630, the "gnphe" ot "gryrye" is described as eagle-headed and winged and "iliche to
pe lyoun in pe opir del of pe body." Traditionally the vulture is regarded as a rapacious eater of
human flesh. Pliny says that three days before the female vulture laye her eggs she flies to a place
where she knows she will 6nd dead human bodies (NH. X.6.19).
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iustice and injustice, right and wron& its own attitudes, and philosophy of life. The

cuckoo claims to sing:

rh;i ih; ;;"i; .JJlL:ffi:*?""
For he that hath wyth vs most myght
Taketh his wyll, as reason is ryght." (1s-18)

The starling says pessimistically that whoever speaks the truth will be destroyed (32)

a sentiment with which the parrot concurs, advising that "fewe wordes are sone

amende" (42). The nightingale makes a claim for what sounds like special privileg+

singing with "notes many grete and smale" that, "The byrde that can well speke and

s5rnge/Shall be cherysshed with quene and kyt g"" (57-58) - but the dove counters

this piece of personal-sounding pleading with a tart remark "Folke may be mery and

synge nof' (64). The osyll and the "byrdes blake" hold oyptically that "He must

haue ado that ado dothe make (82), while both the wise heron and crane advise

discretion:

"Grete trouble make wyttes lame;
He is well auysed that can bere hym lowe,
And suJfre euery wlmde to ouerblowe." (10H7)

In this satire on parliamentary debate, the argument is made both more diffuse and

more complex by the fact that the "com1rn" birds, like the ordinary but disparate

people whom they represent, are far from being in perfect agreement with one

another. There are as many solutions to the problem presented by the hawk as there

are birds opposing him. As in human life, there are vacillating, or undecided or

indifferent speakers, avian fence-sitters and conflict- and decision-avoiders; and the

hawh perhaps surprisingly, does have a few sympathizers, if not outright zupporters'

Not only do the cuckoo and the vulture-grype grve the hawk somebacking but a few

of the other birds, the peacoct for example, and the swan, are willing to follow the

hawKs hard line in the secondary fable plo! on the question of donating feathers to

the miserable crow.7 This may, perhaps, illustrate the fact that the sphere of influence

of a fifteenth-century magnate would frequently extend far beyond his own domains,

and include a mudr greater number of citizens of various ranks and occupations than

just those in his personal emptoy. The "fence-sitters" may well represent the diverse

7 Thu oo* has gone a long way down the social scale since Chaucer/s The Manciple'sTqh, in which the
gleamingbird iJwhite "as is a inow-whit swan" and a better singer than the nightingale by "an
hondred thousand deel" Qines 733,1,%4n. On crows, Beryl Rowland says that French peasants used
to claim that, "whereas bad priests become ravens, bad nuns become crows." S.u B"tyl Rowland, Birds
rtith Human Souls,35.
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people over whom a powerful medieval lord would be able to exert real influence,

whether they were in his direct service or not.

Although most of the birds in The Parliament oJ Birds would have been familiar to an

English reader, apart from the eagle, hawk and crow they are not greatly developed

as individual figures; we have none of the real "sense" of the individual bird so

striking in Chaucer's The Parliament oJ Fowls. The role of the "comyn" birds here is a

general one; they are present to represent the wide range and social diversity of those

oppressed by the hawk-magnate, and the poet makes little use of either bestiary or

folklore traditions to define their characters, or their places in the avian hierarchy.

Nor are there any of the eloquent visual descriptions with which, as we shall see,

Richard Holland is so generous in The Buke oJ the Howlnt. Nevertheless, the often

strikingly dissonant shades of opinion the common birds exPress do help to give

some definition to the individual protagonists.

What slight fiction there is of their real physical presence is strengthened by an

exercise well lcrown to medieval schoolboys. This is the school exercise known as the

aoces animantium, according to which medieval pupils studying Latin learned to link

the cries and calls of different birds and beasts with individual species, describing the

sounds they made with the appropriate Latin verbs. Jan Zolkowski draws attention

to this exercise in his book on medieval Latin beast Poetry, remarking on the

frequency with which the ooces animantium appear in medieval books of grammar

(and on their undoubted potential as aides-memoire).' Chaucer, in The Pmlinment of

Foanls, makes use of his birds' voices to define both character and social dass in

something of the same way. As well as distinguishing between the styles of language

his birds use, courtly or colloquial, he gives phonetic descriptions of the actual

sounds the lower-class birds make (a stylistic device sometimes used by nineteenth-

cenfury novelisb to define characters with working-dass, rural or regional accents,

the object being to reinforce perceptions of social inferiority). While the aristocratic

tercels are described not in terms of their actual voices but by their elevated language,

the speech of lesser birds is pichrred in aural terms, and given typically plebeian

sound patterns. Thus we hear how the low-born "g@s, the cokkow, and the doke

t lut M. Ziolkowski, Taking Animals: Medimal I-atin Bust Poetry,750-1750, 37-8. See also Chauncey E-

Finch, "suetonius' Catalogue of Animal Sounds in Codex VaL Lat. 6078-'
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also/So cryede, 'Kek kek! kokkow! quek quek!' hye,/That through myne eres the

noyse went tho" (498-500). Atthough there is no aftempt to reproduce actual sounds

inThe Parliament oJBirds,the manner in which the birds speak is characterized by the

verbs the poet uses. Thus, the dove "rombles," the magpie "ptates," the pheasant

and the moorcock "o:ow," the nightingale sings 'with notes many grete and smalg"

the osyll (probably blackbird) "wysteleth," robin and wren "chide," mallard, goose,

heron and crane "reke," and the shy, marsh-dwelling bittern, whose booming voice

was sometimes compared to that of a bull, "blusters."e

Other literary devices are used rn The Parliament of Birds, a particularly marked

example being the poem's heavy use of proverbs and sententiae. The kinds of popular

wisdom commonly expressed in proverbial sayings are often used as moral criteria in

animal debates, and the text offers excellent examples of the homespun literary

practice which substitutes proverb and saw for Christian PrecePt - and, indee4 for

argumen! for the essence of a popular dictum is ib assumed condusiveness; it does

not invite discussion . ln The Parliammt oJ Birds, solutions from popular wisdom are

advanced by ull speakers as causes and cures of all ills and iustifications for all

actions. We note that almost every accusation the birds lay against the bullying hawk

(and there are many) he refutes in sententious terms, using one or another well-worn

maxim. Speaking always in the most platitudinous way possible, iuggling with

proverbs and saws, he is the very model of a wily, smooth-tongued politician. Could

the repetitive use of so muctr proverbial material be deliberately ironical? Perhaps we

might read the attribution of so many platitudes to the hawk as satirizing the

mechanical response and glib tongue of a typical authority figure-

The birds continue their demands for action against their oppressor. The bittern,

coot, dabchick and waterhen want him "sowsed in the mere' (90), while the

partridge, quail and lark are ready to take uP .!rms, salnng, "Here may nowght

auayle but spere and shelde" (112); tyranny must be defeated in battle. To this

extreme proposition the hawk replies smoothly and unconvin"ingly, "I-awe is best, I

vnderstond elToryght all thynge in euery londe" (117-18). The unexpectedly militant

robin and wren and "all small byrdes that bereth per{' (120) also advocate direct

9 Andr"w, 88, note 8Z notes that "blushed" is understood as an elided form of "blustered," "blasting,

uttered a blasting sound." ln the Bible the bittern is a bird of desolation, often used to evoke lonely

and desolate plaies; see Isaiah 34. 11 and Zephaniah 2. 14.
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action. Th"y all declare thah "Ayenst the hawke the comunes must aryse/And helpe

themselfe on theyr best wyse' (121,-22). The hawk responds to this demand with the

scornful -Small power maye lytell dere" (12a) and threatens that whoever wants to

live in peace for long should not be too busy with his tongue. Finally, all the "com5rn

house" pray that someone might drown the hawk: "For foule ne byrde, by water ne

londe/He wyll leaue ulyo" and he may stonde" (729'30). Th"y petition the

parliament that the hawk and all his blood should be destroyed (135-36)-

The eagle-monarch responds promptly to these demands, as well he mighf for a

restive population is in no ruler's interests. The king and his "lordes" spell out

clearly what action is or is not possible in a well-governed, law-abiding state. Their

judgement is based on both justice andrealpofifik the small birds' demands simply go

too far. A medieval ruler could in reality, govern only with the consent of powerful

nobles like the hawh and neither the estates of the realm nor the law of the land

could countenance the hawk's outright deshruction. The lords say that there are

means, however, by which the hawk'-s predations may be controlled; his marauding

can be curbed; authority can restrain him by putting him in jesses and placing him

under the control of a keeper. There is an interesting parallel to this diplomatic

decision in Dunbar' s The Thrissel and the Rois (12G25), in which Dame Nature orders

the newly-crowned eagle to be as just to bullfinches and owls as to peacocks, Parrots,

and cranes, and to take steps to prevent birds of ravine from terrorizing or eating any

other than their natural Prey.

On hearing the king's decision now, the chouglr, the "Cornysshe dawe," comments

sarcastically:

"Lytell money, lytell lawe;
Foi here is nought elles with frende ne fo
But 'Go bet peny, gobet, go'." (14548)

Andrew notes that this allusion may come from the refrain of "Sir Penny," a fifteenth-

century poem that says that money enables a man to "putchase respect,

companionship, and the protection of the law."10 Justice is always available to those

who can pay for it.

10 See Tzro Early Renaissance Birit Poems,91, note 148. For "Sir Penny," see R H. Robbins' Seaiat Lyrics

oJ the XIVth and Wth Centuin, 5G'51.
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A second subsidiary, but complementary plot is introduced in lines 15y54, when the

king asks why the crow has not come to the parliament. This sub-plot is based on the

well-known beast fable on the theme of the gift of new feathers donated in

compassion and forfeited because of the undesired consequences that flow from the

gift. As we will see, this "borrowed feathers" theme is also used in The Buke oJ the

Hozt;lat, except that in The Parliamrnt oJ Birds it is the shabby, downcast crow rather

than the owl that is reluctant to show himself because of his ragged plumage. ln each

case, the other birds first generously give new feathers and then retract the gift.rt In

both these adaptations of the theme of ill-deserved and ill-repaid generosity, the

villain is cast first as a figure of deprivation and then of swollen pride; first aided

because of his misfortune, then punished for his .urogance. This theme is now woven

into the general debate, as the other birds, induding the hawk, discuss the miserable

cron/s predicament again with greatly varying, all too humanlike reactions.

The "hyghwalle," the green woodpecker, complains that the crow " Shameth vs with

his parlyament araye" (162). The hawk is contemptuous of a bir4
"That loketh to kepe a grete estate
And cannot with all hys wysdome
Gethymselfe an hole gowne."

In the hawk's society, poverly is dearly equated with disgrace. The peacock and

swan are also not on the side of the indigent crow: "Who no good hath no good

canne" (170\.12 The "specke," a different kind of woodpedcer, perhaps annoyed by

the hawk's dismissive comments, perhaps refurning to the previous discussion,

expresses the uncharitable wish that the hawk will break his neck (17&80). BuC

when the king announces -"l1is our entente/To mende the crowes rayntent." (18S

85) - all the birds fall immediately and obediently into line: 'And all the byrdes

sayd anone/'Of eche of our feders he shall haue one"' (187-88). Only the "t5rd5rffre"

(titrnouse?) dissents.

t1 Th"r" are several versions of this fable theme, one of the best-known being Odo de Cheriton's De
C-ornice (see Leopold Hervieux, Lr fabulistre lntins,Yol.Iv, 180-1). In this, the crow asaumes the wings
of a dove and the tail of a peacock There are other versions. Malcolm Andrew cites a fable "in which
the bat once a bir4 is shipped of his feathers," 44, note 33. He also quotes Greene's well-known
reference to Shakespeare as an "upstart Crow, beautified with our feathers," for which w Greene's
Groatxwrth of Wit, BoughtWith a Millian of Repentance,M.
t' Plit y speaks with some disapproval of both the peacock and the swan: the peacock is said to be
spiteful, and the cannibal swan eats other swans' flestu NH.X.22.44 and NH. X. ?2.63.

(166-58)
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The poem follows the line of the fable. The upstart crow, now promoted high above

his station in life, becomes intolerable, boasting that he is not now as he was

yesterday; he is able, now, "without offence/To speke in the kynges presence" (20$

4). Splendidly feathered through the generosity of the other birds, the parvenu

becomes unbearably arroganf no bird may take precedence over him. His fate is

soon decided; the other birds have had enough. To the crow has been Srven and shall

now be taken away, a direct result of his own lack of discretion; even though the

corrnorant intercedes on his behalf, the birds will repossess their fathers. The king

agrees: "A knyght sholde neuer come of a knaue' (240). The kind of human the crow

represents is one without a real sense of measure, one who refuses to accept his true,

natural position in the world. The precept that each man should be satisfied with his

allotted station in life is deeply rooted in social perceptions in the kind of hierarchical,

layered society in which each member has his or her birth-ordained role. Even

though every century in medieval England can show remarkable instances of the

low-born attaining high office through merit the perception remains: it is not

possible to coniure silk purses out of sows' ears.t3

The crow ragged again, the victorious "comyn" birds retum to the fate of the hawk

Their first demand that he be destroyed was refused, but they were assured that he

would henceforward be curbed kept under restraint. Thuy now ask he be banished

for.ever:

Than made the comlms grete noyse,
And asked of the lordes with one voyce
That they wolde the hawke exyle
Oute of this londe many a mylg
Neuer to come agayne hyther
But the ky.g" sende for hym thyder.

To this second petition the lords repeat the assurance that the statutes will be

amended but say that all should be left to the discretion of the king. The common

birds agree:

The comyns sayd: "It is grete skYll
All thynge to be at the kYngs will
And vnd-er the hande of hys grete myght,

13 A contemporary cautionary example was Lambert Simnel (c.1U7-c.153{), to whom Andrew

"G;;;G 
fit,L Oq-iO *.y t"f"i (see nirte Z, tttiq chap_ter). A bake/s son, Simnel daimed to be a son of

Edward IV and ** u.t ruily crowned in Dublin. i{e carne later to England_wjth ananny/ landing in.
l:ncashire with two thousand mercenaries, but was defeated at StokeField. Later, he became a royal

scullion and falconer.

(2ss-60)
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By grace his people to seke theyr ryght." (26e-72)

It is not the king whom the common people regard as their enemy, but the predatory

bird-lords who assume semi-royal privileges and mercilessly exploit those beneath

them. Nevertheless, probably nothing much will happen to the hawk. The king and

his lords promise that he will be reined in, but the extent to which this will be

possible will depend upon delicate balances of power. The hawk may find himself

restrained a little but not much.

The Parliament of Birds ends with much moralizing, saw piled on saw. As a political

and social argument for the need for proper measure, for strong law and justice, and

for firm government in the face of perpetual challenges from both sides, from both

the oppressors and those they oppress, the poem has genuine merit. The complaints

the birds make, for examplg of persecution for speaking the truth, and venality in the

dispensing of justice, refer to real grievances, and the parliamentary debate has some

effective passages. The secondary tale of the over-ambitious crow is less convincing-

As a parable it lacks the power and persuasion of. The Buke of the Howlnt, based on the

sarne fable of bonowed feathers, and The Parliament oJ Birds's two villains, bullying

hawk and crow, simpty do not add up in imaginative force to Holland's solitary,

sinister owl.

Part bird fable, part historical narrative, the two complementary strands in Richard

Holland's The Buke oJ the Hmtlat link together to present a moral lesson and a political

warning.lo The poefls only known worh the HqDlaf is the earliest long poem of the

fifteenth-cenfury, Scottish alliterative revival still extant: dated variously by different

critics, its most recent editors choose the short period between 1446 artd 1450- A

substantial work of a thousand and one lines, the text is in the thirteen-line stanza

favoured by other Scottish alliterative writers, with a long ninth line instead of a bob,

'aTh" Brrln of the Houlaf is edited by Priscilla Bawcutt and {elicity Sddy ln Longer Scottislr Poans, Vol. I,

tgT}-1650,1g-8a. fl quotations #itt Uu taken from this edition. The_poem t9.*iYF in tull in both the

Asloan and Bannatynd manuscripts, and there is also a five-stanza fle;mgn!-in F: Ypu.f:"" used b.y

the earliest Scottish printers, Chepman and Myllar. It reappears in print-in the e$hteentt-t cenfury in
Lord Haile's Ancieni Scottish poairc $nq and-in John Pinfterton's Smtish Ponts Rqrinted from Scarce

Eititions (1792). David Laing's edition of the Houlat was tlre first publicatiot foj $e pannatyne !'lub.i1
1823, and the work *us tii"" reedited late in the nineteenth century by F. I Arnours in Scothsh

Allitratioe Poems in Nming Stanzns, and by Arthur Diebler in Hollanil's Brrtre of the Hottlat.
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followed by four short lineq the wheel.tu Its sevent5r-seven stanzas are divided into

three approrimately equal parts, the first and last of which chronide the rise and fall

of the eponymous Howlat, punished for the sin of inordinate pride. These opening

and closing fable sections connect seamlessly to form a neat frame to an inner central

heraldic inse! which, at first reading appears quite unrelated. This second section

opens in stanza twenty-seven with a description of the coats-of-arms of the Pope and

the Holy Roman Emperor, of Scofland and of France, and of the powerfuI Scottish

house of Douglas. After a long eulogizing passage relating stories of the Douglas

family, the inset concludes with detailed descriptions of the armorial bearings of the

current Earl of Douglas and his brothers. Thery in the forty-ninth stanza, the poet

returns to the bird fable and the story of the poem's anti-hero, the miserable Howlat.

Over the years The Buke of the Hqu)lnt has evoked a variety of conflicting opinions.

These have traditionally been inspired both by the obliquity of its underlying

meanings and by divergent views regarding its poetic execution. Early criticisms

were offered on structural and on linguistic and stylistic grounds, complaints being

made of the poem's length, of its obscure languag+ and of its unusual tripartite and

seemingly disjointed structure. Margaret Mackay quotes as eramples two critics

from the beginning of the nineteenth century. One, fames Sibbal4 complains in 1802

of the poem's style as being "particularly uncouth, from the constant alliteration and

consequent necessity of using old and uncorunon words," while David Irving in

1804, describes the poem as a "kind of moral fable illustrative of the danger of pride,

but conducted with a very slight degree of poetic skill.-16 Added to these stylistic

strictures was a general unease concerning the poem's overall thematic intentions.

Until comparatively recent years, the principal interpretive problem with fhe Houtlat

was the apparent and deeply puzz)tng lack of connection between the central heraldic

passages and the framing fable; it was not until the third quarter of the twentieth

century that Matthew McDiarmid demonstrated the fundamental interdependence of

1s Th* same thirteen-line rhyming stanza is used in other satiric Scottish poeml for 91aqr9-1.e, r1
Henrysonls Sum Practysis oj Uedecyne, and also in The Gyre Ctrling andThe Ballad oJ Kytd Kjftok
16 So M""garet Mackay, "structure and Style in Richard Holland's Britc oJthc_Howl-n!:,!91, for both
quotationsl They are taken from Qroniclei oJ Sattish Poetry, edited by James Sibbal4 L802,L 62; arrd
David Lrit g, TIU Lioes oJthe Scotish Poets,78M,l,369.
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heraldic inset and fable theme. Since his new reading was published in 1,969, the

poem has begun to receive the attention it deserves, its three Parts read together as an

integral whole.17 McDiarmid interprets the Howla{s serrnon on pride as containing a

powerful, veiled warning to the house of Douglas, in view of that family's dominant

but increasingty uneasy position at the Scottish court during the turbulent reign of

James II. His theory gains credence from the fact that in"1,452, within only two years

of the earliest date for the poem suggested by its most recent editors, William, eighth

Earl and head of the family of Douglas, was murdered, stabbed to death by the king's

own hand. By 1455, two of his brothers were also dead. Holland's employer,

Archibald, Earl of Moray, was killed in the battle of Arkinholm against forces on the

king's side, and Hugtu Earl of Ormond, was captured, arraigned, tried and beheaded.

The new Earl, Archibald's twin brother James, had fled to England, his estates

forfeited to the kirg.tt Holland's warning to the Douglas family, if warning to them it

was, even had itbeen heeded, would quite possibly have been already too late.

It should be added that there have been various other suggestions concerning the

poem's ultimate addressee. While McDiarmid notes that the Houlat's eighteenth-

century editor fohn Pinkerton read the poem as a satire on James IL Ranald

Nicholson thinks it "likely that the lugubrious howlat represents an ecclesiastic."le

Nicholson's suggestion is that 'tsishop Kennedy, foe of the Black Douglaseq is the

likeliest." Marion Stewart makes a plausible case for the warning having been

intended for the upstart Livingstones, rivals of the house of Douglas.' However, in

view of the disastrous fall of the Douglases from both favour and fortune, so heavily

and so soon after the poem's composition, it would seem likely that the warning from

a loyal senrant of the dangers of too much pride was indeed meant for them.

It is, however, solely with the framing bird poem that we will be concerned here.

Holland has made one significant alteration to his fable theme. In basing his tert on

the tale of the bird that borrows feathers from its fellows to improve its unattractive

17 M"tth"* P. McDiarmi4 -Richard Holland's B*e of the Houlat: An InterPretation"
t8 Rurruld Nicholsoru Scattand: The Iater MiiMIe Ages, especially the chaptere on "The \qgqty of James

tr and the Little Schism" and 'The Fall of the Btaik Douglased and its Consequencesi' ?2*96.
Nicholson notes that after Archibald Douglas had fallen-in the fight, the "king gratefully received a

present of his severed head," 370.
19 

See McDiarmid, 22; Nichols on, 367.
4 Mu"iott Stewart, "Holland's'Howlaf and the FalI of the Livingstones'"
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appearance, he employs an owl instead of the more usual crow, and, by the

substitution of the hated night-hunting bird for the comparatively innocuous corvine,

radically changes the emotional density of the theme. The owl, in bestiary tradition a

type of evil, is an altogether more heavyweight character in the avian world, a sinister

and repulsive night-stalker, traditionally feared and hated by all small birds. The plot

follows the fable. Once dressed in plumes donated by handsomer birds, the now

glorious owl becomes so enarnoured of his new estate, so unbearably vain and

presumptuous, that the enraged donor-birds all take their feathers back. The aptness

of the moral applied to a human situation is obvious.

The Bukc oJ the Hoailat opens slowly and detiberately, in a wondrously idyllic,

springtime scene of flowery mead lrufy woods and babbling stream. Birds perch on

blossoming boughs, harts preery and prance in pairs. This is once again the

conventional earttrly paradise, a typicat dream vision setting, except that the narrator

is not asleep and, at the end of the poem, the locus amoenus is given a n€une. We have

been in a real forest the woods of Garnaway, belonging to a real family, that of

Holland's Douglas patrons, the Earl and Countess of Moray. The nanator is

wandering alone through the blossoming glade when he comes to a river, where he

sees the wretched Howlat, weeping horribly and shodcingly. Like a pathetic anti-

Narcissus the miserable owl has been made aware of his ugliness by catching sight of

his reflection in the water. Distraugh! he asks aloud why his face is "fassonit so

foule" (55), his shape and his feathers so ugly, his beak "netherit as a nok(57), turned

down like a hook All birds are hostile to him. At night, "aganis nature," he stays

awake in tenor; all he dares do in the daytight is "drouPe as a doule" (59). Should he

be seen in the light, he is attacked; some birds, he cries, will even kill him, "d5rng me

to deid" (65):

"Sum bird will bay at my beike and sum will me byte
Sum skripe me witrr scorne, sum skrym atmyn e.

I se be my schadowe my schape has the wyte.
Quhom sall I blame in this breth, a bysyn that I be?
Is nane bot dame Natur,I bid no&t to nyte
Till accus of this caise, in case ttrat I de." (66-71)

In his fear and misery he lays the blame fairly and squarely at the feet of Dame

Nature. It is she who has botdred his fashioning made a monster of him, "ugsum

our all" (104), and he will appeal to the pope for a remedy.
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This course of action has its problems, in that, at first, the Howlat seems not entirely

sure just who is the "fader of all foule pastour and pape" (80). This is possibly a

satirical comment on the contemporary state of affairs in the Church of Rome. The

years between 1439 and 1449 mark the duration of the Little Schism whery once

agatn, this time for a mercifully brief spafl, the Church had rival spiritual leaders. In

1.439, Eugenius fV was deposed by the Council of Basel, and the lay Duke of Savoy

elected as Felix V in his stead. Fortunately, this latest papal squabble was short-lived.

Eugenius died in '1.M7, Felix abdicated on April 7,1M9, and, on April L8 of that year,

the Council of Basel chose a new pope, Nicholas V, thus ending the schism.2l The

papal arms in the middle heraldic section of the poem (33946) were long taken to be

those of Nicholas, and accepted as such by Francis Amours; more recently, however,

McDiarmid has shown that they belong to Felix, his schismatic rival. It should be

noted that Felix was originally supported by Holland's patrons, the Douglas family,

firm backers of the conciliar cause until probably about'l,M or 7M7.

It quickly transpires that the pope of the birds is none other than the "plesant pacock,

precious and pure" (81), although, in view of the bird's traditional reputation as a

symbol of vanity, the poefs choice of peacod< as the birds' spirihral father might

seem a little surprising. The tone of the derical satire in the Houla(s silent comedy,

centred so strongly on visual appearances, is set immediately with the choice of the

flamboyant bird as pope. The peacock is used in lists of deadly sins as a figure of

pride, and by Odo de Cheriton as a figure of the rich man; it is a startlingly eloquent

choice here in the HnnlaLn Atthe same time, what is clearly a satirical intention on a

symbolic level works equally well in purely visual ter:ms. The gorgeous feathers of

the bird can be seen as natural equivalents to the opulence of the papal regali4 and

when to this is added the male bird's lihng for display - a characteristic enshrined

in the saying "as pr.oud as a peacock" - ft1g comparison is telling.

The pope of the birds once identifie4 the Howlat falls on his knees before him,

addressing him with 'Ave Raby," Judas's words to Christ.a Bawcutt and Riddy

zlNi"hol*ru gg7-g1.
2 Hugh de Fouilloy provides an equivocal account of the peacock He describes it as having a "fearful
voice, an easy gait, a serpent-like head [andl sapphire breasL" He notes that the handsome bir4 when
praised raises its tail, as "6ome prelate or other might lift his mind in vainglory to the praises of
flatterers." *e The Medimal Book of Birils: Hugh de Fouilloy's Aviaium,24A9.
a M"tt. 26.49 andMark 14.45.
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suggest that the owl's use of the phrase perhaps "emphasizes his impiety,"2a an

impression that may well be increased by the Howla(s uncertainty as to who is the

"fader of all foule." He repeats his charge that Nature has misshapen him, and asks

the pope "That ye wald crlr apon Crist, that atl has in cur/To schape me a schand

bird in a schort space" (111-12):

"Thus throw your halynes, may ye
Make a fair foule of me
Or elles dredles I de

Or myne end daye." (1,14-17)

The peacock-pope is sympathetic but cautious. He shilly-shallies. He equivocates. It

is dangerous to make complainb about Nafure: "Apon Nafur to pleyne it is perell"

(119). He cannot commit himself without reflection. Underlying his hesitanry is the

principle that it is the duty of every man (or bird) to accept the lot God has given him;

but he is also aware that Nature, aicarius dei,is a powerftrl figure, not to be drallenged

lightty. However, as pope of the birds he will call together his cardinals and his

council to discuss the matter. To this end he summons the parrot his groom of the

chamber, and his secretary, the faithful turtledove. Letters are written calling the

dignitaries of the Church to a council, ild are carried to various lands by the heral4

the swallow. The calling together of the birds opens one of the three principal

structural elements in The Bufu oJ the Houtlaf two of which are based on the bird

assembly, the supreme council to which both spiritual and temporal birds are

sufiunoned. The two ruling estates witl decide the wretched Howlafls fate together.

The assembling of the ecclesiastical birds is described first. Th"y b"So to arrive in

the middle of May, in hierarchical order, patriarchs, cardinals, bishop+ abbots, priests

and monks. Each impersonator-bird is satirically matched to ecdesiastical rank and

function. The first to alight are the four patriarchs, sedate pheasanb, Senyng of

obedience and blyth in the bron(' (160); they are followed by a college of angular

crane-cardinals with red hats on their heads as a badge of office (153).6 Swan-

bishops with white vestnents and elegant necks sweep in rapidly, making a rushing

'o Su" I-ong* Scottish Poons,Vol. L 324 note on line 94.
2s lt thu Cambridge University LibraryBestiary, translated by T. H. White asThe-Bnkof Beasts,17&12,
cranes are describEd as remar(abty w6tt-organized birds, living a well-integrated and unseLfish social
life. Flying in formatior1 one bird-takes the lea4 controlling the others with its voice; when the leading
bird tiies, another takes its place. They take turns on senbry-duty in the sarne way, holding stone-s in
their claws to keep themselves awake. They are clearly iust the right kind of bird to be appointed as

cardinals, vigilant and disciplined in the service of the Church
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sound (171,). Magpies, partridges and plovers are cast as abbots of monastic orders,

and the sea-mews are monks, both black Benedictines and white Cistercians (178).

Tall, stalking birds, "heronnis contemplafrf.," appear as chaste Carthusiang wearing

pointed hoods and hairshirts (185), and "chennonis eik of uther ordouris" (189) arrive

as we[l. The poet uses the serious demeanour of the never-smiling Carthusian herons

-" fiy sorowfull and sad at evinsang and houris" (787) - as a foil to the crows and

jackdaws pictured as begging friars screeching for corn (191). The deans, each the

busy administrative head of a chapter of canons attached to a cathedral or collegiate

churctU are presented as great ganders, big bustling birds, officers whose function it is

to "kepe the college clene and the clergye" (201,\; the treasurer, with green almous on

head, is Sir Gawain the drake (210). The barnade-goose (supposedly the adult form

of the barnacles that cling underneath wharves) is the plain-speaking archdeacon,

"correker of kirl.rnen" (272), and the raven, who arrives with a rough croak, is the

rural dean, "as rank as a raike" (21,6). The capon is the officer who enforces the law in

cupent consistorial cases, and the poet tells ug slyly, that he has just punished the

traditionally lecherous "sparrowe Venus" for his "vy\e deidis" (nq. The chancellor

in charge of an important secretariat is the curlew: "For he couth wryte wounder

fair/With his neb, for mistar,/Apon the se sand" (206-8). Is there an ironic comment

here on the certain mortality of words written on so shifting a ground?

A sustained raillery supports the poefs mocking vignettes of the hierarchical and

organizational life of the Church, an arnused satire underpinning his fitting of bird to

clerical role. We note the deft way in which Holland chooses a comic, slightly

exaggerated perception of each of his human clerical characters, and then selects a

bird to fit it.26 Crucial to the success of the animal satire of incongruity is a successfuI

matching of the characteristics of the bird or beast satiric vehides with those

belonging to their human referents, and the principal source of comedy in this first

section is the detailing of the appearance and functions of the avian clerics and

church officens that sweep in so importantly through the air. In thus neatly fitting

s A^b.o* says that tlrc marsh heron "quits his familiar haunts' an4 fearful of the rain storm6, "soars

above the clou'ds" to escape them. See Saint Ambrose: Huatneron, Paradise, and Ciin atd Abel,196'

Hugh de Fouilloy conlirms that the heron's flight means that a tempest is coming;. wThe Mediaal Baok

iffira"t U"gi ibouittoy's Aviaiwn,Z}7. Hugirquotes Hraban_us Maurus: 'This bird cal sigru{ Ury

s'ouls of urJete"t, whicf,, fearing the turmoilJof this worl4 lest by chance through the Devilt plotting.

th;t b. completely overwhelmEd by the storms of persecutigrL lqse their attention above all te-mporal

*[t o 1ana'] Ureii mind6 toward thu 
"1.* 

weathei of the celestial home, where they continually see

thefacebf God.-HrabanusMaurus, TheNatureoJThings,22.6(Migne, PL 117.26).
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bird to church role, Holland caricatures members of the ecclesiastical establishment of

which he was himself a part, and which he was in a position to know well'

In its close associations of individual birds with human occupations and professional

and social rank, The Buke of the Houtlat has affinities with other Poems in which birds

and beasts are used satirically as representatives of the three estates. The best-known

example of this comic alignment of bird with human class is The Parliament of Fotals,

buf as we have seen, bird "gentils" and "churls" are not uncofiunon elsewhere. The

estates satire in The Buke oJ the Hunlat, however, differs quite radically from

Chaucels, in that it largely lacks the extra dimension of dialogue; apart from the

Howlaf s complaints, the singing birds, and the Gaelic-speukit g rook in the banquet

scenes, Holland's birds are silent. The poem is for the greater part denied the satirical

possibitities offered by the use of different linguistic registers, and Holland must rely

more strongly than Chaucer upon the astute matching of his birds' aPPearances and

observed behaviour to their human models' occupations and functions.

The descriptions of the arriving bird clergy use elements derived from both tradition

and real life atthough Holland calls more heavily uPon visual-naturalistic than on

literary-symbolic sources. His matching of bird to deric shows bestiary and

Christianized typologies often supplanted by realistic detail, with descriptions of

physical and behavioural characteristics derived from direct observation (for erample

the harsh croaking of the raven, the green crest of the drake). It is easy to picfure the

Hozulat's plumply self-important pheasant-patriarchs, the sedate curlew-chancellor,

whose curved beak serves as a pen, and the emasculated capon in his bright clothes,

mockingly presented as the official who punishes the lascivious sPzurow for actions

he himself is unable to perform. ln these strongly pictorial images, the poem shows

close affinities with the comedy in the margins of the illuminated manuscriPts, where

derical satire is implied in painted depictions of sly fox as priest.

After the Howlat has put his case to the ecclesiastical birds, Holland has a little fun

with a parodic version of the scholastic disputatio. The peacock-pope has advised the

assembly of:

The maner, the mater, and how itremanyt
The circumstance and the stait all couth thai argewe.
Mony allegiance teile in leid, nocht to layne it
Of Aiestotill and ald men scharplie thai schewe-
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The prelatis thar aPPeransProponit generale:
Sum said to and sum fra,
Sum nay and sum ya,

Baith pro and contra,
'Thus argewe thai all. Q65-73)

Disagreement seems enhenched; nevertheless the conclusion is unanimous. Since the

dispute concerns Nafure, "thar alleris mastris," they cannot consider the Howlat's

plea without the participation of the temporal estate. The trusty turtledove is sent

for, and more letters are written, calling the secular estate to conclave-

The same summoning and arrival processes are repeated for the "fowlis of reif," the

raptorial birds traditionally used to represent the temporal estate. The swallow flies

off with more letters in his beak, carrying them overseas to seek out the emperor "of

ancestry auld." He finds him in "Babilonis towy'' together with his lordq "bernis so

bald/Cruell kingis with croune and dukis" (29Y94).D These important Personages

now take flight over the "salt se" for Europe, led by the royal eagle-emperor and the

sea-eagle, king of the oceans. Arrivin& they seek out the peacock-pope at the

appointed meeting-place in a foresl With them come gerfalcons as noble dukes,

goshawks, commanders of the great army, and sfrong sPturowhawks, bold knights

by nature with circular eyes like sapphires. And with them, directly in front of the

emperor, flies his heral4 the woodpecker-pursuivant, uPon whose embroidered

surcoat are the coatsof-arms described in stanzas/748.x

The long heraldic second section ende4 in stanza 49 the poet refurns to his main

matter, the fate of the wretched Howlat. More temporal lords fly t , the stern "fowlis

of rigour,/With a greit reit'' (63G37). The merlins are young knights; the buzzards

and bald-headed kites soldiers and pack-horse drivers; the pitill and the pype-gled

are adroit military provisioners who know where to find all the things needed for an

2' By 'B^brlonis towr" the poet may be referring to Babel. Rawcutt Td-niga1qY"t9l"Fu.l$e (City oJ

Godi edited,by David Knowles, XVI. 4 557): "Ttis City which was called'Confusior/ [BabeU is none

other than niUyton . . . Babylon was the city which had preeminence over all others, where th9 kfsls
dwelling **, ir, the metropolis, so to 

"p"Jk, 
althoughi[was not finlsh{-on the grgat scale which their

"t "gurrTi-piety 
had in mind."' The poem's editors-add that it rs 1l'lStrilf satirical touch to make this

edifice the slat of thu u-p"ror." See i-onger Scottish Poems, Vol. L 32& note on line 293'
a 11 th" satne way as birds and animals are picfured on Nafura's robe in De Planctu Naturae, on the

pursuivanfs coat-are embroidered the armorial bearings that arq themselves stories in pictures;

heraldic shields and legends of the house of Douglas are particularly prominenl
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army on the march. The portraits of the temporal lords, although lively and

colourful, are less sharply satirical than the pictures of priests. Holland does not

possess the same intimate insider knowledge of the military world that enables him

to anatomize the idiosyncrasies of his own ecclesiastical caste so satirically. There

are, nonethelesq nice touches: the resourceful provisioners who krtow where to lay

their hands on chickens and poultry; Robin Redbreast, who does not run but rides as

a henchman; the tiny little wren, present here as the wretched dwarf.

The pope welcomes the new arrivals and, in the next important scene (for in keeping

with its visual nafure the poem is presented as a series of tableaux), we meet

members of the third estate. This caste is represented by the hosts of small birds

acting as cooks, waiters, musicians and entertainers at the banquet given by the

peacock-pope for the eagle-emperor, a grand ceremonial occasion with guests seated

in order of precedence. The stork is the steward but, in an examPle of the human-

related detail that adds comic verisimilitude to the text, we are told that during the

periods of meat-less Lenten fasting the gannet becomes steward since he is the expert

at catching fish (70042). During the meal the minstrels appear: thrush and blackbird,

ouzels and starlings, lark and nightingales. Accompanied by players of different

instruments, the birds begin to sing in praise of the virgin (71qil).

After four stanzas they finish, and the jay-juggler bursts into the hall. In the animated

scenes of comic entertainment with the 'jangl and jai' the bardic rook and the two

fools, lapwing and cuckoo, the poet introduces such effects as stage magi9 and

theatrical 'ftusiness' a11d, for the first time since the Howlafs original complaints,

dialogue. The jay is a magician, a creator of illusions in the s.une tradition as the

practitioner of "magyk nafureel" in Chau cet's The Franklin's Tale. He can make his

audience see strange visions; ships sailing, the hunting of deer in the forest warriors

fighting. "He couth wirk wounderis quhat way that he wald" (785). He knows how

to make a gold garland out of a grey goose, transform a mallet into a long spear,

create "nobillis of nutschellis and silver of sand" (788).

In the rook who arrives next on the scene, "a bard owt of Irland," Holland uses the

comedy of the 'wild and uncivilized Highlander/' that occtrl€ in the writings of

lowland Scots chroniclers from Fordun on; his raucous rook-bard arrives with a

splendidly alliterative "rerd and a rane roch" (794), a cry and a long string of hoarse
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wordsm. In a jumbled mixture of Scottish Gaelic and broken English, he delivers a

virtually unintelligible tirade spiced with comic linguistic effects Reproved by the

raven-rural dean, the rook becomes even more frenzied and curses the raven bitterly,

threatening to "ryme" him. At this, the raven, in accordance with the poefs practice

of endowing his birds with human reactions, blushes red, "worthit reid" (816). The

two fools, cuckoo and lapwing arrive: first attacking the rook, they then fight each

other; the lapwing removes the cuckoo's tail and the cuckoo throws the lapwing into

the fire. No damage is done to either; their act finished, they kiss and make up.

When the birds begin the debate on the Howla(s fate both spiritual and temporal

lords beseech Dame Nature to descend; she alone has the power to change the

Howlafs appearance. All urge her to take pity on the dismal owl, and Nature atrees

that the Howlat be rescued from his misery by the other birds. Each of them will

contribute a feather to a new, handsome, totally transmogrif)^^g "featherame":

"And len the howlat sen ye
Of him have sic pete;
And I sall gar thaim samlm be
Togrowe orlga." (881-84)

She will undertake to see that the feathers grow together. Every bird gives a feather,

until the Howlat is the most beautiful bird in the wood: "Thus was the howlat in

herde herely at hicht/Flour of all fowlis throw fedderis so faif' (89&99). The only

problem is that now, extravagantly be-plumed miraculously transformed the newly

resplendent Howlat rises to insufferable heighb of arrogance. Claiming parity with

"The pape and the patriarkis and princis of prow" since he is "cummyn of thar kyn'

be cosingage knawin" (91'L-72), he becomes unbearably "pompos, impertinat and

reprovabl e" (924), vainglorious to the point where no one may apProach him. All

must bow down to him. None is his Peer.

When the donor birds have had enough they beg Dame Nature to strip him of his

borrowed plumes, to "ces that unsufferable" (926). Naturg an engagingly down-to-

earth portrait of so august a goddess, laughs a little to herself, privately. She points

out that her first fashioning was, in fac! "unamendable," but she nevertheless agrees

4 For the reference to Fordun, see Bawcutt and Riddy, Longn Scottish Poans, Vol. I, 336, note on line
795. Dunbar employs the same comic Highlander theme in his flyting_with Kennedy - and the same
bardic bird; he addresses the Gaelic-sPeakint Kennedy as a "raggit ruke"'
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to the birds' request. She summons the Howla! now grown so intolerable, and tells

him that his pride has waxed too high and that he shall now be laid low:

"Lyke Lucifer in estaite;
And sen thow art so elate,
As the evangelist wrait,

Thow sall lawe be." (93&36)30

The birds all take back their feathers and leave. The narrator is left alone with the

Howlat, now bitterly regretting his stupidity and pride.

Than this howlat, hidowis of hair and of hyde

-Put first fro poverte to pryce and princis awne Per,
Syne degradit fra grace for his gretpryde -Bannyt bitterly his birth, bailefull in beir.
He welterit, he wrythi! he waryit the tyde
That he was wrocht in this warld, wofull in weir;
He crepillit he crengig he carfully cryd,
He solpit, he sorowit in sighingis seir.
He said, "Allace, I am lost lathest of all,

Bysyn in baile beft!
I may be sampill her eft
That pryde never yit lef

Fiis-feir but a fall." (950-62)

The Howlat is indeed laid low, and he himself points out the cautionary erample he

is for "all maner of man" (970). He says that we come Poor, we leave Poor, both king

and commoner; unless you govern yourself rightly, you will fall from grace (983-84).

Holland's bird fable states its double moral (and its warning) with considerable force

and charm. The first point it makes concerns the requirement to accept the ordained

lot, the "unamendable" destiny given by God; the second illustrates the fact that

inordinate pride must inevitably contain the seeds of its own downfall. The Howlafs

humbling is made all the more poignant in that he recognizes it as being through his

own fault. At the same time, on another level, in the satiric application of animal

fable to human political and social circumstances, the poet achieves a satisfyingly

neat fusion of allegorical tale with an oblique but serious warning.

Purtly inspired by fact, partly a self-sustui.i.g comic black fantasy, Dunbals ABaIlat

of the Abbot oJTunglandis found in both the Asloan and the Bannatyne manuscripts.3l

30 Possibly Proverbs 15.18.
3t 5". Th, Poans of Wiltiam Dunbar,edited by Priscilla Bawcutt, Vol. I, 56-59.
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A poem of only a hundred and twenty-eight lines, it is written in rime cou4e, the

romance tail-rhyme stanza Dunbar uses in Sdir Thomas Norny, except that in the

Abbot oJ Tungland the poet substitutes triplets for couplets. An idiosyncratic and

ebullient farce, the poem does not fit into any of the usual bird poetry moulds. The

birds in the Abbot oJ Tungland are a very long way from the courtly creatures we meet

in Chaucer and Gower, the anthropomorphic falcon lovers in The Squire's Tale, fot

erample, and the once-human halcyons in Gower's Confessio Amantis. Birds tn The

Parliament oJ Fuuls are far from being all courtly, to be sure, but, nevertheless, the

barriers and demarcations and expected behaviour as related to social class are made

explicit in The Parliament, as they are, also, in the Howlat. None of these human social

dimensions are present in the Abbot of Tungland. If the birds in this Poem are to be

thought of as mirrors of mery it is a military caste they most nearly, if farcically,

represent; their actions are more those of warriors than of ordinary humans. The

poem may, perhaps, best be read as a saga from the upside-down-world of adyruta

and. impossibilia: seen in this way, t}re Abbot oJ Tungland becomes a preposterous,

exuberantly absurd, topsy-turvy world tale of birds hunting man. 32

The Abbot of Tungtandhas often been read together with another of Dunbals exercises

in d.iableri e, Lucina sclryning in silence of the nycht, also known as The Antechrist s This

is a brief dream vision and apocalyptic prophecy of only fifty lines written around the

sarne theme - or, more precisely, about the same villain. Both poems concetn a real-

life charlatan mysteriously arrived in Scotland from abroad; this impostor was fohn

Damian, probably Italian but usually described as French. Damian, fake medical

doctor and unsuccessful alctremist, in spite of his lamentable lad< of success in these

fields of endeavour, at the start of the sixteenth cenfury was a favourite at the court of

James IV an4 in 15M, at fames's instigation, was named Abbot of Tungland.

According to Bishop John Leslie in 1507 Abbot Damian attempted to make a flight

from the heights of Stirling Castle but ended up with a broken arm trmong the ducks

32 pri""iilu Bawcutt, in Dunbar the Makar,277, poinb out resemblances between the Abbot-of-Tunglnnd

and the mundus inoerst+s. For the kind of nons'ensical images of the absurd which nevertheless often

""rry-"t"tp, 
satirical reflections on conternporary life,seeblvjd-ffq1le, "!V911{ Upsi.de Down: The

Icoriograpiry of a European Broadsheet Ty:p":' n fA, RmssfuIe W*!4 SYt bolic Inossion in Art anil

i;ritti, ig-,;+. See also'Litian M. C. Rand;ll, !*go iy tne Myqlns oJGothi: Mnntscipts,; and Galen

RowJ, .The Adynntonas a Stylistic Device," for the figure of.adynaton and some of its uses.

s Bawcutt, The Poems of Willimt Dunbar, 11'+t5.
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in a muddy pond.s Bishop Leslie says he blamed his lack of success on the fact that

his wings had been made in part of hen feathers instead of eagle plumes o.ly.tu

Whether Lucinn schyning in silence of the ny&t and A Ballat oJ the Abbot oJ Tungland

were written at the sarne time or no! both poems indisputably refer to the s,une

sinister character. In Lucina schyning, the narrator is lying awake, reflecting on his

lack of fortune, "Off Fortoun I complenit havalie/That scho to me sfude so

contrariou slie" (6-7), when he falls into an uneasy sleep, the kind which comes "with

a dreming and a fantasie' (10). Dame Fortune appears to him in his dream and

makes him welcomg if ambiguous, promises. "Traist wele thi trouble is neir at ane

ende," (1.9) she says, but there are things that must happen before his fortune

changes, signs, "takynnis," he must watch out for. The dreamer/s "trublit gaisf' will

never find ease, nor will he receive the benefice he seeks, until the day an abbot

clothed in eagles' feathers mounts up into the air and flies like a falcon from east to

west. This unusual aviator will ascend "as ane horrible griphoun" (26), and in the air

meet with a she-dragon; there they will mate and beget the Antidrist. Once born,

the Antichrist, predicted in the Bible to appear on earth in the Last Days, will consort

in the firmament'l/ndir Saturnus fyrie regioun" with other demonic figures, such as

Simon Magus, and Mahoury the devil, Arthur's wtzard Merlin - and fanet the witdr,

riding on a broom.36 The dreamer is perplexed by his vision, and tells no one of it

until he hears from many reliable sources, "mony suthfast w!," that indeed an abbot

is planning to fly up into the sky, and that a feather flying-coat has already been

made to his design. Recognizing the "takynnis" Dame Fortune has told him to watch

& Bawcutt notes that the only contemporary evidence other than Dunbar's poeq fol.this lttempted
"fligh(' is contained in two tlxts by Bishopiohn Leslie, both written a considerable tine after the

datE he gives for the event (150n. 
-His 

seiond account is in De Origine Morihus.et R&.us.Gatis
Scotorui (Rome, 1576). Bawcutt notes that this later narrative was "translated backinto Scots, very
freely" in about L596,by James Dalrymple as The Histoie oJ Scotland. *eThe Poems oJWilliatr
Dwrhar,Vol.II, 296-
tu 

Johr, Leslie, The Histoie oJ Scotland,125. Bishop Leslie says that all the onlookers who watched the

,q,b|gt fall and break his tnigh bot 
" 

split their si<ies with laughter to see,how he who- "lyk another

Jcarus wald now flie to hevii, rycht now lyk another Simon Magus mycht nott sett his fute to the

Erde."
36 For Simon Magus nThe Antechrist,seeJ. A.W. Bennett, 'Dunbar's Birth of Antichrist' 3l-2'' 196.

The Antichrist wls often depicted in medieval literahrre as a "demon or dragon flytng in the air
surrounded by lesser demoirs, or trying to fly aloft i1 ordeg 

!_o Prove himself God and being hurled to

his death by iod.- See Norman Co|rtrv The Putsuit of the Millennium, 79-20 & plate 1"-
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out for, the dreamer rejoices . "'Adew', quod I, 'MY drerie dayis ar done"' (47): good

forfune will come, he knows, when two moons afe seen up in the sky, "Or quhill ane

abbot flew abone the moyne." (50)

A Ballat oJ the Abbot of Tunglandrecounts the tale of that flyt^g abbot. The poem oPens

with a crystalline dawn and a violent dream:

As gung Awrora with cristall haile
In orient schew hir visage Paile
A swewlmg swyth did me assaile

Off sonis of Sathanis seid.

The verb "assaile" is particularly appropriate for the hallucinatory, wildly fu*y,
prophecy-fulfitling dream that follows. The first part of the Poem outlines the events

that cause Abbot Damian to attempt so unlikely an exploit, and the reasons for which

he richly merits his final fate. The second part describes the both comic and

gruesome m€urner in whidr he meets it.

A rapidly moving narrative whips the reader through Damian's villainous career.

He is already a murderer in Italy, where, in order to avoid being baptized, "Thair a

religious man he slew/And cled him in his abeit new" (10-11). Fleeing to France, and

furnished with only the most rudimentary measure of medical knowledge, he sets

himself up as a spectacularly unsuccessful "medicina/':

(1-4)

(1&20)

To be a leiche he fenyt him thair,
Quhilk mony a man micht rew evir:mair,
For he left nowthir seik nor sair.

Vnslane, or he hyne 5eid.

As a result of thus dealing out death so prodigally, Damian is once again obliged to

show dean heels.

This time he flees " gtd. speid' to Scotland. Here he sets to work to prove his ability

in "sciencsr" his prowess in phar:rracy, medicine and atchemy; once again, he leaves

few alive: "ln pottingry he wrocht grit pyne/He murdreist in to medecyne" (29-30)-

Dunbar tells us Damian has purgatives violent enough to kill a thief without calling

on the hangman's rope. His homicidat abilities are rivalled only by his greed; for a

professionat visit, he demands payment of a horse, plus the 'hurt manis" skin (35).

Although now made an abbotby his protector, fames IV, he nevertheless concentrates

his energies on his alchemical research. When, however, the experiments designed to
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produce the ,,quintessance" fail, he resolves to flee again.37 He decides that this time

he will travel by atr, on artificial wings, to Turkey'

Dunbar calls Damian a,,Turk of rartary" as well as a "sonis of satanis seid"; both

expressions suggest a pagan and diabolic origin.s As a reinforcement of his diabolic

persona, he is also said to have been fathered by giants, -And generit was of gyans"

(32). James Kinsley remarks that the idea that the Abbot "is a diabolas perhaps owes

something to the habit of presenting devils in feathered costume in comic scenes in

the mystery plays."3e Certainly the notion links two important tonal strands that are

inextricably interwoven in lhe Abbot oJTungland; the mood of blackly comic burlesque

and the true nightrnare horror of the swooping attacks the birds make upon the

impostor.

If the Abbot is a diabolus, the birds indisputably behave like demons' The starting-

point for their attack is the moment when they see him plunge through their sky' A

stunned reaction quickly develops into a sense of horror and outrage, insPired by the

hubristic attempt to invade that space between earth and heaven reserved to birds

and angels alone. when the astonished "fowill" first see Damian aloft' they hrrn to

classical mythology for the identity of this improbable winged creature' while they

reflect, we have the world-upside-down comedy of flocks of birds, puzzled by the

apparition, pausing in mid-air to d.ebate its nature, and speculating with random

scraps of learning on its possible origins:

furd quhen that he did mont on he,

ell foi,vill ferleit quhat he sowld be,

Thatevir did on him luke. (62-@)

some think the flying creature is Daedalus; some' the Minotaur; some' vulcan' the

maker of Mars's shield; some, simply satum's cook. The last two items in this list

presumably refer to the fact that Damian's face is blackened from his alchemisfs

furnace: ,,As blaksmyth bruikit was his Pallaft,/For battering at the study'' (5G51)'

37 Ba*cutt defines the "quintessance" as a "supposed ethereal substance, additional to the kaditional

four elements,' and oft"l;.o.6r"ua *ith th;-Ji;;;; philosophefs stone"' SeeThePoems ofWilliam

Dunbar,Vol. tr, 298, note on line 58'
38 Bawcutt, 2gT,notesonlines 4 and 5'
3s 

1.nt"s Kinsluy, ThePoans ofWitliamDunbar,344, note on line 4'
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The birds do not wait to arrive at a decision. Their speculations are brief. lnstead, in

a splendidly crackling sequence of alliterative lines punctuated with short, sharp

verbs, they mount their attack, and a long list of the intrepid warrior-birds who now

screech, dart and strike at the impudent impostor follows. There are no nightingales,

robins or wrens are here; no gentle songbirds. As we might expect, these are fierce

birds of prey, fish or flesh eaters, handy with beak and claw. There are rooks and

ravens and hooded crows, cuckoo, corrnor€rnt, kite and kestrel, the falcon and, of

course, the mighty eagle, presumably as field commander: "The egill strong at him

did stryke/And rawcht him mony a rowfl' (99-100). Bawcutt draws attention to the

military language in which Dunbar describes their attack. The "myttane" and the

"Sanct Martynis fowle" think the invader is the horned owl; they "set avpone him

with a gowle/And gaif him dynt for dynf' (75-76). Sharp beaks become daggers,

claws cmel pincers; the birds stab, dutch and rip at the counterfeit fowl. Terror

overcomes the unfortunate abbof its overwhelming nature expressed in the lines in

which, in a garganfuan "spowf' worthy of Rabelais, he involuntarily defecates over a

large herd of browsing cows, leaving no fewer than a hundred streaked and spotted

(101-04). The birds pluck the luckless human bare, removing his feather-coat plume

by plume, until finally he discards what is left of his "fedrem" and dives into a bog.

Here he cowers for three days, hiding with the ducks (119-20). The fact that the Poem

ends with the failed airman not dead" but mired up to his neck in mud, inexpressibly

humiliated but still alive effectively removes any hint of tragedy from the tale. The

moral is clear; once again pride has, quite literally this time, Sone before a fall.

The immediary of the birds'violent reaction when they meet this preposterous fl)^tg

thi.g in the sky is a key theme in the poem. Birds act as judges in a number of

poems, for example in both The Parlinment oJ Birds andThe Buke oJ the Hswlmt, but in

the case of the flfn g abbot there is no discussiory no ProPer assessment of the

situation, no weighing up of pros and cons. As in the wildest of theatrical farces,

after a few moments of stunned speculation, Dunbar/s birds simply react, responding

to an absurd situation in a wonderfully exaggerated access of rage. The poem is very

different in this respect from other texts in which birds function as agents of justice:

advocates and iudicial duellists in the clerk and knight poems, for example, debaters

in the parliaments, lawyers inThe Oatl and the Nightingale. In the comic-sinister Abbot

oJ Tungland they behave in an entirely visceral fashior; and the savage punishment

they mete out cannot be related to any recognizable corrective practice of medieval
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society, unless it be war itself. tn the action they take, unanimously, spontaneously,

with no discussiory they seem to represent forces belonging to an altogether other-

worldly order. Confronted with a villain already described as a son of Satan, this

regiment of monstrous birds seems more than anything like a cloud of avenging

angels, supernaturally equipped to strike down abizartemanifestation of evil.

The incantatory force of the catalogue of militant birds, the tremendous speed with

which the poem moves, and the cutting edges of the razor-sharp verbs Dunbar uses

to describe the ways in which the feathered squadron rip at the enemy with beaks

and talons, all combine to give the poem a starttingly phantasmagorical quality. The

conflation of human and animal identities in A BaIIat oJ the Abbot of Tungland works

on a double satiric level. Simultaneously with the incongruity always present when

birds or beasts impersonate men, we have the far less common, and even more

bizarrely incongruous sifuation in which a m.Ln masquerades as a bird. lnterestingly'

the birds, fury is directed not so much against the abbot himself as at his feather-coaU

once it and its human contents are separate4 it is the now unoccupied "fedtem" they

continue to attack. Contributing to the eerie atrnosphere of the poem is the fact that

no words are exchanged. Although we are told that the birds do discourse, briefly,

amongst themselves (and with highly inappropriate evidence of dassical learning),

Dunbar maintains the distance and strangeness of his wild creatures by not endowing

them elsewhere with the ability, usual in bird narrative, to use direct human speedr.

The poet nevertheless does follow bird poetry traditions in using others of its familiar

elements. In its list of avenging warior birds, it has a bird catalogue and a splendidly

animated assembly combined, and what must be the best bird mobbing in English

literature.* A Baltat oJ the Abbot oJTungland, like The Parliament oJ Birds and The Buke

oJ the Hoailat, is predicated on the theme of the wearing of feathers belonging to

others, except that in this case the masquerader wants his borrowed plumes for flight

not for beautification. These feathers have been murdered for, rather than donated,

and their presumpfuous we:rer is not a bird, but a man. The poem is certainly a

moral judgement on a Luciferian upstart; but we should probably not look for too

many profound messages in Dunbar's black fantasy.

4 According to lohn Sparks and Tony Soper, in Orols: Their Natry-al and Llnnntural History, the mobbing

of an unwantd invad& (an owl, for 6xaniple), can be a highly effective, avian action" 37^
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Spetce Parott, one of three remarkable bird poems by John Skelton, is an elliptical,

riddling, obfuscating"metaphora alegorin" spoken in the voice and persona of a parrot

in which the dominant theme is a vitriolic attack uPon a personal enemy, Cardinal

Wolsey.al Some years ago C. S. Lewis described the poem as a "cryptogram of

which we have lost the keyi'but since then the code-breakers have been at work and

most if still not yet all of its recondite meanings have been deciphered.42 The physical

history of the text is complicated and problematic; John Scattergood, whose edition of

Skelton we will follow, notes that no one "completely satisfactory text has

survived."4 The poem as he prints it has been collated from both printed and

manuscript sources.

In a dazzfing mix of rhyme royal, macaronics, plain and aureate speech, biblical and

classical allusions, riddles, puns, and passages of purest invective, Skelton drooses a

frail, indestructible multi-lingual, nonsense.speaking, wise, ingenuous, sooth-saying

and inconsequential bird as his fictional nanator in a widely-ranging series of

complaints against the times. Using Parrot as mouthpiece, the poet directs salvoes of

abuse at his main targe! the hugely ambitious Cardinal Thomas Wolsey, Chancellor

of England, trusted adviser to Henry VItr and secretly aspiring Pope. Some

excoriating volleys are aimed at the "Greeks" in the War of the Grammarians, and

there are glancing blows at other targets. But the thick hail of accusations and

rebukes rains principally upon the Cardina/., "sofatte a magott, bred of a flesshe-flye"

(509), accompanied by warnings to Henry, weakly complaisant king:

Moiler ata iuaant but toto dothe erede;
Dyscrecion is modyr of nobyll vertues all;
tvlyden agilnrn Grekys tonge we 1ede,
Brit reason and wy*e wantythe th"y. provyncialf
When wylfulnes fs vicar g6nerall. 

- - (5C54)

ln the elliptical lines:

vertue, to medlyng,

"Melchisedeck merryfull made Moloc merryles/To wyse is no

to restles/In mesure is treasure, cum sensu mnturato" (6U62),

a1 S".;oht Scattergood, ed.., John Skelton: The Completg E1t $n Poems,z30-M- Skelton's other two
important bird poems are Phyllyp Sparoute and Ware the Hauke.
o2 C. S. Lewis, En glish Litsatw e in the Siztecnth Century Excluding Drunu, 14L.
4 Fo, u brief history of Spetrz Parctt as it has been recuperated by successive editors, w lohn Slcelton:

The Corrytete tngtish eoeins, 453. AII quotations from the poem will be taken from this edition.
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Skelton complains of Wolsey (Moloc), and his too great ambitioru ertravagance and

lack of scmple, and also of the ercessive weakness and indulgence shown by Henry

(Melchisedeck), failings exacerbated by Wolsey's arrogant exploitation of his position:

"Hys wolvys hede, wanne, bloo as lede, gapythe over the crowne" (434). The poet

rails against the devious negotiations conducted by the Cardinal with France and the

Empire both before and during the 1521 Calais conference; against Wolsey's

dissolution of the monasteries and attempts to abolish rights to sanctuary; and

against his intrigues with Charles V, designed to further personal ambitions for the

papal tiara. Finally, in a series of vituperative envoys written after the Poem was first

circulated, Skelton directs his fury at the audience of "nod5pollys and gramatolys of

smalle intellygens" (318) who have so signally failed to appreciate or even

understand his 'lyttel quayrei' and also at a clergy too cowardly to speak in defence

of what they know to be right: ?Vhyche of yow fyrste dare boldlye plucke the crowe"

(396). Spelcz Parott has by any measure a bafflingly complicated farrago of topics, and

it is a daunting task to pick chronological and thematic paths through them.

Our main concern here, however, is with Parrot himseU, what he stands for, what his

function is here. Why should Skelton choose Parrot to convey his angry complaints?

The reasons for the poefs choice have intrigued many critics. Arthur Heiserman -
asking: 'Why Parrot?'- points out that -skelton could have invented any number of

personae to deliver his poem."4 His answer to his own question ig in part, that

Parrofs history serves the purposes of the poem well: "Parrots command all tongues;

parrots are wine-bibbers and nonsense chatterersi parots, being 8F€€n, are symbolic

of masculine potency; as sud! they are erempt from decay." He adds that Panofs

combination of attributes makes him the "ideal persona for a poet satirizing the

eternal folly of excess in politics ."s Parro(s long life means that he is wise enough "to

understand how sixteenth-century Europe repeats the experience of the Jews and the

Amorites, Moses and Gideon; his folly provides the method by which these profound

connections can be made valid poetically; his learning makes this method feasible;

caged by the ladies, he is removed from all the folly he castigates." Finally, his

longevity "enables him to perceive the realities of human existence beneath their

appearances."

4 A. R. Heiserman, Skettonanil Satire,L54.
as Heiserman, L55.
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An important part of the question, "Why Parrot?" is answered by Parrot himself' The

poem opens with a self-description, Parrot on Parrot'

My name ys Parott, a byrde of Paradyse'
ni Nature devysed of a wonderowus kynde,
D-eyntely dyeted with dyvgrs delycate tPYt":.
ryll nufiates' that flodde' -dtyq'tttu me into Ynde'
Wh"ru men of that contre byfortune me fynde
And send me to greate ladyes of estate' (1-6)

Born in Paradise, driven into India by the flooding of the Euphrates, Parrot lets us

know that he is no ordinary fowl. He is simultaneously a "byrde of Paradyse" and a

metamorphosed semi-human, Psyttacus, son of Deucalion and Pynha, giants who

survived the Flood.6 ln old age, at his own request, Psyttacus was transformed by

the gods into a parot.aT That Skelton is fully alive to his bird's mythic, quasi-human

persona and the rich poetic possibilities in his transgeneric identity, is emphasized in

the ten-fold repetition of the phrase "S1ms Dewcalyons flodde" in the last ten stanzas

of the poem. Parrofs semi-human status enables the poet to endow his enigmatic

bird with the intellect and erudition formally denied to brute creation; Parrot is not

just a bird, he is a philosophe+ a politician, a rhetorician, a logician.

At the same time, Paffot is indisputably a bird. A "popegay royall," he is prophetic

and riddling mysteriously immortal like the soul of man "That never may dy9 nor

never dye shall" (216);when Parot is dead, 'he doth not putrefy' (213\. He is also a

pretty pet, a "fayrebyrd" for a lady (271), surrounded by doting "maydens" who call

for kisses - 
/'ff6e me, swete Par:rot, bas me, swete swete" (104) - and reward his

most inconsequential chatterings with an almond or a date. Parrot PeeI.S into an

almost transparen! riddling mirror, "The mliTrour that I tote rn, qunsi diaphonumlVel

qunsi speanlum, in migmate" (19GA1); he Preens and primps, utters his prophetic

truths, or - when it suits him - escapes into seeming nonsense. Like the bold bird

in Les Epifues de I'Amant Vert,$ Parrot is a handsome, bent-beaked, ruby-necklace4

ffi According to Genesis 2.14 the Euphrates is the fourth river of Paradise. Mandeville speaks of the

river that is;clept Eufrates" and how "pat ryuere cometh towardes ynde vnder erthe"' See

Mandmitle'sTraixls,translated and edited by P' Hamelius, 98'
a7 Thu story is told in Boccaccio's De Genealogia Dmrum,Chapter I\1,79. For this reference see Robert

S. Kinsmart lohn Sl'clton: Poems,xiij.
€sueJeanLemairedeBelges, Oeuores,forl'esEpitraitet'AnantVert,histwofamousparrotPoemB'
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emerald-feathered, pleasure-loving, Sreen lover, with a "lyttel wanton iye," a "ProPW

Parott," a perfect "mynyon to wayte uPon a queen" (1.9):

"Parott, Parott, Parott, Praty popigay!"
With my beke I can pyke my lyttel praty too;
My delyght is solas, pleasure, dysporte and pley;
I-ite a"#anton, whan I wyll, t ri,te to and frdo- 

- 
(105-09)

At the sarne time wise, politically aware, Parrot observes and judges, speaking

indirectly, with "trowthe in parabyll" and prophesying: "PomPe, Pryde honour,

ryches and worldly lust/Parott sayth playnty, shall tourne all to dusf' (22TU).

Early references to the parrot note its exotic origfO its handsome aPPearance, its

gaiety, sociability and fondness for wine, its talent for friendship (notably, says Pliny,

with the turtledove, a comradeship which is memorialized in Ovid's poem on the

death of Corinna's parrot) - and, above all, its remarkabte linguistic abilities.ae A

long literary history celebrates its seeming abitity to understand and use human

language. Aristofle remarks on the parrofs proficienry in mimicry, and notes that it

is said to be human-tonEued; he also observes it is outrageous when drunk. Pliny

says of the parrot that, "it greets its masters and repeats words given to it, being

particularly sportive over the wine."$ He adds that its head is as hard as its beak;

while being taught to spealg it is beaten on the head with an iron rod - otherwise it

does not feel blows. Pliny also notes in the passage that follows that there is a certain

kind of magpie that is even more articulate than the Parot, but is less celebrated

because it does not come from a distance. Solinus says that the pa:rot "While he is a

Chicken, and as yet under two yeeres old, he learneth the things that are taught him

more speedilie, and beareth them more stedfastly in remembraunce."Sl He makes a

distinction between five- and three-toed parrots; five toes on each foot signify

excellence, three, its lack Rather surprisingly, comparatively few of the bestiaries

mention the pamo! but those that do, for erample the long bestiary of Pierre de

Beauvais, tirreLiore deTresor of Brunetto Latini, and the Cambridge University Library

Bestiary, largely parrot what Pliny and Solinus have already said of the bird.n

as O.rid, Atnores, [I, vi, lines 11-14 in Hsoida and Anora,39&403.
s Ari"totl", Historin animalium, Book VII, 597b 27; Pliny, NH. X. 58. L18.
51 Solirrrr", The Excellent and Pleasant Work oJ Caius lutius Solinus, Cap- LXN.
52For the parrot in Pierre de Beauvais, see Florence McCulloctU 151. The Lime dctr&or is printed in
Bestiaires du moyen dge, edited by Gabriel Bianciotto; the reference tg th9 p-arrot inthe Cambridge
University Library dotiury MS is in T. H. White's translation, Thc Borik oJ Beasts, TL2-74.
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As "popinjay," or "papagay," the parrot often aPPears in both French and English

medieval verse. His character is nothing if not varied. In the knight and derk

debates he is a warrior - in Florence et BtancheJleur, itis the "papegai" who fights for

the knights against the nightingale - but he is also the bird who preaches the serrnon

in La Messe des Oisiaus, and the pope's groom of chamber in The Bulce of the Hmilat.

Described in The Parliament of Fowls as the "popinjay, ful of delicasye" (359), he is a

sturdy defender of worldly love in The Birds' Praise oJ Loae, and a singer of God's

praises in both the Dnotions oJ the Fmtls and, The Harmony of Birds. Skelton himself

describes other parrots. The popyngay in PhyIIyp Sparoute, "That toteth oft in a

glasse/Shall rede the gospell at masse' (422-23\ is a fairly conventional psittacine, but

the second flyting in Agenst Garnesche has a very different bird. The poet introduces

his adversary, Granesche, as:

Thow bere, thow brystlyd bore,
Thou Moryshe mantycorg
Thou rammysche, stynkyn g gote,
Thou fowle, chorlyshe parote. (L64-67)51

Foul and churlish SpekeParott's Parrot most certainly is not. InTheParliament oJBirds

the panot is both a paradisal bird-"Than spake the popyngeiay of paradise" (39) -
and a preacher of silence and discretion. References to the parot as a bird of

paradise refllr. Lydgate's The Cok hath Imte Shoane has the line "Popyngayes froo

Paradys comyn al grene" (89), while in la seconde epitre de l'Amant Vert,likewise the

,,green lover," now dead and continuing his conespondence from an lnferno-like

animals' afterworl4 is soon translated to the Fortunate Isles, a dose enough

approximation to Paradise.

M*y ideas and qualities belonging to other popinjays are incorporated in Skelton's

Paro! bu! consistently, it is his bird's extraordinary lingurstic abilities that give him

his most individual mark of distinction. Ambrose obserwes how "certain birds by

nature, others by training, learn to'match the measures' of different tones, so that you

would think a man, and not a bird, had spoken"; he adds: "how distinct the words of

the parot!"il Frederick II says, in a similar veirU that of all birds the parrot excels at

$ S"" lohn Skelton: The Conrplete English Poems,l2l-34-
g S.. Saint Ambrose: Hemmeron, Paradise and Cain and AbeI,200-
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pronouncing th" letter rrgz.55 Parrot tells us himself, that: "My lady mastres, Dame

phylology/Gave me a gyfte in -y neste when I laylTo lerne all langage and hyt to

speke aptlye" (42-45). And speak divers languages aPtly he does, Latiry Greek,

Hebrew, Chaldean, Frenctu Spanish, Dutch, German and Welsh; he also brings out

multi-lingual tags and phrases, some from the Bible or classical literature, some from

popular speech; some used with clarity, others veiled" elliptical, obscure. When

Parrot says, "Suche shredis of sentence, strowed in the shop/Of aunryent Aristippus

and other such mo,/I gader togyther and close in my croP" Q2-94), he is referring to

the heterogeneous morsels from various sources and in various tongues, stowed

away in his crop to be regurgitated as time and advantage prescribe.

When Mikhail Bakhtin says that the modern European novel reflects "intra-language

heteroglossia," and remarks that this was "prepared for by the polyglossia of the

Middle Ages . . . and by that intense interanimation of languages that took place

during the Renaissance," it is just such macaronic, authority-quoting texts as Speke

Parott that he might have had in mind.56 Bakhtin also observes that "one of the more

interesting stylistic problems during the Hellenistic period" related to the

intentionally ambiguous use of quotations, that the "fornts of direct, half-hidden and

completely hidden quoting were endlessly varie4" and sometimes coloured as mudt

with irony as reverence; he adds that the relation between an author's words and

those of a source interpolated in his text was "equally complex and ambiguous in the

Middle Ages."v The immediate reference is to the medieval Latin cento, heir to a

Classical Latin tradition. As we have seen, these were the "patchwork compositions

that incorporated quantities of direct quotations both from the Bible and patristic

sources and also from classical writers: an example is the Echasis atisdam captioi per

trapologiam, the eleventh-cenfury beast epic that borows some five hundred of its

approximately twelve hundred lines from classical and late Latin authors.s Bakhtin's

principal interest is in the use that was made of such borrowings, in the kind of

"intonational quotation marks' within whictt their new users enclosed them. This

must be a question of particular interest in the context of Skelton's disingenuous'

$ Su" Frederick II of Hohensta ufen, The Art of Falconry (kanslation of. De arte oetundi atn auibtts),77.

s Mikhuil Bakhtio "From the Prehistory of Novelistic Discourse,' inThe Dialogrc lttugirution,6S.
t trut htitt, eg.
* tvturUru bayless dirusses the medieval liking {or the cento as_a-fcl1mnlaydy in the MiiWle Agry'-tlle

Lqtin Traitiion, in Chapte r Y , 129-76 . For her ieference to the Ecbasu captivi as a cetto , see page 134.
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obscurantist, deliberately context-stretching use of the "shredis of sentence" gathered

together and enclosed in the crop of his polyglot parrot's

In spite of its distant origins a parrot would not have been an unfamiliar sight in

either classical or med.ieval times. Solinus tells us the Romans prized the handsome

birds as pets, a statement confirmed by both Ovid and Statius. Along with the ape it

would have often been seen in minstrel company, since birds and animals were part

of the jongleur/s stock in trade, and both parrot and monkey would have been

present in the aviaries and often extensive and varied private collections of animals

on great estates.s The real-life parrot in In premibre epitre de I'Amant Vert, the green

lover who writes two long lovey's complaints to his absent mistress, lived in a real

cage in his mistress's real bedchamber; by the time his identity as a pet panot is made

clear in his first letter, the intimate details he has revealed as a result of this

propinquity have already gone a great deal too far. His owner was Margaret of

Austria, daughter of the emperor Maximilian, and we still have a household account

for the green cloth bought to cover her green lover's cage atnight.6l

In Spekc Parott and even mol€ in his other remarkable bird Poem, PWUyp Sparoarc,

Skeltory unusually for the genre of animal satire, shows his birds actually in dose

association with humans rather than just exemplary of them. ln Spelce Parott, the

relationship of Parrot with his "maydens" is purely fanciful, but in PWI\P Sparoute

there is a real human-animal relationship between Phyllyp and his mistress Jane

Scrope very different from the usual beast-story formula of bird or beast as the

reflecting image of an often-unseen human subject. In any case, in both these Poems,

the vitality of his birds' presences (even though Phyllyp Sparowe is no longer alive) is

so great that it tends to encompass and engulf the personalities of their human

companions, so that even the ingenious, ingenuous, innocent, at times unexpectedly

erotic |ane Scrope seems, at moments, to exist prin.ipully as an adjunct of her bitterly

mourned sparrow-lover. Similarly Parrot, "toting" in his apocalyptic mirror in his

s 
See Bernard Sharratt, fohn Skelton: Finding a Voice - Notes after Bakhtin," in Medieoal Lit*ature,

199-222.
s Francis Klingender, Anhnals in Art and Thought to the End oJ the Middle Aga, 353- There were some

remarkable 
"ofiuctio* 

of animals on medievalgreat estates. Henry L for instance, kept some vcry
exotic animals indeed in his menagerie at Woodstoclc lions, leopards, lyrxes, even a camel and a

porcupine. Se Medinat England, edited by Austin Lane Poolg VoL tr, 608'
61 Tt u countess kept other "oyselets" in her bedchamber, and a "petite marmotte" bought for ten

livres. See Jean Lehaire de B-elges, Oermres, Vol. Itr,20& note 11, and 21O note 7.
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curiously carved cage,is clearly so much more than the sum of the doting ladies who

give him almonds, and with whom he goes "to scole"-

Who does stand behind this Bakhtinian bird deliberately making his truths so

strange? -who is the model for this creature speaking both biblically, "in tongues,"

and in the prattling voice of a bird? Who poses the questions to which Parrot 81ves

his enigmatic replies? Sometimes his interrogators are the "maydens" who give him

sweetrneats; sometimes Parrot seems to be simply talking to himself: "Parlez bym

Parott, ou parles ryen" (31). In some places, the interlocutory voice is that of Galathea

an oddly ambiguous presence in the poem; elsewhere it appears to be that of Skelton

himself. How far, in fact, is the poet present in his bird's persona? Some scholars

have simply assumed that Skelton is himself both Parot and interlocutor; but there

are other suggestions. l. M. Berdan, for example, proposes that Parrot may signify

the Church; H.L. R. Edwards that he may be a metaphor for the "poetic faculty."@

Whether the persona of Parrot can be comfortably allegorized in this way or not is a

moot point. What can probably be safely said is that the bird tn Spelce Parott is present

as a corunentator rather than an impersonator, acting as a voice for the Poet, rather

than representing the man himself. Through the beak of his ventriloquial bird the

poet vents rivers of bile. How satisfactory a mouthpiece is Parrot for what Skelton

has to say? Parrot chatters in many tongues, he equivocates, he digresses, he rambles,

he asks for treats, he praises, he blames. The variations in his language and diction

enhance his ability to mystify. At times Parrot is wise, at times he takes refuge in

what seems like nonsense or child's talk. A particularly impenetrable stanza full of

Latin phrases and biblical allusions is followed by a Passage of apparently irrelevant

nonsense:

A trym-tram for an horse-myll it were a nyse thy.g,
Deyntes for dammoysels, chaffer far-fet
Bo-ho doth bark wei, Hough-ho he rulyth th9 ring;
From S"utpu.y to Tartary renoun therein doth spryng.
With, "He sayd," and "We said.' Ich wot now what ich wot,

Qrcd mngnus est dominus ludas Scarioth. (12&33)

This seems like inconsequential prattlg except that Parrofls apparent gibberish is not

nonsense at all, but riddles, and the essence of a riddle is that it is a question to which

tt 
J. M. Berdaru 'Speke, Panot: An Interpretation of Skelton's Satire," 1t12; H.L-R Edwards, Skelton: The

Life and Tima of an Early Tudn Poet, 191.
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there is an answer. As well as using doggerel verse, speaking obscure truths in

childish form, Skelton puts adynafa, mainstay of popular prophecy and folk rhymes,

into his bird,s apocalyptic mouth. On Wolsey's peacemukitg efforts on the continent

for examplg Parrot says, "For ferico and Jerssey shall mete togethyT as sone/As he to

exployte the man ovvte of the mone" (306-07). Further on, he describes the Cardinal's

ambition to rule over everythit g in the land as impossible as it would be:

To bryng all the see into a cheryston Pytte,
To nombyr all the sterrys in the fyrmament,
To rule ix realmes by one mannes wytte,
To suche thynges ympossybyll, reason cannot consente'

The question remains: why should Skelton have chosen to adopt such a deliberately

impenetrable style?

The ringing of changes in Parrofs linguistic registers, the abrupt shiftings between an

obscure diction and a chitd-tike colloquial speech, the use of biblical and classical

allusions, of scraps of foreign tongues, of impossfuilin; all these tricks and twists in

style and meaning add to the confusions of Parro(s paradoxical persona- At one

moment he is a prophe! a teller of enigmatic truths; at another, a lady's pet who takes

pleasure in pecking his "lyttel praty too," a deliberately diminished plaything wittl
,lytetl legges" and a "lytell wanton iye." Robert Kinsman prints the Latin scholia to

some stanzas of Speke, Parott.63 The sidenote beside the lines which describe Parrofs

residence, his "cage curyowsly carven, with sylver P)irme,/Properly Payntyd to be

my coverture" (8-9), comments wryly, "Topographia, quam habet hec attianla in deliciis"

(Topographia, what this little bird delights in), and the use of the diminutive wiaia

here puts Parrot into an even more miniafurized focus, reduced to a tiny, Pretty toy, a

lit0e bird who lives and chatters in an ornate cage.

Is it possible that Parrot is used deliberately as a protective device? Skelton not only

conceals most of his attacks in what are often the most obscure of references, but also

chooses to deliver them in the voice of a gamrlous bird. "Behold," says P€trrot, "I, a

parrot, slrrr{' ("Psitacius, ecce, cano" (22g), an4 speaking of his use of "tttat

supposiryon that callyd is arte/Confuse distrybufyoe, as Palrot hath devysed" (797-

s Robert S. Kinsman, lohn Sletton Ponns.161. Kinsman uses as hiq cqpY-le-xt th9 "Pofr9l of the poem

(l-S7,2g;-;SI3) found in B.M. MS Harleian 2252, fols.13$40, (c. 152F35), M, and versies 5*237 as

printed tnCntryne Bokes (STC 22598)-' See p.159-

(331-34)
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98), Skelton's bird claims, above all, to speak the truth. In his "confuse distrybutyve"

or ordered confusion (198), Parrot "nothing hath surmysed/No matter pretendyd'

nor nothyng enterprysed" (200-01). His indirect speaking is plain speaking' except

only that "metaphora, alegoriawithall,/Shatl be his protectyon, his Pavys and his wall"

(202-03). Is Parrot Skelton's "pavys," his shield? Does he serve him as a masking

device? And, if so, what better protection could an irascible, overbold often

foolhardy poet devise to save himself from the risk of incur:ring a powerful enemy's

ire? Would "speaking ou(' more plainly, in propria person'a' have held real risks for

Skelton? - it is something he would soon do in CoIIyn Clnute, perhaps by now

emboldened. ln employing the unusual method of speaking sometimes as himself

(for erample in the opening and closing Latin epigraphs) and sometimes in the voice

of a bird, is skelton deliberately creating a literary device that both holds the poem

together and provides a theoretical escaPe route should Wolsey's wrath descend?

Critics have d.isagreed over this possibility. There are lines which seem to advise

caution: "Tycez-ttous, Parrott, tenes'oous coye'(55) and 'But ware the cat' Paro9 ware

the fals cat!" (99); these are spokeo perhaps, by one of his ladie+ but perhaps by

Paffot himself. Some commentators have envisaged the possibility of real risk to the

poet. Berdan remarks that Skelton may not have "desired to be too plain for political

reasons," and Witliam NelsorU analysing the thought sequence of the first part of the

po€[I, observes, "It is dangerous for Parrot to fight against the cardinal-chancellor'

the evil enemy of churctr and state. . . . If Parot mind his safety, he must mind his

tongue."s Edwards comments that if Lenaoy primere at the end of the poem had been

"thrust under Skelton's nose by an irate Cardinal," the poet would have had "a lot of

explaining to d.o,- and Greg walker says "IJndoubtedly skelton's satirical project was

fraught with danger. Even under relatively favorable circumstances it was no light

matter to aiticize a minister of the crown." Heiserman, on the other han4 rejects the

possibility that Skelton may have feared reprisals's He says there could have been

no mystery as to Speke Parott's authorship if only since Skelton "signs the poem in

two places" (lines 236-37 and 51&14). But, in any even! should the danger have been

real, whatbetter strategic retreat than the Pensona of an inconsequent bird?

il Berda* 'Spel,c Panot:An lnterpretation of Skelton's Satire," 140; also William Nelson' "Skelton's

Spak, Panot," 80.
d na**a", skelton: The LiJe and times oJ an Eaily Tudat Poa-,]!l;Greg w-alker' "Ordered confusion?

The crisis of Authority in"skelton's sp,-elce, Pardt," 215; and Heisermarr' 154'
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In depicdng the prodigious Panot as an immortal bird, multi-lingual, erudite,

liberally endowed with the considerable resources of his poet-creato/s mind, Skelton

skilfully exploits the incongruities fundamental to all satire in which animals assume

the personae of humans. The poet permits his parrot to both discourse and reasor;

though neither notion applied to an animal is an acceptable concept in medieval

thought. But does Parrot, in fact, belong in the animal world? Born in Paradise, son

of the glant DeucaliorL grandson of the demi-god Prometheus, transformed by the

gods into an evergreen popinjay at his own request - who and what is Parrot? His

paradisal birth and ancestry mean that he must be the Possessor of at least some

semi-human if not quasi-divine nature. Yet he wears feathers, lives in a cage begs

almonds and dates, and chatters at his reflection in a looking-glass. Panot a pretty

bird in a cage, is simultaneously a scholar and prophet and a lady's pet. However

dazzling his erudition and verbal brilliance may be, however impressive his

prophetic powers, as Parrot delivers his oracular truths, we remain conscious of the

fact that the reasoning and opinions we are listening to come from the beak of a bir4

a creafure which by virtue of its nafural limitations can neither reason nor opine.

The reason we remain so conscious of these anomalies is because Skelton insists that

we shall. The poet makes effective dramatic capital of the contradictions between

Parrofs three nafures, avian, semi-human and quasi-diving by always holding them

in balance. He is careful to oblige us always to remember them all. While repeatedly

reminding us of Panofs legendary and famous ancestry, the poet still insists on his

charactey's essential birdiness; Dame Philotogy visits Parot as a chick in "my neste

when Ilat'' (44); pears grow in Popering "whan Parrot was an eg" (70). By ensuring

that his fabulous hero is finally identifiable exdusively neither as bird nor man nor

demi-god Skelton not only compromises the illusion of an impossibly eruditg

speaking bird, but also succeeds in confusing the very principle of incongruity that

underlies his beast satire, ultimately turning it on its head.

All four poems in this chapter moralize on inordinate pride and the consequences

which flow from ig three end with its humbting. In The Parliamcnt oJ Birds artd The

Bulre oJ the HffiDlat,verdicts are handed down as the result of measured discussion and

decision by bird councillors meeting in conclave. In The Abbot oJ Tungland, a kind of

improvised justice is served by militant birds meting out summary punishmenl In
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all these three poems, if in different ways, indignation is appeased by that most

effective of correctives, revenge. Pride is not actually brought down in Skelton's

attack on Wolsey, but humbling is envisaged as an inevitable end to the Cardinal's

arrogance, sagely predicted in Parro(s "Pompe, Pryde, honour, ryches and worldly

lust/Parrot sayth playnly, shall tourne all to dus(' (nT24).

All the bird poems in this chapter illustrate some of the ways in which beasts and

birds are used to illumine aspects of human social or political life. They also

demonstrate some of the reasons why the use of animals in fictional narratives

proved so athactive to medieval writers. As we have seerl there are certain special

advantages in this popular practice: the closeness of bird and beast to human, so

easily made satiric; the richness of the sources of references, ready-made for literary

exploitation; there is, as well, the immense range of physical and behavioural

disparities between species in the non-human animal world providing contrast and

variety and many new kinds of dramatic possibilities. AII offer ridr pickings for the

satirisfs art. In additioru there is the usefulness of bird and beast surrogates as

masking and distancing devices; Skelton offers some thoughts on this particular

subject himself.

In generrall wordes, I say not gretely nay,
A poete somtlmte may for his pleasure taunt'
Spekyng in paroblis, how the fox,-the grey,
fhe fan?er, the 8c€, and the hudge oliphaunt
Went with the pecok agelme the fesaunf
The lesarde carire lepvie' and savd that he must,
Wittt helpe of the t#, t6y all in fhe dust. (99-705)6

Perhaps a poet who might prefer to speak obscurely, "in paroblis" rather than too

openly, could scarcely do better than give his subjects ellipticaf animal shapes.

6 These words are spoken by Dame Pallas, discussing the gp9 for 4re ggef s-m-rgrortality with the

eueen of Fame. Sei Garlande or Oupetet of laurell, iilottn Skelton: The C-otttplete English Poans,315-



PART TWO

Chapter 5

-
Described by one scholar as a "gloriously colloquial send-up of the schoolmen's

debate,"l The Oul and the Nightingale is not only most probably the earliest of the

small sub-genre of two-figure English bird debates, but - and this is remarkable - it

is also the longest, most sophisticated, and by far the most complexly hybrid' A

spirited verbal battle between two bad-tempered birds crossing dialectical swords on

both human and avian themes, it is unusual in berng written in a lively Middle

English at a time when either Latin or Anglo-Norman would have seemed the more

likely choice. Although the poem is structured on a model of the scholastic disputatio

and rich in learned references, it is couched in a far from elevated register and, in its

uninhibited use of colloquialisms and noisy abuse, has affinities with those products

of medieval humour described by Bakhtin as "comic verbal compositions: parodies

both oral and written, in Latin and in the vernacul ar."2 lrtis particularly notable for its

lavish use of flyting elements: insults, imprecations and sexual and scatological

language convincingty authentic-sounding and delivered with panache. In spite of

the fact that the disputants are resolutely birds, all through the text we have the

impression that we are hearing human voices, true echoes of the times, albeit at an

exaggerated, high-Pitched level -

A poem of nearly eighteen hundred lines, The OwI and the Nightingale is structured on

a framework of four stress couplets, a supple octosyllabic line that the poet handles

with grace and authority. Eric G. Stanley describes the poem as having "qualities

which are lacking in longer ME verse until Chaucer's time," among the greatest of

which is ,,true ease in writing."3 Two manuscripts of the Poem are still in existence'

Th"y are BL MS Cotton Caligula A. ix (C), and Jesus College Oxford' MS 29 0)'

deposited by the college in the Bodleian Library.a The origins and inter-relationships

t P"tu, Dronke, "Peter of Blois and Poetry at the Court of Henry n" 214'

2 Mikhail Bakhtin, Rnbelnis and His World, 5-

sn 
" 

aot and the Nightingale,edited by E. G. stanley, 40. All quotations will be taken from this edition'

o A third *.r,,r"oift, now lost, is listed in the medieval catalogue of the,libr-ary at Titchfield Abbey'

See R. M. Wilsoo norly UiUlif"gtish Literaiii,tS2; also Wi]slon "The Medieva UUrary of Titchfield

Abbev," 159. ln 'Morb Lost Literatu rc\" i,Wil*t, notes that the Abbey catalogue also lists
:;iUri*tio"tt ints buhonem et phitomnam" amongthe books in gallico.
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of the two manuscripts still extant are discussed in the editions of The Owl and the

Nightingate of l.Wells (1g07),J.W.H.Atkins Ggn) and E. G' Stanley (1960), who also

provide details of nineteenth century editions and selections from the poem'u Neither

C nor J is a coPy of the other, each text lacking lines present in the other'6 Scribal

erTors the texts share show that both stem from a common ancestor, which cannot

have been the author's holograph. Stanley notes that since the two texb agree in a

number of etrors, they must have had a co[Imon antecedent, but he adds that we

cannot know how many intermediate copies there may have been between the

authols text and this antecedent, nor how many between the antecedent and the

copies still extant.T The fact that there are two surviving copies suggests that the

poem won a certain circulation, which is all the more interesting, since' as we will

discover, as a bird debate it possesses merits that (as Stanley says of its versification)

are unmatched before Chaucer.

To the question of where the poem was written we find some measure of agreement

although this is by no means universal. Although the two existing texts almost

certainly reflect the dialects spoken by intervening scribes, and Middle English texts

are,,very often not preserved in the dialect in which they were written,"8 an analysis

Stanley makes of the speectr sounds of C text locates ib dialect as belonging to the

south-west of England, or the south-west Midlands, although there are some

anomalies. But, "whenever there is clear rhyme evidence it points to the dialect of

Kent.,,e The two place n€unes mentioned in the text are Portisham, in Dorset' and

Guildford in Surey, and only Surrey could be in the Kentish hnguistic area' It seems

quite probable that the original Poem was written there, possibly in Guildford itself'

A major question still waiting for an €ulswer concerns the authorship of the Poem'

Who wrote The OatI and the Nightingale? Many commentators, if not always

enthusiastically, have accepted that the author is probably the Nicholas of Guildford

5 Since this part of my thesis was writterL a new edition of the^poem by Neil Cartlidge has been

published ii.otpot"iiog text with facing-page banslation (2001)'

6 C lit 
"" 

85 and 77G1. and] 734 and 1408-
7 stanluy, s. on dates of the surviving manuscripts, uld t!t9-":3uence of intervgryn-8-ilPies, see also

n"rtir s,i"auy, rhe Dinle;;i iriii"u ol tii rtuhe English P6em The oul and the Nightingale; arrd

Neil Cartlidge, "The Date of The Owl and the Nigfitingale''
I Stanley, t7-18.
s Stanley, L8.
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whom the birds praise so fuIsomely for his wise iudgements; doubts, however,

remain. Kathryn Hume provides a useful survey of suggestions on the question of

authorship and date.lo Some critics who support the th*ry that the Poem is a plea

for preferment written by Nicholas himself have put forward the names of various

possible real-life Nicholases, although none has gained widespread acceptance. In

MS Jesus College 29, there is a note following the poem immediately preceding The

Oul and the Nightingale. It is signed Tho. Wilkins, and the hand is almost certainly

that of the seventeenth-century book collector Thomas Wilkins, who at one time had

the manuscript in his possession. It reads:

On parte of a broaken leafe of this MS. I found these

verses written, whereby the Author may bee gues't at.
(viz.)

Mayster Iohan eu gretep. of Guldeuorde po.

And sendep eu to Seggen. pat synge nul he no.

Ac on pisse wise he wille endy his song:

God Louerd of Heuene. beo vs alle among.

AMEN.

Stanley points out that there is no reason to think that The OwI and the Nightingale

should be the poem refer:red to (nor The Passion oJ Our Lord whidt immediately

precedes it), and that, on evidence of both rhyme and metre, John of Guildford is an

unlikely candidate as author.lt The suggestion of Master John as the Ozul-poet has,

however, received some support, in an article in 1954 by Celia Sisam, for example.u

Other scholars have not been entirely huppy with the idea that the poem should be by

Nicholas, and indeed this atbibution has sometimes been accepted rather for want of

an alternative. The main neason for demurring at the notion of Nidrolas himself as

author relates to the extravagance of the compliments the birds heap upon him. It
has been suggested that the sensed persona of the poet and the fulsomeness of the

praise are not easily reconcilable; Bertil Sundby, for example, makes the observation

that "excessive vanity and self-ironical humour do not go together."rs 61d although

t0 S* Kuthryo Hume, The Owt and the Nightingate: Tlu Poem anil its Citics, 3-174.
11 Stanley,4 21.
12 Culi" Sisam, 'The Broken Leaf in MS. Jesus College, Oxford.,29."
13 B.rtil Sundby, The Dialect and Prooenance oJ the Miilitle English Poem The Owl and the Nightingale,2}6.
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one neutralizing counter-daim to this reaction has been that other medieval writers

were not overly delicate about advertising their own self-worth (for example,

Giratdus Cambrensis and Walter Uap); neverthelesE the tolerant, amused author's

voice we seem to hear appears at odds with a lack of modesty, difficult to reconcile

with a pusher of personal barrows. Another objection to Nicholas as both author and

suitor for preferment is that the poet is strongly critical of certain contemporary

ecdesiastical practices. ln lines 176G78, f.or example, he makes some very acerbic

comments indeed concerning the custom of appointing relatives, even little children

to benefices; he also criticizes the church authorities' indifference towards so

obviously meritorious a candidate for preferment. When the Wren complains that

Nicholas has only one dwelling, and that it is much to the bishops' shame that suctr

an excellent man's talents should be so unappreciated, the Owl is very willing to

agree with her:
"Certes," cwap Fe Hulg "pat is soD,

peos riche men wel muche misdoo
pat letep pane gode mo&
pat of so feole pinge con,
An SiueF rente wel misliche,
An of him letep wel lihtlictre;
WiD heore cunne heo beop mildre
An geuep rente litle childre." (775e-76)

It seems doubtfuI that so open an attack on one of the more dubious practices of the

ecclesiastical establishment would have served a candidate for preferment well.ra

Whether or not it was Nicholas himself who wrote The Owl and the Nightingale, the

personality of the poet is everywhere sensed in the tert. The impression of a humane

and tolerant author is pervasive. It is strongly supported by the fact that the ideas

about avian-human life the birds express, on the rearing of chicks-childreo on

mar:riage, fidelity, sexualitp love and adultery appear surprisingly enlightened. They

seem to be presented as close to what they actually may have been in practice among

to Th" practice of nepotic preferment appears to have been especially rampant in the twelfth and
thirteenth centuries; some surprisinglye-minent churchmen did not hesitate to distribute lucrative
offices among their friends ani farnilies. For example, Henry Ifs nafural son Ge,offrry_consecrated
Arctrbishop of York in 1191, was charged with "appointing beardless boys t9 pr9_b9n{+"and even
Hubert Walter, great Archbishop of C-anterbury ut d rulerbf England in Richard I's absence, collected
valuable rights of marriage and wardship andappointed his brother to the office of collector of
tournament fines, "a rich source of revenue." For these and other #ilty prelates, see Frederick
Tupper, "The Date and Historical Background of The OwI and the Nightingale," 422.
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the more liberal members of society, but a considerable distance from what the more

prescriptive theologians and philosophers would have thought they should be.ls The

uncensorious ideas advanced by the poet, especially on the subject of love outside

mariagg seem sometimes dangerously close to the commonsense philosophies of

Alison of Bath, and equally far from the moralizing "auctoritees" she mocks. Thus,

even the stern Owl is surprisingly sympathetic to mal mnrieds, to those unfortunate

women whose husbands mistreat them.

The problem with identifying an author means that it is also difficult to know for

whom the poem was written. lf The Owl and the Nightingale is indeed a plea for

preferment, composed either by Nicholas himself or a supporter, it follows that it
must have been meant for the eyes of those in a position to grant such favours. If, on

the other hand, the poem is a jeu d'esprit, a satire, a mock-debate, its intended

audience would probably have been quite different. ln zuch case it might well have

been written to entertain a select group of friends, or perhaps to amuse an initiate

audience. More than one scholar has observed that The Owl and the Nightingale may

have been written specifically for some kind of public performance. I. C. Russell, for

erample, suggests a public reading for a special occasiory possibly before a patron

and an Oxford audience, and Thomas L. Reed remarks that, "one can easily conceive

of a poem hke The OwI and the Nightingale having been prepared for reading at say,

an inception feast where its indirection and irreverent tone would have perfectly

suited the relaxed moods of the inceptors.zl6 Jt',s poem may of course have been

written purely for the writer's own ,unusement. Such a long and polished piece of

work was perhaps more likely to be written with a specific end or audience in min4
but this is not necessarily the case.

Manuscipt history and identification of the auttror both bear upon the dating of The

OwI and tlu Nightingale, a problem that has greatly exercised commentators on the

poem. A few, possibly historical allusions in the poem have been minutely examined

for dues, but none has provided a strong enough peg upon which to hang an

ls An example of such prescriptive aftifudes is Walter May's twelfth-century anti-marriage hact "A
Dissuasion of Valerius to Rufinus the Philosopher, that he should not take a Wife." See De Nug's
Curialium: C-ou*iers' TiJIes, Dist iv, Chapter 3, 289-373.
tu 

J. C. Russell, 'The Pahon s of The OwI and the Nightingale,' 179 and 182-85; see also Thomas L. Ree4
Miilille English Debate Poetry andthe Aesthetics oJlnaolution,60.
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incontrovertible dating. Commentators have seize4 in particular, uPon two

promising lines: "pat underyat pe king Henri-/Iesus his soule do merci!" (709'1''92);

they are virtually identical in both manuscripts. Do the lines refer to a real king? Neil

Carttidge points out that they may no! given that they form part of a fanciful tale of

the drawing and quartering of a nightingale; Frederick Tupper also warns us to

"beware of treating the story of the knighfs cmelty to the bird . as authentic

history."l7 If the poet rc alluding to a real "Henri," is it Henry II? or Itr? - or even

Henry [I's son and heir, Prince Henry, "li jouare rois Henri," who died in 1183' six

years before his father?r8 There are other questions. Is the couplet a mortuary verse,

as most have assumed? or could it actually have been written during the lifetime of

whichever Henry is meant? Or, might the lines have been phrased differenfly during

the relevant Henr5r's lifetime and altered by a scribe after his deattr?re

M*y critics have accepted that the words relate to a real King Henry. A number of

nineteenth-century scholars, among them Madden, Hazlitb Morris, Ten Brink and

Skea! thought that they referred to Henry III, Madden and flaz]itt to a Henry

recently deceased.20 When later it became commonly accepted, mainly on

palaeographic grounds, that the C text dated from the first part of the thirteenth

century, these general opinions were reversed. It then appeared that "pe king Henri"

must be Henry II, and a date somewhere between his death in 1189 and Henry III's

accession in L2l6 was agreed upon by most.2r In 1963, however, with the publication

of facsimiles of both surviving manuscripts in the same volume, this palaeographic

evidence was put in doubl Something like a bombshell was dropped, in the form of

a preface by N. R. Ker, where he states, "It is not possible to say that one manuscript

is earlier than the other. Both seem to have been written in the second half of the

tt N.il Cartlidge, 'The Date of The Oul and thc Nightingale," 230; Frederick Tupper, 'The Date and
Historical Background of The OusI anil the Nightingale,' 414.
ts 

See S. R. T. O. d'Ardenne, "Ine so gode kinges londe," inEnglish Studies (1947),157-64.
le Both Henry B. Hinckley, in "The Date, Author, and Sources of Tht p-wland-thcNtgh;ti7gol"," !4.
Kathryn Huginir, in 'Turlher Notes on the Date of The Owl and theNightingabi' maintain that the lines
could-have b-een written during their dedicatee's lifetime. Tupper does not agree; see 'The Date and
Historical Background of.The Ornt and the Nightingale," 425. Lilian de la Torre Bueno, in "A Note on
the Date of The-Outt and the Nightingab," 129-n, suggests that the lines could have been altered by a
scribe after the death of whomever they describe.
m Atkitr" discusses nineteenth cenhrry scholars' views on the date of the Poem in his lnhoductioo
rc<iv-nqviii.
2t Not all scholars have accepted the dating of the C tert without reservation. Wells, in his L907

edition of.The Oatt and thc Nightingale, points out that his argument for the date rests "on the supposed
date of the ertant manuscripts, eepecially of C" (rxv).
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thirteenth century."z He adds: "Wrighfs dating 'probably a little after A.D - 1250'

seems to me on the early side. The difference between the hands is a difference of

kind, not of date." Recently this problem has been discussed again by Neil Cartlidge,

who concludes that "the tinguistic evidence, of itsell does not support the traditional

dating 'l,189-12L6; nor does it militate against placing the poem as late as the early

yearsof thereignof Edwardl."2s Headdsthat,if linesL091-g2are"rejectedasa

criterion of date, The OuI and the Nightingale could lie virtually anywhere in the

thirteenth century but probably not atl that far from the date of its copies-"

Other apparent allusions to contemporary persons or events have been examined

with no more success. The Owl's claim in line 86$ "Ne singe ih hom no foliof' where

"f.olio( appears to mean foolishness, may be a satirical reference to Bishop Foliot,

Beckefs arch-enemy. Or, does the word have its OId French meaning of a snare

made up of fluttering feathers to attract foolish, inquisitive birds? If "foliofl' waE in

fact, intended as a derisive pun on the Bishop's name, the probability that the

wordplay would have been less effective after his death in 1\87 might make it a

useful time'peg, especially for scholars arguing for an early date.2a Another allusion

that has invited speculation is the Nightingale's reference to a civilizing mission

carried out by a "good man from Rome" to the wild men of the North (usually

interpreted in this context as Norway). The Nightingale's further comment is:

"peg eni god man to hom
So wile dude sum from Rome -
For hom to lere gode Pewes,
An for to leten hore unbewes." (101S.18)

These lines have unearthed a number of possible "good men " of whom a favourite is

the Cardinal Vivian who led an embassy to Scotland, Ireland, and adjacent islands in

1176, buf according to Frederick Tupper, did not, in fact, acfually go to Norway.s

2 N- R. Ker, Introduction to The Owl and the Nightingale, Facsimile of the Jnus and C-otton Mnntsripts, u.
Ker's reference to "Wrighfs dating" is to C. E. Wright, EnglishVntucular Hands,7.
a Cartlidge,239.
zaAtkitt", while suggesting the satirical pun on Bishop Foliofs narne, also draws attention to the Old
French meaning of-tfotioPas a device f& catching Uiras (ZOZ) and Stanlcy supplies further detail in
"Some Notee oiThe Owl andthe Nightingalei 44-9. A.G. Rigg, in "Clocks, Dials and Other Terms,"
n Miitdte English Studies Presanted to Normm Daris, suggests that the word "foliof' may here refer to a
type of clock-escapement or some other kind of mechanical governor (270-77). For discussion of this
suggestion" s"e Andrew Breeze, 'Dafydd Ap Gwilym's'The Clock' and Follbt Decoy Bird nThe OUI
and the Nightingale."
s FrederickTupper, "The Date and Historical Backgroun d, of The Owl anit the Nightingale," 420, note 44.
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Other scholars have proposed Nicholas Breakspear, later Adrian [V (115&59), who

visited Norway in the first part of the twelfth century. Yet another aitig relating the

Nightingale's uncomplimentary description of the men living in the North (997-1030)

to a ninth-century criticism of the northern peoples' lack of musical ability, suggests

that the reference to the "good man foom Rome" might be to John the Archchanter,

sent to Britain in about 680 to teach the English the Gregorian chant.6

Similarly ingenious speculative energy has been lavished on the Wren's reference to

"pispes" and to the king who is neither dead nor lame.

"LLtstep," heo cwap, "latep me speke!

Hwat! wulle ge Pis pes tobreke,
An do Paz [kinge] swuch schame?

ge! nis he nouPer ded nor lame." (172e-32)

"pis pes" has been variously identified. Anne Baldwin argues that it signifies the

reconciliation between Church and king not finally established until 1174, after Henry

II had made pubtic repentance for Beckefs murder. She explains "nis he nouper ded

nor lame" as a reference to Henr5/s poor health in that Y€fr, induding the fact that he

was kicked by a horse and severely iniured.' Tupper bases his dating of the Poem on

an interpretation of lines yn-y. He plumps for the reign of Ridrard I, whose health

was parlous before he left on cmsade in 119O and the specific date as 1194, when

Richard both returned from captivity and was crowned a second time- All could see

that the monarch was neither dead nor lame, but visibly alive and well. Tupper refers

the search for "pispes" to a "remarkable documen(' of L195, the "Prrrdamation for the

Preservation of the Peace," which required that every man over the age of fifteen years

swear an oath to preserve the king's peace.o

Problems with idenfifying author and date compound the lack of consensus as to what

The OwI and the Nightingale is actually about. Kathryn Hume provides a useful

overview of many of the critical opinions on intellechral, religious, historical and

political interpretations of the poem.D She also observes that if Ke/s new dating is

6 B"rhu^ Colgrave, "The Owl and the Nightingale and the 'Good Man from Rome'."
2t Aonu Baldwin, 'Flenry II and ?he OwI anil the Nightingale, " 212-13'
% Tupper,4l7.
a Fo, a discussion of these readings, see Kathryn Hume, Chapters 4 and 5,51-83.
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coffect, "the poem could have been written eighty or so years later than is usually

supposed, in a milieu totally different from that assumed by most critics."m Clearly,

without a reasonabty firm date of composition it is not possible to situate the poem

with any degree of security in respect to contemporary events, literafure or

instifutions. Very precise historical-political interpretations - such as Anne Baldwin's

suggested identification of the birds' dispute with the controversy between Henry II

and Becket - would seem to depend to a large extent uPon when the poem was

written. This restriction applies equally to suggestions that the portrait of the

Nightingale as an advocate of love and bliss may have been intended to represent a

new, more joyous type of preaching perhaps the new Franciscan philosophy.3t In

some ways the poet does seem to be putting forward Franciscan values, particularly in

some of the speeches he gives to the Nightingale. However, if the Poem were written

between the death of Henry II and the accession of Henry III, the possibility that the

author might have been a Franciscan sympathizer would recede; Francis was not born

until 1181 and, although the orde/s first Rule was apProved in 1209, the Franciscans

did not become established in England until the third decade of the thirteenth century.

But if, on the basis of Key's palaeographic evidence, we could be thinking seriously in

terms of a much later date for the poem than those usually proposed Franciscan

sympathies allotted to the Nightingale would become a mudr more likely possibility.

The complex origins of the genre of medieval debate have been variously charted.32

Its literary genealogy has been seen as multi-linear, with, amongst others, both

classical and medieval Latin antecedents, with strucfural influences from the

scholastic disputatio, and possible connections with folk oral traditions. Thomas Reed

suggests philosophical and theological dialogues in the vernacular as well as in Latin

as additional possible influences on the evolving genre.s Works zuch as Augustine's

30 Hume, 4.
3t G. R Owst, Litsature and. Pulpit in Medinal Englantt,22, suggesting that the-poem Tay F an allegory
about different styles of medieval preaching .orr-trasts those who preached "$u t-"t tl91 themes of love
and bliss and an ever-forgiving Redeeme., ind those who preferrCd on the other hand to thunder of
sin and Judgment and the Wrath to come."
32 Tho-a" L. Reed, rn Miditle English Debate Poetry and thc Aesthetics of Inmlutiop provides an ercellent
survey of the medieval debate's-so.tr.e" and characteristics. See also fames W. Conlee, Middle English
Debati Poetry: A Citicat Anthology;Michel-Andrd Bossy, Medimal Debate Poetry; and James Holly
Hanford, "Classical Edogue and Mediaeval Debate."
ss Ree4 101_2.
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Soliloquies and Gregoqy's Dialogues, for instance, were early available in both Latin

and Anglo-Saxon" and other texts in Old English use dialogue as an expository

technique. Early English dialogic texts include, for erample, The Hanouing oJ HelI n
the Exeter Book, and the two sermon-debates Solomon and Saturn, one in poetry and

one in prose, in the first of which Safurn interrogates Solomon in alternate stanzas.s

James Holly Hanford looks in different directions for sources. While he remarks of

the medieval debate tha! "no-one would think of assigning to it a single definite

origrr;" he argues that it was in large part the revived interest in the classical

eclogue during the ninth-century reign of Charlemagne that led to the later

evolution and explosive twelfth-century proliferation of the dialogic fonn.s

Specifically, he proposes that the Virgilian and Theocritan eclogues, by way of their

development by the Carolingran poets, could and did provide a sufficient forrral

model for the later medieval debate; he suggests Virgil's thfud and seventh edogues

as being of especial interest in this context.s We note that the third edogue in

particular, a quarrel between two shepherds, has a number of resemblances to the

much later dispute between an ill-tempered medieval owl and a belligerent

nightingate, Both edogue and bird debate are single combats in which the quarel

centres on the characters of the antagonists themselves. In both, each sharytongued

disputan! shepherd or bir4 makes liberal use of the comedy of abuse, dwelling at

tength on the deplorable personality and vices of the other. Again in both' rather

than concentrate in one area" the debaters shift from theme to theme and accusation

to acctrsation and, in both, the exchange of personal insults aucially sets the tone.

Hanford goes on to cite a group of four Carolingian Poems influenced by the

edogue as having had an especially important influence on the debate genre as it

would later evolve. Th"y are the Conflictus zteris et hiemis, sometimes attributed to

Alcurn, Sedulius Scottus's De rosae liliique certamine, Ermoldus Nigellus's debate

between two rival European rivers, De Vogeso et Rhena Comparatis, and the Ecloga

s Kirrg Alfred himself, in addition to tanslating Boethius, plt part of 9" PIjPq"io T!9-AngteSalol
and riputedly commissioned a translation of the Dialogues 

-from Waerfertb Bishop of Worcester. Both
sermon-debaies are published nThe Poetical Dialogues of Solomon and Saturn, edited by R I. Menner.
3s 1r*"" Holly Hanfor4 "Classical Eclogue and Mediaev alDebate," 17.
%Virgl: The Eclogua, Latin tert and translation by Guy Lee.
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Theoduli.Y Hanford identifies the Conflictus ueris et hiemis as the first true Precursor

of the twelfth-century contention poem and, as such, the earliest example in

medieval literature of a "formal dispute in verse between allegorical figures who are

themselves embodiments of the principles at issue."s Atkins agrees, adding that

with the Conflictus and the De rosae liliique certamine "the vogue of the medieval

debate may be said to have begun."3e

All four Carolingian poems cited have elements characteristic of the later medieval

debates. Like Virgil's eclogues, all four make lavish use of the poebry of invective,

and in each there is some kind of judge or arbiter. However, the ninth-cenfury

debates all use personified rather than real characters as disputants - seasons,

flowers, rivers, abstract concepts - and Hanford makes the important point that the

use of personifications to embody abstract ideas is a characteristic which

distinguishes Carolinpan debate from Virgilian edogue. Peter Godman observes

that, in spite of the semi-abstract nature of the theme of the Conflictus veris et hiemis,

Winter and Spring seem more like "two contending personifications" than opposing

principles; he notes that in this debate interest is focused on the "cut and thmst of

argument rather than on its resolution."o The seasons, the rose and lily and the

rivers are all, in fact, simply quarrelling. They are not seriously investigating an issue

of any real kind and there is nothing rational about the argument in any of these

debates; it is the acrimonious practice that engages the audience, not the product.

In all the Carolingian debates (with the exception of the Ecloga) there is also a

particular emphasis on the theme of usefulness to man. The argument between the

rivers Rhine and Vosges, for example, centres on which of them is the most useful

waterway, useful, that is, to the various races, the Frenct! Swabians and Saxons tiving

on their banks. This concept of material use, of intrinsic value in a human worl4 is a

principal criterion of worth in the Latin medieval debate. A major concern in the

early seasonal, rose and lily and river disputes, it aPPears in the later quarrels

3TForthe C-onflictusadsethiemaand.DeroselitiiquecertEmr!:,seePeterGodma+ Pory,:{,'y. 
-^--^

Carotingian R6.k on r,744,{tg and.282-87. For De Vogen Lmy corrparatis, se Ennold le Noir, Poime

sur Inris le Pieux et Epfrtra auRoiPqin, ditedby Edmond Faral.
s Hanfor4 "Classical Eclogue and MediaevaLDebate," ?3.
s Atkior, doii.
o0 P"t"t Godman, Poetry of the C-atolingian Reruissance,Zl-
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between wine and water and the sheep and flax plant - and will again become a

controlling theme in The Owl and the Nightingale. It is a concept that remains

important in animal poetic debates, a structural practice which will later become

coded in specific ways, usually social or political; we see an ex.unPle of political

coding in Lydgate's fifteenth-century Debate Befipeen the Horse, Goose and Sheep.

An important point at which the four Carolingian debates diverge from one another

concerns their didactic or non-didactic nafures, recreational as opposed to serious

approach. These differences are shown in themes, tone, language. The conflicts

between battting seasons, flowers and rivers, for example, as well as centring on each

disputanfls personal worth, are marked by the use of such elements as reciprocal

denigration and accusations supported by the elaborate detailing of individual

defects. In these debates, the pervasive presence of flyting techniques suggests that

each poem's most important raison d'€tre is to entertain. The Ecloga Theoduli, on the

other han4 has none of the rollicking farce of these cheerful squabbles; it is a wholly

earnest diatogue in which the values of Christianity and paganism are debated by

Alithia (Truth), Christian apologist, and Pseustis (Falsehood), who argues the pagan

point of view.al As we might expect, quite apart from the fundamental differences in

the type of subject chosen, there is a marked divide in tone and manner between the

Ecloga and the other three disputes.

It shoutd be noted that while many of the surviving Latin medieval debates are

serious in intention and didactic in tone, others show very little tendency to

didacticism and are clearly recreational, even when not overtly parodic or comic'

satirical. One reason for the striking tonal and thematic differences to be found in the

genre of medieval poetic debate is the fact that in the Middle Ages, as now, the debate

for:m might be thought of as having two faces, each seen in profile, but turned in a

different d"irection. While one half-face, representing for example the theological

dialogUe philosophical disputation or legal debate, would be turned towards the

grave consideration of important matter€, the other profile, favouring the quite

different ends of recreation, would face in the opposite direction. Complex lines of

ot Th* Ecloga was much used as an exemplary tgxt in schools if 9" Uiad]: Ages althoug\ itt ..
popularity"seems later to have declined somewhaL See R P. H. Greeru "The Genesis of a Medieval
f"rtUood n 

" 
Models and Sources of the Ecloga Theoduli!' T"he Ecloga was still sulficiently well-

known in the later Middle Ages tobe used in Kennedy's reply to Dunbar nThe Flyfng_Betzneen Dunbar
and Kennedie: "Insensuate soi, ceiss, false Eustase air/Andknaw, kene scal4 I hald of Alathya." (321-

32) (Eustase : Pseustis).
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descent support this tradition. While the forms of both kinds of debate, didactic and

recreational, can be traced back to the same sources and modelg so far as light-

hearted disputes like The Oatl and the Nightingale, or the wine and water or sheep and

flax debates are concerned there are, quite possibly, additional inheritances.

One of these may have been from the goliard poets, to whose influence, as we have

already seen in Chapter 3, is generally ascribed the mode of liturgical parody to

which La Messe des Oisiaus and The Court oJ Loae belong. Hanford observes that many

of the medieval debates perhaps represent the work of "wild goliardi, the primates

and arch-poets who amused and scandalized the most learned audiences of their time

with their Latin rh5rmes."a Some of the medieval contention poems (among them T/re

OtaI and the Nightingale) have affinities in tone and themes with the Latin poetry of the

goliardi, whose voice, to quote George Whicher, was heard using "verse forms

borrowed from church minstrelsy to express a revived paganism and the immemorial

urges of the flesh" before "the first troubadour appeared in Provence."s

Like the debate, the goliard tradition may itself be seen as double-faced, with a dearly

dualistic nature. P. G. Walsh distinguishes between two different types of "goliardic"

verse, seeing one as serious satire directed at reform in the Church (exemplified by

the mid twelfth-cenfitry Metamorphosis Goliae Episcopi), and the other as the irreverent,

ribald type of witfy verse notable both for the savagery and the wild levity of its
satire.4 It is upon this second typu that the sobriquet "goliard" l*guly depends.

Both kinds of goliardic poetry use satire as a weapon; both attack vices and

comrption in the papacy, monastic institutions and the Churdr; both castigate greed,

dishonesty, and pomposity. The ribald form, however, in addition to its criticisms of

the sins of the ecclesiastical establishment commonly celebrates the diverse pleasures

of the flesh, the ineffable ioys of bottle dice and bed sometimes using liturgical forms

to point its satire. Although there is a serious end to much of this frequenfly scabrous

verse,levity sets the tone, an important end remains entertainment.

a2 Hanford, "Classical Eclogue and Mediaeval Debate," 137-38.
€ G"org" F. Whicher, TheGotiardPoets,2.
* For suggestions of "doubleness" in the goliardic mode see P. G. Walstu "Golias and Goliardic
Poeky.' The second ribdd type of goliardic verse is the kind that earned condemnation from
Giraldus Cambrensis of "Golias" as an acfual person when he called this mythical /'hin/ a lickspittle,
notorious for gluttony and lechery.
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In referring to the work of the "wild goliardi," Hanford has chiefly in mind such

hymns to the grape as Deruilnta oeritate, or the Goline dialogus intn aquam et ttinum. It

is worth noting, however, that other typicatly goliardic themes, for example sexual

licence and scatology as well as a measure of anti-clericalism, are very much present

in The OutI and the Nightingale. The first two themes are illustrated in the Owl's

account of the Nightingale's parficipation in carnivalesque sexual rites of season (489-

522), and in the Nightingale's descriptions of owlets fouling their nests (91-100); the

last, in the Owl's attack upon nepotism in the Church (1769-78). The goliardic

preference for plain speech over euphemism is well matched in the way words

remain un-minced in the birds' long debate on love and marriage. The only major

goliardic themes zof present in The &nI and the Nightingale, in fact, are gambling and

the celebration of drinking and drunkenness; these last subjects are part of the larger

context of the mortal sin of gluttony, virtually the only deadly sin of which the birds

do not accuse one another. In this contex! it is worth noting a thematic parallel

between The OuI and the Nightingale and the Goliae dialogus inter aquam et vinum; in

both these poems, the comic argument touches briefly on a more serious and

arguabty near-blasphemous theme. In the Dialogus, Water says that the sacrament of

baptism is dependent upon her, upon which Wine daims identity with the blood of

Christ. Likewise the Owl obliquely identifies herself with the crucified Christ in lines

1615-17, and claims that like Chrisfs, her death brings good to mankind.

Irr addition to the satiric verse of the goliards, The Oul and the Nightingale has

particularly dose links with the "flyhng" a minor mode we have already come asoss

in Chapter 4, in The Buke oJ the Howlat A literary (and also oral) form characterized

by the use of coarse invective and extravagant boasts, the flyting stepchild of satire,

is a verbal battle based on the exdrange of personal insults, dose attention being paid

to such matters as appear€mce and character, with particular emphasis on physical

defects, unatbactive habits and moral or intellectual shortcomings. A flyting should

preferably take place between two well-matched opponents. The form has dose and

ancient ties with sorcery, and affinities with both sympathetic and retributory magic;

with its belief in the power of cursing and the efficacy of verbal spellbinding, the

flyti.g is intricately related to the primitive fear of the power of words to maim and

ini*e even at times to kill. Malicious or threatening words and - sometimes even
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more dangerous - the act of "naminp" the malevolent invocation of a personal

name, have been attributed in past societies with powers as lethal as physical forms of

assault.s The flyting is well represented in written form in Latin and Greek and in

other European and non-European languages. It is used, for example in exchanges of

insults in the Norse myths (cf. Loki's taunting of the gods), and, in Anglo-SaxorL in

the boastingcombat between Beowulf and Unferth and Byrtrroth's encounter with the

leader of the Vikings inThe Battle oJMaldon.

As well as offering scurrilous insulg each participant in a flyting contest launches

attacks on the powers, or lack of powers, of the other. Typical themes of contention

are the ability to write poebry, or sing, as, for example, in the rivalries between Virgil's

singing shepherds in his third eclogue and between the Nightingale and the Owl.

Obscenity and scatology ar€ other familiar ingredients, and we should note how often

and how closely the flyting mode approaches the language and tone characteristic of

goliardic verse. But, whereas the assaults launched on the opponen(s genealogy,

race, appearance, serual abilities, bodily functions and dysfunctions are standard

flyting themes, in the case of our battling fowl, additional, specifically ornithological

themes are present. As well as attacking one another on matters of entirely human

conce(n, the birds also make war on purely avian grounds, each condemning the

othey's song, habita! repulsive appearance, insanitary and other distasteful habits,

and, not least, preferred diet. Each disputanfs favoured menu, juicy frogt for the

Owl and delicious "wormes" for the Nightingale, disgusts her opponent.

Once again, as with the debate itself and the goliardic mode, there is "doubleness" in

flytirg. The battle of insult can be either in play, or to the death. Priscilla Bawcutt in

Dunbar the Makar makes the important point that flytingcontesb may be mock as

well as serious; she notes that Bannatyne, far from taking Dunbar and Kennedy's

flytir,g as a real battte describes it as -jocound and mirrie."6 In "The Art of Flyti.&"

Bawcutt distinguishes between flytings with a "serious polemical PurPose- moral,

political or theological,'verbal combats in which the battle of words is real, and those

os S* R C. Elliott, The Poutn oJ Satire: IvIfrgic, Nttlrrl, Arf. See also Fred Norris Robinsorv "Satirists and

Enchanters in Early Irish Literiture"; Douglas Gray. "Rough Music: Some Early lnvectives and

Flytings"; Priscilla Bawcrrtt, The Art of Flyting." As we have see& the rook-bard lr:.The Buk oJthe

Hloatlal threatens to "4mle" the raven (815), that is, assault him verbally.
6 P.i""i[. BawcutL Dunbar the Malw, 225.
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other conflicts in which the traditional comedy of insult is no morle than a not very

dangerous game.r The serious type of flyting has affinities with the kind of debate in

which the disputants do not simply vie for personal supremacy but argue a principle,

and in which they may sometimes quite literally come to blows (see, for example,

Prudentius's Psychonwchia\. Rather more recent examples of this acrimonious kind of

polemical flyting may be found in ]ames Cranstoun's Satirical Poems oJ the Time oJ the

Refurmatiorl a sixteenth-cenfury collection of mostly Scottish satires from between

1565 and 1584. More than half the poems in it are anon)nnous or pseudon5rmous, and

are described by the collection's editor as being "satirical effusions directed against

those who, from their position or abilities, took a prominent Part in affairs secular or

sacred." Defining the poems' nafures, he adds that in some cases they may be

described as "ebullitions of spite and rancour and personal abuse."s

The second, non-serious kind of flyting while using the same techniques, seems quite

differently inspired indulging in what Priscilla Bawcutt describes as a 'kind of

sportive warfare"; she notes phrases and images used which do indeed derive from

combalae Fist-backed bellicosity in the first, serious type of flyting is contrasted with

the lack of any true animosity in the second. The presence or absence of the kind of

rancour that can result in physical violence is an important difference that serves to

distinguish the argument-over-principle flyting from the personal boasting-contest

(although a mock-violence is frequently threatened in the latter). A strictly verbal

pastime played for its entertainment value, the non-serious flyting has dose affinities

with the court fool's licence to insult, and in this context we note its popularity as an

entertainment in royal courb, especially those of Scottish kings.s We note also that

W. H. Audery in his poem Ode to the Mediaal Poets, ctraracterizes the "raucous

flytings" of the writers his Ode addresses as "sheeq, high-spirited fun."sl

a7 Pti*illu Bawcutf "The Art of Flyting," 10.
€ J.-.* Cranstoun, Introduction to SatiriulPoms of theTitne of ttu ReJonttation,Vol. t ir.
ae Bawcutt, 'The Art of Flyting," page 11, quotes ftom The F$ting of Danhar anil Kennedie: "Thou leis,
tratour; quhilk I sall on the preil,/Suppois thy heid war armit tymis ten/Thow sall recry if or thy
croun sall cleif' (lines 86-88).
I Ki.rg James V[, in a short treatise on verse, goes so far as to recommend "For flyting; or fnuectiues"
the use of "the kynde of verse. . . cdlit Rouncef,llis or Tumbling very9.',' See "King James W Ane S(hort
Trutise Conteiniig SomeRnlis anil CautelisTo Be Obserzit anilEscheutit in ScottishPoeiei' (1584), in
Eliznb ethrn Citical Eswy s, Vol. L 223.
st W. H. Auden, "Ode to the Medieval Poets,- inC-ollrctedPoems,6474.
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Elsewhere, Auden makes the point that the flyting's comic effect is created by a

"passionate relation of hostility and aggression " and the "calculated skill of verbal

invention" which indicates that the protagonists are not thinking about each other but

"about language and their pleasure in employing it inventively."s2 He adds that

"pIayfuL anger is intrinsically comic because, of all emotions, anger is the least

compatible with play!' David Lampe discusses the non-serious flyting as an exercise

in rhetoric, a literary game reflecting "a systematic inversion of the special topics of

ceremonial discourse as outlined in the Rhetorica ad Herennium."*

This second non-serious kind of flyting theru is a non-polemical, mock combat a

battle using pretended invective only, a war in whidr the only weapons are words.

Evidence thatThe Oatl and the Nightingale belongs to the playful group of flytings, and

that its battle of words is more counterfeit than real, is the fact that the birds are

perfectly huppy to agree on the choice of Nicholas as judge. In the same vein, at the

end of the poem, when he is found to have been away all the time in Portisham and

to have heard nothing of the dispute, the Nightingale is quite agreeable that the Owl

should fly off with her to find him. Further, she makes no objection when the Owl

suggests that it should be she, the Owl, who delivers an account of the debate to him

(always subject to the Nightingale's correction), and that they be judged on the basis

of this version. It all seems such an unexpectedly reasonable way for them to behavg

hardly a grim condusion to so apparently violent a quarrel. Looked at in this tight,

even the lack of resolution at the end of the poem may be seen as typical of Bawcrrt(s

second type of flyn"g, the inevitable consequence of a debate of such fundamentally

non-serious nature. After all, a mock-argument can have only a mock-resolution.

An interesting question about The OwI and the Nightingale concerns the presentation

envisaged for it. Might it have been written for some kind of public per{orntance,

possibly for two voices? ln considering the hybrid origins of the medieval debate in

general, scholars have looked at possible influences from various dialogic-dramatic

52 W. H. Auderu "Notes on the Comic," inThe Dyer's Hani! and Other Essays,383.
s David Lampe, "'Fl5rting No Reason Hath-, The Inverted Rhetoric of Abuse," nThe Early Remisuna,
edited by Bernardo Aldo, 112.
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sources. There are known connections between the jongleurs and the early French dits

and d6hats; Chambers notes the dialogic elements in minstrelsy, and also the direct

connections between the minstrel repertory and popular vernacular debates.s The

principle of the medieval use of debates as performance material is also attested by

Hanford. Discussing the semi-theatrical recreational role of the more light-hearted

contention poemq he observes that in ltaly, the wine and water debates were, from at

least the fourteenth cenfury, part of the repertoire of public entertainers, and that the

"debate type in general was a favorite with these minstrels, lending itself easily to

dramatic recitation."s

An interesting comment on the use of oral performance of early written dialogue

comes from Peter Dronke. Speaking of the dramatic nature of the dialogue in the

ninth-centu4y Terentius et Delusor (which he describes as a "high point of the'flyting1

genre") he suggests that ib dramatic inspiration is evident and that "the stage

directions leave no doubt that drama[c perfonnance was intended."s He says that

Terentius et Delusor "challenges us to reassess the extent to which the various kinds of

Carolingian dialogue'poems can be seen as dramatic. All of them, presumably, were

read aloud in company, not just in private." He adds that he sees no reason to doubt

that "when they were thus read the different parts were allotted to different r€aders."

In the field of Latin beast poebry, Dronke notes that the eleventh-centwy E&asis

coptioi with a much larger cast of characters "has recenfly been thought by two

German scholars to have arisen as .rn Easter entertainment, 'as a kind of play, or

school-dedamation aided by mime'."v Jan Zolkowski concurs, stating thaf "the

circumstantial evidence is very strong that the E&asis coptiai was meant to be read

aloud, with different readers for different parts."s Discussing the presence of talking

and debating animals in medieval Latin dialogue poems, Zolkowski also observes

that "in addition to having intrinsic merib as poehy, the [Latin] beast flytings and

il E.IC Chambers, The Meitiaat Stage,Yol.I, especially 79-81.
s 1"-", Holly Hanford,, oThe Meitinmat Debate BetweenWine andWattr,o g4W,947.
$ P"t", Dronke, Poetic htdioidwlity in the Miltitle Ages, 85- For the text of Tqantius et Deluwr, w.
Chambers, The Meilimal Stage, Vol tr, 32628.
t Dronke, page 85, is quoting Hans Robert Jauss,Unfersuchungen ntr mittehltstichenTieritichtung,g2,
paraphrasing W' Ross.
s S." Jan M. Zolkowski, Talking Busts: Meiliaal latin Beast Poetry,75U1.775,130. He cites Ludwig
Gompf, 'Die E&asis caiusdam Wivi und ihr Publikum," in corroboration.
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debates raise intriguing questions about the inlluence of popular theatre on medieval

monks and pupils - and on beast poets."s

The OwI and the Nightingale does seem to ask to be read aloud, possibly by more than

one person. Although attempts to attribute influences on the poem to the iongleur

tradition of acted unscripted dialogue must remain purely speculative, is there,

perhap+ a natural affinity between the comic, self-vaunting insults the birds

exchange and the traditional flyhrg dialogues between minstrels in which each

boasts of his own greater worth?e Do the dramatic qualities of the birds' colloquial

exchanges suggest that the poem may have been composed for some kind of public

oral delivery? ll it was written for public performance, might it have been designed

for a two- rather than a single-voice reading? Could the poem's marked use of very

informal dialogue, and familiar modes of address be pointers to this possibility? -as
might also be the differentiated, dramatic portrayals of flighty, frivolous Nightingale

and portentous Owl? The colloquial nature of the poem's speedr patterns, their racy

quality, natural sounding rhythms and vivacity are especially noticeable whenever

one bird begins to speak to the other. In particular, their abrupg familiar and rudely

dismissive modes of address ("Hong up pin 6v!" - "Awei pu flo!" - 
n'p7vf,1to pe!'

cwap pe cartere") often resemble the unceremonious exdnnges in the much later

mystery plays, the repartee, for example, between Noah and his wife in the York

story of the Flood, or Mak and Gyll in the Wakefield Second Shqherils' Pageant.

Any survey of generic affiliations, then, suggests that one might argue kinship for The

Owl and the Nightingale with more than one literary mode. In additiory and of

particutar importance, the poem has a special and vital dimension, corrunon to all

animal narrative but not present in other kinds of poetic debate. Its disputants are

not mere bloodless personifications like the quarrelling seasons and flowers and

rivers, nor are they embodiments of abstract ideas, like the rivals in the Ecloga. The

bellicose birds ensconced on flowering bough and crumbling tree-stump are real

Ii.uing creatures, acting much like the humans they resemble. Th"y spealg they

screirm with anger; we hear the full range of their voces animnntium, "sl'lm-wile softe &

lud amon{'; rhey trill and yell as they argue. The Nightingale shifts about on her

sZiolko*rki 131.
s Clu-b*o, The Meitimal Stage, Y ol. L 79-ffi .
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twi& nervously or triumphantly; the Owl swells, puffing up her feathers in rage'

Thuy shriek abuse at one another; they express human feelings of optimism and self-

doubt, from time to time each bird jubilantly scents victory, or temporarily loses

confidencg doubting her ability to win just as we ourselves might do' This Owl and

this Nightingale seem in fact as much human as bird; they speak as we sPeak, behave

as we behave, are clearly identifiable as comic metaphors for ourselves. It is not until

Chauntecleer and pertelote in Chauce{s The Nun's Priest's TaIe that we will again

encounter such infuriatingly wilful, obstinately ir:rational, muddle-headed, human-

like, feather-dad creatures.

By far the most complexly hybrid of the Middle English two-character bird debates,

then, The OatI and the Nightingale may be seen as an especialty problematic example of

the overlapping and mixing of genres and modes not infrequently found in medieval

animal narrative. Zolkowski observes tha! because in the early Middle Ages there

was no fixed genre of beast literature apart from fable and the Physiologus, poets were

,,fTeeto reach in many directions for stories and motifs."61 He says they turned to oral

traditions for beast folktales, and to classical and early medieval Latin literature for

aoces animantium artd. other modes. He cites the eleventh-century Ecbasis captioi as a

work thag like many of the early medieval Latin beast Poems, "borrows freely from

all sorts of literafure in which animals are important " incorporating "animal

epitaptrs, beast lore from the Physiotogus and from Christian symbolism, and animals

in the Bible as well as verses and phrases from Horatian beast fables, animal riddles,

and bird pgems."a Not all these sources are rePresented in Thc Owl and tlrc

Nightingate. But, as well as those which are there, for example, the Plrysiologus and

bestiaries, Christian and classical symbolism, folk-lore and beast fable, there are also,

as so frequently in animal narrative, echoes from the world of symbolic inversiorL the

mundus irntersus,demonstrated here in the absurdly incongruous casting of two birds

as mocklawyers and quasi-monks.

In the search in different kinds of animal narrative for possible influences on The Owl

and the Nightingatc, it is natural to look first in the direction of the fable. The poert

incorporates quite a lot of material based on fables, used both as illustrations and as

61 Zolkowski,l29.
62 Zolkowski,l54.
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substantiating evidence to support the charges each bird brings against the other. It

also has recognizable fabular thematic echoes. Although The OuI and the Nightingale

is not in any way structured upon the fable's distinctive form, illustrative tale

followed by firm conclusion with expliclt moralitas, there are, nevertheless, in the

birds' characterizations, in the sharyly polarised depictions of their frivolous and

ascetic natures, distinct echoes of the fable-type characteri zedby the tale of hedonistic

grasshopper and provident ant. There are eternal likenesses and unlikenesses

between the antitheses encapsulated in these bi-polar tales; saver or spender, careful

or feckless, prudent or reckless; undying temperamental dissimilarities exemplified in

the contrasting sayings mrpe diem and memento moi. ln these respects, the birds in

The Owl and the Nightingate differ from moralistic fable models only in that, instead of

being either feckless or foresighte4 or extravagant or thrifty, the Nightingale is

unashamedly pleasure-loving and the Owl, portentously self-ri ghteous.

The much more individualized animal characteri;zations found in another well-

known forrn of medieval animal poetry, the beast epic (literature par ucellence of

satiric impersonation), are, of course, very different from the one'dimensional

portraits in the fable. tn both Latin and French beast epics, the kansformation of

animat into successful metaphor for human, sine qua run of effective animal satire, is

skilfully achieved, and in this respect the complerly-characterized The Owl and the

Nightingale has some recognizabte affinities with the genre. Both beast epic and bird

debate exploit the comic possibilities of endowing their animal characters with

recognizably human personalities, attitudes and attributes; these are not types, but

individuals. ln the Echasis ccptiai, for example, the wandering calf-monk and its

friends and enemies are consistently anthropomorphize4 as are fox and wolf in

Ysengrimus and Le roman de Renart. Chronologically, influences on The OwI and the

Nightingate from both Latin and Frendr beast epics would have been perfectly

possible; ttre Echasis cnptirli mtd Ysmgrimus well predate it, and the first branches of

Renart precede or are contemporaneous with the earliest dates proposed for our

Poem.

Debates are obviously constructed around dialogue and, although not themselves

debates, the beast epics do contain lively dialogU+ sometimes ferociously satirical.

They are based on animal characters which speak and move and act in both human
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and non-hurnan ways and, like Th! Otnl and the Nightingale, are works in which the

narrative focus is firmly on the presentation of the protagonists as multi-faceted

reflections of both humans and human life, society and institutions. Nevertheless,

apart from ttre loose general resemblances that stem from the use of animals as

satirical metaphors for humans, and also the translation into avian terms of the classic

fox-wolf "wits versus strength" contest, there are no particular points at which we

c:rn see unusually marked similarities betweer! say, Le roman de Renart and The OwI

and the Nightingale. Both structurally and situationally, the texts are very different.

The constituent tales in the Rom^an are vigorous narratives with strong plots and a rich

variety of characters, full of movement and action; the stories are set in obviously

human suroundings - royal court, court of law - and the events they satirize are

those that belong in such situations. The OwI and the Nightingale, on the other han4

takes place in a semi-arboreal setting from which the birds never budge. The poem is

almost entirely dialogic. It is a purely verbal encounter between two characters only,

in which virtually no movement occurs; the disputants scarcely stir from branch and

stump. Almost the only real action in the debate is vocal, consisting of the abuse the

birds hurl at each other.

One question about The OwI and the Nightingale has long puzzled scholars, This is the

seeming lack of any obvious predecessor in the field of vernacular bird debate,

particularly surprising in view of the degree of excellence the poem attains. There

are, however, other likely sources. Iohn Conlee, for example, points to the important

debb The Outl and the Nightingale owes to a not invariably serious Latin debate

tradition 6 and Jan Zolkowski gives a brief account of some of the animal-monster-

human exchanges that were a "staple of ancient philosophical dialogue."a We

should note that the Latin poetry of the early Middle Ages is also wonderfully rich in

texts featuring talking animals, including a not inconsiderable coryus of beast

narrative, dramatic and diatogic poetry. One of these early medieval non-epic modes

may possibly provide dues to the genesis of The Owl and the Nightingale.

* 
Joht W. Conlee "Thc OwI and the Nightingale and Latin Debate Tradition."

u lnToking Animab,l31, Zolkowski cites Lucian's "Menippus and Cerberus" and 'The Drearry or the
Coclg' the latter a dialogue between a cobbler and a cock wfuch is $thagoras reincarnated; and also
Plutarch's "Gryllus," in which Odysseus fails to persuade "one of his merl who has been furned into a
pig by Circe, that it is better to be a human being than a pig."
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As an animal debate, The Owl and the Nightingale may conceivably owe a debt to a

small number of Latin beast dialogues, if only as models of the ancient comedy of

reciprocal insult.6 Among the few medieval Latin dialogic animal encounters

available in manuscript form are a handful of lively flytings, induding three short

ninth- or tenth-century poems, in two of which the disputing beasts exdrange threats

and insults in much the s.une intemperate way as the embattled Owl and

Nightingale. The first of these, "Cur me torquetis morsu lacerante pennli,'comes from a

manuscript originally from Regensburg, now in Munich, in the Bayerische

Staatsbibliotek, MS Clm 7410'1,.66 The briefest of confronta[ons, consisting of only

four lines, Zolkowski says that it "seems to constifute a complete little poem."67 It is

a flyting in which a bear acflrses the leader of a snapping pack of dogs of biting him;

if the dog does not stop, the bear will kitl lim: "Cur me torquetis morsu lacerante

penali?lSe rnn dimiseritis, adest mors oestra parata!" Hearing this, the dog, very sensibly,

tells the pack to flee; otherwise they will all be torn to shreds: "Vos auditis, canes, quid

dicit perfdus ursuslfFugite, sin alins, iminm discerpimur omnes." Zolkowski adds that

the lines are "not a reworking of any identifiable bestiary accoun! Aesopic fable, or

animal riddle," nor are they part of a longer beast poem. On the contrary, they stand

by themselves, as the poetic record of a shorb sharp, entirely verbal encounter

between two nafural enemies.

Another early manuscript now in Berliry Deutsche Staatsbibliotek, MS Philipps 1825,

contains two longer beast flytings. The first is a nineteen-line, acephalous Poem

which begins: "Quid mfui caprigoo cornuque minaris abnn@" - like the four lines

quoted above, it contains dialogue only, no narration. It consists of a fierce threat to

kill (from a lion? or a wolf?), addressed to a horned animal (a goat?), which is

scornfully rejected, in an even more belligerent response. The aggressor threatens to

tear the other into a thousand pieces, and the horned animal counters with threats to

split his enemy in twq or trample him with his hooves, or cut him into shreds and

leave him for the griffins to devour. Another beast poem from the same manuscript,

beginning " Disce, Ieo suVplcx, rpices sine murmure rnstros, " is not a flyting but a fifteen-

s Fo. these non-epic and nondebate modes see Zolkowski, "The Medieval Latin Beast {Sqq," -d
also his chapter on medieval Latin dialogic and dramatic beast poetry inTaking Aninuls,131-52.
6 Editud by Karl Sbecke r ln MGH Poetae 5 | "1.-2:521. See Zolkowski, Taking Animals, l#.
67 Ziolko*,"Vi, Talking Animnls, 735-
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line monologue, from an erudite ass to a lion whom he is trying to persuade to

become his pupil.6 Both these short poems may have been used as school Latin

exercises. Of the latter texf for instance, Zolkowski says that the ass's speech

"establishes beyond doubt that the Poem c€une from a scholastic milieu."6

But, even more promising in the search for possible animal dispute models for The

OwI and the Nightingale, are two twelfth-century insect debates. The first, William of

Blois's The Quarret oJ the FIea and Fty (Puticis et musce iurgia), is a poem of a hundred

and eighty lines composed in elegiac distichs, to be found in British Library, MS

Additional U,74g.?o The second tex! Tlu Altercation oJ the Spid"er and Fly (Altercacb

aranee et musce), atffibuted either to Matthew of Vend6me or an imitator, is a dispute

of seventy-four lines in elegiac distichs (two lines are missing); it survives in Bodleian,

MS Misc. Lat. D 15.71 In each altercatiory two insects struggle to outdo one another in

boasting contests, both disputes being erercises in ertravagant self-vaunting and

mutual ridicule. Like the debate between the two birds, these are highdecibel

wrangles in which the insults addressed by each disputant to the other form the main

focus of strife. Zolkowski suggests as possible sources for both disputes two riddles

of Symphosius, one on the ant and one on the fly (Aeaigmnta 22'23\, and also some

fables by Phaedrus and Odo de Cheriton.z He also postulates possible debts to The

Gnnt (Culq), a pseudo-'Virgilian "mock epic about an insect," ot to "pseudo Ovidian

eulogies for insects" such as two twelfth-centu4/ texts, The Ftea andThe I'ouse.73

Eactr of the two insect debates Zolkowski discusses is structured in two parts; one

insect attacks and the other replies in kind. Like the birds in The OwI and the

Nightingate, both disputants n The Quanel oJ the Flea and FIy are female. Both relate

their whole lives to their existence in a human worl4 and their large daims to

8 ' puid mfui caprigero cornuque minaris abunco" is edited by Karl Sbecker in MGH Poetae, 41 3:1082, and
-Diie, In suppll.ex,"apica sine'murmure nostros" is in MGH Poetae, 4/ 3: 1082-83- For the Latin texts and

hanslatioru into Englistr, see Ziolkows@ 13638.
I Zolko*rki,138.
70 Ziolko*"ki discusses both insect altercations in pages 1,3942. For the Latin text of The Quarcl oJthe

FIea and Fly, w Antonio Scolari, "I '\y'ensus de puiicJ et musca' de Guglielnp di. Blois," in Studi

meilieoali, IO OggS),37W. Zolkowski provides an English translation inTaking Animals,TTSS-
71 

See Zolkowski for an English translation of The Altnution of the Spiila anil F\y,27V80.
t2 S"" Zolkowski, page 139. For the fables by Phaedru s see Babrius and Phaedrus, edited Uy-tt Tryh
p"ttl,, 4.25, g4}.{tg, 

"ia 
fot those by Odo de 

-CheritorL 
see Leopold Hervieux, La ftbulista latins'Yol-

N,293 and 326.
73 For these references, see Zolkowski, 139.
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importance stem from their personal, private access to this world. The arrogant fly

speaks first. She marvels that a flea should dare contend with her, that so miserable a

creature should not be abashed by her opponenfs obvious superiority. Kings, says

the fly, are subject to her. She eats at the king's tablg tasting everyone of his dishes,

leaving him to eat what she does not want. She drinks from his glass; often she sits

above his head, and considers "what her honour and glory may be." This is not to say

that there are no hazards in being a fly at table. Sometimes a greedy diner will

swallow her along with his food; nevertheless, he will make sure that she comes back

from his stomach and out of his mouth, and is not injured by his teeth. She does not

fear the weapons by which man is conquered, since she herself cannot be defeated by

them; on the other hand, man is envious of her invulnerability. Of all man-made

inventions, only the fly swat can harm her, but even it can Prove beneficial. When its

whirlwind strikes her, she is driven away from the food she desires, and thus

prevented from entering the throat of the person swallowing. In this wdlr human

envy is converted to her advantage, and her enemy, man, becomes useful to her. She

concludes by saying that it is beneath her dignity to argue with a creature so lowly as

flea; in stooping to do so she brings the flea honour and herself, shame.

The impugned flea leaps forth from her preferred habita! the "tender bosom of a

maidery" to express an equally vigorous contempt for the fly, and to deride her rival's

pretensions. The fly may share food with the king, but she does not share the bed of

the king's daughter. The flea can wander through the "secret places that belong to

Venus" and break through the "enclosures of her pudenda with my lusty foot-" The

fly may taste every dish brought to the king before he can, but the flea has tasted first

every "single, stolen pleasure" belonging to fove. "FIis Danae felt me where she had

not yet felt |ovg" says the flea; the "flesh of sensual pleasure and the charm of

touching Ganymede were known first to me and only after that to Jove." The god

envies the flea but the insect is comically magnanimous in this regard "Although an

envious person is usually worth less than the envied, I do not maintain that fove is

worth less than I." Her reveladons go deeper. "When the lusty hand of Jove was

playrng and roving through the groves of Venus, over the boyish thiglU" it was as

likely to encounter the flea as ttre desired one's flesh; at any one time, she, the flea,

was either "jove's competitor or Juno's rival." Like the Nightingale in the bird

debate, the flea pours scorn on the squalor of her opponenfs habits. The dirty fly
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prefers "discarded meats and squalid carcasses" to erect nipple and firm breast,

"beasures and pleasures" loved by Jove. But the spider will punish the fly's

contempg the spider will act as the flea's avenger. William of Blois, author of The

Quarrel oJ the FIea andFly, makes no bones about his intentions in writing the poem.tn

He says he relates fictions because "fictions delight many and serious words fs lu -
he is not looking for praisg but simply to make his audience laugh.

The Altercation oJ the Spider and FIy is less than half as long as the first debate. It

employs the same standard flyti"g elements, mutual denigration coupled with self-

praise; there is, however, a difference. ln this second poem, the criticisms each insect

lavishes upon the other are in many ways as applicable to humans as to themselves,

and the final speeches that each disputant addresses to an unseen judge make it clear

that this d,ebate is a school exercise in the use of dialectic. The spider begins with two

truisms. ln the midst of good things there is often an associated evil; and reason

cormpted by excess does not recognize sobriety.

Both statements are immediatety applied to her savage at&ack on the fly. Comrpted

by extravagance, lacking skills, harmfuI, stupid and pernicious, the filthy fly

oppresses the expert, the studious, the learned, the righteous. Using the sewer as

di.i.g room and ordure for food, she defiles what she touches, eracting tribute from

both dung and corpses. Yet the fly, "decay in person," dares to impugn the spide/s

worth! Admitting that she herself may be ugly, the spider nevertheless praises

herself, extolling her own innate good sense, her skill, the "gravity of her mind-" Her

"sickly skin is astonished" at its r€sources, just as the "threshing floor is astonished at

the harvest the nut at the kernel, the bark at the wood." Appearances are not all: "the

shadow of the nettle covers the rose, the storm of a doud outside obscures the delight

of the sun's splendour." A series of contrasting verbs is used to describe the actions

of both creatures: while the spider is watchful, the fly rages; while the fly snores, the

sprder is active; while the spider makes, the fly breaks in pieces. The spider has

knowledge the fly has none; the spider "makes ingenious devices, the fly makes

mistakes." The spider's address ends with a request to an invisible judge to "restrain

the defendant, lest a noxious ptague make bold to destroy the human race-"

7aZiolkowski,274.
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The fly's response follows the familiar pattern of refutation and attack The spider is

herself a wicked creafure, a plague, bane of banes, mistress of violence, swollen with

comrption. Daughter of Tisiphone and shameful granddaughter of Megaera, her

harmful shape warrrs of the savage spirit within; a vessel of impuri$ 'in her belly''

"belches out a deadly evil, pours it out for the benefit of [the] death, by which

Claudius and Cato perish." She the privileged fly, takes the "first fmits from the

feasts of kings," honey pours out for her, and wine unmixed with water is there for

her. The queen grves her kisses, her bed is the fly's couctU the royal purple robe, her

seat. It is the fly which first samples the "flowery rose-gardens of a maiden's [ips, the

lilies of her neck." Another series of contrasting verbs follows: the fly glories, the

spider trembles; the spider hangs, the fly flies; the spider lies toryid the fly runs uP

and down; the fly drinks, the spider thirsts. The fly also makes a dosing appeal to the

judge, a sententious request for justice: "it is fitting that those who harm by

destruction be oppressed by perdition."

As well as noting that both insect debates bear the stamp of the schools, Zolkowski

remarks that the flavour of the spider and fly dispute, in particular, is "remarkably

scholastic."6 F{is words are validated by the magisterial determimtio in this last text,

which is a judgement not of the insects' merits but of the authoy's performance- The

arbiter comments that this "work of literature, just barely crawling from a Palbry

talen! fears the gift of min4 judicial enquiry."75 He criticizes the progression of the

metre, the dearth of oratorical colour and the lack of craftsmanship, the want of

rhetorical figures and of figurative language - qualities, as we shall see, all

powerfully present n The Outl and the Nightingale. The arbiter adds, fitully, that the

"limitations of a boy's pygmoid nature forbid him to run riot in the use of an adult

voice." He also promises that time will amend these deficiencies.

Both insect debates have affinities with The Owt and the Nightingale, if only in the use

of living creatures as debaters and the gratuitous nastiness of their insults, blut The

Altercation oJ the Spider and Fly, in particular, presents other, interesting similarities.

Although The Ouil and the Nightingate is a much longer and far mol€ compler Po€rt,

and has various ctraracteristics often found in the flytiog but not present in the insect

75 ziolkowski, lgg, 747.
76 Zolko*"ki,141.
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quarel (for example, scatological language discussion of human issues, criticism of

the ecclesiastical establishment), nevertheless, the two debates do show other, quite

marked likenesses, tonal, thematig strucfural. Both poems are well-focused flytings,

interested in personalities rather than ideas, and both are rich in invective and

personal abuse. The two debates both contain a certain amount of learned as well as

popular material, and both are based upon the same sifuation, an apparently

motiveless quarrel between two unrelated animals whose only connection seems to

be a strong natural antipathy. Both insect and bird debate structure their altercations

on the scholastic disputatio, although The Spider and the Fly includes the formal,

analytical determination that is missing from the later battle of the birds.

The Out and the Nightingala modelled on alternating speeches of roughly equal

length, moderated by a balance-holding narrator, clearly shows its structural affinities

with that far from "popular" but invariably oral form, the disputatio (the debt the

medieval poetic debate form in general owes to the scholastic art of dialectic has been

well documented).z The disputatio, the academic debate, dominated the conduct of

scholarly life in the high Mddle Ages, and not just in establishments of higher

learning. The boys in London schools in the last hatf of the twelfth century (and we

know of about thirfy such establishmenb in England at that time, including at least

three in London itself), regularly held inter-school public disputations on feast days,

in the churctryard of the church whose festival it was.In his description of the city of

London between 1170 and 1133, Wiltiam Fitzstephery Beckefs biographer, describes

one such occasion where boys from different schools are meeting to compete:

The scholars dispute, some in demonstrative rhetoric, others in dialectic-

Some 'hurtle enthymemes," othels with greater skill employ perfect

syllogisms. Boys of different schools strive against one another in ver€e

or contend concerning the principles of the art of grammar, or the

rules governing the use of past and future. There are others who employ
the old art of tlie crossroads in epigrams, rh5rmes, and metre.'o

n 5"., for example, Reed, Middle English D&ate Polry,4347; ulP J1mP J, MurPhY, "Rhetoric and

Dialectic in The'Oul and the Nightingile," in Mediaal Ebqucnce: Stuitin in the Thary anil Practice oJ

Mediaal Rhetoic, 19&230.
78 S"" Nicholas Orme, English Schools in the MiiWle Ages,l3L3l For the number and distribution of
schools of different levels-recorded in the twelfth anii thirteenth centuries, see the maP on page77'l'.
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As the key teaching tool in both university and other schools of higher studies, the

dbputatio was used for instruction, examinatiory and ultimate proof of achievement.

The technique was simple. The master would set a question which his students

would anwer with arguments for and agains! once engaged, the dialectical duel

would be moderated by the master, who would constantly look for logical flaws in

his students' proposed resolutions. This process would continue until the final

magisterial ileterminatio, in which the sfudent resPonses were analysed for

weaknesses and logical fallacies. Before a student was allowed to graduate, he was

required to preside himself as master over forty days of disputations and, before

finally qualifying as a teacher, he had still to face an "inception" debate, only after

which would he would be admitted into his new profession.r By the end of the

seven-year course leading to the mastels degree, the newly-fledged dialectician

would thus be provided with solid experience in the art of scholastic debate, and

thoroughly habituated to the use of dialogic exchanges as a method of erposition and

means of determining truths.

The development of the scholastic disputatio as a teaching method was dosely related

to the twelfth-century enthusiasm for Aristotle, an interest that gained impetus from

the rediscovery of four of his logical works, freshly translated into Latin in 1128'

Together known as the Nan l-ogic, these four were added to his OA l-ogic to make up

the set of works on logic collectively lcnown as the Orgarnn. David Knowles points

out that while "the works of Boethius and the fragments of Aristotle" had never

ceased to be available, it was not until now that'they were appreciated in all their

dynamic force."s Of these newly translated Aristotelian works, fus Tapics and On

Sophistical Refutations were of particular importance to the development of the art of

dialectic in the schools, providing, as fames Murphy observes, "a highly sophisticated

groundwork for dialectical processes which in many ways shaped the educational

process of Europe for cenfuries to come."8l The Topics, as well as ProPosing suitable

questions and giving directions on how to construct and present an argument,

contains a full set of rules for the conduct of a disputatb, whlle the Sophistieal

ReJutatioru offers instructions on how to reply to an opponenfls presentatiory how to

7e Re"4 L5-47. For a description of the process of inception, see Hastings Rashdalt The Unionsitia oJ

Europe in the Miildle Ags. Vol. L 283-87.
s Du'r.id Knowles, The Eoolution oJMedimalThought, 93-
81 yames 1. Murphy, ,,Rhetoric and Dialecti c rnThe Owl and the Nightingale, " 201.
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detect its strengths and weaknesses and find and refute its logical fallacies. Reed

notes that in the Aristotelian models great attention is paid to the actual conduct of

the argument, while 'virtually nothing is said of the disputanfs obligation to the

truth as such," so that whereas in usual university practice it was expected that

students should not argue against accepted truths, in particular against Christian

dogma, the models presented in the books of the Nan Logic are much less constrained

by a necessity to support the orthodox view.82

Disputants were expected to accommodate whatever arguments an opponent might

put forward, the only proviso being that these should accord with the rules as laid

down for the contest, the game (or the battle) of logical argument. It is worth noting

that an early proponent of the dialectic sees the academic debate as an armed combat,

a duel of words, almost literally a physical struggle between two adversaries' john of

Salisbury writing in the twelfth century clearly equates the disputaho with a verbal

duel, and sees the Topics as some kind of arrnourJr, source of weapons and tactics.s

In the end, the Aristotelian debate is conducted as a pure exercise in logical argument.

In this kind of combat the aim is victory, and each respondent has one end in view, to

win; and this, as we shall see, is the overriding principle governing the birds' tactics

tnThe Oral and the Nightingale.

As we have seerL to this day the term -debate" can be interpreted in two quite

different ways, thought of as either a significant part of a serious process of

elucidation and decision-makin& or a kind of light-hearted diversion, some sort of

game. When Hanford suggests that many of the medieval debates may represent the

"reaction from, often the parody of, sober pursuits of the schoolroom,n artd may be

,'the work of monks and pedagogues on a crabbed literary holiday," it is the debate in

its recreational aspect that best fits his words.s hr the context of the years of

concentrated mental effort required by constant exercise in dialectical disputation, it

is not surprising that students should look about for ways to relax; one means open to

them was the stagrng of mock debates. As a by-product of their dialectical educatiory

student debaters were enabled to appreciate the potential value of the disputatb as a

eR*d,46.
sTUe tvtaatogicon oJ lohn oJ Salisbury, Book ltr, Chapter 10, 189-90.
& Hanford, -Classical Eclogue and Mediaeval Debate," L37.
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form that could lend itsetf to producing non-serious amusements for the

entertainment of their peers. The scholastic debate, the& assumed a double role' As

well as a vehicle for the serious work of learning, examination and accreditatiorU the

disputatio became a means of student recreation, a source of entertainment, of

temporary escape from the strenuous demands of the official quaestiones disputatae'

Mikhail Bakhtin observes that student and university recreation had great importance

in the history of medieval parody. He adds that students, given freedom in these

matters, could not only find relaxation from the official ideological system, from

scholarly wisdom and academic rules, but were, as well, allowed to transform their

disciplines into "guy, degrading 8ames, and jokes-"s There is early confinnation of

some kind of official recognition that students must have some balance between

study and relaxation; in the first part of the twelfth century, Guibert de Nogent

recognizes that studenb had need of both. Discussing the harsh and unremitting

regime under which he himself had been educated he remarks that, "By the strain of

undue applicatiory the natural Powens of grown mery as well as of boys, are blunted'

and the hotter the fire of their mental activity in unremitting study, the sooner is the

strength of their understanding weakened and chilled by excess.uu A new, semi-

officially-sanctioned form of student debate began to develop that was much less

orthodox in its ctroice of subject, far less bound by prescriptive tradition: this new,

recreational debate form was the quodlibet.

The disputatio de quolfuetmakes ib first recorded appearance in Paris in the middle of

the thirteenth centu-qy, too late, perhaps, fror The Owl and the Ni9htingale if the Poem

was written in the twelfth century, but not if its date of composition was, in f'ac., a

good d.eal later. Even if an early dating for the debate should turn out to be correct' it

is worth considering that those thirteenth-century quodlibetical debates of which we

have records may have been representative of practices already some time in

existence. From at least the thirteenth century, at all events, students wer€ stagtng

quodlibetical debates for extra-classroom relaxation, disputes governed by rules

much less restrictive than those for the regular debates in the sdrools- Alan Cobban

remarks that "liberating opportunities" to witness "an intellecfual voyage of

s Mikhail Bakhtin, Fsbetab anithisWorlil,83-
ssety and Society in Medioal France: the Memoirs oJ Abbot Gufrert deNogant, Book I, Chapter 5, 47'
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discovery which might transcend the rigid canons of their authority-dominated

educational frameworK' were "maimized during the staging of disputations de

quolibet."ffi Headds that these debates "provided a much-needed release for some of

the intellechral frustrations generated by an educational system so orientated towards

reverence for authoritY."

Most of the collected quodlibetae of which records still exist are from faculties of

theology, but the debates took place in the arts, law, and medical faculties as well'

The nature of the questions accepted for debate was in theory unrestricted; anyone

who wished might join in the disputations, and touch on virtually *y subject's

These inforrral disputations were certainly far from unrelievedly serious; there are

records of an early student taste for parodying the official quaestiones disputatae' The

subject matter of the quodlibetical debates seems to have ranged widely and daringly'

although the masters could refuse to admit questions considered too extreme'

Thomas Reed notes that, "considering the well-documented rambunctiousness of the

sfudents, some of whom were barely into their teens, it is not surprising that the

disputes over which they exercised more and more control could occasionally get out

of hand.,'8e Reed suggests that the following decree issued by the dean of the faculty

of arts of the University of Heidelberg in 1518, although coming rather late in the

history of these recreational student debates, might still have been broadly applicable

to earlier practices. The decree concelns the questions that dght, or might not' be

discussed in the quodlfuetae. Laying down stern rules, the dean strictly prohibits the

student debaters, under "severest penalty," from bringrng forward "questions of little

importance which are also commonly called facetiae or 'salts,' shamefuI, lascivious

and impudent, whictr by their allwements may attract or provoke the religious and

innocent youth ignorant of sexual matters, or any others, to unseemly or illicit lust'"s

Although, as we see, there were, in practice, some restrictions on questions thought to

go too far, the quodlibetical debates nevertheless offered a forum for the discussion of

new ideas or radical notions within a familiar academic form. It is tempting to think

8t A. B. Cobbao The Mediaat lJnioersitia: their Dmelopmant and Oganizttion,Z74.
sR".ddiscussee thequodlfuet inpages 49-67. SeealsoAB.Cobba+ TheMeitimlUniaersitio:their

Dmelopment anit Orgaiintion,Ztt-7{, for the disputations ile quolfuet.

I Ruud,5+55-
s S"" Lynn Thorn dtke, Llnioasity Rerrrrits and LiJe in the Miiklle Ages, 372-
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of these recreational sfudent debates as being expressive of a certain independent,

anti-authoritarian, student spirit in the Middle Ages, that temper which had already

manifested itself in some of the ltalian, student-dominated universities. The most

famous example of these is the university in Bologna, in which, from the early

thirteenth cenfury to the first half of the fourteenth, the "students, through their

elected representatives, controlled all that was vital to the direction of the academic

community and held the teaching doctors in a state of legislative subservience."el

This anti-authority student ethos did not soon disaPpear. Much later, at Oxford in

the sixteenth centuy, il officially-sanctioned student terra flius was permitted to

appear in the Commencement disputations and given licence to insult all and

everything about him, including the university and everyone connected with it.e

Discussing the trading of flyting-type insults in these terrafilial debates, Reed remarks

that although no evidence has as yet been discovered for the earlier occurrence of

these officially tolerated games of mock insult, it is, perhaps, possible that they may

have existed much earlier than is recorded. At all events, their long and successful

life "bears eloquent testimony to the flyting that potentiully lay behind the most

solemn academic debates."e3 Such sfudent recreational activities as the quodlibets

and the terrafilial flytings might be seen as a kind of academic parallel to such

Church-tolerated mock celebrations as theJestum stultorum, the Feast of Fool+ and the

ceremonies of the Boy Bishop, in which lay people had licence for a brief period each

year to behave in a similarly carnivalesque way.*

Finally, we should consider what kind and size of audience a debate llkeThe Owl and

the Nightingale might have had, of whom it might have consisted, and how it might

have influenced the poem. The late twelfth and thirteenth centuries saw considerable

e1 Cobbun, rnThe Meitiaal Llniossitis: Their Doetopment and Organisation,lTL, glv.e an.account of the

exhaordinary ar",r*trn"es through which thirteenth-century Jtudeng at the University of Bologna

exercized po*u, over their hapless"teachers, holding mqq litt"4ry as financial PH9*?"' See his

"fiup-*.i" "Bologna: Studeni Arche*pe," 48-74, id 'Medieval Student Power," 16&95.

e2 For the role of the tena flius at the universit5r, see Reed, 5&59, and Bromley Smith and Douglas

Ehninger, "The Terrafilial Disputations at Oxford."
e3 Ree4 s9.
s For the history of the Feast of Fools and the Boy Bishop, see Chambers, Vol. 1"27+37L'
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increases in the numbers of institutions of education in England at both pre-

university and higher level. In Engtish Schools in the Middle Ages, Nicholas Orme

locates thirteenth-century pre-university schools, as well as instifutions offering

higher studies, in more than sixty English towns.es He remarks that the "picture is the

more impressive when it is remembered how casual are references to schools in the

record Sources, and how few even of these both survive and are known'" An equally

rapid process of expansion was taking place at university level also; Cobban records

how ',the spread of universities was facilitated by the European urban revival of the

twelfth and thirteenth cenfuries."% Large numbers of new kinds of institution were

set up during this period to provide higher studies, schools such as the legal

establishments which sprang up to train secular lawyers after the reform in"L179

which shut clerics out from employment in the lay courts. Most, if not all, of these

new institutions would have used the disputation as method of instruction. Cobban

comments:

A rigorous training in logic and the art of the disputatiorr was t|1o38ht to be

u r,ritubl" general frepar"ation for most types.o{ professional- activity. In a
society wiih an intricite mazeof competi"g-.gh an{ nri.vrleges, that
exacti'tude of mind, honed by dialectiid ana disputational erpertise,
proved to be a prized markelabte asset at the disposal. of graduates in arb,
itt Utu t,rp*io. d,itApntt"t of law or theology or 6ven in medicine'v

Such general use of dialectical teaching methods would have meant that the growth

in educational institutions would have entailed parallel increases in the number of

students possessing first-hand experience of the disputatio, as both method of

instruction and recreational form. Among them, perhaps, we might expect to find the

poet of The OwI and the Nightingale.

On leaving university, most of this considerably enlarged body of studenb would

have either entered the Church or a monastery, or sought paid employment of some

other kind. Three principal alternative avenues would have been oPen to these newly

graduated students. In the first place, they would be qualified for positions in

administrative capacities within the Church. Secondly, graduates might seek careers

in either pubtic or private service as controllery lawyers, clerks, accountants and so

es Ni"hol* Orrne, English Sclrorlls in the Miititte Aga, 172. Th" Tlp on page 
-LTlshows 

twelve towns,

from York to Chichesier, in which some kind of lhird-level studies were offered'
e6 S"u A.B. Cobbarg The Medimat Engtish llnioersitis: Oxprd anit C-ambrid-ge to c.'1500, for a discussion of

the origin and development of scho6ls of higher education in England, 14.

e7 cobbutr, 14.
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forth, and, thirdly, there were increased employment opportunities within the

teaching profession itself. All the proliferating schools, both at grammar and at

higher level, would have required teachers. Furthermore, as a newly fashionable

vogue for education spread through medieval society, fresh opportunities arose for

graduates in the field of private education. The sons of kings and noblemen received

tuition in royal or great houses, often from university-educated clerks not in orders,

and the heirs of men of lesser stafus were also often educated by secular clerks in

private homes.s Many, if not all of these young student+ in school, great house or

private household, would be given some experience of instruction by dialectical

methods. The expansion of education in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries would

have thus resulted in considerably enlarged numbers of students at various levels

with at least some familiarity *ith the principles and organization of tlrre disputatio,

and this, in its turn, can be assumed to have reinforced the tendenry of medieval

writers to make poetic use of the debate form.

Equally significanq perhaps, might have been the emergence of a new, mudr

enlarged class of university-educated men with different social backgrounds and

perhaps tastes, as, increasingly, ambitious boys from modest homes began to receive

some formal higher education. Although from the late fourteenth-century "members

of the aristocrary began to permeate the universities in accelerating number6," A. B'

Cobban, speaking of European university students in the thirteenth and fourteenth

cenfuries, says that there is evidence to suggest that the "majority of undergraduates

were resrrited from the middling to lower orders in society, from the sons of

l,nightt and professional men, merchants, burgesses, artisans, yeomen and so forth'

Some were drawn from the humblest of circumstances and went to university as

prot6g€s of local patrons."e That a minor social revolution of this kind did in fact

take place is attested by the surprising number of men of relatively humble oriSfn

who began to reach high ecclesiastical or civil office in this period, and also by a

growing trend for administrative posts at court or on great estates to be taken over

by university-educated men not necessarily of distinguished birth.lm On the subject

s Ni"hoL" Orme, Chililhoott to Chimlry, "Growing up at H91er"-especially 1G31. For example,

Chaucer, a merchanf s son, was brought up in the household of the Duke of Clarence'
s A. B. Cobban, The Meilimal lJnioqsities: Their Dmelopment and Organization,16S.
tm S* Reed b2{3; and also Jean Dunbabiru "Caneers and Vocations," in Tlu History of the Unioersity oJ

Oxford, Vol. I, 56ff05-
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of careers for graduates in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, Peter Moraw

observes that there was a "steady increase in the proportion of those actively

engaged in the court life of both the French and English kings or of French and

English bishop+ for example in the emergent office of the 'official'."101 He also

notes tha! "on average, the English kings employed at least twice as many masters

as the French sovereigns." Might the move away from a purely derical education

and ecclesiastical career, coupled with the changing social composition of an

enlarged body of university graduates, have itself had effects uPon the audiences for

the newly popular debate genre? Could it even have helped to account for the

choice of the native English tongue, and a less elevated tone tor The Owl and the

Nightingale?

The scholastic d,isputation that provided so suitable a structural model for the

medieval debate can be seen to have bequeathed it a double legacy- while the

conventional disputatio with magisterial determination has an obvious affinity with

serious and resolved altercations such as the ctrurch and synagogue and body and

soul debates, it also (possibty by way of such informal entertainments as the student

quodlibets) provided a model for the kind of non-serious flytingdebate with a

purpose to entertain which is The OuI and the Nightingale. The existence of these

parallel and different bequests demands that any consideration of the sctrolastic

disputatio as source for, and influence uPon the poetic debates, take such differences

into account. The relationship of didactic poetic debates with a religious or moral

theme to the conventionally debated and determined quaestiones disputatae in the

schools is clear. It differs substantially from the light-hearted rapport that appears

to exist between works such as the wine and water and sheep and flax ieux'd'esprit,

and the student quodlibetical debates intended as recreation.

In the first, serious, didactic group of debates, restricted parametens are defined by

the nature of the subject, and also set for subject matter, tone and language; the

intention is serious, conduct conventional, determination conclusive. In the second

group, designed for pleasure rather than profi! the themes can range largely where

they will. The tone may be familiar or colloquial or satirical or even obscene - at all

101 Put", Moraw, "Careers of Graduates," in A History of tIrc llnionsity in Eutope: Unioqsities in thc

Middlc Aga, Vol. I, 24+79, quotation, 249.
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events, far from elevated and the conventional dosure, the condusive

determinntio, is not necessarily present. It may be obscure, or non-condusive, or

simply not there at all; indeterminary is a not infrequent element in the medieval

debate. Certainly lack of determinate closure is very draracteristic of those

contention poems that owe the mainspring of their invention to the mod<

combat-drama made verse, the ancient game of flyting.

A poem ltke The OwI and the Nightingale, with its natural ebulliencg the variety and

multiplicity of its themes, its close attention to naturalistic detail its moving'

glancing argument with verbal blows delivered and retumed (not to mention the

inconsistencies and occasionally faltering footwork in the disputants' logic), and its

apparenfly deliberate refusal to provide a formal determination, fits naturally into

this second group of recreational poems. In these light-hearted altercations, the

disputants argue for the sake of arguing, debate for debate's sake, and fight for the

sake of fighting. LoF. has little place in these mock conflicts, neither do brrth nor

fairness; in this kind of dispute the contestants' strongest motivation is the simple

desire to win. It is to this second kind of principally recreational poetic debate that

The Owl and the Nightingale belongs.



Chapter 6
Debate and the Law

As we saw in the preceding chapter, erplorations of sources and models for the

medieval debate have followed a number of differently branching paths. Of these,

one not yet considered here has a particular importance lor The Oul and the

Nightingale. This new avenue of enquiry concerns the poem's relationship to the

adversarial trial. After acknowledging the influences of the scholastic disputatio and

various other literary and nonJiterary traditions, a number of critics have turned

their attention to the connection The OwI and the Nightingale may have with the

evidence-based trial, newly-introduced in the twelfth century. Chief points of
interest have been the legal terminology the poem uses, the judicial processes to

which it refers, the extent to which its structuring does or does not follow the

procedures of pleading and proof in a twelfth- or thirteenth-century court of law, and

which court this might be, ecdesiastical or secular. We note that The Outl and the

Nightingale is not the only medieval contention poem structured upon a legal

framework; Atkins observes that terms adopted from legal procedure ocflrr quite

frequently in other vernacular debates.l Trial scenes and legal language are also

common cunency in other kinds of medieval literafure, used freely in such diverse

genres as the beast epic, the fable and the romance.2 Reasons for such usage are not
hard to find; there is a natural drama in the judicial confrontation that lends itsetf
well to fictional situations. In fable, beast epic and romance, however, trial scenes

may play a mor€ incidental role than here, being usually subordinate to the larger

actiory but one element .unong many. That this is not the case rn The Outl and the

Nightingale makes an important difference; here a good part of the debate is

structured consistently, if unevenly, upon some kind of judiciat model.

The latter part of the twelfth centurlr in England under Henry II saw far-readring
reforms in the administration of civil justice. According to Pollock and Maitland the

' 1. W. H. Atkins, The OwI and the Nigfttingalc,htt.

1 
*1n" examples: the arraignment of Renart before King Noble in b romnn de Renart;the trial of the

falsely accused sheep in Marie de France's fable DeI chim e ile Ia berbiz; parodic court-of-love disputes
in the clerk and knight debates; trials by combat in the Arthurian canon; the appearance before
Arthu/s court of the eponymous hero n Sir launJal, and the detailed courtroom inquisition in the
fourteenth-century romance Gamclyn.
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most long-lasting and fruifful of these reforms entailed legal changes which would

ul[mately see the centralization and unification of the whole of English law. These

included the "institution of a perrnanent court of professional judges," the "frequent

mission of itinerant judges throughout the land" arrd the "introduction of the'inquesf

or 'recognition' and the 'original wrif as normal parts of the machinery of justice."s

The new adversarial procedures now adopted resembled the dialectical methods of

sifting, weighing and evaluating evidence already practised in the higher schools,

including the proliferating law schools.a Whereas the procedure in the earlier feudal

courts had been to find a likely suspect for a glven crime, preferably caught red-

handed, and to prescribe a trial by ordeal that would either confirm or refute his guilt,

the methods of the new inquisitorial courts were much less capricious.s

From the last part of the twelfth century, the newly-introduced adversarial procedures

of the "transplanted Frankish inquest," based on sworn evidence, increasingly came to

supplant the partdiagnostic, part-punishment ordeals, trials by combat, hot iron, fire

or water, in which God was held to deterrrine innocence or guilt.6 The main effect of

the new procedures was to shift the balance of proof from the purely physical nature

of the divinely ordained and determined ordeals to a very different groun4 that of the

formally ordered evidence-based inquest, in which swords, flames and water were

definitively replaced by words. Paul Hyams notes that the "demise of the ordeal was

in one respect the triumph of adversary process over other fonns of legal inquiqy,"and

asks whether this may help to "explain why the common law long thought essentially

in terms of winners and losers, even in disputes over matrimonial causes or family

3 F. Poilo"k and F. W. Maitlan4 The History of English lnt Before the Timc oJ Edward. I,Book L 13S.
a Several law schools were already established in England by the end of the twelfth cenfury, including
institutions at Lincoln and Exeter as well as at Oxford. See A. B. Cobbao The Medimal Unioersities:
Their D euelopmn* and Or ganization, 97 .
s For the history of the ordeal see Paul W. Hyams, "Trial by Ordeal: The Key to Proof in the Early
Common Law," in On the Lauss and Customs of England, 90-126.
6 Thu lndi"ial proceeding referred to as the "hansplanted Frankish inquesf' was a form of trial based
on the Frankish inquisitio, the "prerogative rights of the Frankish kings" going back as far as the
Carolingian kings of France. According to this system, legal issues were iudged by sworn evidence
compulsorily obtained from selected persong or 'Jurons." See Pollock and Maitlan4 Book I, 93,7n-
41. Charles Donahue describes how the "academic proceduralists" were urgng the "adoption of a
system in which judgnent was given not by God, invoked by battle ordeal, or the inscrutable oath of
the parties and their compurgators, but rather by all-too fallible men, judges, on the basis of the
testimony of equally fallible witnesses." See Charles Donahue, "Proof by Witnesses in the Church
Courts of Medieval England: An lmperfect Reception of the Learned Law," inOn the Lmts and Customs
of England,l27-ffi. The quotation is on page133.
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righb.-7 We see this winner/loser fixadon exemplified in the verbal struggle for

victory inThe OwI and the Nightingale.

Discussion of The OuI and the Nightingale's legalistic nature has revolved around a

number of elements. Commentators have examined the poem's strucfure, its legal

terminology, and the examples of process and pleading it offers; they have also

considered such matters as the nafure, date and origins of the judicial references in

the poem and the kind of law court from which they might derive. The language has

been sifted for significances, the references weighed and judged. What does the

presence of so many legal elements in The OutI and the Nightingale indicate? Was the

Outt-poet himself a lawyer or did he simply have the kind of generalized legal

knowledge that would have been possessed by many educated Perons of the time?

It has been suggested that many of the words and phrases employed would have

been known only to a writer with a professional knowledge of the law, but against

this is the fact that many non-lawyers in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries would

have had at least a passing acquaintance with legal language and procedures, since

certain kinds of justice at a limited level were in practice often dispensed by local

landholders. Seignorial jurisdiction in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries is a

complicated subjec! and Pollock and Maitland spend more than twenty Pages

disentangling some of its intricacies. In general, the term represents the limited

judicial powers that the king might devolve upon a landholder who had sufficient

tenants to hold a court. There was Jurisdiction involved in the mere possession of a

manor or in the mere fact of having tenants; we may briefly characterize it as being of

a civil, non-criminal kind.-B

Certainly, the qualities for whictr the birds praise Nidrolas of Guildford testify to his

prowess as a judge rather than as a priest. Even though ostensibly he is an under-

employed cleric in search of preferment, he is described chiefly as a Person noted for

his acumen as a judge. His wise and cautious speecfu his pmdence in delivering

judgemenb his enmity towards any kind of vice (189-21,4) are all virtues well befitting

a lawyer - if equally desirable in a priest. The Wren's temarks on the quality of the

' Ffyams,9l, note 3.
8 Po|1o"k and Maitland discuss seignorial jurisdiction in Book 1,,577-94; fot $e guotation, se 571-72-

see also George w. Keetory Ttu Nonnan C-onquest and the common Lau, 73545.
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judgements Nicholas has already delivered, and her elliptical statement concerning the

favourable impression they have created in even so distant a realm as Scotland (1755-

58), suggest that he has already acted with distinction in some sort of judicial capacity.

Why so apparently successful a judge might be thus forced to seek preferment in verse

may appear strange. But, il in fact, Nicholas was the author of The Oatl and the

Nightingale- and the poem written soon after Henry II's deattr, it would seem quite

possible that he may have been a cleric working as a lawyer in the secular courts, and

that the papal decree of 7179 which banned the dergy from serving as justices in these

courts might well have left him newly unemployed.e As for the choice of the debate

form by a poet perhaps trained in the law, Stanley remarks on those surviving Latin

debate poems which are strucfured along legal lines and may have served an

instructional purpose in the law schools. He says that, while the author of The OuI and

the Nightingale may not himself have been educated in a legal institutiory "he is

certainly influenced by the style of the Latin debate poems that are the products of

such schools."lo

Other questions ask for answers. Are we meant to read the poem as an accurate

reflection of contemporaqF law-court proceedings? And, if so, of what date? SinceThe

Oul and the Nightingale is a work of uncertain date which has not yet been securely

placed within a period spanning possibly as much as a hundred years, to which

century should we look for models? - the twelfth or the thirteenth? And the

procedures of which court system should we find traced here, secular or ecdesiastical?

Or, is its author using a generalized impression of either or both these systems, simply

as a convenient fictional framework? What kinds of meaning might be deduced from

the use of trial proceedings as structure? Might they be allegorical, didactic or

satirical? - a mixture of some of these or all? ls The Outl and the Nightingale, as

Alexandra Baratt suggests, an early thirteenth-century "celebration of the mle of law

which had by then replaced the rough and largely physical justice of the earlier Middle

Ages"?l1 An4 finally, what might be deduced from the lack of any kind of proper

e Thorr,u" L. Reed cites this papal decree n Miille Engtish Debate Poetry and ttu Aeithctirs of lnesolution,
259.
10 E i" G.Stanley,The Oul and the Nightingale,2S. Onepoem which may have been used for the purpose
of instrnction in law schools is the very legalistic Discussio litis supah.oiditate Lazai et Marie Mngilalene.
This deals with the fortunately unusual problem of who should inherit the estate of a man who has
already died but is now returned from the grave.
llAlexandra Barratf "Flying in the Face of Tradition: A New View of The OwI anil the Nightingale,' 471.
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conclusion, a determinate ending? Is a verdict in fact implied, or has the poet left it to

the reader to decide?

Two of the poem's twentieth-century editors have each devoted considerable space to

discussion of the origin and importance of the legal elements in The Owl and the

Nightingate. According to Atkins, the poem's form follows "very closely the lines of a

thirteenth-century law-suifl' - he adds that the poet "consistently employs both the

terminology and the procedure of contemporary advocates.rt'12 C\, the question of the

significance of the author's choice of a legal framework, he suggests that the use of this

form is perhaps the poem's most distinctive and interesting feature.i3 Stanley, while

observing that he thinks that the importance of the poem's supposed dependence on a

legal model may have been exaggerated notes tha! "whatever the extent of the legal

element may be, and no one would deny its existence, it seems to be based on the

practice of the ecclesiastical courts and not of the lay courts.ol4 Michael Witt, a more

recent critic, concludes that what he calls the "legal trappings" fie not of major

importance in the poem. "Wet€ these deleted" he says, "neittrer the debate nor its

outcome would be affected. Th"y tre unessendal-',1s

Witfs judgement seems much too sweeping. It is indisputable that stmctural

linguistic and procedural elements borrowed from the courts of law are powerfully

present rnThc OutI and the Nightingale. Furthermore, in addition to providing a strong

structure with the dynamic format of charge and rebuttal, the concept of a real life,

adversarial trial featuring two female birds as plaintiff and defendant is integral to the

satiric comedy of the poem. The way in which the birds are portrayed as relentlessly

antagonistic opponents locked in forensic conflict makes a cmcial contribution to the

comic nature of The Owt and the Nightingale. The manner in which each bird is

depicted adds to the ludic effecq their portraiture is in black and white alone, with few

shades of. grey, while their arguments deal onty in absolutes, no concessions are made

to partial truths, no quarter given. The author of Thc Oul and The Nightingale has an

unerring eye for the comic and before we consider just how, to what extent, on what

t2 Atkio", liii.
13 Atkins,lii.
la Stanley,28.
ts Mi"h""l A. Witt, 'The Owl and the Nightingale and English Law Court Procedure of the Twelfth and
Thirteenth Cenfuries," 290.
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model and to what end the afrnosphere of a mock court of law is created in the po€rl,

we might reflect on the rich fecundity of the idea just as a literary concept.lG There is a

Carrollian or Learlike nonsensicalness about such an inherently cerebral and

technically difficult proceeding as the conduct of a lawsuit being placed in the hands

of principals who, just by chance as it were, happen to be birds.

This incongruous fact, just by itself, forms a principal basis of the debate's satiric

comedy. Owls and nightingales, by their God-given nature as owls and nightingales,

were part of an order inferior and subservient to man and as we have seen, were

certainly not allowed powers of cognition in the Middle Ages. Their ornithological

natures alone (not to mention their gender) would deny two flighty female fowls the

capacity for reasoning and logical argument necessary for the conducting of a legal

trial. The medieval th*ry that man in the act of erercising his reason is shown in his

most Godlike aspect is grven powerfuI comic resonances in The Owl and the

Nightingale, both by the casting of birds as plaintiff and defendant in a court of law,

and by the deliberately specious reasoning and faulty logic of the arguments allotted

to the feathered disputants.tt Theoretically, an unreasoning animal should have no

place in a law court at all, even as defendanf still less as a plaintiff in iL18

In fact, however, we have multiple records of criminal prosecutions of animals

conducted in Europe from the ninth centu4r right up until the beginning of the

twentieth, when, in 1,906, a dog was tried and sentenced to death in Switzerland.le It
was not that animals were allowed the reasoning ability which would enable them

consciously to form a criminal inten! it was a question, rather, of diabolic possessiory

t6 Tt 
"r" 

are other contemporary fictional instances of an animal as plaintiff as well as defendant in a
legalaction. InMariedeFrance's Deldienedelaberbiz, forerample, theplaintiffisa"dtimmentetrr," a
lying, beacherous dog (clearly a dose relative of Reynard the fox), who sues a ewe for the return of a
loaf of bread and wins his case by bribing the kite and the wolf to support hirn in his false daim; this,
however, is the usual human-surrogate animal fable, with a moral drawn and no real attempt at
individual characterization. See Maie de France: Fabla,40-42. Henryson makes use of the same Aesopian
fable in The TaiII of the Scheip and the Doig, and does individsalizs his beast protagonists up to a point
17 B.rerrg* of Tours, arguing for the pre-eminence of reason over authority, says that it is "by his reason
that man resembles C'od." Berengarius, De sacra aena (&. Vischer), 100, L01, quoted in David Knowles,
The Eoolution oJ Meilinal Thought,9l.
18 Urd", the law of liability for the acts of slaves and beasts, an animal's ohrner was held responsible for
any injury inflicted by iL The owner's liability applied to both animals and possessions, even for a
lifeless chattel such as a sword should it accidentally wound or kill. See Pollock and Maitlan4 Book II,
472-73.
te S"" Walter Woodbum Hyde, "The Prosecution and Punishment of Animals and Lifeless Things in
the Middle Ages and Modern Time," 7CP.
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of animals acting as agents of the devil, of beasts being taken over by demons which

must be exorcized. Domestic animals, pigs, dogs and so ory were arraigned, like

humans, in the secular courts and, if convicted, usually put to death. A different fate

was reserved for wild animals of the "noxious sort " destroyers of crops such as rats,

snails, locusts or weevils. Walter Hyde notes that these creatures "were tried in the

ecclesiastical courts and their punishment was either death or excommunication and

banishment by formal decree."2O If a town or district were plagued by * invasion of

field mice or an infestation of insects, the invaders could be summoned to appear

before whichever court was appropriate. The summons would be read aloud at the

infested place by a court official on three separate occasions; if the indicted creatures

failed to appear in court, judgement would go against them, by default. Then the

court would command the animals to "leave the district within a certain time" and, if

they did not do so, a solemn exorcism could be pronounced against them. Hyde

observes that this final proceeding would be "put off on every pretext, as the judges

seemed to feel their impotence in making the animals obey."21

The principal similarities between The Owt an-d the Nightingale's verbal duel and

proceedings in a late twelfth- or thirteenth-cenfury court of law are of three kinds,

linguistic, structural and procedural. A courtroom atrnosphere is established right

from the start, with the use of legal terminology beginning on the first page, and from

then on the poem leans significantly, if unevenly, on the language of the law.z The

debate's legal character is indicated in the first few lines with the terms "tale" (3, 140)

which can mean charge as well as discourse or debate; "plau.( (5), law-suit, pleading;

and "speche" (L3), signrfying speech, law-suit, plea. Other legal terms the poet

employs are "mid riSte dome" (179), meaning with just judgmen! and "fals dom"

(2I0), improper decision. "Bare worde" in line 547 (French nudeparole,Lainsimpla

dictum) is an assertion by the ptaintiff, unsupported by witnesses and not requiring a

reply from the defendant. Sicloped" in line 55Q means sued at law, and "let

20 Hyd.,7o3.
21 Hydu,70rt-5. The list of animals summoned to appear before the-,courts is comprehensive and
impiessive: it includes "asses, beetles, bloodsuckers, bulls, caterpillars, cockchafers, cocks, cows,

do!+ dotpnins, eels, field mice, flies, goats, grasshoppers, hot€es, locusts, mice, moles, rats, serpents,

she-ep, slugs, snails, swine, termitee, turtledoves, weevils, wolves, wonns and nondescript vermin-"-
Pigslppeir to have been the commonest malefactors, as it seems they were the "most attractive to the
devil and most easily poesessed." (Flyde,708).
2 Th" terms quoted here are all taken from Stanley, 2&29. There are other legal expressions in the
poem; Stanley provides a representative lisl
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forbonne"(L093) signifies caused (the knight) to be outlawed (see Stanley's note on

line, page 132). "Nihe & onde" (1096, cf .417-19) is a periphrasis for malice; as we will

see, the most conunon legal ptea of exceptio, of barring a plaintiff's action, was the

defendan(s plea that the plaintiff was motivated by malice, odium et atia. "Fordeme

lif an lime" (1098) means to condemn life and limb and "rem," "rrtes('and "utheste"

(1215, 1683 and 1698) all refer to raising a hue and ay. The original meaning of

"sake" was dispute, cause at law, crime, bu! in "wipute sake" (1430, etc.), the

meaning has been weakened to blame. "At bedde & at borde" (7492 and 1698) is a

legal formula corresponding to Latin mensa et thoro; the meaning is full marital

relations. "pis pes" (1730) refers to the king's peace, and "gnpbruche" (1734) is a

breach of this peace.

It is worth noting that the legal vocabrlury inThe Ou:l and the Nightingale is based to a

large extent on OId English legal terminology rather than on Latiry or post-Conquest

Norman French. For some time after the Conquest English remained to an

appreciable extent on an even footing with Latin so far as the language of the law was

concerned, with French, "as yethardly better than a vulgar dialect of Latin " coming a

poor third.a Latin and English are the languages that William used for his laws, his

charters and his writs, but, although Latin became the language of official and judicial

record in Englan4 it was as a written rather than a spoken tongue: "it could not

become the language of oral pleading or of debate."2a Pollock and Maitland add that

here was a field in which French and English might have striven for mastery, but

with a francophone king, barons, prelates and a Frenctr queerL "there could for a long

while be no doubt as to which of these two tongues would be spoken in and about

the king's court." The justice meted out by the king's French-speaking administrators

in his courts ensured the ultimate triumph of French oral pleading and legal terms

over English. Nevertheless, for the first hundred years or so after the Normans

arived, many terms from pre-Conquest English law were still preserved.

Howard Blodr observes that, from the twelfth centu4r onward, a "highly developed

system of civil judicial procedure, vernacular debate literaturg and philosophical

a Po[ock and Maitlan4 Book L 82.
2a Po[ock and Mai0and, Book L 83.
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dialectic came to subsume so much that was fundamental to late medieval France.",

The same could be said of late twelfth-century England, especially after the judicial

reforms of Henry II. Like the poetic debate, the adversariat trial that was introduced

into Engrand at this time has affinities with the scholastic disputatio, already dominant

in the schools. All three dialogic modes - contention poem, adversariat trial and

scholastic debate - are similarly based on the resolution of conflict through formally

presented, logical argument. In each mode there are, tyPicaly'two disputants' each

of whom defends a position directly contrary to the opponenfs' The structure of

both poetic and academic debate consists of arguments backed by evidence from each

side, presented in alternate, sequential addresses; this is similar to procedure in the

adversarial trial. In all three dialogic modes there is usually a iudge or at least an

imptied arbiter, and the dispute ideally ends in resolution' a verdict of some kind'

This is the structure of the academic disputatio, of most of the poetic debates in both

Latin and the vernacular, and of the new, late twelfth-cenfury adversarial trial' To

quote Bloch again: "the rise of an inquisitory court system, in which argumentation

was practiced in the place of battte, along with the increasingly dialectical patterns of

Latin and vernacular Poetry, attest to the tremendous importance in all areas of

cultural life - legal,intellectual and literary- of what remains the verbal form of

violence par excellmce: the debate'"z5

Nevertheless, although the poetic debate and adversarial trial share a structure with

the academic debate and are similarly predicated on the resolution of conflict using

thesameproceduralmethods,thereisanimportantd'ifferencebetweenthethree

modes. A fundamental element underlies the ethos of both poetic conflict and

judicial process that is not present in the scholastic debate' This is the quality that we

may describe as their peculiarly human content. whereas the academic disputatb is

an intellectual exercise designed to solve theoretical questions, at base an impersonal

affair (in spite of the fact that d,isputants' tempers could and sometimes did run hiSh)'

this is not true of either adversarial trial or personified poetic conflictus' The trial is

necessarily predicated on real life situations, seldom lacking in human drama' which'

without the intervention of the evidentiary Process' might well have violent ends'

These human-related elements are also dominant in the personified contention poem

5 R. Howard Bloch, Medimal FrenchLiterature andLru'764'
6 Bloctu t64.
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and in the animal debate where the contestants stand in for humans' When the

disputants in a conflicfus (for example, the contests between sulnmer and winter' wine

and water, owl and nightingale) are given human personalities' and with them a

whole battery of human emotions, prejudices and inconsistencies' the kinds of

conflict that ensue risk ending in human-rike, broody sorutions.u The relationship of

contention poem to adversarial trial thus involves a double connection' Th"y share

an argumentative structure with the academic disputatio, but both' additionally'

contain an important human quality, a "sense of the persory" inseparable from any

real human altercation'

As we have note4 The owl and the Nightingale's roughly sketched-in impression of an

imaginary courtroom is supported by its use of legal terminology and also by a

number of elements deriving from contemPorary judicial procedures' Some of these

are conunon to both lay and ecclesiastical courts' The poet makes effective dramatic

use of allusions to twelfth-century Processes of pleading and Proof, induding (even if

only metaphorically) such legal Processes as the offer of battle the special plea of

exceptio, and the pursuit of the hue and cry' Various dialectical manoeuwes are

introduced from time to time, with each bird trying to make the other stumble into

procedurar error _ this is a gambit recommended by Aristotle in his tactical rules for

dialecticar debate in the Topicsand of equaly obvious usef'lness in a courtroom'28

Finally, the somewhat specious grounds uPon which the Nightingale eventually

claims victory, based on the defendanfs alleged mispteading, flfe themselves derived

from the law.

Even before the debate ProPer has had time to get underway' the Owl offers what

Atkins interprets as a metaphorical wager of battlg suddenly offered' as swiftly

declined:
'Whi neltu flon into Pe bare

& sewi ware unker bo

Of briSter howe, of uairur blo?"

"'Thi" is true, of course, of the early contention PTte Prudentius's Psychotnachia' Much later' more

lisht-hearted examples of the psy-choma.*"o *oau are Henri d'Andef,'s Batailte ites Vit'5 and Bataille

aes wt Arts, and.the anonymous Iz notoiii'i'tiri^, a a, Qtmnage, a lively debate in which the

traditional food" o;L;;;i#e;;Fi;i^ ""thusiastic 
combat 

- 
See Btoctu 165'

m Th, Metalogicon of lohn oJ Salisbury gives a summary of the eighth book of Aristotle's To4cs'789-20'
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"No! Pu hauest wel scharPe dawe,

Ne kep ich no5t Pat Pu me clawe'" (1so-sF'g

This offer of physical trial by combat (if we may interpret it as such), so quickly and

prudently dectined by the Nightingale, was one of the two modes of proof' ordeal or

oath, which preceded the twelfth'century adoption of judicial procedures relying on

sworn evidence. As part of the feudal system of proof by ordeal' the Norman-

introduced wager of battle was a procedure oPen usually to the plaintiff in a dispute'

a process whereby he might offer to Prove his accusation by the body in battle' such

a challenge might or might not be taken up by his opponent's

These ordeals had some connection with ecclesiastical as well as secular law' in that

clergymen were required to ad.minister the oath that preceded them' But' even at the

earliest dates proposed f.or The oul and the Nightingale, the trial by combat was

reaching its las! officially-countenanced days. By the end of the twelfth century' it

was already under several successive sentences of death' although its official demise

did not take place until the nert century.3l In 1215, the clergy were forbidden by the

Fourth Lateran Council to take part in the ceremony that preceded the ordeals' the

administering of the required oath- Iames Brundage notes that' -since both the rituals

and the rationale for. judgment by ordeal demanded formal participation by

clergymery this conciliar constitution effectively made it thenceforth impossible to

conduct a judicial ordeal without violating canon law."32 The Council's decision took

force inI2Lg,and say Pollock and Maitland, "in England this decree found a prompt

obedience such as it hardry found elsewhere; the ordear was abolished at once and for

ever. Flourishing in the last records of john's reign " they note, "\ Ie can not find it in

any later rolls."$ There are, however, some interesting postscripts' Displaced by the

a S* Atkins on these lines as a wager of battle 15' note on line 150'

30 Th" wager of bat0e had distinct risks for an accuser as well as accused' in that an unsuccessful

appellor might himself 'uldergo th: errnishm---n: *-O hoped-to obtain for his opponent'" See Raoul

C. van Caenegem, 
.prrUfi" pro#cution of C;-* i" i*elfth-ientury England" rngrut& and

Goaernment in the Mifutle Aga", 41-76,qu9tatio,1 on Page 41. See also Paul Hyams' '"Trial by Ordeal:

Th" Kuy to Proof in the Early Common Law'"
sr yarnes A. Brundage, Meitiaa.t C-anon Ltw, 1'40. Pollock and Maitland remark wryly that although in

earlier vears the Ch";A h"a "t.*" t""" fuoo,ri to *,";"aia"f cgmbat than to the uiilateral ordeals' "in

ffi;#";;;Lh;;;l""iJ* had no deep dislike foi it" see Book u, 600.

32 Brundage, Medimal Catun Lm4 14o'
sPollockand Maitland, Bookll 599.
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adversarial trial, the judicial combat, although officially dea4 was not yet quite safely

buried, although before the accession of Edward I it was "already confined to that

sphere over which its ghost reigned until the year 1819."s The feudal ordeal of trial

by body was to live on as the private duel, which continued to be fought until well

into the nineteenth cenfury. It also continued to erist in trials for treason; I. G.

Bellamy says thaf "appeals of treason were still in the fifteenth cenfury able to be

settled by trial by battle."s

There are further possible metaphorical allusions to the trial by combat in The Owl

and the Nightingate, in lines 541, 656 artd 1197, although Stanley warrls us that these

references "cannot be interpreted literally, for there is no suggestion of battle."s He

says that whery in lines 54L42, the defendant attempts to force the plaintiff to admit

defeat, the word "inume" (in "Hu FincF pe? Artu 5ut inume,/Artu mid ri5te

oqercume?") means "refuted in argument, answered" as well as "captured." He adds

tha! "in the contert of legal procedure the vocabulary of trial by battle is used

metaphorically, even where, as here, there is no thought of battle," and points out

that there is a similar allusion in the word "ibunde" in line 656 ("Nere pu neuer

ibunde uastre") and in the Owl's boast in lines 7197-98, "5ef men habbeb bataile

inume/Ich wat hwaper schal beon ouerkume."v

We are some way into The Oul and the Nightingale before the debate's framing as a

trial is formally established. After nearly a hundred and eighty lines of violent but

indiscriminately-targeted abuse, the Nighfugule from the beginning the instigator of

action, suggests that random, ill-directed quarrelling does neither bird any god.

Since they cannot agree, they should elect to fight with "faire worde" rather than with

threats and insults. Th"y should begin a proper trial, follo*i.g the proper Processes

of the law:
'& fo we on mid riste dome,
Mid faire worde & mid ysome."

s Pollock and Maitlan4 Book tr, 632-33.
35 S"" J. G. Bellamy, The Law of Treasonin Engtanilin the l-ater MfuMle Ager.,1.45.
s stanley,29.
37 Stroluy, notes on lines 541-19, 656, and 1197-98, on Pages ll7,1l8 and 134.
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pe5 we ne bo at one acorde

We muge bet mid faYteworde,
Witute cheste & bute fiSte
Plaidi midpse & mid riSte;

& mai hure eiPer wat hi wile
Mid riSte segge & mid sckile-" (r7e-f36)

Either bird may say whatever she will, provided it accord with both the law and

reason. The owl promptly agrees with the suggestiory asking only who will act as

arbiter, who can and will "ri5t us deme?" (187-88). This eminently commonsensical

question leads directly into the Nightingale's recommendation of the many-talented

Nicholas of Guildfor4 who certainly knows right from wTong and also a good song

when he hears one (189-98). The birds agree on Nicholas as arbiter and, foom

thereory the debate is conducted along the general lines of an adversarial trial'

Once the imaginary lawsuit gets underway, its structuring on a formal basis of

charge and reply, with occasional squabbles over points of legal procedure' grves the

narrative its juridical shape. From ltne 2I7 onwards, the debate in The owl and the

Nightingale bears some reasonably convincing resemblance to the conduct of cases in

both lay and ecclesiastical courts. At the same time as legalistic quibbles are used to

order the form of the poem, they are made to serve the ends of its comedy, the use of

judicial terms and procedures not only adding verisimilitude to the text but also

gr.ring the debate at times a decidedly macabre character' Thus' a primary quality in

the tale of the nightingale solemnly sentenced to death by equine quartering (]]c/l9'66)

is its blackly comic effec! there is a horrific but inspired absurdity in the idea of so

tiny a bird being ceremoniously torn aPartby four horses's

The trial process now commenced consists of long speectres from each disputant with

mediating interventions from the narrator and a finat contribution from the Wren'

Both plaintiff and defendant take equally active parts in their fictional trial. The

birds' ctrarges are Presented as in a law-court, in a formally patterned way with due

decorum observed; accusafions and resPonses alternate, with both plaintiff and

38 Do"" the large fine imposed for the murder of_the niglrtingal.e.make reference to the savage nature of

twelfth-century tor""t lai""Z-O. tf,""" tu*", ,u" g."nt-q Hi"rykl9.y, 'The Date, Author and Source of

nte aut and the Nigt tiiga,Ii,'g38-ig. S"" 4t; A-tl;; H"g*i., "6quine Quartering nThe outl anil the

Nightingate," g4Z-45. i""g."it93Vs Urut only Ute kirg *0"q" po*"? to order the punishment of equine

q"?rt"ri.g, and that U."l?tigt t iJperhaps p.yi"g foiusurping the royal prerogative'
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defendant being given roughly equal time. James Murphy supplies a useful chart of

the debate, noting the sequence and number of lines allotted to each speaker"3e

Charges are first brought by the Nightingale'plaintiff, and answered by denials and

counter-chafges from the owl-defendant, the narrator maintaining a watching brief

as a kind of self-appointed amicus curiae. His contributions consist of descriptive

comments on litigants and scene, and analyses of the physical, mental and emotional

reactions of each bird. The argument centres on the specific charges brought and

corroborative evidence is produced by both sides. The owl, as defendan! promises

to produce oath-helpers in the form of her claimed hook-beaked kin, an4 at the end

of the poem, the Nightingale is surrounded by her own supporters' the Wren and an

excitable host of small birds. "oath-helpers" were used in both lay and ecclesiastical

courts, and James Brundage notes that judges in ecclesiastical courts could require

defendants to produce a "stipulated number of oath-helpers or comPurgators who

were prepared to swear that they believed the defendanfs sworn denial''4o

All through the poem, charges by both birds are liberally supported with evidence of

a proverbial kind, chosen to demonstrate personal excellence and the worthlessness

of the opponent. The introduction of "auctoritees," attested precedents, is an early

feature of both lawsuits and debates, and examples drawn from both natural history

and human society uphold what are, more often than not, what each bird considers to

be the norrns of avian behaviour, judged mostly (though not always) by human

yardsticks. The resonant nalne of King Alfred is introduced by way of his proverts

to provide corroboration for both sides, and other confirmatory or refutatory

evidence is produced by both parties in the form of tales from fables and folklore'

The lively exempla, proverbs and sayings cited by both birds and narrator serve a

double purpose. As well as offering evidence to sustain the disputants' arguments'

they are used to underpin and enrich the dense comic texture of attack and riposte'

orrce the legal debate proPer corunences, the Nightingale begins her case bravely'

She accuses the owl of doing unnatural things, "unwiStis" (218). The defendant does

se S*;u** J. Murphy, 'Rhetoric-and-Dialectic inTtu Owt anit the Nightingabj' tnMedinalEloquance:

Snaii i" thiThmry aid Pructice oJ Meitiaal Nreto'ic' 212-26'

40 B.u.dage, 747. Forthe use of "o9$-tr9-lpersi-or comp-rl1g1tors in both ecclesiastical and lay courts

""" 
J*-p8fi'ock and Maitland, Book L 4'43,- and Book tr' 60C1'
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not know how to sing, but shrieks and yells to her mate instead' The fact that the

owl prefers night to day is instantly given a moral interpretation: it is well known

that everythirg that shuns what is right loves the darkness and hates the light (229-

30). This last accusation is immed,iately extended with a reference to the owl's

sinister preference for flying by night. Two proverbial sayings in lines 236 and245-52

firmly ulign the owl and her alleged day-blindness with the wicked, the "ungode"'

together with the rest of her light-hating, evil-loving kin' The Nightingale's repeated

charge that the Owl is an "unwi5 t," an unnafural monster, is made in the very first

words she addresses to the Owl:

"Vnwigt!" ho sede, "awei Pu flo!

Me is Pe vws Pat ich Pe so.

Iwis for Pine wle lete
Wel oft ich mine song forlete." (33-36')

Both here and further on, the owl is anathematized as an evil' ururatural being' the

very sight of whom causes the Nightingale to abandon her song' The grave charge of

,,unnaturalness," carrying with it sinister implications of heresy, is reinforced by the

plaintiffs vivid descriptions of the Owl's hideous aPPearance and avoidance of the

light.n, There are strong echoes here of the scriptural picture of the owl as an undean

bird of abominatiory and the bestiary description of it as a creature unable to see

either the right of christ or of the Church.c we are reminded of the owl's (and the

evil man,s) preference for darkness over Christian light at several places in the Pclrl'

including the Nightingalds significant description of Nicholas as someone who

knows how to tell both wrong from right, and things of darkness from things of light

(te7-e8).

The Owl,s refutation of the ptaintiffs first charges is a comprehensive mixture of

defence and counter-attack, cunningty sarted with character defamation. Her first

4' An bro"" compares the owl to those who po-"sess "eyes of the mind- but "discern nothing in the

light." "Th"y U".orr," -ore and more itt"of"'ud i" ttte darkness of eternal sightlessness' Beside them

ar" the daylight rf Ci.,;;i ;; U,,u [gnt of ttt" Cn,rr"h and they see them noI' ' ' To subiects of little

value their minds are acute, but to tn" "t"*i u"lUL" Ut9y.*i gli"d' I" the protixities of prolonged

disputation 6r"y ,"u"i-il" "t**itypr 
th;;J; k"t;d@'Therefore' wliile they flit around in

subtle discourse, they act like the nignt owily "."ltt i"i"iUt" approach of the light of day"' See Saint

Ambrose, Hexnmeron,'Paradise, and C'ain and 'tihel' ?22-23'

az Leviticus 11. 1&19; Deuteronomy 7L.rz-18. The same unfavourable interpretation-was applied to

noctw,the night o*|, to-iubo, th.l.it-g--ho^;i ;;i ;;i ta ulula,the screechbwl; see Beryl Rowlan4

Birdsatith Hwnnn 5o,1s,177. Rowland t"--t" ai"t, G""la for me kind of owl called lhenycticorax'

the bird was wholly ;G the Church futt ".".' 
i"r the Owl x nycticorax, see Mortimer Donova&

;ff," O*f as Religi-ous Altruist in The Owl and theNightingale;'
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speech stretches over nearly 150 lines of tert (255-390); it is more than three times as

long as the Nightingale's opening salvo and introduces matters that will later receive

extended discussion. She deals first with the charge that her voice is raucous'

defending her song on the basis of its quality and functiory its musicality and the

ways in which it serves both God and man. The plaintiff is instantry stigmatized as a

,,galegale,,, a trivial, inconsequential, creature; she is herself a night-singer' and her

feeble piping is as nothing comPared with the defendanfs mighty trumpet sound'

The Owl speaks of the good she does with her song; already the emphasis is shifting

firmly to what will be the cmcial question of the birds' usefulness to humankind'

Against the serious (and repeated) charge of ururaturalness, the owl defends herself

vigorously by invoking the primacy of natural law. As we will see below' an appeal

to ius naturaleas oPPosed to rnan-made law was a defence that was recognized in

canon law, although its definition was thorny and problematical' Replpng to the

plaintiff's accusation of being day-blind, of prefer:ring the darkness of sin to the light

of christian day, the owr denies that she is unabre to see by day, citing as (spurious)

analogical evidence the day-sighted but night-preferring hare (36&82)' It is a

virtuoso performance and, comments the narrator' her reply leaves the plainfrff

nervous and uncertain; she fears the defendant is getting the better of the argument'

The Nightingale nevertheless takes up her charges again (471'46)' Shifting her field

of attack, she takes aim from a d.ifferent angle accusing the Owl of spreading misery

and gloom; now it is the defendan(s turn to feel unsure' The narator intervenes

again to remind us of the rhetorical and dialectical basis of the debate'trial' and this

time it is the Owl who stops to consider her reply very carefuIly @57-72} She is

afraid of the Nightingale,s tricky facility in debate, her capacity for delivering "plaites

wrenches."

The mock trial proceeds in this alternating fashion' ln her nert address to the invisible

court, the owl turns her accusations in a different direction (467-s4o). she begins an

attack on the Nightingale's moral character, with a long accusation of wantonnesg

,,golnesse, " arrd of encouragng springtime licentiousness in man and beast' This

radicar shifting of the field of argument introduces an excitable verbal scurry, with

feathers metaphorically flying. At the end of her speech' the Owl claims that the

debate is finished and that she herself has had the best of i9 she dearly expects her
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opponent to yield. In a heated skirmish beginning at line 541' she asks whether the

Nightingale is ready to surrender; this is a suggestion furiously reiected by the

plaintiff, who says that the case is not yet ready for judgement' that she has still more

charges to bring. she wilt refute everything the defendant has daimed:

"Nuy, naYi'sede Pe NiStingale,

"pu shalt ihere an oPer tale.

set nis pos speche ibroSt to dome'

Ac bo wel stille & lust nu to me!

Ich shal mid one bare worde
Do Pat Pi speche wrP forworPe"' (ilH8)

With one brief statement, "one bare worde," she will show the defendanfs argUment

to be worthress. This tactic the owl rightty scorns as illegar. It is not open to a plaintiff

to offer no more than a bare assertion. If no proof is provided, no "st)i(' of witnesses'

a defendant need not answer the "bare worde" of the plaintiff'€ As well as denying

the legality of the plaintiff's proposed procedure, the defendant points out that the

otherhasalready"bicloped,"madeherformalcharges,andbeenglvenananswer'

Now it is the Owl's turn. Before they go to judgemen! she will speak concerning the

Nightingale as her opponent has already spoken about her' The plaintiff will answer

her if she can:

"Pat nere noht ri5t," Fe Hule sede,

"pu hauestbicloPed also Pu bede
An ich Pe habbe i5,iue ansuare'
Ac ar we to unker dome fare

Ich wille speke toward Pe

Also Pu speke toward me,

An bu me ansuare Sif Fu mist.'' (s4e-55)

In this passage, the defendant herself now introduces a new legal taCic' She is

claiming an exceptio, attempting to show cause why the plaintiff's action should not

proceed.e The u.ceptio, or special plea, was a trick of pleading PoPular with bottt

secular and ecclesiastical titigants in the twelfth and thirteen centuries; such a

challenge, if accepted by the court, could suffice to have a charge dismissed' A

defendant was permitted to raise one of two kinds of exceptions to a plaintiffs libel'

€ 
See pollock and Maitland on "nude parole" (bare worde), Book n"605,60l9'

e For exceptiones in the secular courb, see Pollock and Maitland, Book [ 138' 582 511-20; in the

ecJesiastilal courb, see Brundage, 130-31'' 14.l.'143y'c''
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,,perempto ry,, or,,dilatory.,,o5 A peremptory exceptio would be to some essential error

in either fact or law; if allowed the appellols action could be discharged' A more

elastic concept was the dilatory exception, which could be entered on any of a number

of grounds: malice on the part of the plaintiff, some kind of procedural error' the

question of the cour(s right to jurisdiction, or bias in the judge'* The daiming of both

dilatory and peremPtory exceptiones became a popular tactic in both lay and church

courts, and a second attempt to invoke the procedure is perhaps suggested later in the

poem, when the Owl claims that the Nightingate's accusations are motivated by long-

held ill-feeling -"Fine 
alde niFe" (1133). Malice odium et atia, provided an important

ground for a d.ilato ry exceptio; if a defendant could plead successfully that the plaintiff

was acting from hatred and spite, the case mightbe dismissed.aT

The Owl stands stiffly on the legal ground that the Nightingale has already made her

formal charges and been given answers. Now she, the OwL as defendant' proposes

to examine the plaintiff, in her turn. ln an important speech (il9{58)' she goes

strongly on the attack. she repeats her earlier accusations concerning the

Nightingale's inconsequentiality. The plaintiff is a miserable thing' her shrill throat

the only thing she has of varue, and it is of but limited usef'lness. she is a worthless

creature, both ugly and unclean, her habits perverted, her diet nauseating' The Owl

now defends herself strongly against charges the plaintiff has already made against

her, accusations concerning her choice of habitat, her incontinent nestlings and their

unsatisfactory hygiene, her lack of value to the human race' FIer refutation ends with

a second invitation to the Nightingale to yield, to admit defeat:

"Site nu stille, chaterestre!

Nere bu neuer ibunde uastre;
Herto ne uindestu neuer andsware'

Hong up Fin ax! Nu Fu miSt fare!' (6ss-58)

Recognizing the effectiveness of the defendant's speech, the narator' in a long

passage (65g-705),describes the d.istress it causes the Nightingale' He stresses the

tacticar aspects of the confrontatiory showing the plaintiff anxiously considering what

she can do, what strategies are oPen to her, how she had best go about constructing a

4s Fo, the special plea to succee4 "he who excepts mus! like a plaintiff' offer to Prove his case'" See

Pollock and UaiU-and, Book II,676'
6 For both exceptions, see Brundage, 130; also Pollock and Maitlan4 Book W 614 -75'

a7 Pouock and Maitland discuss oilium et atia asgrounds for an exception in Book tr' 587-88 and 514
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reply. Perhaps just as a bit of bravado, the Nightingale suggests that both birds

should fly off to Rome and ask for judgement from the Pope himself (745-46)' As we

shall see, this was a procedure oPen to and popular with medieval litigants in the

ecclesiastical cour[s.s

The most dramatic legal ploy occurs near the end of the poem with a final attempt to

deliver a coupde-8race, this time by the Nightingale' The Owl has claimed that her

value to humans does not cease with her death, that even after she has been killed by

men, her corpse is of use to them, as a scarecrow or as a lure to attract small birds'

she does men good with her death; it is for them that she sheds her blood (1510-300)'

It is the Nightingale's swift pouncing on this injudicious claim' the owl's ill-

considered boasting of her value to mankind even in death, that brings about the

decidedly anticlimactic way in which the poem ends; this is just the kind of

procedurar misadventure for which both sharp-eyed ritigants have been angling'

David Lampe makes the suggestion that the Nightingale is perversely interpreting

the owl,s rash speech as an admission that "since the owl has great usefulness after

death, she has none during life,,ae

It is at this moment after the owl's ill-considered vaunt, that the Nightingale'

indulging in a piece of eloquent body language hops triumphantly ttp to a higher

branch, and claims victory. She accuses her opponent of having stumbled' of having

made a mistake, of having been faited by her usual skills.

"Me PuncF Fat Pu forleost Pat game:

pu gulpest of Pire o5e schame;

Me buncb Pat Pu me gest an honde:

pu gulpest of Pire o6ene schonde"'

In thus foolishly boasting of her own disgrace, the Ord has forfeited her case:

However this may be, the owl's clumsy boast is a mistakg a tactical elTor that means

that, in law, she may risk at least an "amercemen!" a financial penalty - and' if the

Nightingale's analysis is conect, possibly even the loss of her case' The owl's boast

is, at best, ill-conceived and, just as any fraudulent trick which might lead to a

€ Th" judicial functions exercised by the pope in Person are discussed in Brundage'L?*?J'

or D"oid Lampe, 
,,Law as Order nThe Owt andtheNightingale," Lop..

(164v52)
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successful claim of exceptio brought its consequences' so every mistake in pleading'

every "miskenningl', or stultiloqttium, "btought an alnercement on the pleader if the

mistake was to be retrieved"'s

This dramatic event is followed by the kind of unseemly occurrence that in a

modern trial would have the noisy spectators ejected from the court and counsel

summoned before the bench. A large, unruly gathering of small birds quickly

assembles to rejoice with the plaintiff and jeer at the ancient enemy's discomfiture'

The Nightingale tunes up her voice iubilantly and sings in toud excitemen! but the

tough-fibred owl will not go down without a fight. she will call in her hook-beaked

kin to support her. Even the cock, a great warrior, will certainly fight on the Owl's

side, inspired by natural affinity rather than kinship' This is a daim predicated on a

brilliantly absurd non-sequitur: both birds have clear voices and sit beneath the sky

by night (r67e-82).

The defendant swears ominousty, by her talons, that once her own army arrives' the

legion of those with curved beaks and sharp crooked claws, there will not be "A

wreche feper on ow bileaue" (1588). In a final access of rage the Owl twice threatens

to raise an ,,utesf, or,,utheste' (1683, 1r5g8\, a hue and cry- She has already spoken

of the "tem," another word for the hutesium et clamor, when in lines 1215-15 she

details the ways in whictr she can foretell the future. still wide$ used in the

thirteenth century, thehutesium et clamar, a well-knowrl Process of zummary iustice'

was one of the various methods used to bring accused Persons before the courts'

The law required that if a felony were discovered all citizens were bound to raise a

call to general action" a noisy hue and cry. All who heard it were required to ttrrn

out with lcrives, clubs, bows and anows; horns were to be blown' a chase begun and

a general pandemonium raised until the miscreant was taken' A felon seized red-

handed -"hand-having" - 
as the result of a hue and cry, would receive short

shrift. Caught while escaping, he would be cut down' If he sunendere4 he would

be haled before a court, denied any form of selfdefence, and "promptly hanged'

beheaded, or precipitated from a cliff''sl

s Polto"k and Maitlan4 Book IL 519.

51 Pollo.k and Maitland, Book tr"579.
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The owl, although by this stage greatly enraged is not too beside herself to

remember to remind the Nightingale of the legal basis on which their dispute is

founded, of their firm agreement to set their quarel before an arbiter and abide by

his decision. She aims a telling blow, suggesting that the ptaintiff knows who would

win and that it would not be shg and that the Nightingale is too afraid to await the

judge,s verdict: "For pu ne darst domes abide/ pu wult nu, wreche' fiste & chide"

(1694-96). At this point the narrator steps in to explain that in fact the owl is

bluffing gambling on her Power to intimidate the smaller bird' It is here that the

matter rests when the royal wren, the Nightingale's friend arrives in the morning

and proceeds to sort things out. A natural conservative' the Wren is dearly on the

side of law and order. She is particularly anxious that the Peace should not be

broken and the king not be put to shame, and that the debate should reach ib

proper, duty adiudicated end, as agreed'

"LusteP," heo cwaP, "lateP me sPeke!

Hwat! wulle 5e Pis Pes tobreke,

An do Pan [kinge] swudr schame?

ge! Nis he nouPer ded ne lame'
rtunke schal itide harm & schonde

gef ge doP griPbruche on his londe"'

The Wren s adiuration not to break the king's Peace is a last piece of legal "business"

following on the Owl's threat to bring in her supporting army'

The reference to the "king's peace" relates to an ancient time when the king's

protection was not necessarily available in all places and for all men' After the

Conques! the phrase calne to signify the general safeguard of public order'P

Offences committed against the king's Peace were considered as being acb of

personal disobedience to the king himself - breach of his "gfl6* or "mund" was a

"much graver matter than an ordinary breach of public order; it made the wrong-

doerthekindsenemy."sThepunishmentsforsuchbreaches'howeverminorthe
offence, were severe; they incurred, at least a very heavy fine an4 when coupled with

9 For the kir,g," peace, see pollock and Maitland, Book l, 4*45iBook IL 46244.

s Pollo.k and Maitland, Bookl 45'

(t72e-U)
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homicide, were unemendable.s The Nightingale is quick to agree with the wren's

suggestiorl although a touchy amour-Propre makes her point out that her decision

has nothing to do with her friend's advice, that what prompts her is her own respect

for law and justice - and also, of course, the fact that she is quite sure that the verdict

will be in her favour. We note, however, that, although at the end of the poem the

Nightingale asserts she has won, and her supporters, the small birds' behave as if this

is so, the fact that she is willing to fly off to Portisham with the Owl to seek out

Nicholas and a final decision perhaps shows that she is not entirely confident in her

claimedvictory. * * *

The question of which kind of court, church or conunon-law' might have served as

the poem's model is brought uP by stanley, who favours the ecclesiastical court'$ It

should be noted that processes of pleading and proof in the tay and church courts

were not so different as one might imagine. Brundage notes that the ecclesiastical

and common law courts were both complementary and competitive' and were not

ashamed to bonow procedural practices from each other and "even adopted the

othey's ideas and doctrines when those seemed useful or aPProPriate'"s Although

the two legal systems would finally achieve a symbiotic relationship' Pollock and

Maitlandsaythat,"thedemarcationofthetrueprovinceofecdesiasticallawwasno

easy task; it was not to be accomplished in England in France' in Germany' without

prolonged struggles."v The often uncertain lines drawn between the competing

spheres of temporal and spiritual jurisdictions led to continual confrontation's

According to Brundage, civil courts, and "notably the Engtish colrunon law courts'

were disinclined to yield passively to the jurisdictional imperialism of the canonists'

Civil authorities in England and elsewhere claimed the right to define the boundaries

of ecclesiasticar jurisdiction, a craim that ecclesiasticar authorities vigorously

resisted."s The Engtish secular courts had been and remained reluctant to yield

s Poll*k and Maitlan4 Booktr,453'
s Stutluy, 28-29-
s Brundage 97'
st Pollo.k"ttd Maitlan4 BookL 1'24'

s It should be noted that the quarrels over jurisdiction did not concern.Power only; revenues from the

courts were rich, 
""a 

o; 
"o*iderable 

impoitance to both Church and king'

59 Brundage,72.
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jurisdictional territory to the courts Christian, buL as a result of Beckefs murder in

1170, Henry II's hand was forced to the extent that he was obliged to make

concessions to the Church, and to accept the Compromise of Awanches in 1174' His

less than willing capitulation "opened the way to increased PaPal authority and

canon-law activitY in England'"m

various arguments have been put forward in favour of the canonical court as model

for The &ol and the Nightingate. one possibly significant fact is that the birds, choice

of arbiter to hear their case is himself a churchman; Nicholas of Guilford is both a

cleric in search of preferment and, we are told, an experienced judge' stanley

advances as a powerful argument for the eccresiastical court the Nightingalds

declaration of her willingness to go to Rome to ask for iudgement from the Pope

himself: "Ich graunti pat we 8o to dome/Tofore Fe sulfe pe Pope of Rome" (7aSaO;

he notes that the offer is "in exact conformity to canon law procedure'"61 These lines

may also have relevance to the search of a date for the PGIn, in that direct appeal to

the pope was not a tegal choice that remained open indefinitely' Although this direct

recourse was originaly a favoured option with rich ritigants with time and patience

enough to make the long journey to Rome, by the end of the twelfth century the sheer

volume of jusfice-seekers was forcing poPes to limit access to their presence'e

one important factor in favour of the eccclesiastical court as model has received

little attention. It is that virtually all the offences of which the birds accuse one

another, both those which might be indictable in a court of law and others which

wouldbedealtwithintheconfessional,involvethekindsoftransgressionwhich
would have come within the sphere of the Church's justice' not the king's' Even an

offence of so seemingly general application as defamation came solely within the

province of the ecclesiastical court until at least the second Part of the fourteenth

cenfury; it was an important source of both private and criminal prosecutions in

m Lampe.95.
61 S"u StanleY,29.
62 Brundage says tha! increasingly, the hearing of cases became delegated to members of the college of

cardinals, in what came tobe knbi,n as the Rolman consistory' ""J'-'flilt-ocentfV's 
pontificate (124}.

54), popes had cutbaJ;;di;"xy ol th.gir -ilile;J a."u"J.l1a ipp6it't"a generalhearing officers

(auditores eenerares causarum sacripalatii.p"ti"ii$fi"aJ*itt' the grlat mass of routine legal

L,rsiness./See Mettianl &non LtrtD, 125'
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them.s As the poet makes abundantly clear in the very first lines of The owl and the

Nightingate, each bird (if especially the Nightingale) slanders the other continuously

and with enorrnous enthusiasm, even before the actual fictional trial gets under way:

An aiper a5en oPer sval

& let Pat wole mod ut al;

& eiper seide of oPeres custe

|rat alre worste Pat hi wuste. (7-10)

Defamation was a serious offence under canon law, and "many sorts of hurtful

words, if uttered maliciously, might Fve rise to an action"' although mere

unpleasantnesses would not be enough.s ln a defamation action in an ecclesiastical

court, a defendant did not have the defence of truth if the words complained of had

been uttered outside the court, although allegations made formally before a judge

and sustained by evidence could not be prosecuted'G Most (though not all) of the

taunts the aggressive Nightingale, in particular, hurls at the owl even before the

mock-trial begins, refer to avian traits specific to her adversary's species; they concern

the owl,s lamentable song, deplorable aPPearance, uncleanliness, revolting diet and

dismal habitat. Although certainly unpleasant' most of the Nightingale's insults are

insufficiently injurious to give grounds for legal action - although this' of course'

does rutapply to her charge of light-shunning, with its sinister implications of evil'

Neither disputant alleges the kind of misdoing over which alay court would daim

jurisdiction. Althougru as has been noted there was some overlapping between the

king,s and the Church's courts, by the end of the twelfth century most of the

questions of their respective jurisdictions had been resolved' The king's court heard

cases concerning land and property, questions of ownership and inheritance' and

relations between lord and tenant. In addition, the secular law dealt with crimes

such as treason, homicidg mayhem, wounding false imprisonment' arsory raPe'

robbery, br.gla.y and larcenli to this list could be added a number of lesser

offences.s The lay court had an impressive list of punishments with which to

punish convicted felons. Th"y ranged from death by hanging' beheading' burning'

s See Brond age,91-92;also Pollock and Maitland Book tr' 5%-39'

il Brundage,91.
s Brundage,91.-92-
ffi S"e poll-ock and Maitland Book II, chapters on felony and heason (462-511) and on the trespasses

(s11-43).
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drowning and stonin g, ot, more simply and economically' "precipitation from

rocks." There was also drawing and quartering and, on occasion' a particularly

wicked felon might be sentenced to several conculTent kinds of extinction'

Mutilation was a favoured option, that is, loss of ear, nose, uPPer lip foot or fingers;

other punishments were imprisonment, forfeiture of possessions' and financial

penalties of varied stringenry.' The king's court could not, however' hear charges

against ordained clerics, who, together with monks and probably nuns' and some

others - hermits, regular c€rnons and some university students - enjoyed "benefit

of clergy.,,6 The ecclesiastical authorities had jurisdiction over all offences to do with

Church affairs. Th"y governed such matters as the ordination and degradation of

clerks and the choice of bishops (a privilege at one time in the king's gift), regulated

such internal affafus as the election of an abbess or prioress by a convent of nuns,

and med,iated in disputes within their own institutions.s The ecclesiastical court

also had legal powers over the Church's financial affairs, including lands given to it

tithes, and other revenues, and iurisdiction over such matters as simony and usury'7o

Marriage was, almost exclusively, the province of the canon law alone' The Church

claimed jurisdiction over questions of prohibited degrees of consanguinity, as well

as over matters of d,ivorce and consequent questions of bastardy and legitimary,

although, when it came to the inheritance of land" the king's courts were not willing

to recognize the canonists' legitimizing of children born before marriage'7t The

ecclesiastical authorities had also appropriated virtually the whole field of sexual

morality, dealing with bigamy, fornication, adultery, incest and sodomy (even

though rape seems to have been left targely in the jurisdiction of the temporal

court).72 AIso, as might be expected, and of particular importance in the context of

the charges of "unnaturalness" and witchcraft in The Oail and the Nightingale' the

67 For. the range of punishment available to the lay courts, see Pollock and Maitland Book II' 452'62'

ffi Thu situatiJn regarding "benefit of :lgrq" was not nearly so cut and dried as might be thought' For

dst:ils,, see Pollocliand Maitland, Book I' M1-57'
@ A well-known example of internecine warfare in the ecclesiastical court is a case in Richard Ilsla1
when the monks rf C"I;;,;;;ii" r"* "g$t-tr,"it -"r,rishop' See Pollockand Maitland' Book

r,116.
70 pollo"k.rd Maitland say that "from century to centuqr there was u b"tdu.l,lf:-t^:::er tithes

between the two 
"ut" 

oituiy.o, and from Ume to time some curious compromises were fratned"'

Bookl,127.
71 Pollock and Maitland, Book L 727.
72 Pollo"k and Maitlan4 Book II, 490-9'1,U3'
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Church had jurisdiction over the spiritual

blasphemy, and sorcery' although it usually

trespasses to the secular arm for punishment'

crimes of heresy, apostasy, sacrilege'

handed over those convicted of these

(265-76)

The offences of which eaclir bird is accused, the Owl of unnafuralness and witchcraft'

and the Nightingale of encouraging sexual sin, are clear infringements of the

Church,s laws. As we have seen, the first accusation the Nightingale makes against

the owl is that she is an "unwi5!" an evil, unnafural creature (33)' and' after the trial

proper begins in line 217, theNightingale takes up her charge of wickedness and

unnaturalness again. To the sinister charge of being against nafure' there is' as we

have seen, a theoretical defence in canon law' This invokes the law of Nature that

behaviour which is "nafural" in man or beast, and the Owl makes good use of its

provisions.T3
/'Pu seist Pat ich me hude a dai;

Parto ne segge ich'nich' ne'nai"
& lus! ich telle Pe wareuore'

Al wi hit is, & wareuore'

lch habbe bile stif & stronge'

& gode diuers scharP &longe'
So hit bicumeP to hauekes cunne'

Hit is min histe, hit is mi wnne

Pat ich me drage to mine cunde' -
Ne mai no man Pareuore schende:

On me hit is wel isene
Vor riste cunde ich am so kene'"

Everything the defendant is and does and also has, from her strong stiff beak to her

long sharp claws, is in accordance with the nature glven her by God' that of the hawk

tribe which she claims as kin. Monica potkay notes that the questions about natural

law raised by The Owt and thc Nightingale atethose 'which occupied both twelfth- and

thirteenth-century experts in canon law."?a Gratian identifies natural law with divine

law, the teachings found in scriptural revelation' He equates it with what is right

(ius), and "what is right, he believed, was unchangeable'"7s Other contemporary

ffiartofcanonlaw,seeB.rundage,,154and155-58;aIsoseeMonicaBrzezinskipJ*"v,;f.l"t"t"r uri in The outt and the Nightingale"'
to Moni"u PotkaY, 369.
D Brundage, 154.
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jurists, however, have considerable difficulties with its definition; Potkay gives' for

example, a list of interpretations taken from Stephen de Tournai (c' 1150) in whidr he

gives three differing definitions of the concept' Before adding two more darifications

of his own, Stephen first follows the Roman iurist tJlpian in defining the law of

nature as being "that which is innate in humans as well as in all animals'"76

secondly, he borrows from Isidore of seville in defining natural law as being a purely

humanlaw,and,,,lastly,heexpandsGratian,sowndefinitionofnaturallawasdivine

law, writing that it is 'quod summa natura nostra, id est Deus' nos docuit et per

legem et per prophetas et evangelium nobis obtulif '"u

As we have seen, as well as being an "Unwi5t" an unnatural creature' the

Nightingale claims that the owl is like the wicked man who hides himself away from

too revealing tight. Both charges, of being against nature and of shunning the

Christian light, car:ry suggestions of heresy, of being an unbeliever' The Physiologus

compares the owl to the "Jewish people who, when our Lord and savior c'une to save

them, rejected him, saying, 'we have no king but Caesar, we know not who this man

is,:,7]The Owl attempts to rebut the Nightingalds charges by emphasizing her love

for the church, her l.rrowledge of the gospels, her charitable deeds and her religious

orthodoxy, even claiming to sing her hours during the night in harmony with

monastic practice. Flowever, her assertion of not only religious sympathies' but

perhaps even some sort of religious identity, might not have been a perfect defence in

an age when clerics were not slow to accuse their peers of heretical sympathies' A

specific accusation the Nightingale makes against the Owl is that of divination' her

charge following on the owl's boast of her ability to read the future (117v222)'

Diuinntiois unambiguously a form of heresy, and condemned by the Church as such'

Augustine, \n On Christian Doctritu, discusses supustitio and the "magical arts"'

among which he counts haruspicy , augary, observance of signs and omens' and

astrology. He condemns outright the superstition of astrologers' the folly of

attempting to predict events by observing the stars, and tells us' emphatically' why

we must repud'iate the arts of divination'7e

76 Potk y, 369,370-
n Potkuy,3za.
tu loht 19.15; Plrysiobgus't1"
79 A,rgrrstinu, On Qtistian Doctine, Book tr' Chapters 20' 2l' 22' 64648'
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Although the canonical courts equated divination with heretical tendencies' heresy

seems to have been a charge for which twelfth-century English courts were not quite

ready; at this [me, it seems to have been in practice more a continental than an

English crime. whereas, from the eleventh century onwards' both the French and

Italians were enthusiastically sniffing out and burning heretics' there is little trace of

such activity among the English. lndeed, the Channel seems to have provided an

effective barrier to the greater excesses of. laesa maiestas dfuinn'N The first recorded

convictions of heretics in an Engtish canonical court were in or just before 1166 - a

fuil hundred years after the Conquest - when thirty foreigners, probably Cathars,

were handed over to the secular Power' By the king's orders' they were "whipt'

branded in the face and exiled,,, but not put to death.8l When the question of heresy

was formally brought forward in the Lateran councils of 1179 and 1'215' the

ecclesiastical courts showed themselves, as they were in general' reluctant to bloody

their hands. The legislation enacted subsequently says that "the impenitent heretic

when convicted by the ecclesiastical court is to be handed over to the lay power for

due punishment."e Pollock and Maitland observe that the Church "does not

mention, does not like to mention " the nature of the 'punishment that is due; but

every one knows what it is"'e

A major charge the Nightingale brings against the owl is that of witchcraft' The

plaintiff reinforces her accusation by claiming that all those who are involved in

witchcraft were long ago cursed of ,,prestes mupg,, and that she knows that the owl

hasneverabandonedthedarkart.Shestronglyadvisestheowltocleanseherselfof

her crime if she wishes to go on living among men; if not, she should flee the

country:
"V,latl" heo seide, "Hule, artu wod?

pu geolpest of seolliche wisdome;

pu nustestwanene he Pe come,

Bute hit if wicche aefte were'

Farof Pu, wrecctre, moste Pe skere'

m Pollo"k and Maitlan4 Book tr, 544-45'

81 Ponr"k and Maitland,Bookfl, 547'

e Poilock and Maitland Book n' 545'

s Po[ockand Maiflan4 BookII,545'
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Sif hu wult among manne boe,

Oher Pu most of londe fleo;

For alle Peo Pat Perof cuPe,

Heo uere ifurn of Prestes muPe

Amanset: swuch Pu art 5ette,

Fu wiecche crafte neauer ne lete'" (1298-1308)

so far as the defendant is concerned, the accusation of sorcery is not new' Aelian

ascribes the owl,s formidable hunting prowess to its magical Powers: when an owl is

captured, it "begins by capturing its hunters. They carry it about like a pet' like a

charm on their shoulders; and by night it keeps watch for them'"e Horace likewise

associates the bird with witchcraft. The crimen maginewas a grave, if not always well-

defined offence under both secular and canon law, and it was not unheard of for

theologiang bishop+ and even those of the highest rank in the Church to be accused

of sorcery.F Gratian cites the catun Episupi, the'witch-tex!" which aPPears filst in

the tenth century in the canonical collection of Regino of Prum' It states that bishops

and their officials must drive "the pernicious art of sorcery and malefice invented by

the Devil" from their territories.s Witchcraf! sorcery' closety associated with

astrology and divination, was often connected with heresy, and indisputably a matter

of interest to the ecclesiastical courts.87 According to Pollock and Maitland' however'

although the practice of sorcery was of course sinful, there seems to have been a

measure of tolerance of the art of magic in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries'

provideditwerenotbroughttooforcefuIlytotheChurch,snotice:
The exact boundary between the legitimate and the illegitimate

scienceswasvague;astrologyhoveredontheborderline.Alittle
harmless necromancy woulJ b" met by blame that was tinctured

with awe and admiration; bishops and even PoPeS, it was whispered,

had trifled with the Powers of evil's

Edward Peters obsenres that the "much-cited" text of Exodus ?2'ls that says "Thou

shalt not suffer a witch to live" does not seem to have been treated as a literal

prescript in the twelfth century. He adds that the "most prestigious theological

& A"liao, NA.I.29-
ss Edward Peters, The Magician, the Witctr and the Imtt, 28;see also Pollock and Maitlan4 Book [I' 553'

s Put r",7Y74-
87 Pollock and Maitland, Book II, 552'
ffi Po[ock and Maiflan4 Book tr,553'
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source,,, the glossa ordinariato the Bible, "although it plays the important role of

equating magic with heresy, explicitly states that the magician' like the heretic'

should be excommunicated, not killed.rrse f11 fact, few prosecutions for witchcraft are

reported in England until the end of the thirteenth century - although things were

to change. Pollock and Maitland say that in Edward I's day' the Church began a

,,stringent prosecution against sorcerers" in various parts of the world' something

that ,,grew out of the warfare against heresy."eo They add that John XXII makes it

plain that "the sorcerer is a heretic and should be punished as such"'

We should note that a law court was not the only place where transgressors might

answer for their sins. Brundage, conunenting on the early-held belief that the

,,primarygoalofpunishmentoughttobetherehabilitationofthecriminal'"notes

that,,early medieval churchmen were inclined to leave the detection and punishment

of secret offenders to the privatg individual ministry of their confessors, rather than

to insist on public conection by a judge-"e1 Certainly, each bird in The Owl and the

Nightingale is made to defend herself against personal charges that might' in practice'

have been of more interest to a confessor than to a court' While each deliver€ savage

criticisms of her opponenfs personal apPearance and habits' most of the defects each

attributes to her rival can scarcely be classified as serious transgressions against the

Church's law - and, at least superficially' many are of purely ornithological interes9

criticisms of the rival's die! habitat, singing prowess and so on'

However, in the process of continuously slandering her opponent' each bird convicts

herselffromherownmouthofsinscertainlycondemnableintheconfessional,the

place where a penitent could confess sins to a priest in private' and receive an

appropriate penance. Each bird shows herself to be g"ilty of the mortal sins of pride

and anger, of hatred and spite, and also of lacls of charity' we might also note that in

the Nightingale's comparison of the sins of the flesh with those of the spirit (1395-

410), her prototypical spiritual sinner bears a strong resemblance to her previous

8, p"tuo, 70. Among other thing-s, sortitegiumwas thought.!-".bu l cause of male impotence' a

recognized impediment to marriage o""i"i;dly cited"by litiganb seeking divorce'

s Se* pollock and Maitland, Book IL 55&54. They say that wtren Edward I was king' "our English

lawyers seem to t """ 
uaoptla Utu opi.ion that sdtc"r"rs ought to be burnt"'

91 Brundage, 151.-
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descripdons of the Owl. The spiritual transgressor' she says' sins in many different

ways, through malice and anger, through pleasure at anothe/s discomfifure' through

greed, covetousness and a lack of mercy and grace, through contempt for inferiors'

and through pride, "modinesse" (1401{6). we note that there is more than a hint of

Luciferian pride in the owrs unmistakable self-identification with christ (1615-18)'e

Although the defendant vilifies the plaintiff with equal abandory it is not so easy to

identify behaviour in the Nightingale that might contravene the prescriptions of the

canon law. She is not charged with being guilty herself of the mortal sin of huuria'

lechery; rather she is accused of related transgressions, of wantonness' "golnesse"' of

the enticing of humans, especially women, into fornication and adultery' There are

also possible accusations of serious misdoing in the owl's claim that the Nightingale

is assuming the privileges of a pries! pronouncing curses without the right to do so

(1177-85). But the defendanfs main and most important charge remains that the

Nightingale is a deliberate inciter to sexual sin in others: this is a recunent accusation'

brought up repeatedly, in different contexts, in different parts of the Poem'

Brundage remarks thaf "perhaps not surprisingly, fornication' adultery and other

corrnon sex offenses usually accounted for the largest part of the criminal business

that came before local ecclesiastical tribunals," even though the standards of proof

required - that is, two credible eyewitnesses of the behaviour in question - made it

nearly impossible to prosecute such crimes successfully'e3 He adds that the "occulf'

crimes that ,,most immediately bothered the reformers were sex offences' especially

clerical concubinage, fornica[on and adultery"'s In his Introduction to Sex and the

Penitentials, Pierre J. Payer says that "attention to questions of sexual behaviour was

pervasive in the early Middte Ages,' and adds that the "very institution of marriage

raised important questions about adultery, divorce, remarriage and prohibited

degreesofconsanguinity.,gsHeconcludesinalaterPassaSethatthepenitentials
formed the "context in which the most comprehensive code of sexual behaviour was

e, Morto., W. Bloomfield singles out the Nightingale'" "-:lP,1ti*n 
of the sirs of the flesh and the sins

of the spirit as "the first purely secular treadrentbf the Sins inEnglish literatute'" SeeThe Smar

DeadtY Sins,145-
93 Brundage, gl-
sBrundage,93.
95 Piurr" ]. Payer, Sex anil the Penitentials' 4'
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elaborated,,, and that whereas papal letters and conciliar legislation "usually focused

on broader institutional problems such as the canonical requirements of derical

celibacy or the degree of disqualifyi.s incest relations," the penitential writings

"provided for the day-to-day faitings of Christians'"%

The numerous penitentials, written in the main between the late sixth and the late

eleventh centuries, were composed as handbooks to be used by priests in the

confessional."T Most of these useful texts devote considerable space to sexual sins for

which private Penance must be done- Payer examines a rePresentative sampling of

penitentials up to the eleventh century; serual offences constitute almost forty per

cent of the transgressions recorded in them's He also lists some of the Pen'rnces

recommended. These vary from penitential to penitential, and also differ according

to the status of the sinner. The late eighth-century cfrpituta iudiciorum, for examplg

recornmends sharply differing tariffs for ecclesiastics and lay persons' An adulterous

bishop should be deposed and do penance for twelve years, three of them on bread

and water, while a deacon and monk, after also being deposed' should do penance

for seven yerus, three on bread and water.s The same penitential says that a deric

andalayman,althoughgettingoffrathermorelightly,shouldstillmakesubstantial

amends; five years of penance, two on bread and water' All should be deprived of

communion until the penance is completed. Other penitentials prescribe differently'

The mid-eighth-century carnns oJ Theodore, for example, recommends three to four

years of penance for a male adulterer (reduced to six months if the sin is committed

with a female slave), but all of seven years for an adulteress'l@ Excerpts from the

penitentials were included in various canonical collections, including Gratian's' but

from the late eleventh century onwards, they appear to have been superseded by the

manuals referred to under the generic name of summae conJessorum'to'

s Payer,116.
nt frr"o.poruting canons ofbehaviour from traditional canonical soulces, the penitential authors added

to these prescripts t "* tt 
"it 

t*" p1*9""f "*plti"*" 
t"a practice as confe#ors' Brundage notes that

,,since priests throughout Western'ChristeJ;L-;;;;tt"a dn*" manuals and relied upon them for

guidance in dealing with the sinners *t o .""r""""a to thgrru the penitentials became in effect new

Jources of law, uftf,o"ifr'f"* "ltf,"it ""th;;;itfri,gt "9"" 
intire ecdesiastical hierarchy and were

;d; r,""t"d*ith fo?ml legislative power'" See Brundage'2*26'
s Puy"r,52-53.
99 Payer,23.
1mPayer,133.

lol4ttt o.rgf, the summae confasorunr were different in form from the penitentials' Payer (87) says that

the penitentiut"' g"nJ;; #;;"fft;; *"fti 
""a 

tmt the sumnaZ show their continuing influence'
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The repeated charge of immoral behaviour the owr brings against the Nightingale is

glven its most forceful statement in its first enunciation, in the rites of spring Passage

in rines 4gg-522. As we have seen, in this graphic description of the springtime sexual

orgies of both beasts and mery the Nightingale acts as a frenetic mistress of

ceremonies, urging others on to sexual licence' The charge of incitement to sin is

repeated when the owl again describes the plaintiff as drawing men to lusts of the

flesh (894-900), and the accusation is given even more explicit dimensions in the story

of the murdered nightingale, a tale told by both birds' if with different emphases

(7049-66,1075-1110).The owl's version describes a nightingale whose lascivious song

teaches a married lady to do shameful and wicked things with her body' "an unriSt of

hire licome":
"Enes Pu sunge - ic wod wel ware -
Bi one bure, & woldest lere

pe lefdi to an uuel luue;

An sunge boPe loSe & buue,

An lerdest hi to don shome

An vnriSt of hire licome'" (104e-il)

The lady's husban4 not unnaturalty displeased ensnares the naughty bird and

condemns it, somewhat improbably, to be put to death by equine quartering't@ Tlre

Nightingale herself corrects the owl's perhaps partisan account' The lady had been

imprisoned by a jealous husband; the nightingale's singrng was inspired by pity and

compassion; and the husbands action by spite' He was punished for it by "pe king

Henri,,, who fined him a hundred pounds and banished him from the kingdom'1m

The argument over the Nightingale's moral depravity is continued in the final long

speeches made by both birds, lines 1331-1510 for the Nightingale' 751*T6'34 for the

owl. The Nightingale freely ad.mits that she sings of love in places where ladies and

maidens maY be found:

'Ah soF hit is, idr singe & grede

Far lauedies beoP & faire maide'

102 The same story is told, in slfhly differin8dek tlT-"-T-"jsrPlaces' notably by Marie de France in

h*i;; Gitii,-"ia6-fi;;;E;Irieckam lU,:;De ru|ulrb rmtm' r' 5L'

,* Tho-* Alan Shippey, in "Listening to the-ryiqlF npalei',11otes the tradition in which the phraee

,,listening to the nightinfale" was used in tnu fyfifiA" igut u"" "ofn"^it''. 
for illicitlove-making'
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& soP hit is, of luue ich singe'" (1,337-39)

But love is natural between man and woman, and' so far as the plaintiff's song is

concerned, there is nothing in the world so good that it cannot be used for impure

purposes. women's flesh is frail and the lusts of the flesh are hard to quelt (1387-88)'

andnightingalescannotbeblamedifthoselisteningtothemshouldgoastray.Inany

case, sins of the flesh are far less grave than sins of the spirit' and if a young girl

should stumble and fall, marriage will put matters right' That "child" who listens to

the Nightingare,s song will understand well by its briefness that foorish rove does not

last long. Adultery, faitNessness, in a married woman is another thing; the

Nightingale condemns it, unreservedly'

The final, and structurally and thematically the most important piece of legal

business tnThe Owl andtheNightingale comes in the Passage at the end of the poem in

whichtheOwl,greatlyenrageddefendsherselfagainsttheNightingale'schargethat

she is hateful to men" that every human detests her'

"pu seist Pat ich am manne lob,

An euereuch man is wi6 me wrob'

An me mid stone & lugge PreteP'

An me tobusteP & tobeteP;

An hwanne heo habeP me ofslahe

Heo hongeP me on heore hahe

par ich aschewele Pie an crowe

Fron Pan Fe Far is isowe'

bah hit beo soF, ich do heom god

itt fot heom icfr cnaade mi blo4
Ich do heom god mid mine deaPe"'

This is a rarge claim with its unmistakable setf-identification with the death of christ'

but it is not this particular specific reference that send's the Nightingale into a fuenzy

of excitement. It is the fact that, according to the plaintiff, the owl has made a grave

technical error; she has boasted of her own humiliation' The Nightingale tells the

owl that she is not going to argue with her any more, that the defendanfs uzual

skills, her 'rihte lore," have failed her, that she has boasted that she is detested by

men and that every creature is angered by her' The Nightingale repeab what the owl

has said, 'n very,,slmilar words -but with one' significant exception:

pu seist Pat gromes Fe ifob

An heie on rodde Pe anho6'

(1607-17)
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An Pe totwichet & toschakeb,

An summe of Pe schawles makeb"'

The owl, describing how men use her as a scarecrow, says in line 1625 that they put

her up high on a "smale sticke" - but the Nightingale's reference to a "rodde" in line

L646 would have sounded very differently to a medieval audience'

After the birds fly off to Portisham in search of the absent Nicholas' the narrator tells

us this is the end of the story:

"Ah hu heo sPedde of heore dome
Ne can ich eu na more telle'

Her nis na more of Fis sPelle'"

with this anticlimactic ending, the resemblance between the Poem and a courtroom

trial ends abruptly. The fact that there is no verdict' no hint of a determinatio' not even

so much as an even-handed decision not to decide, may seem an anachronistic ending

for a dispute so deliberately cast in the shape of a legal pleading' one of the

distinguishing features of a trial, we may feel, is that once the case has been presented

andtheevidenceheard,somesortofverdictshouldbedelivered'Inreallife'
however, this was far from always being the case' Many cases recorded in the

medieval local consistory courts were either abandoned or settled out of court'

frequently ending with a simple note saying "settled peacefully'' (P* est)' or "by

agreemen (' Goncordia est).tu '6 Here, however, there is neither peaceful settlement

nor agreemenL The case is not abandoned by either bird; nor is there any zuggestion

that it might be settled out of court Why, then, is a judgement finally missing?

This seems to be a deliberately non-committal ending to an always essentially

burlesque trial, a spoof, perhaps, of contemPorary fudicial proceedings'in which case

an ending expressing nothing but irresolute indeterminacy might seem the most

appropriate way to finish. Does the fact that the Poem ends so incondusively have

sometlring to do with its clear affinities with the flyting? - in this minor genre it is

thedynamicsoftheargumentthatisimportan!notitsresolution.PriscillaBawcutt,

(164s48)

(17eT-e4)

1& Brundage, 134.
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as we have Seen, characterizes the flyh.g as part war and part sport' but' even more

relevant in the context here, she observes that, "rnore commonly the [verbal] combat

is envisaged as part of a judicial Process' in which the contestants put their own

veracity and their opponents' lies to the test of battle""6 Is the absence of any

determination in The oul and the Nightingare indicative of its audience's greater

interest in the poem's stimulating exchanges of insults rather than in actual outcomet

in the battle itsetf rather than its result?

I would argue tha! in the use of legal language and procedure in The oul nnd the

Nightingale, there is a larSe measure of deliberate satirical comedy' The presentation

of the poem as a formal lawsuit hotly debated by birds in an imagrnary legal forum

has all the marks of a spoof, a cheerful lampoon, designe4 at least in part as a

parody of contemporary legal procedures and composed with a specific' legally-

literate audience in mind. David Lampe, describing the birds as "skilled sophists,

virtuosos of false argumen!" remarks that the whole rhetorical and dialectical

presentation would have been famitiar and amusing to a monastic or university

audience of the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries'lo7 His observation

parallels Reed's suggestion that works bke The owl and tlu Nightingale' chaucey's

Parlement of Foules, and Lydgatds Debate Bettpeen the Horse' Goose and Sheep might

simply be ,,parodies of university disputation, rebellious literary subversions of the

topical orthodory, the seriousness and the bent for resolved truths of a pedagogical

model.,,16 Perhaps The OwI and the Nightingatls two ridiculous birds were cast as

appetlor and appellee in a non-existent court of law just to alnuse a particular

audience, and the debate composed purely as a ieu il'espit' as a deliberately farcical

exercise, making pointed fun with semi-legalistic argument' ln which case we might

as well concede that the fact that the trial reaches no verdic! comes to no condusion'

ends not with a bung but a whimper, is characteristic of the always elusive natule of

the poem. The fun has all been in the making of the pudding; the poet shows little or

no interest in actuallY eating it'

tG Pri""illuBawcutt, Dunbar the Malut,?26'
107 Lampe, 103.
1ffi Ree4 ttS.



Chapter 7

Creating Character

The oul and the Nightingate, asbefitsa bird debate, is all about words and birds; there is

little plo! less action. An agg.essive, spiteful little nightingale singing in a hedge spies

alarge,lugubrious,ratherPomPousowlperchedonatree'stumP'andtheyspenda
day and night in their respective sylvan abodes argulng incongruously and impossibly

about things that have often nothing to do with their lives at aI. Both principals are

birds, both sit in trees, sing, weave nests, rear chicks; these are things birds do' At the

same time they assess and pass judgement on each othey's singrng nest-making and

chick-rearing in human terms, all the time with ttn eye to what humans do and would

approve. The satirical incongruity between avian and human behaviour' this absurd

generic mix-matchin& is at the heart of the comedy in the Poelfi' and the owl'poe(s

strong and original characterizations of the birds make a major contribution to its

excellence.

As weil as calling upon both traditional literary and forkloric sources, the poet portrays

hisavianprincipalswithanunusualnaturalismfortheperiod,andafirstquestiontobe

asked might be what contribution these mixed realistic-sym'bolic descriptions make to

the debate's effectiveness? How should we read this particular Owl and Nightingale?

How does the poet present them? Does he envisage them as in some way humans or

perhapshybrids?-ordotheyremainincontrovertibtybirds,human-impersonators

masquerading in feathered dress? To what extent does he step oubide literary concepts

in delineating his birds' characters, ild in what ways do his choices influence the

development of the poem? what are the real-life observations mingled with tradition

that sustain their portr ayars?- and why should the poet serect these particular birds as

his mouthpieces? who and what are these contumacious creatures' and how are they

figured in the text? Are th"y, as at reast one critic has craimed, just two birds indulging

in a noisy squabble, or do they represent something more than thag if only because

birds or beasts reft to their own devices d.o not quarrer in human language or about

matters of PurelY human concern?
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Theauthorof'TlrcowtandtheNightingalehaschosenasprincipalstwobirdsthatinsize

and nature, in habits and habitat as welr as in traditionar histories, differ quite

dramatically from one another. The crepuscular owl, Pliny's noctis monstrum' is a large

predatory creature, a powerful nocturnal flesh-eater, self-proclaimed foe of small birds

and mice. The Nightingale, a timid, seasonal migrant from the south' is above all a

spring singer, a bird that appears and vanishes as spring and summer come and go'

Both birds are well-known creatures of the English night' although only owls are

perrnanent denizens in Britain, and have a much wider distribution than nightingales

there. Both birds, owr and Nightingale, are possessors of long and complex symbolic

histories to which many sources have contributed. Although glven unusually

naturalistic portrayals, the lively creatures that scream, sulk and argue throughout the

Pagesherealsobearstrongresemblancestotheirtraditionalliterarypredecessors,the
rapturous and tragic nightingale, the wise and sinister owl' As well as being firmly

based on empirical observation, their depictions in this text call on both bestiary and

Bibte, on mythology and classical literature; there are references to fables' proverbs and

other traditional material. Bu! most of all, and especially in the personal and physical

descriptions each disputant offers of the other, the birds' portraits rely on a particularly

close way of tooking, on the poefs deploying of a sharply observant ornithologisfs eye'

The characterization of each bird is Iargely (if scarcely dispassionately) created by the

disputants themselves, their natures, aPPearances, tastes and habits vividly established

by the descriptions, both physical and moral, that each provides of the other' The

distinguishing mark of these verbal pictures is their remarkabte particularity and

wealth of rigorously observed detail. Especially in the first part of the P@rt' their

reciprocal descriptions rely little upon written sotrrces; most of what each bird says is

based on direct wibress, on what can be observed in real life' Each protagonist looks at

the other with a sharp and unkind eye, and record.s devastatingly caricatural

observations; these are cartoon sketches rather than rife.rike portraits. The owl is a

hideous creature with staring eyes and no neck (71-76). The Nightingale is a miserable'

puny thing like a little dirty ball, almost too insignificant to notice $n-U)'

one of the important ways in which the poet reinforces the duar animar-human

ctraracterizations upon which his beast satire relies is by endowing his birds with

human reactions to purely avian situations - as, for example, when the Nightingale
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says in line 39 that the Owl's atrocious singing makes her want to spi! even though' as

Kathryn Hume points out, birds do not spit.r similarly incongruous inter-species

references appear throughout the Poem- The absurdities of the Nightingale's

ornithological nature (and gendering) are revealed in these lines from the narrator:

pe NiStingale at Fisse worde
irdid sworle an mid sPeres orde,

Sif ho mon were, wolde fiste;

Ac Po ho bet do ne miSte

Ho ua5t mid hirewise tunge' (1067:71)

As well as stressing the fact that she is not a human by saying that if she were a man she

would take a sword and fight the narrator is presumably arso taking into account the

Nightingale,s gender. sincg if she were a human, she would also be a woman and

unlikely to be wielding a sword, the passage is doubly ambiguous'

A particularly interesting feature rn The owt and the Nightingale is the double nature of

the satire that pervades the Poem. As well as exploiting the comedy naturally inherent

in literary sifuations in which animals are presented as human sur:rogates, the poet also

makes deft use of a rarer kind of literary mockery, that in which one bird or beast

judges another according to the standards of its own particular species; grves us' so to

speak, a bird's eye view of an animal of a different kind' It is this "beast on beasf'

satiricar point of view that underlies the descriptions of bird by bird in the poem. Its

complicated humour is both dependent uPon and sharpened by the fact that' although

each bird's opinions are voiced in human terms, the evidence produced to support

them almost always refers back to her own species-rerated understanding and

expectations. This mode of description is close to the kind of animal story that Ellen

Douglass Leyburn describes as "instruction about man observed from the point of view

of the animals."2

A classic example of this beast-on-man satire comes from Dr' Johnson' in a tale of an

old vurture,s view of the human race, first published rr-Thc ldler.3 In this misanthropic

essay, a wise old vulrure, instructing her young "in the arb of a vulture's life"' explains

1 Kuthryr, Hume, Thc Owt anit the Nightingale: The Poem and its Citics, fl6'

2 EllenDouglass Leyburn, Satiic Allegory: Minor oJMan'58'
3 samuel Johnso+ ldler 22, inThe Yale Eitition of ttuwork of samuel Johnson'Yoln' 317-20'
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the circumstances under which man has been created as the "natural food of the

vulfure." When the young vultures ask how so much bigger and stronger a creature

may be conquered and eatery she answers that man, a truly benevolent creature'

selflessly takes it upon himserf to make his flesh available to nourish vultures. she

describes how this is done:

Two herds of men will often meet and shake the earth with noise'

and filI the air with fire, wt 
"" 

you hear noise, and see fire, with flashes

along tilt;""d, hasten to the pla.ce with your swiftestwing for

men are surely destroying o"" -"ttt"r; yo.t will then find the ground

smokingGtfr'Utood ui-tdio.tu.ed with carcasset of which many

are disniem;;r"d *a -u.gled for the convenience of the vulture'

When one of the young vultures wants to know why, having killed each other' men do

not themselves then eat the mea! the old vulture replies that man "is the only beast

who kills that which he does not devour, " and.that it is this quality which "makes him

so much a benefactor to our species'"4

Even before there is any attempt to sketch in the variety of topics over which the debate

will range the narrator gives us a quick sight and sound picture of both birds and of the

places where they live. The Nightingale is perched singrng uPon a blossoming twig

when she catches sight of the Owl sitting brooding on an ivy-covered tree stock nearby'

This gothic stump is the owl's "eard.ingstowe," the place where she lives and where she

sits to sing "hire tide," thehorae canonime. The birds'perching-places may' perhaps' be

seen as more symbolic than ornithologically accurate; owls do live in ruined tree stocks

but are rarely seen there in daytight hours, and nightingales are notoriously shy birds'

seldom glimpsed even at dght, still less sighted on flowering sPrays during the day'

The associaton of blossom, birdsong and love is, of course, a commonplace of the

springtim e rmerdie, and the Nightingale's perch on blossoming bough is in symbolic

agreement with one of her traditional roles, harbinger of spring' Owls' on the other

hand, are unequivocally dark birds, traditionally occult creatures of the half-light and

darkness, associated with ill-fortune, catastrophe and death. ln a symbolic sense' this

owl,s mouldering stump masked with strangling ivy, all that remains of a once green

tree, reflects something of the bird's sinister reputation.

a The old vulture goes on to repeat a tale that rren have 'only the apPearance of animal life' being really

vesetables with a p"";;;i;;ttil; il tfiGi u" Uo" U""gh" of 'an oak are dashed together by a storm

"o-that 
the acorns fuff to f*a the swine, * "*Jr, are by some unaccountable Power driven against one

"r"ft ". 
tiff they lose their motion, that vultures may be fed"'
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The Oul and

the narrator:

the Nightingale begins plainly, laconically,

Ich was in one sumere dale;

In one suhe disele hale
Iherde ich holde grete tale

An Hule and one NiStingale'
pat plait was stif & starc & strong
Sum wile softe & lud among.

An aiber aSen oPer sval
& let Pat wole mod ut al;

& eiPer seide of oPeres custe

Fat alre worste Pat hi wuste'

& hure & hure of oPere[s] songe

Hi holde Plaiding suPe stronge'

in the first Persory the voice of

In these opening lines the poet quickly establishes both the tone of the debate and the

aggressive attitudes of the contenders. This is a quarrel overheard by an eavesdropping

passer-by, an acrimonious altercation between an irritable owl and a bad-tempered

nightingale - or seemingly acrimonious; for my contention here is that this is not a real

quarrel, but a non-serious flyting not a true conflict, but a mock battle of words'

characterized from the start by the birds' apparent mutual detestatiory the spirit of the

dispute to come is described before debate actually begins, in lines 1G11: "& eiPer seide

of oberes custe/ pat alre worste Fat hi wuste'" As the birds denounce one another in

voices alternately soft and loud, and in words that are'stif & starc & strong,," the initiat

non-specificity of their accusations, accentuated by the rising and falling levels of vocal

sounds, conveys a powerful impression of both the range and the personal nature of the

emotions and rivalries involved'

euestions of ambivalence in tone and meaninp of conflict between convention and

realism, arise within the first twenty lines. These provide earty indications that this

altercation is not quite what it might seem- The flowering sPray uPon whidr the

Nightingale sings, for example, might be taken at face value as a conventionally lyrical

accoutrement of the usual springtime opening. There iq however' something deceptive

about this branch. The narator te[s us it is part of a thick hedge tangled with reeds

and sedge, standing in the corrler of a "bredte":

(1-12)
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pe NiStingale bigon Pe sPeche

ln one hurne of one breche,

& sat uP one vaire boSe -
pat were abute blosme inoSe! -
In ore uaste Ficke hegge
Imeind mid sPire & grene segge' (1&18)

The "hegge" the poet describes is not, however, the usual country hedgg one of the

famitiar living green walls that mark off boundaries on farms, simultaneously field

dividers and animal domiciles and larders. The reeds and sedge, "spire and grene

seggei, the only botanical species mentioned as woven into the green, impenetrable

mass, are not among the plants usually found in arable'land hedgerows' These are

acid-loving plants, happiest in swamp and bop preferring sour' water-saturated soils'

Their presence here suggests marginal tan4 the kind of soil not usually in cultivation'

marshy, acidic. The fact that such sour-soil plants are present in the hedgerow in which

the Nightingale sings reinforces the use of the word "breche" (14) in the cotton

manuscript as opposed to "beche" in Jesus.s The term "breche" suggests land of low

productiviw, not in full cultivatiory perhaps wetlands ne.lr a river valley, or low-lying

rand on the banks of a stream. This is not the fair mead.ow or leafy forest of the usual

spring opening; there is a sense of disuse hete, a hint of desolation' of a kind of

wasteland, a feeling already adumbrated by the old tree stump uPon which the Owl

perches. This locas amoenus,then, is not as pleasant as it might seem'

There is a mixture of realism and ambivarence in tlrese opening rines that will permeate

much of the text. Seasonal landscapes in the Middle Ages, especially in an English

poem as early as this, are usually described in generalized rather than detailed terrns'

More often than not they rety on descriptions of unidentified flowers and songbirds

used generically only, mainly to suggest a pleasing quiclcening and burgeoning and

plenitude of life. The presence of specific botanical detail is rate, and the reference to

such non-literary swampland ptanb as reeds and sedges introduces a distinctly

ambivalent tone. On the one hand, the &ol-poet appears to be using the standard

; J has ,,beche.,, Atkins slggests a derivation from Old E.ng)ishbtaec,

brec, aword which 4"* in tfre b6unduti." "i 
[.tt".", ut difn"ars to mean land left untilled arnong

cultivated fietd+ such as would be 
"oo"r"i 

*itf, 
""a".tiooa'' 

'd* I' W' H' Atkins' Ttu Owl and the

Nightingale,&4. Sta;ey, f"ifo*i"g 
-C. 

T. O"i;,;G tn" pf""9-name of Bteclymhurrne (probably an error

for Brecheshur*l ^Ei'Alilory';iiry;;;;".fir*.tibn 
of thu collocatioiof "breche" with'trurne"'

S"" n. G. Stanley, The Owland the Nightingale'105'
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spring opening of singing bird on flowering bough. on the other, the sardonic twist he

gives his poem by introducing such naturalistic detail as marshy, sour-soil plants into

his blossomy scene subverts the usual romantic conventiory shifting it in the direction

of parody, perhaps preparing us for the sardonicalty realistic descriptions to come'

with this in min4 we can see the owl's choice of habitat as possibly parodic too; dead

stumps are mournful enough without an ivy shroud'

From the very beginning the birds set about each other with a will' The fact that the

Nightingale is the more aggressive of the two may seem surprisinp though less so

when we remember that in most of the clerk and knight debates the nightingale is a

physical champion as well as advocate for the clerks. Her first attacks on the owl

concern what will be important themes in the Poem, her rival's unnaturalness and the

question of song. Catching sight of the Owt blinking on her stump' the Nightingale

cries: "Monster! Clear off!"

pe Nigtingale hi ise5,

& hi bihold & ouerseS,

& Pugte wel wl of Pare Hule

for 
me hi halt todlich & tule'

Vnwigt!" ho sede, "awei Pu flo!

Me is Pe wrs Pat ich Pe so'

Iwis, for Fine wle lete
Wel oft ich mine song forlete'
Min horte afflip & falt mi tonge

Wonne Fu art to me iPrunge'

Me luste bet sPeten Pane singe

Of Fine fule 5oSelinge'" (294)

Looking at the owl's hideous face often makes her abandon her song; and' listening to

her rival's discordant shriekin& her "fule So5etinge" the Nightingale's tongue falters

and her human-like heart sinks. We should also note the implications of lines 37-32, r\

which the Nightingare says that one reason she is so criticar of the owl is because of

men's hostile attitude to her rival, becnusemen think owls loathsome and foul'

Each bird attacks the other on the subject of physical appeafance with particular gusto.

Their verbal portraits of each other, although in one sense unusually precisely

observed, in another, are Hogarthian caricatures. When the Nightingale first sets about

the owl,s appearance, her description is minutely detailed and merciless' No item is
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spared. The Owl is a loathsome-looking creature, hideous beyond meaflrre' A huge-

headed baggy-bodie4 no-necked monster with a hooked beak like a crooked awl' she

has fearsome, predatory claws, and staring, coal-black eyes that look as if they have

been painted on with woad:

"pu art lodlich to biholde,

& pn art loF in monie volde:

pi bodi is short, Pi swore is smal,

Grettere is Pin heued Pan Pu al;

pin e5ene boP colblake, & brode

Rigt swo ho weren iPeint mid wode'

pu starest so Pu wille abiten

AI Fat Pu mist mid diure smiten'

Fi bile is stif & scharP & hoked

RiSt so an owel Pat is croked"' (71-80)

ln the owl's view the Nightingale's aPPearance is no more attractive' The owl

describes her adversary with contempt, as rustreless and filthy-coloured, like a little

sooty ball. She is feeble, short and scrawny, and also unclean' lacking in both beauty

and goodness:

"pu art dim an of fule howe,

An Finchest a lutel soti clowe'

pu nart fair, no Pu nart strong'

Ne Fu nart Picke, ne Pu nart long'

bu hauest imist al of fairhede
An lutel is al Fi godede.

An oPer Ping of Pe ich mene:

pu nart vair, ne Pu nart dene"' $n-u)

In this memorable series of double negatives, the Nightingale's aPPearance and other

qualitieq moral as well as physical, are tellingly depicted in ternts of what they are not'

The owl,s grotesquely distorted descriptions of her rival are strikingly different from

other, more literary images of the nightingale, for example, the conventionally idealized

portrayals of the bird as sweet singer, divine chorister' romantic inspirer of lovers and

poets, Machaufs "sweet nightingale which is so pretty'"6

Lyon' translated in Barry A' Windeatt' d" Auucs's Dtntn Poetry:

Sour ces and Analo gues, 65'
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The question of song is recurrent throughout the Poem' As the major means of

communication between birds and humankind, it is crucial to what will become a

dominant issue, the question of the birds' usefulness to the human race' Bertram

Colgrave goes so far as to suggest that a basic question at issue in The Owl and the

Nightingale might be the debate between old and new types of music' the struggle

within the church for and against the superseding of Gregorian and pre-Gregorian

music by the lighter and more varied music popularized by the troubadours'7 The

subject of song asstunes increasing importance as the argument proceeds, each bird's

charges being increasingly centred on the perceived musical shortcomings of the other'

Once the manner of the dispute and the person of the arbiter are agreed upory the

argument is quickly focused and, when the Nightingale as original complainant begins

her formal case, she continues her attack on the owl's singing abilities' she begins with

the hours at which the Owl sings, and then moves back to the quality of her song:

"Hrrle", ho sede, "seie me soP,

Wi dostu Fat unwistis dop?

pu singist a niSt & noSt a dai,

& al Pi song is "wailawai."

Pu migtmid Pine songe afere

Alle Pat ihereP Pine ibere-
pu schirchest & Sollest to Pine fere

pat hit is grislich to ihere-

Hit Fincheh boFe wise & snePe,

Nogt Fat Pu singe ac Pat Pu wePe." (277-26)

These short, crisp couplets carry several charges, accusations that advance along

parallet fronts. The owl is unnaturar because she sings at night and is silent during the

day. The way in which she yells and screeches to her companion curdles the blood of

all those who hear; it seems that she is not singrng, but weeping'

The Owl has her own views on the quality of their respective singrng voices' At the

very beginning of the pcrL in lines 21,-24, the narator describes the Nightingale's

voice in terms of its instrumental (and thus humanized) qualities; it seems, he says, as if

it comes from harp and pipe rather than throat. When the Owl takes up the question of

the birds' comparative musicianship, the analogy with human musical artefacb is made

again. The Nightingale has accused her opponent of having a tuneless' lugubrious

7 
See Bertram Colgrave, "The OwI anittheNightingaleand the'Good Man from Rome''"
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voice, of wailing rather than singing and the owl is indignant' The statement is untrue'

She sings smoothly, with a strong voice and full melody, quite unlike the Nightingale's

feeble piping:

"Mi stefne is bold & noSt unorne;
Ho is ilich one grete horne,

& Fin is ilich one PiPe
Of one smale wode unriPe." (317-20)

The Nightingale's voice, earlier so admiringly described by the narrator' is now

compared to a single pipe made from a small, unripe reed' The Owl's' by contrast is

like a *ighty horn. warming to her task" the owl adds moral worth and dignity to her

singrng habits by aligning them with the practice of singing the monastic hours at set

times during the night. The Nightingale also sings all night, but much too much'

relentlessly, without Pause:

"Ac Pu singest alle longe ni5t
From eue fort hit is dailist,
& eure leist Pin o song

So longe so Pe niSt is long,
& eure croweb Fi wrecche crei

pat he ne swikeF niSt ne dai.

Mid Pine pipinge Pu adunest
pas monnes earen Far Fu vrrunest,

& makest Pine song so unwrP

Fa[t] me ne telP of Par nosltl wrF. " (33140)

Not only does the Nightingale's singing never end, but it is always the same, boring'

monotonous, displeasing the ears of all who live nearby' To the Owl's criticism of her

rival,s song is added the charge of talking too much; the gamrlous Nightingale is

accused of triviality, of racking any kind of measure. she is worthless, of no possible

use to humankind; she does nothing but sing and chatter and both of those to excess'

Character is revealed continuously by means of each bird's criticisms of the other- The

poet shows that neither bird is above stealing tactics from her rival; each is ready to

refute charges against her by borrowing strategies employed in the othey's daims of

self-worth. When, for instance, in lines 32$30 the Owt justifies her night-time music-

making by comparing herself with monks singrng their hours, the Nightingale sees a

useful opening - later, snatching a leaf from the owl's boolq she makes the daim that
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she also aids men with her singrn& helping to bring them to the bliss of heaven (716'

42).'Abid! Abid!- the angry Owl cries (8g7), and complains, not without justificatiory

that the Nightingale is behaving altogether too trickily. she is a liar; her words are

specious and deceptively presented. Does she really think she can bring men to God's

kingdom so easily? Repentance is the key to salvatiory forgiveness must be begged; the

Owl,s weeping is better than the Nightingale's singing. Tears are more efficacious than

trills.

The Nightingale will have none of this. she will a8ree that men should weeP for their

sins (980), but, when Christ is praised, it should be done with full voice' neither too

loudly nor too long. The difference between the two of them is that the Orryl yells and

laments, while she herself sings delightfully. The Nightingate obseryes tartly that if all

men shoutd yell as the Owl does, "Solde hi 5ollen also pu des9" they might well terrify

their priests. A curse on the owl; may she yell so loudly that both her eyes burst out!

"Euer mote Pu Solle & wePen
pat pu Fi lif mote forleten,
An Sollen mote Pu so heSe

pat utberstebo Fin e5e!" (e87-eo)

The poet of The owl and the Nightingale is not the only medieval writer to comment on

the incessance of the nightingale,s sonE. one of the ereventh-century cambridge songs/

after a few stanzas of complaint about a noisy nightingate, invites it' in very strong

terms, to shut up:

o tu parva, flrr non cessar 

"u,,r"r" 
avicula?

Estimas nunc suPerare 
omnes arte musica?

Aut quid cum lira contempnirror,or. 
dulciflua?

Ultra vires iocabanda
luctas thimfanistria

te auscultant vigilando
regalis insigrua

laudat procerum caterva
tua Plura cantica'

CessE cessa, fatigando

quia premis dormizantes
lassata iam bucula
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omni ora pro quid canis
clam iugiter nausia,

digt u ovans sidera?8

It is worth comparing the furious irritation caused by * eleventh-century nightingale's

non-stop singing with the Owl's ungtacious request to the Nightingale to give her

tongue a rest: "Lat pine tunge habbe spale!" (258)'

Curiously enough, among the not very nrunerous English traditional tales on the

subject of the nightingale, at least two are based on impatience with its song' According

to legend Edward the confessor was so irritated by a nightingale whose ceaseless

singing disturbed his devotions that he successfully prayed the bird be silenced in his

neighbourhood. Another story tells how the nightingales at St' Leonards were so

effectively cursed by a hermit that they have never been heard there since'e There are

obvious similarities between these testy reactions and the Owl's accusation concerning

the repetitiveness of her rival's son8. Thuy are further supported by an illustration in a

thirteenth-century bestiary, BL MS Sloane g544, described by Florence McCulloch' in

which two men lie sleeping beside a singing nightingalg while a third stretches out an

arm towards it, as rf, perhaps, asking it to be silent'lo

Accusations of lack of cleanliness, of insanitary and revolting habits loom very large in

The owl and the Nightingate, Particularly in the early parts of the Poem that stress the

bird,iness of the birds. The Nightingale is the first to bring up the theme of personal

hygrene, and her charges of physical uncleanliness sound like the reproving sentiments

of a well brought-up housewife. The Owl is a slattern, her nest is filthy, her chicks not

house'trained:

, Fle.rr Adcock translates the poem as "fhe anti-nightingale songf inThe Virgtn !"d 
try Nightingale' 30-34'

e Edward A. Armstrong recounts both tales, inThe-Follclore of Birds,l87-78. He also tells two European

folk-tales that link th; iilf,titgur"'" ""*t.""-rlg*g with a parallel story of its haditional sightlessness'

or partial sightlessness;-tt" -*[-t ti"eale a1d the b"liniworm are princioali in both tales' According to a

French tale origrr,afly-ih" blin?woin u.,a Ut" bird had one,eye'apieti' Whil" .t" *:* was asleep' the

nightinsale 
"tore 

,t"?yl;;;;rd;;';;Jd;t ".d 
6veisince the bird hasbeen forced to sing

nisht and day, to Ji;;;;;;";;.th;;;t no*"tutittg its eve back Another folk story has the

worrn with two good ey"" and the.igh6"g;i;;*1.T", o(t" u?.V-wedding, the bird borrowed both

the worm,s 
"yu", 

urrJ tiey hao. r,".r"ib".ir"turned. Since that time 
-th9 

nightingale has sung to the now

totally sightless *r;,ff;;Gil;iltiloiaet to make.amends (see-Armstr""e 1?j1'^11-
,i*1"'"1. "fWght there perhapi, bei resonan"6 b"t*u"t these folktales and the passages in our Poem rn

which the Nightingdl ;HU"s the Ow!on the grounds "j l:t daytime blindness?

r0 Florence UrtuUJch, Medinal Latin and Frendt Bestiaies, L44.
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"pu att lodlich & unclene -Bi Fine neste ich hit mene,
& ek bi pine fule brode:
pu fedest on hom a wel ful fode.
Vel wostu Fat hi dob barinne:
Hi fulep hit up to pe chinne." (er-e6)

The owl's spectacular deficiencies in matters of hygiene are, in fact, very real. They are

confirmed by John Sparks and Tony Soper, who point out that owls may occuPy the

s.une sleeping places for long periods, and that the "accumulation of pellets which often

cover the area beneath the roosf' can be as much as several feet thicklr The Owl's

physical uncleanness is also well attested in literature. In the Bible the owl is dassed as

an unclean bird because of its diet of flesh and carriory and Hugh de Fouilloy describes

it as a filthy bird that befouls its dwelling place with dung, "because a sinner by the

example of his wayward action dishonours those with whom he lives."u

The Nightingale bolsters the charge of nest-soiling with a proverb whidr Pronounces a

curse on "ilke besf' that fouls its own nest (99-100). This piece of popular wisdom is

followed by a fable about an incontinent baby owl unlucky enough to be hatched in a

falcon's nest, and the Nightingale relates with glee how the falcon expels the owlet

throwing it down to the ground where the magpie and the crow peck it to pieces.B

Nurture cannot alter nafure; bad blood will out, and the plaintiff reinforces her point

with a maxim; no matter how far an apple may roll from its tree it will always betray

whence it came. On the charges concerning her chicks' alleged incontinence, the Owl

defends them, and herselt with some dignity. She uses analogies with humans and

other animals to argue that no young things can be blamed for what they are not yet

able to control. Somewhat speciously, she claims that her nest is carefully designed in

the forrr of a human dwetling, furnished improbably with something like a braided

verandah. This, she says, serves as an outdoor privy on the human model:

"We nimep geme of manne bure
An after pan we makep ure:
Men habbet among oper iwende,

tt 
Joht Sparks and Tony Soper, Outts: Thetr Natural md l-lntutural History, 28.

12 Hugh de Fouilloy, Tlu Meilimal Book of Birds: Hugh ile Fouiltoy's Aviaium,zlLlg-
o Stanl"y discusses a number of versi<ms of the Owl and Falcon fable on pages 159 and 164. Some use

differentbirds. Marie de France has a hawk and an owb Odo de Cheriton us€s a hawk and ab'uz:erd'
while Nicole de Bozon reverts to the hawk and owl. All stress the theme of "badblood will oul"
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A rumhus at hore bures ende,

Vorpat he nelleP to uor go;

An mine briddes doP also-" (ee-|: )

The passage further illustrates the way in which the poet creates sly humour from the

anthropomorphic inter-relating of human and bird behaviour; here a human design for

an outhouse is translated into avian form. The same comic confusion of avian and

human practices occurs when the owl deals with the theme of her usefulness to man

implicitly allied with her service to God. It is not only barns she rids of mice, but the

church as well:

"Ich can nimen mus at berne

An ek at chirche ine Pe derne:
Vor me is lof to Cristes huse,

To dansi hit wiF fule muse;

Ne schal Par neure come to
Ful wi5t, Sif ich hitmai iuo-" (607-r2)

The Owl ignores the fact that small rodents are staple owl-nourishment and that

hunting in barns and churches forms part of an owl's normal food-gathering activities'

The differences between the eating habits of their species ercite each bird's indignation'

All through the poem nice distinctions are made between what nightingates consider a

corect way to conduct their lives in terms of diet, domicile, and behaviour, and what

owls think is a proper way to live. Both prescriptions seem equally alien to human ears'

But, as strictly avian, species-related preferences expressed in familiar human terms'

they are doubly amusing to the reader. The Nightingale is the first to launch an attack

on her rival,s dietary habits. If the owl could manage to seize her rival from the safety

of her flowery hedge, she would certainly eat her. However, a fuog would be more to

an owl's taste:

"Pe were icundur to one frogge

[pat sit at mulne vnder cogge:]

Snailes, mus & fule wi5te
BoF bine cunde & Fine ri5te." (8s-88)

The repulsion produced in the Nightingale by the offensive nature of the owl's staple

diet of snails, mice an4 foul creafures is echoed later, when she is similarly appalled by

the barbarous eating habits of the northern human consumers of raw fish and flesh

(1007-03). Her condemnation of owl meals as comPared with the delicacies of
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nightingale cuisine seems not unreasonable, until they are later contrasted with the

details of her own tastes in food; when the Owl tells us what the Nightingale herself

eats, the menu sounds distinctly unappetising' She dines on spiders and "filthy flies"

and "wormes," and the Owl makes her own distaste plain:

"Ac wat etestu - Fat Pu ne IiSe! -
Bute attercoPPe & fule uliSe

& wormes, sif Pu miSte finde
Among Pe uolde of harde rinde?" (see-503)

Each bird expresses disgust with the othels tasteg but neither avian diet would tempt a

human palate.

Popularity is a topic that looms large all through the tex! and this is another front on

which the Nightingale launches a savage attack- The Owl is unpopular with both birds

and men; harsh and "unmilde" with those who cannot protect themselves, she is hated

by the whole race of birds - "pu art lop al fuelkunne" (65). Little birds cry out and

chase her away; even the tiny tibnouse would tear her to pieces if she could (69-70)'

stories of the owl being pursued and put to flight by small birds during daylight hours

have roots in bird lore and also in life. Pictures of owls being mobbed are corrmon in

inuminated manuscripts and in carvings on capitals and misericords; the hated owl is

sometimes represented as pursued even by the gentle dove, as well as by sparrows and

other birds. )ohn Sparks and Tony Soper discuss the real-life phenomenon of birds'

both large and small, mobbing the owl. Even a stuffed owl, or a stylized owl-shape

placed in an aiary,will elicit from its inhabitants this quite instinctive response'l4

Each bird,s responses to the other's ctrarges are themselves revelatory, serving to throw

additional light on her own character. The Owl does not d*y that she prefers night to

day, nor that she is the ter:ror of small birds; her justification, as we saw in the preceding

chapter, is that in this she is at one with her own nature' She evokes the strong defence

of natural law. It is by the laws of Nature, "vor rigte cunde" (nq, that she is so fierce,

and hated by the flocks of birds who screech at her. So far as her popularity is

concerned, she pretends to an Olympian indifference, as one who is ruled by reason'

not emotion. The tone is lofty, the emphasis on wisdom, rational behaviour; there is

la Sparks and Soper, 37-39'
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also contempt - she will not descend to exchanging "schitwordes" with "screwen"

(286-87). Discretiory says the Owl, is by far the better part of valour, and maintaining a

cool deme€u1our infinitely preferable to fruitless squabbling. These irreproachable if, in

the circumstances, ironic sentiments are backed up by a "vorbisne" to the effect that one

should never argue with the footish nor try to out-yawn an oven (291'-92). The tone of

insufferable virfuousness threatens to become intolerable; the whole Passage has a

strong taint of dehaut enbas.

When each bird begins to attack non-visible aspects of the othels character, she

cornmences to call on sources other than direct observation. An important accusation

from the Nightingale concerrrs the Owl's doleful, carping nature, her pessimistic

attitudes, the malice she feels at the sight of others' happiness. Two quite different

kinds of source support these charges. First, there is the real-life image of the sombre-

feathere4 night-hunting predator, with its mournful cries piercing the gloom; and

secondly we have the traditional reputation of the owl as a doom-safng creatute,

looking into the future and seeing nothing there but ill fortune. The Nightingale likens

her rival to the evil man displeased by joy:

"pu farest so doP Pe ille:
Evridr blisse him is unwille;
Grucching & luring him boP rade

Sif he isop pat men boP glade;
He wolde Pat he isege
Teres in ewich monnes e6e." (421,-25)

The thing that would really please the Owl would be to see tears in every man's eyes.

The Nightingale quickly builds on her charge of SdndmJreudc. She contrasts the Owl's

gloomy, wintry associations with her own connections with the renewal of the year and

joy. Arriving in the sprin& she brings happiness with her: "Ech wiSt is glad for mine

pinge/& blissep hit wanne ich cume" (434-35). These lines introduce a marked, if brief,

change in tone. From the first under-cutting of the traditional, blossomy, spring

opening with the introduction of a sour-soil, reed-filled hedge, the poem has kept away

from anything resembling the lyrical, the only exception to this being the tender lily and

rose passage in lines 439-46. Here the Nightingale speaks of the joy she gives to

humankind and also to the lily and the rose, both of which love and welcome her.
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Describing the delighb of her spring retunl she is nevertheless careftrl to sound the

note of usefulness to man. Her song has a Purpose, she is here to perform an "erende"

- as soon as this is done, she will be off, back to her own land' She ends with a

flourish; it is neither clever nor wise to linger anywhere longer than need be'

The Nightingale's description of her activities during the renouaeau introduces one of

the most important of the themes based on literary sources rather than life- This is the

charge that she draws men to "fleshes lustes." A new accusation from the Owl

concerns her rival's lascivious proclivities and the wantonness of her springtime

activities:

"Vor sumeres tide is al to wlonc
An doP misreken monnes Ponk;
Vor he ne rech noSt of dennesse,

Al his Pogt is of golnesse;

Vor none dor no leng nabideP,

Ac eurich uPon oPer rideP.
pe sulue stottes ine Pe stode

BoF boPe wilde & merewode;
& Fu sulf art Paramong
For of golnesse is al Pi song." (48e-e8)

In these lines, as in most of the later part of the Poem, the Nightingale is described not

according to her appearance, or habits, or the quality of her son& but in terms of a

particular aspect of her reputation as it has evolved over the centuries'

Both bird s in The outl and the Nightingale arcPossessors of multiple, often contradictory

reputations; as we have already noted, the nightingale in particular, has had from

classical times a complex symbohc history.ts From the Greek legend of Philomela first

comes her reputation as sexual temptresg while in the E&asis cnptioi and Pecham's

Philomena praain,for examptg she is a singer of divine love' The nightingale in the

Middle Ages is both the friend of lovers and a symbol of sexuality, ild is the bird most

frequently menti.oned as a symbol of love or loss in medieval literature' Wendy Pfeffer

notes that there are twenty-one Poems in the Carmina Buraru that refer to the

6 Th"r" is surprisingly little about the_nightingale in Chr-istian exegeeis' The Plrysiolng-us is mute on its

subiect ae are most of lhe bestiaries, wheieas o]n owls both sourcesirre eloquent Florence McCulloc]t

notes a reference to the lusciniz in Book m 
"r-p, 

a*tllt et aliis rebus, and'ut"" in the long,version of the

bestiary of pierre de Beauvais. See Florenc" t"tcC.rl1och, Meitiaoat Latin and Frendt B6,tiaria,' #' 64' 744'
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nightingale, and that the bird is a constant theme in the love poetry of the

troubadours.l6 symbolic herald of both daybreak and the return of spring' the

nightingale,s association with the renouaeau is used in Aldhelm's seventh-century

Aenigmata, where the bird's refurn in spring symbolizes Chrisfls resurrection - though

this is not a tradition of which The outl and the Nigtfiingale takes advantage' The

reference to the nightingale as herald of the dawn aPPears in Ambrose and is later

supported by the etymology of Isidore of seville, who derives the nightingale's name'

Iuscinia,from lucinia,the day bringing light. The tradition of dawn herald is repeated in

MS Bodle y 7&,which says "the nightingale gets its name because its song signals the

end of night and the rising of the sun.",z As announcer of the breaking day, the bird is

thus *edited with a service of practical use to mankind, a distinction the Nightingale in

our poem attempts to claim for her singrng with only Paltial success' It is nevertheless

consonant with the ambivalence of the bird's reputation that, as well as being a symbol

of both romantic and divine love, it should also be closely associated with the

victorious knights in the parodic clerk and knight debates.

Pliny describes another aspect of the nightingale's nature. This is the bird's obsessive

desire to excel at whatever cost, a quality of excess corunon to both disputants in our

poem. He tells of singing-combats in which a nightingale will suddenly die in full

voice, slain by its own desire for victory.lt This tale is further developed and given the

nightingale's characteristic, fatal-romantic stamP, in the long version of the bestiary of

pierre de Beauvais, which records the bird as singing so rapturously at break of day

that it dies.re Yet another legend incoryorated in the symbolic character of the

nightingale paints the bird as a mother figure; Ambrose describes it as the most

matemal of birds, watching over its eggs at tight, cherishing them with the warmth of

its body and whiling the hours away by singing. Albertus Magnus supports this claim;

he says a nightingale has often been heard sinpng while it sits brooding its eggs'm The

16 See Wendy Pfeffer, "spring Love, Birdsong: The Nightingale in Two Cultures"' inBusts and Birils of the

Miitdb Ages, 89. For the nightingale in tro-ubi'dour Po;try, see Pfeffer's The Otange oJ Philomel: The

Ntghtingite in MedLimat Litaature, especially 73-174'
nionry,hanslation of MS Bodley 764 by Richard Barber' 158'

" Plir,y, NH. X. 43.83.
,, Flor"nce McCulloch (1rt4) notes an illustration in the bestiary of Pierre de Beauvais of a vanquished

.r'ilhiiJ.that "drops dead from one tree while the victor sits upon another'"

m S"e Ambrose in Scizt Ambrose, Hemmeron, Pmadise, tnd C-sin and Abel' Book V' Chapter 24' page t)? '

See also Albertus Magnu s, Mnn and the Beasts, Book 23' 315'
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bestiary in MS Bodley 764 extends this image by saying that "the weak yet virtuous

woman who carried a heavy stone lest her children should lack bread and

nourishmenl and tried to soften the harsh lot of poverty by her nightly songs" was

imitating the nightingale, and that, "even if she could not rival the sweehress of its

song, she equalled its maternal devotion'"2l

Many, if not all of these contradictory strains in the nightingale's legendary nature are

present in The orpl and the Nightingale. we find the traditions of intemperate and

obsessive passion, of ambition, excess and death, of the bird as heavenly chorister but

also impious singer of the flesh. Like the Owl, the Nightingale claims to sing the

monastic hours, and in one part of the Poem she sings of the bliss of heaven with a pure

Franciscan-like joy - but she is also Venus's bird, celebrant of illicit love' her

reputation as inciter to sexual excess 8lven graphic expression in lines 489'5t6'

simultaneously, then, a symbol of both carnal and divine love, the Nightingale in the

poem is also the simple bird of country lore, dwellittg it counEy hedges' The Owl and

the Nightingale refers to the more domestic side of the Nightingale's nature in the lines

in which the Owl remarks that her rival's springtime singrng relates solely to her

breeding cycle, lasts only until her nest is full, and that once she begins to brood she

falls silent (501-08). Presumably her maternal nafure takes over'

The Owl, on the other hand, has a very different history' The bird has a long

reputatiory both for wisdom and for other, less attractive qualities' Both wise and

accursed, sometimes revered but more often feared, the owl has traditionally been

shunned by both birds and men. Throughout the centuries, it has been admired by

some for its wisdom but also reviled as a bird of ill omen' Oftery at the end of its life' it

has been used in death to frighten those it made afraid while living; farmers used to nail

dead owls to barn doors or hang their corpses on hedges to frighten seed-stealers away'

Pliny says that the owl is a funereal bird, and regarded as an extremety bad omen; on its

voice, he adds that its "cry is not a musical note but a scream'"' Aelian notes that the

owl that perched on the spear of Pyrrhos of Epeiros foretold his unhappy death' and

literary references to the owl in general make much of its reputation as a ProPhet of

2r Bestiary, kanslated by Richard Barber, 158'
2 plinv, NH. X.16, 3&5. He says that nevertheless he knows of several cases when an owl has perched on

the ro6b of private houses without fatal consequences'
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misforhrne and disaster. ' ln both t}re Physiologus andthe bestiaries, owls are objects of

deep disapprobation. Hugh de Fouilloy describes the owl (in particular, the species

bubo) as a heavily-feathered, slothful bird, "constrained by idleness," living in roofless

ruins and hovering about tombs and caves, and we note that in at least one medieval

list of the seven deadly sins, the owl is portrayed as a figure of sloth.2a

The Owl's charge that the Nightingale's spring-time song draws men to fleshly lusts

(895) exemplifies a particularly important feature of the Poem. This is the way in which

the naturalistic detail each bird uses to describe the othefs behaviour is rapidly

extrapolated to a moral and spiritual context. This use of mixed, both symbolic and

realistic kinds of interpretation begins early rnThe OwI and the Nightingale; as the Poem

continueq the birds' accusations increasingly focus on each othels spiritual and moral

deficiencies. Their reciprocal descriptions, grounded in the first place in observation,

gradually expand, mutate, turn from the seen to the unseer\ from the actual to the

abstract and moral, from the physical to ttre metaphysical. ]ust as the smaller bird's

springtime trilling is quickly interpreted as an incitement to sexual sirl when the

Nightingale accuses her rival of preferring dark night to day in lines 227'52, a simple,

empirical observation swiftly assumes sinister dimensions-

The Owl's inability to see well by the light of day ceases to be just a physical defect, but

has other, darker implications; her spiritual blindness is clearly implied- Morals are

quickly drawn; the "stare-blind- Owl is a monstrous cteature unable to see the light of

Christian truth. This legend has a long history in Christian tradition. The Plrysiologus

says that the owl is a figure of those fews who rejected Christ, preferring the darkness

of sin to the light of salvation.s Hugh de Fouilloy claims that the bird "hates the light

of truth," and quotes Hrabanus Maurus as stating tha! "the owl signifies those

a Auliury NA. X. 37. Chaucer's owl inThe Partiamnt oJFousls is a similarly sinister creature; it is the bird
"that of deth the bode bryngeth" (343).
24 Su" The Medinal Book of Birils: Hugh de Fouilloy's Auiaium,218-19._For owls as^figur- 

^es 
of slotlu and also

of envy, avarice and gluttony, see Mbrton W. Bl6omfield,The Smm Deailly 5ins,24549.
25 Plrytiolog*,71-L2.
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delivered into the darkness of sins, and those fleeing the light of righteousness'"%

Hrgh also says that, "the owl is said to be unhapp], because he who is engaged in

those things we have noted is unhappy." Light-shunning, lachrymose' lugubrious'

terrifying, the monstrous owl has affinities with the vale of tears rather than with a

world of laughter. In lines 227-98, darkness is equated with moral error; at the salne

time, on a mofe practical level, the Nightingale notes the convenient cover the night

provides for the malefactor (245-50). The Owl, she suggests, is an active perpetrator of

evil deeds; knowing that others are aware of her moral turpitude' the reason she flies

only at night is to avoid being seen.

The lack of cleanliness each bird complains of in the other also has spiritual as well as

physical dimensions; definitive of moral character as well as of physical habits the

accusation of being "unclean" comes from both sides' When the Owl introduces her

own charge of lack of cleanliness, she acc'rrses her opponent of a particularly unsavoury

form of voyeurism. she says that at night, when she is out huntinS mice, she often spies

the Nightingale lurking behind a human outdoor Privy:

"Wan ich flo niStes after muse

I mai Fe uinde ate rumhuse;
Among Pe wode, among Pe netle

pu sittest & singst bihinde pe setle.

par me mai Pe ilomest finde
par men woryeP hore bihinde."

This is a deeply embarrassing accusatiory and the smaller bird does not attempt to

answer it straightaway. It is not till more than three hundred lines later that the

narrator tells us that the owl's charge has made the Nightingate feel both angry and

ashamed:

pe Nigtingale was irym9t,
An ek heo was sumdel otchameo,

For pe Hule hire atwiten hadde
In hwucche stude he sat an gradde,

Bihinde Pe bure, among Pe wedg
par men goD to here neode.

x 
See The Mediant Book oJ Birits: Hugh ilc Fouilloy's Avimium,2l8-79' The quotation from Hrabanus

Maurus ls from The Nature oJ Things, 22. 5'

(5e1-e6)

(e3&38)
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Before the Nightingale attempts to explain away her night-time t'i8ilt behind the

outdoor "rumhus," the narrator, acting as interpreter as well as commentator, outlines

her mental processes, her train of thought, her understanding of the issues involved'

He tells us that the Nightingale is fully aware of the preiudicial effect of arguing from a

state of anger. The need to control her rage, the corrosive effects of too strong feelings,

are spelled out clearly, as are the value of staying calm, of preserving her equanimity, of

avoiding spoiling her case through lack of control. when the Nightingale does at last

respond (in lines gsz-70)) to the accusation of unusual nocturnal habits she shifts the

emphasis subtly. She agrees she does indeed "fleo bihinde bure," but this is because it

is close to where her lord and lady lie at nighg a convenient spot from which to

serenade them. Her defence is thus couched in terms of her feudal duties. She says that

where she conducts her watchful vigils is immaterial. The sun does not vary its journey

because its course would make it shine in the Owl's foul nest, and the proximity of the

privy will not make the Nightingale leave her rightful place near her lord's bed'

While the brutally anti-romantic realism of the birds' descriptions of one another sets a

particular tone for the poem, the different ways in which each uses human language is

of equal importance in the development of their characterization- The length and

discursive nature of. The Owl and the Nightingale allow its poet ample room to develop

linguistic as well as physical and moral distinctions between his squabbling birds; he

does this by accumulating various kinds of individually defining linguistic and stylistic

detait. An impression of verisimilitude, of the sounds of real [ife, is reinforced by the

use of vivi4 down-to-earth imagery, in particul at by the Nightingale, as, for instance,

when she contemptuously comPares the Owl's singing to the sound of a miserable hen

wailing in the snow (413-14). Character is created by the contrasts introduced into the

verbal style each bird uses, and an impression of mock (human) reality is provided by

the overall non-elevated nature of both birds' language lively colloquial dialogue,

peppered with curses, salted with popular pieties, spiced with scatology'

The differences between their individual verbal styles are considerable. While the

speech of both is studded with imprecations and terms of abuse, there are marked

differences in tone. The mercurial Nightingale's discourse is, in general, aggressive and
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excitable as befits her volatile personality; she is also verbose. [n several places the Owl

comments rudely on her gamrlity; she is a "gal*gale," a "&laterestre," she gabbles "so

doF on lrish pros( (322). The ow[, by way of contrast, is a much more slowly-spoken

character, ponderously certain of her own suPeriority, a fact evidenced by the PomPous

statement that she refuses to argue with inferiors (286). Her attacks on her rival, though

equally disparagin g, ile on the whole more measured. Her pretensions' also, are

considerably larger; although both birds make some claim to a religious role, only the

Owl pretends to human learning - as when she says:

"An Eet ich con muchel more:
Ich con inoh in bokes lore,
An eke ich can of Pe goddsPelle

More pan ich nule Pe telle;
For ich at chirche come ilome
An muche leorni of wisdome." (1207-t2)

She does no! however, bear much resemblance to the ostentatiously erudite birds of

The Nun's Priest's TaIe. There are no Latin jokes here, nor dassical quotations.

Both birds make use of materials from popular wisdom to support the things they have

to say, consistently preferring Proverbs to other sources' These indude frequent

allusions to the wisdom of King Alfred. Stanley points out that only a very few of the

proverbs quoted in the p@il, and "not always those referred to by the birds as his," can

actually be traced to Alfred.u Headds that the "chief reason for ascribing them to him

seems to be that his niune will lend authority to what the birds assert."z We note that

the majority of the proverbs the birds quote are given a human source - if not Alfred,

then a ,,wise mar" - and refer specifically to human behaviour. The proverbial sayings

employed are important elements in the Poem and perform more than one useful

function. The poet is, for example, enabled to set a distinctly comic and non-elevated

tone for the debate by deliberately eschewing more learned authorities. Secondly, the

use of popular sayings with human referents reinforces the birds' stafus as surrogate

humans. Then, since the poem is ostensibly structured as an adversarial trial, a third

function of the proverbs is to take, in effect, the place of evidence that would normally

2? St oley, 34 describes the use in support of the disputants' assertions of "what is well-known and

;;;;Jiy iccepted." He provides li t*uy of the proverbs use4 on Pages 160-63.

B Stanley, 34; see also Elizabeth Gee, -The Function of Proverbial Material rr.The Oul and the

Nightingale."
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have been supplied by wibresses, the frequent references to the words of others serving

to give an illusion of a busy, well-populated court scene. Finally, and especially

important here, the choice and manner of use of the various sententine helps to

differentiate between the characterizations of the two birds.

ln her selection of "auctoritees," the portentous Owl, for erample, makes use of clusters

of proverbs and maxims lumped together, an accumulative technique used later by

both Chaucer and Henryson.a As an example, between lines 291 and 302 she delivers

three wise sayings in rapid succession, the first attributed to a "wise monne," and the

second and third to Alfred. All three stress the wisdom of prudent behaviour and of

discrimination in personal associations; they end with a warning that mud sticks, that,

"pat wit Fe fule hauep imene/Ne cumep he neuer from him cleine" (301-2). Another

sequence of interrelated sayings used by the Owl occurs between lines 1271-80. The

snatches of wisdom in this passage are aII concerned with ideas of impermanence and

mutabitity, and with the certainty that all things must pass - aII very Owlish" other-

worldly themes. The choices made in these proverb-dusters indicate a kind of rather

self-important gravitas written into the character of the Owl that is missing in the

Nightingale; in general, the proverbs allotted to the defendant convey an impression of

planned argument that is not present in the altogether more mercurial Nightingale's

choice of popular sayings. Although cedited with a facility in tricks, cautelae ("plaites

wrenches"), the smaller bird often appears to be wrong-footed by the Owl's more

measured approach, and the pieces of popular wisdom she quotes have sometimes the

appearance of being snatched at in desperation, or as coming into her mind simply as

advice to herself in a tight sifuation. Th"y are more often than not illustrative of a

present predicament rather than an attempt at universal truths. It is worth noting that

few of the proverbs the Nightingale uses are actually attributed to Alfred, and the

others, perhaps, suffer from lack of the weight such attribution would grve.

TFre Owl-poet makes use of various other literary devices to delineate and further define

his protagonists' presences. The birds' individual characters are revealed not just by

the words they use, and by their self- and reciprocal descriptions, but also by their

n 
See Donald MacDonald "Chaucer's Influence on Henryson's Fablre: The Use of Proverbs and

Sententiae."
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reported feelings and changing physical states. Stages of emotional temperafure, and

the ways in which each bird responds to the othey's aggression are signalled by

changes in voice, movements, alterations in physical aPPearance. As the quarrel heats

up, both are shown with emotional and physical feathers ruffled. The Owl, for

example, becomes breathless (4g-M), or puffs up with indignation and fury; variations

in the Nightingale's confidence are charted by her nervous, or elated shiftings about on

her twig (1,6g6-g7, L654), by her sudden bursts of song (141', 1'656), and also by her

silences (390-93, 659-66, 9394L, 1291,-96'). she hops along the length of her branch

insoucianfly or nervously, according to how her courage rises or fals, while, silent on

her ivy-covered stump, the Owl swells with rage as if she had swallowed a frog (145-

46). The use of movementg sounds, silences and spatial positions to indicate stages in

the argument culminates in the moment of triumph at the end when the Nightingale,

claiming victory, flies upwards to a higher branch, tunes up her voice, and calls her

supporters together in a traditional gathering of the birds.

An interesting feature of. The Oul and the Nightingale is the use of the rhetorical device of

delayed response (see pp. 2g5-g6 for the Nightingale's nervously long-postponed

rejection of the owl's accusations of voyeurism). The device has more than one

functiory not only keeping the charges the birds make against one another crisp and

alive but also contributing to each bird's character definition. The Nightingale's

accusations concerning the Owl's unpalatable diet and nest'fouling for example, are

made early in the poem (91,-126) and then let lie for more than five hundred lines, and

her rival,s delayed, but very effec[ve response to both these charges in lines 596{54 is

an excellent example of the use of slow response as an indication of character. Lr this

instance, the Owl's tardy reaction to two specific and very insulting accusations shows

the poet using the device not only to link and bind his themes, but also to emphasize a

certain deliberate, measured quality in the owl's nature, a willingness to bide her time.

All through the p@rL we see interwover; anticipatory and recurring themes

introduced, left for a time, and then taken up again, a form of entrelacement that

enrictres the nanative texture and builds up suspense. As the debate moves on rapidly

to new charges and new themes, we see the delayed response employed to stimulate

memory and bring earlier issues to life again. At the sarne time as using the device to

reinforce the characterization of each bird, the poet creates an illusion of the non-
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sequential mental Processes often Present in real human arguments' the hesitations'

second thoughts, sudden recollections. Ironically, the most dramatic use of the device

of delayed response comes with the owl's claim in lines t5o7-u that her value to

mankind in no way ceases with her death. This, the blunder which will enable her

jubilant rival to award herself the victory, is itself another long delayed answet' a

response to jibes made nearly five hundred lines before (1111-38), on the subject of

man's hatred of the Owl.

We should also note also how the poet makes use of the narrative technique of losing

and gaining ground to illuminate the continuous unfolding of each bird's character' As

each does well or badly in the argument, the ebb and flow in her fortunes serye both to

chart her rising and falling confidence and to structure the narrative' The long'

discursive arguments each disputant produces apparently artlessly and spontaneously

are in fact carefuily contained within the framework of the disputatio-cum-trial, ibelf

structured by alternate launchings of charge and response. while, at time+ the dispute

seems to be about to spill over and lose shape under the force of the passions

engendered by the cumulative weight of mutual abuse, it is, however' successfully

controlled and directed first by the conventions of altemate charge and reply, an4

secondly, by the use of forms and terminology belonging to the legal process'

The progress of the debate in The owl and the Nightingale is carefully charted by the

narrator. The third major voice in the Po€D, perhaps his most important function is to

interpret the emotions and apprehensions involved in the birds' reactions' to tell us

what is going on in their heads. The narrator assulnes his mediatory and interpretive

function from the start, standing between the debaters and their audience' watching

and commenting. He tells us how each bird feels at different stages of the debate, and

how each plans to respond to the othey's sallies; he thus manipulates the readey's

perceptions both of the birds' characters and reactions and of the debate's progress' A

considerable portion of the text is devoted to these descriptions' Not iust an

eavesdropping spectator, the narrator is a percipient analysf astutely marking the

birds, changes in confidence as each disputant reacts to the other. As well as describing

their mental processes during the course of the debate, he delivers interim Prognoses'

and a particularly vital role in the continuous revelation of the birds' characters is
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played by these psychological analyses.s Acting as a secret watcher and listener' a

Peeping Tom (or Nick), the narrator considers both the game seen whole and the birds'

dialectical and rhetorical tactics. His interpolations occuPy something like a tenth part

of the tex! and, to a considerable exten! we interpret the poem's Progress through his

commentaries.

These narratorial interpretations and analyses also provide a sPace on the page in

which the reader can watch each debater collect her wits, respond to attacks' and re-

orient her strategies if need be. The chronicring of the arternating elation and

despondenry that the Nightingale, in particular, feels as her fortunes rise and fall' gives

an illusion of time set aside for reflection. The narrator makes clear, for instance' the

strong contrast between the stern, setf-righteous confidence of the Owl and the growing

insecurity of the hapless Nightingale, simultaneously a ferocious aggressor and

strikingly and visibly affected by sudden doubts and losses of confidence' only the

small bird is shown to rose her self-possession almost entirely, to betray nervousness'

flutter and falter, for example, in lines 3914LO,659'706 and 93\il'

By thus offering us an external reading of the birds' internal reactionq a double view of

his avian principals, the poet is enabled to deepen and intensify their characterizations'

The naratoy's analyses of the birds' thought-processes and emotions begin as early as

line L9, when he tells us that the Nightingale was joyful because of the security of her

branch - she ',was pe gladur uor Fe 1i5s/' - and we hear his analytical voice again

some twenty lines later when the owl, who must wait until dusk to spefi can remain

silent no longer. Her heart, says the narator, has swelled so much with frustration she

can no longer get her breath: "vor hire horte was so gret/ pat wel ne5 hire fnast atschef'

(43:M). The kind of novelistic interior analysis he provides becomes increasingly

important as the Poem advances. These Passages of psychological analysis are complex'

the narrative persona adopting a subtly shifting point of view' a varying role in

different parts of the Poem. After beginning by describing things he sees and

30 Ar, 
""s"y 

by R. Barton Palmer, "The Narrato r rnThc Owt and the Nightingalc A Reader in the Text"'

takes a very different "i"* of the role of the narrator inthe PGm: Pimer-sees him as a deliberately

unreliable witness, *i;;;rhifdi tyt"p"Li.t;ff*&;;ay Plelenlthe formation of any satisfactory view

of what the poem i", ii f*i"b."i i'rm"Ut"t tt u pu"*g"t'or interiorizing analysis are or are not

deliberately misleading is a question t" "o*ia"r[.if"igth. 
His conclus]ons are different from mine' but

his readin[ is interesting and challenging'
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overhears, acts of observation and eavesdropping, he moves into another mode when

he enters more actively into each bird's consciousness, charting her reactions' reporting

on her feelings.

Mark Lambert reminds us that "literary analyses of feeling" do not begin with the

novel, and that one of the "most notable stylistic features of the French and German

roman courtois of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries is the extended Passage which

analyzes conflicting impulses" - he quotes a long Passage from Gottfried von

strassbur g,s Tristan.3t Another early exampre of silent serf-interrogation and situation

analysis comes from the thirteenth-century Middle English romance, w It Freine' in

which the mother of Le Freine considers at some length the awkward situation in whidt

the birth of twin daughters finds her; the entire story finds its starting point in this

interior monologue.32 The silent self-interrogations the narative voice reports in The

owl and theNightingale similarly add to the constantly evolving dimensions of the birds'

characters. As an exarnplg after the owl's effective reply to the Nightingale's first

charges, in lines 255-390, the narrator tells us that the plaintiff is considerably

d,iscomfited. she is taken aback by the owl,s strong counter-attach and successive

states of uncertainty are shown in her reactions. The narratoy's comments enable us to

make comparisons between her doubts when she fears she has suffered a partial defeat

(391-410) and her aggressive confidence at the beginning of the qua:rel; these passages

supply useft:I different temporal perspectives. At the salne time, by noting the

Nightingale's hesitancies and falterings and exploring the changes in her psychological

state, the poet endows his bird with a conscious interiority and an ability to reason

proper only to humans, thus further reinforcing her cross-generic status'

Describing the Nightingale's thought Processes, the ozol-poet represents them almost as

if they were sequential acts of unreported speech- The bird is disturbed' she reflects'

she considers, she pulls herself together, and all these Processes are interpreted through

a second consciousness, the nanatoy's. He tells us that the Nightingale cannot contest

whattheowlhassaid,,ly'orhespacboperigtanred"(396),ildthatsheregretsthat
she has ret the argument go so far. He anaryses her agonies of self-doubt followed by a

.' M*k Lu-b ert, in Style andVision in k Morte Darthur,g3' The quotation comes from Gottfried von

struJnig" Tisian,trinslated by A' T' Hatto' VGn'
s2 s* tof U Freine,lines g9-114 n Midille English Vuse Romances, 23345-
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determination to stand her ground in terms of popular wisdom: the faint heart who

puts on a bold face can change his enemy from a wild boar into a tame pig (40748)' It

is precisely this kind of familiar folk image, so incongruously advanced in the context of

the interior monologuln8 of a bird, which helps give the text its particular flavour'

These narratorial analyses of the Nightingale's self-questionings also have a significant

structural importance. since in the end it is she who will claim victory, to show her

inner uncertainties earlier in the poem is an obvious suspense-building strategy' The

anguish of her present apprehensiveness heightens the later moment of triumph'

Apart from revealing her feelings of anger and indignation, the narrator at first leaves

the Owl's inner thoughts comparatively unexplored, but, after the Nightingale's

description of her springtime revels, it is the owl's turn to have her reactions

scnrtinized. The narrator makes it clear that the cautious owl is wisely wary of her

rival's skill with rhetorical tricks; she considers carefully every word she has heard

before deciding what tactics to adopt. since the Nightingale has made the celebrations

of the yea/s renewal a province firmly her own, accusing her rival of sullen silence in

spring and summer, the owl must make a good case for choosing to sing in winter' As

both birds take care to do all throughout, the owl matches her behaviour to human

customs, stressing the moral dimension always implicit in her daims' she is not

interested in welcomes from roses and lilies. winter, especially at Christnas, is a time

when all men, rich and Poor, gather round the tabte in fellowship and join together in

son& and she helps them in what way she -Ich hom hetpe what ich mai" @'u) -
perhaps with discreetly muted hoots? Her mind she hints, none too subtly, is on higher

things than the Nightingale's.

As The OwI and the Nightingale progresses, the question of the birds' service to

humankind increasingly dominates the debate. It permeates the Poem and at the end

becomes the hidden fence at which the owl will stumble and fall' The important

,,supreme talenf' argument, a variant of the "wits versus strength" conflicts between

fox and wolf in beast epics, is a major plank in the birds' discussion of their relative

usefuIness to man. lt is first introduced early in the P@il, after the always menacing

otwl, well aware that the Nightingale is mocking her - "p61' ho wel wiste & was

iwar/ pat ho song hire a bisemal' (74748) - suggests that the smaller bird should
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reave the safety of her hedge and fly out into the open. The Nightingale wisely rejects

this advice. The Owl cannot catch her with such spiteful tricks:

"For ich aln war & can wel blenche'

Ne helpP nogt Pat Pu bo to Priste:

Ich wolde viSte bet mid liste

Pan Pu mid al Pine streng|e." (170-73)

She is waff , and knows how to take evasive action- The Owl should not rely on her

own superior physical strength; the Nightingale can fight better with cunning than the

owl with all her might. whery seeing her chance more than five hundred lines later'

the Nightingale manages to shift the focus of the Poem to the theme of the one talent

that will outdo all others, she thinks that on these new terms she can win the debate'

By the middle of the p@fl, accusations of poor musicianship, lack of good looks, dirty

habits, disgusting diets and unsatisfactory domiciles have already been aired the birds

remaining in furious disagreement as to whictr is the superior singer, handsomer'

cleaner, better fed and housed. In a long Passage between lines 556 and 65& the Owl

has launched her most effective attack ye! and the narrator, in a lengthy analysis of the

Nightingale's interior state (65g-706'),makes it explicit that, so far, the poet has dealt the

best cards to the owl - 
-An hit is supe strong to fiste/Asen sop & asen ri6te" (66748)'

He considers the Nightingale's reactions and thoughts, details the dilemmas she faces'

the strategies she might adopt, the pits into which she must be careful not to fall'

The Nightingale grasps the challenge, and begins a fresh attack, with panache' She now

takes up a taunt from the beginning of the Owl's last broadside, that she is a useless

creafure, of no use to humankind, who can do nothing but chatter and sing (556-60,

575-76). She has considered the question, and come up with an answer and a tenable

position; it is one she will argue with some, if not unalloyed success' we are well into

the poem when the Nightingale introduces her new theme, the daim that she has one

supreme gift that will prove a match for all the advantages the owl might possess' At

the beginning of her new argumen! she admits freely that she has but one talent her

gift of song -but that, just on its own, is enough:

"Wi axesfu of ctaftes mine?

Betere is min on Fane alle Fine
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Betere is o song of mine muPe

han al pat eure Pi kun kuPe-" (711,-1,4)

just by itsetf her delightful song is far better than anything the owl can boast'

But she claims more. The Nightingale also has quick wits and she knows lots of songs;

she needs no other powers (759-60\. She quotes Alfred: "Mere strength is powerless

against skill (761-6 22). Elaborating her argument using man as her prime example' she

points out that humans succeed in battle by their wits: casfles and towns are won by

skill, ramparts overthrown, knights unhorsed. Brute strength is worth little' but

wisdom never loses its value, and man, because of his intellect, is the master of all other

creatures. The animal the Nightingale specifically cites as easily controlled by man is

the horse, a ceature by far his physical superior. But, because it lacks Powers of reasorL

it is dominated by human intelligencei even a small child can corunand it' The

argument is then extrapolated to other scenes: the wrestler who can defeat all comers

with one un:rnswerable blow, the relative skills of fox and cat pursued by hounds'

In a long section (76}8g6)on the supreme value of one unchallengeable talent' we see a

particurarly interesting feature in the poefs armoury of character-delineating and

comedy-creating devices. This is the suspect nature of the logic he sometimes gives his

birds to use; it is impossible to ignore the lapses he puts into his characters' mouths' or

beaks. we note the way in which the Nightingalds claims, in particular, are undercut

by apparent mistakes in logic; there are no fewer than three examples of these seeming

blunders in the passage discussed above. Her argument that her one unbeatable gift

outweighs anything an adversary cErn corunand is seriously weakened when she

appears temporarily to forget the "skill-outwitting-strength" formula and endows her

example, man, with both s]klll andstrength; man with his strength andwlts ensures that

nothing else is his match: "Mon dep mid strengpe & mid witte/pat oper ping nis non

his fitte,, (783-84). She shows equally suspect logic when she cites, as a suPPosedly

clinching example, that the cat can outdo a fox in escaping danger from hounds by

instantly shooting up a tree (331-34).33 We note, however, that she has already muddied

the dialectical waters by claiming that the fox with which the cat is being compared has

33 Thu fable of the Cat and the For has analogues in many national literatures, sometimes with other

J;;6;;fants. For a detailed descripti6n of other versions, see Atkins, lxv-lxvii'
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many excellent escape tricks in his own repertoire - includin8 the unexpected abitity

to climb trees!

Oft han hundes foxe driueP

Fe kat ful wel him sulue liueP,

Pe5 he ne kunne wrench bute anne;

Pe fox so godne ne can nanne,

Fe(S) he kunne so uele wrenche

Fat he wenP eche hunde atPrenche;

Vor he can PaPes riSte & wo5e,

An he kan hongi bi Fe boSe'

The for also, knows how to hang from a bough'

(80e-16)

Many commentators have discussed this apparent narrative blunder, and advanced a

number of explanations, drawing on tradition, or on folklore, or on natural history'

Atkins, adamant that foxes cannot climb trees, yet quotes Neckam inDe naturis feruftt as

making "the same surprising statement."r Henry B. Hinckley suggests that the idea of

climbing foxes may come from folklore, and that the fox is here confused with the bat'

but Kathryn Huganir points out that, in fact, tree'climbing foxes have been reported in

both medieval and modern times.3s B. J. Whiting supplies references which have foxes

perched sometimes precariously, up in trees, including a description by Audubon of

the methods used by climbing foxes.s He goes on to cite several accounb of fores seen

on high, including one description of a vixen and her cubs some twenty-three feet

above ground level in a cavity in an oalg and another of a fox seen aloft in a tree'

ensconced in a magpie's nest. In a second article, Whiting quotes some passages of

particular interest in the context from twelfth-century branches of k romnn de Re.rurt' in

which the resourceful fox, either to escape pursuit or carry out some nefarious scheme'

is recorded as climbing up into oaks and elms.v Representations of dimbing foxes

occasionally appear in medieval arq Stanley cites a fourteenth-centuqy misericord in

s S"" Atkins, Thc Out anil the Nightingale,lntroductioo lxvii'
s H"ory B. Hinckley, in 'The Date, Author and Sources of Tlrc Oul and the Nightingale," 34547; Kathryn

tliiiii,-ru, out aitt the Nightingale: sourcre, Date, Author,lT-18,24.
so nll.Whiting, 'Ac he f<.n !o"F bi pe bo€e," 359. the reference to the ways itt ryhi{ foxes can climb

isfromJ.J.Audubon""al.n""trr"o TheiioiparousQuadrupeilsoJNorthAfieriu,l'167'
tt B.J. Whiting, "Reynard Climbs," 126-28'
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Gloucester, in which a fox is seen on the branch of a tree.$ No amount of rational

explanatiory however, can alter the fact that an apparent contradiction exists in the tert

of The Owl and the Nightingale, and.that this is something of which the poet could hardly

have been unaware. On the one hand, cats can outdo foxes in escaping hounds by

climbing trees; on the other, foxes themselves can climb trees and hung from boughs'

Should we attribute the aberration to the poefs lack of logrC attentiory or consistenry?

Or may we interpret it as quite deliberate, part of a richly comic characterizatton?

James Murphy, d,iscussing this particular passage, suggests that "we moderns tend to

take the Middle Ages much too seriously."e He points out that the Aesopian fable of

the fox and the cat was used in school writing exercises in Quintilian's time, and that

these exercises were still employed in the twelfth century. He says that ]ohn of

Salisbury once a pupil of Bernard of Chartres, quotes many Passages from Quintilian

(without naming him specifically) about those exercises in which medieval schoolboys

were "drilled in composition" by being asked to rewrite fables; he adds that, "Bernard

evidently had his students doing this kind of rewriting in both Prose and verse."s

Muryhy also notes that there is evidence from "the very early Middle Ages" that

students were asked to support either the cat or the fox, and that this particular fable

would be a good school exercise "precisely because it has at least faro solutions to the

problem." Aesop's original point remains vati4 but "another point can be made that a

cat is helpless unless he is near a tree, and therefore a good speaker should be prepared

with many tricks for many possible situations." Wondering whether this particular

story was something "left over from the authoy's schooldayq" Murphy adds that, had

he himself been in the aud,ience listening to the P@fir, he would "have agreed that

showing the fox can climb trees is a way to heighten the emphasis."

So far as the Out-poe(s prowess as a logician is concerned Murphy has no doubts

regard,ing his competence. He notes that the lines immediately following the Owl's

insutting advice to the Nightingalg "Hong up pin ax!" (658), the long Passage in which

the narrator describes the Nightingale's reactions (659-706), is perhaps the most

significant in the "whole poem, from the dialectical-rhetorical point of view." He points

s See Stanley, Tlu OwtandtheNightingale,lz4.
3s 

James J. Murphy, .Rhetoric and Dialecti c tn The Oul rnd the Nightingalc,' 228.
e M*phy,228.
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out that the Nightingale's reflecfiong as she considers what indeed she can say to

counter the Owl's attack, are "virtually a paraphrase of the opening of Book Eight of

Aristofle's Topicsdealing with problems of choosing methods ol teply-"at Mulphy adds

that the way which the bird finally chooses to solve her problem, ild the richness of the

dialectic and rhetoric in the passage, indicate that the poet "must have had a very good

time composing it, and we can hope that his audience relished it as well-"

Finally, who and what are the feisty debaters in The Oatl and the Nightingale? How

should we think of them? Are they birds, or humans in disguise? Although it is

tempting to read them as partly human, or at least as some sort of human-avian hybrid

the poet takes great care to maintain his principals' identities as birds, real birds- He

never quite allows them (although sometimes very nearly) to become quasi-humans.

How, then, does he achieve this? How are these crucial balances created?

The first thing the author of The Ouil and the Nightingale does is to anchor his realistic

approach firmly in the birds' own physical and behavioural descriptions. He

establishes their individual owl and nightingale identities very firmly from the start,

with a wealth of supra-realistic detail. He tells us what they look like how they sing,

where they live, what foods they eat, what their nesting arangements are and their

views on raising their chicks. We learn what they do in summer, what in winter, all in

comprehensive detail. The poem is packed with ornithological minutiae. The two birds

reside in hedges or trees, they both nest, lay eBBs, and bring up their young there. Th"y

live on frogs and mice, or spiders and grubs; they spend their days and nighb hooting

or singing, raucously or delightfully, depending upon each other/s point of view. The

emphasis, as we have seery is at first heavily on natural history rather than legend or

literafure - although as the poem goes on and questions of moral value arise, the poet

calls increasingly on owls and nightingales from traditional sources as well.

Second.ly, the author mtablisheg also from the start, the comic-satirical tone that

permeates the tex! supported by the incongruity inherent in the basic concept of birds

as squabbling litigators in an invisible cour.lroom. The poem is firrrly anti-lyrical, anti-

ar Murphy, ZZT. Asthe favourite medieval text-bookon dialectics, theTryics,'tu"ti"g counsels would

nave tlen famitiar to the poefs audience, and, applied to the sifuation of debating birds, the concept

must have had a wonderfully comic dimension-
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sentimental, about as romantic as a fabliau. Within its absurd, semi-legal frameworh

the birds are doubly portrayed, shown both as real birds and as fully-fledged mock-

humans. In the third place, the poet reinforces the comic tone by endowing his avian

principals with an unnatural facility in the use of human tanguage - and a strictly non-

elevated vernacular at tha$ they scream abuse at one another, yelling like proverbial

fishwives. Then, lastly, the birds exploit their ability to use human language to

maintain a precarious transgeneric identity. Thuy behave like birds, but think, argue,

judge like humans.

Once the birds' identities as birds are well established, the authoy's points of reference

change. He leaves matters of diet and nests and rearing of birdlets, and the discussion

moves on to questions of purely human interes! matters such as xenophobi+ religion,

predestination, sorcery, love and marriage and abusive practices in the Church'

Although the principals remain birds, increasingly they seem very close to humans'

What we have, in fact, inThc OwI and the Nightingale, is a skilled merging of human and

animal attitudes, an intricate, cross-species conflation of identity. This is expressed in

terms of the anomalies and anachronisms in the birds' conduct, as they react to kinds of

behaviour that in the first part of the poem, are purely avian - but judge them from a

distinctly human point of view. As the debate moves on, both birds are shown to be

also interested in matters that are of concern only to humans- Thuy both claim, for

example, to be pious birds, insofar as their limited ornithological abilities will allow'

The Owl fulfils her Chrisfian duty in terms of catching mice in churches, hooting at

intervals through the night at the times monks sing their hours, and singing "cunduts"

along with humans at Chrisfrnas. The Nightingale, likewise, claims to use her sweet

voice to cheer monks, canons and counbry priests, night and day' Both birds offer

succour to wives and maidens in the form of song comforting and encouraging them in

adversity. All through the poem, virtually everything each bird says or does is related

in some way to human attitudes or activities. Although there is a particular emphasis

on human themes in the second part of the debate, man is always the constant measure'

we should note also that men and women are constantly present in the Poem'

Although the narrator is the only human who contributes to the dialogUe there are

frequent references to others. Allusions to human customs come thick and fast, and an

important dimension is supplied by the men and women who are mentioned in the text
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but never heard. In addition to writhing churls, singing monks, "wilde folC' from the

north, unfaithful husbands and unhappy wives, there are lords and ladies, shepherds

and knights, fanmers bringing in sheaveg chapmen and bondsmery priests and canons,

owl-torfuring men and boys, wives and maidens, and not least, the nepotic bishops

who give little children the benefices that should, by right, be offered to Nicholas. The

references to real humans in the poem are important and conspicuous. Pervasive

throughout the poem, they act as both contrasts to, and in some ways reinforcements of

the fictional identities of the human surrogates who, in reality, are birds. A satiric

paradox resides in the fact that, although human nature and human affairs might be

called the "r€al" subjects of the p@rn, the poet has chosen to express what he wants to

say through two lively principals who happen to be birds.

The vivid characterization of the spirited feather-dad principals in The OwI and the

Nightingate adds lustre and sparkle to an always outrageously amusing bird debate.

The lively comedy of transgeneric incongruity is heightened by the sheer fun of the

birds' solemn burtesquing of the debating process, the nastiness of their reciprocal,

frank descriptions, and the outrageous mock-malice of their flyting; we have here an

OwI and a Nightingale as dose to the theatrical world of slapstick as is Richard

Holland's frenetic rook-bard. Successful as comic-realistic fictional creations, their

characterizations are at the sane time immeasurably enriched by each bird's safuration

with symbotic significance, their long histories fleshed out with all the complexly

contradictory qualities attributed to them through the centuries. A major achievement

of the draracterization in this remarkable poem is that, while preserving its principals'

empirical reality, their basic, real-life avian natureq the poet has allowed his birds to

remain all the things they are in literaturg folk-lore, classical and Christian traditiort all

the different owls and nightingales they have ever been.
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The Human Ouestions

By the time we have read the first third of The owl and the Nightingale, the debating

birds have largely put aside such purely avian-centred matters as aPPearance' singing

abilities, tastes in food and living quarters and views on chick-rearing, and turned to

questions of strictly human conceln. Of these human themes, four' in particular' both

throw light on either the ozll-poefs or general attitudes to differing contemporary

issues and reveal new asPects of the birds' personalities' One of these themes

concerns their views on foreiSners and foreignness; it is vividly exemplified in the

Nightingale,s outburst on the subject of visiting lands outside England (995-104;2)'

Another centres on the birds' discussion of prophecy and predestinatio' the Owl's

assertion that she is able to read the future, and the Nightingale's refusal to recognize

her as being "storrewis" (1318). The question of religron, never far from the heart of

the poem, is a third and major subject obviously related to humans only with nothing

to do with birds; it includes both the owl's and the Nightingale's individual daims of

Christian belief and practice an4 perhaps, to some kind of religious identity' Thery

the last, and most important human issue in the Poem, occupying something like a

sixth of the entire text, is the birds' long debate on human love and marriage; this is a

subject on which they show widely differing and at times puzztingly uncharacteristic

attifudes. The birds, views on these last two topics, religron and love, offer some

paratlels with the bird debates on human society and love in Part I of this study'

The author of The OwI and the Nightingale, however, makes no attempt to construct

links between his different and disparate subject areas. The themes of xenophobia'

prophery religious life and love and marriage are kept strictly separate' in no way

cormected. The poet introduces each of these human subjects in sequencg airs it for a

time, and. then Soes on to the nex! the fact that he gives his birddebaters such

outrageously non-avian issues to d.iscuss adds considerably to the comic dimensions

of the poem. Additionally, he makes use of his new and different subject areas to

further expand the complex characterizations he has already been developing in his

birds - except that instead of just recording their humanized reactions to largely

avian subjects, he now allows us to hear their voices lifted on matters of exdusively

human concern.
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The views the Owl and the Nightingale exPress on foreigners, predestination'

astrology, religion, and human marriage thus continue the process of character-

definition described in the preceding chapter. Their very individual identities are still

further enriched and diversified as they exPress lively opinions uPon the disgusting

,,otherness,, of uncivilized alien people, upon the possibility of seeing into the future

and the impossibility of altering its course, ild uPon their differing conceptions of

the religious (particularly monachal) life all matters of contemPorary if exclusively

human concem. The views they put forward on these issues are scarcely profound

but, then, that is not the object of the exercise. It has often been noted that nowhere in

The Out and the Nightingale is there any marked attempt to offer particularly original

insights into the subjects over which the birds bicker'

This last judgement seems, perhaps, less true of their lengthy erchanges on the

question of human love and marriage. These are contained in two long speedres, one

from each debater, in a section extending over nearly three hundred lines (1"331'1'602)'

Could it be that in these long and detailed passages a different kind of voice makes

itself heard? Is this that voice we hear suggested very early in the Poem in the birds'

descriptions of Nicholas, in the passages in which they both speak of him as not only

someone who is cautious, and a prudent judge but also as a onetime, but now

reformed rake (191-274\? Mellowed by age, Nicholas has now become mature and

steadfast -//fls is him ripe & fastrede" (211) - and no longer given to any kind of

folly. There is a warmttU humaniry *d a depth of understanding in the marriage

debate, a steady and practicat good sense regarding women's role in the married

state, and even something resembling tenderness, particularly in the lines that discuss

love and young girls, and the piffatls that await these "younglings" in the hazardous

approaches to the married state. The tone here is gentle and tolerant, qualities

spectacularly missing from the noisy fowls' exchanges elsewhere.

However we read the birds' views on these four so distinctivety different subjects of

strictly human interes! they provide illuminating insights into certain medieval

attitudes. Dislike of foreigners, for instance, is one, however startling it may be to

find it expressed so strongly here. After the Owl's first contemptuous comparison of

the Nightingale's vocal habits with those of chattering Irish priests (322), she censures
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her rival,s failure to sing to peoples in other lands (905-15), and the Nightingale offers

some rabidly xenophobic reasons as to why she does not do so (995-1030)' Later' the

Wren rather patronizingly praises Nicholas's judgements as having made some

difference even in Scotland: "F{it is pe betere into Scotlonde" (1758)' In all three

passages, Owl, Nightingale and Wren are critical both of alien places and those that

live in them, an antipathy dramatically expressed in the Nightingale's attack on the

uncouth northern men. It is possible of course, that the xenophobic passages may

reflect purely personal attitudes on the part of the &ll-poet - excePt that intolerant

attitudes towards foreign places and peoples are familiar from very early times'l

Similarly immoderate, nationalistic views are far from unconunon in the period we

are considering. The same kinds of fiercely insular reactions expressed n The ADI

and the Nightingate are also shown in attitudes displayed by other contemporary

writers. The author of the twelfth-century Speculum Stultorum, for example'

comments harsruy on the habits of the French and English students at the University

of Paris; the French are "close-fisted, fosterers of strife" and the profligate English are

"drunkards, Iavish of their gold,.'2 Jacques de Vibry in the early thirteenth century

notes the mufual insults exchanged among the student "nations" in Paris' The

English ,,were said to be great drinkers and had tails; the French were proud, delicate'

and womanizers; the Germans were mad and given to obscenity at social

gatherings..3 Giraldus Cambrensis in the twetfth century remarks on the inhabitants

of lreland in a vein no less condemnatory than the Ozul-poe(s slurs on the men of the

north. He says of the Irish that they are a "wild and inhospitable people' They live

on beasts only, and live like beasts-"a They are "adulterous, incestuous' unlawfully

conceived and born " and their saints "are more vindictive than the saints of any

ofoneraceuPonano.the1are3soldashistory.^-Shabo(c.50BC-20
AD) is as unadmiri";'Jth; peoples of Britain'and Ireland as the Nightingale.of $u..T"" of the nortlu

claiming that the nafits of tne inhatitants of Britain are "in part like-those of the Celtl but in part more

simple and barbariC Li tf,.t the.pe_ople of lreland are eveh more savage than the Britons' and also

cannibals and incestuous. Tacitus (c. SSfZO npi, *.iti"g of the peoples 6f Cer*tnia and the north'

although on the whole generous in his-a"sessmenb' is h"arsh on'theiubject.of one kibe' the Fenni'

living east of the Baltic.-He describ", th"^ u" iu"to-,i"hir,gty savage and disgustingly Poor"' and adds

that they have ,,no proper yleap_ons, no horses, 
"o 

f,o*ut."t'tt9y eit wild her6s, dress in skins and

sleep on the groundj' 'fu'[h" Ceogrryty iJ-iialo, G.*lut d b! Horace L. Jones, Vol' tr, Book lV' 255'

ZS9; and Taci-hrs, Thc Agricola and the Getmnnia' t47'

' S* Th, Book of Burnel the Ass,a modern English translation of. Specalum Stultorum' 53'

s Th" Historio Occidentalis oJ lac4ure iteVitry,tu9gd UV I.oh.F. Benton, in "Consciousness of Self and

eur""ptior," of tndividual i$: ii Rennissazi;e ind neneinat in the Twelfih Cmtury,2f!6'

o Giruldr* Cambrensit The History andTopograplty of lrelnnd,lgl, 118,91.
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other region." Extending these prejudices to the animal world, Alexander Neckam

writes of a nightingale that lived beside a river marking the boundary between

England and Wales, and would sing only on the English river bank' remaining

stubbornly silent on the Welsh.s

The subject of the northerners' lack of civilized graces is introduced in mid-poem,

when the Owl launches an attack from a new point on the human moral compass' If,

as ttre smaller bird has claimed, her song is so effective in the safeguarding of souls,

why does she never go to the gnm lands west and north where there is more need for

her song?

"Wi nulfu Pare preoste singe

An teche of Pire writelinge.
An wisi hom mid Pire steune

Hu engeles singeb ine heouene?" (e13-16)

There, in lrelan4 Scottand Norway and Galloway, the Nightingale could teach the

priests her trilling, or warbling, and, adds the owl sarcastically, show them how to

sing like the angels in heaven. She herself, the Owl says smugly, does her office' her

self-assigned mission of support and conversion indefatigably - 
ilI do wel faire mi

meostey''- in all lands far and near, eas! west, north and south. The Nightingale's

reply is sharp and xenophobic. she describes one of the lands that she does not wish

to visit, a desolate, mountainous country in a continual state of turmoil and unrest'

without peace:

"pat lond nis god, ne hit nis este,

Ac wildernisse hit is & weste:
Knares & cludes houentingg
Snou & hagel hom is genge." (eee-l002)

The land is a wilderness and a waste, a region of rocks, crags and snow'

Stanley says (see note on lines 999-1014) that the Passage offers an "example of the

medieval, non-realistic wild landscape and its inhabitanB' the wild and primitive

setting of which Curtius offers a description under the rubric of epic landscape'6 It is

the antithesis of the pleasance, the loans amoenzs. Atkins, on the other hand, sees "pat

5 Alexander NeckanU De ruturis rcfam. Quoted in Rossignol, 77, note 45.

6 E"i" G. Stanley, The Owl and the Ntghtirygate,l2& note on lines 999-1014. See also Emst R Curtius'

EuropetnLiteraiure and tln latin Middle Aga,2OGlZ.
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lond,, as a real, not a merely rhetorical worl4 0bserving that the descriptions of

Norway and the barbarous North seem reminiscent of the accounts of the voyages of

the ninth-century northern traders ohthere and wulfstan.T In fact, although there are

marked similarities which might argue that the author of The OwI and the Nightingale

may have been familiar with these real-life travellers' tales, the Ozr.rl-poefs short,

condensed lines are much more dramatic in nature than the traders' plain

descriptions. The lines above depicting the wild land as a sinister wasteland, for

example, may be compared with the Passage in Ohthere's account in which the

northern coast of Norway is described simply and baldly as uninhabited, except for a

few places where Finns camP ("eal weste, buton feawum stowum styccemaelum

wiciab Finnas").8 Similarly, the poem's description of a grimly desolate region in

which rocks and crags touch the sky, "Knarres & cludes houentinge" (l'001), is much

more haunting than Ohthere's matter-of fact observation that the only part of

Norway which can be used for gaangand ploughing lies along the coast, and even

that is very rocky in places 
-u&paet 

in Peah on sulntun stowum swybe cludig'"s

Both Atkins and stanley compare the passage on "pat lond" wtthThe saga oJ Hacon's

account of Cardinal Williams' thirteenth-century visit to Norway, where he was sent

by the pope in1247 to crown King Hacon. Some of the cardinal's compatriots urged

him to turn back from his course for fear of what he might find. The Saga says that

the Engtishmen also told Williams, "for env/s sake against the men of Norway, that

he would get no honour tttere." Th"y "dissuaded him as much as they could against

going to Norway, and frightened him both with the sea and the grimness of the fou<'

if he got thither."lo In a speech the cardinal made after the coronation, he says that he

had been told to expect little humanityr "I should here see few men; but even though

I saw some, they would be liker to beasts in their behaviour than to men'"lt It is,

t 
J. W. H. Atkins, The Owl nnd the Nightingalc, M, note on lines999-1014- Ohthere, a ninth-century

trader, lived in the ";h;lN;;;t"; tf" dilJJkt *n as Halgoland, Wishingjo discover how far

the land in which f," ri""J Lrt""a"i, u"a whether anyone tived riorth of the arei he already knew, he

sailed round the North Cape and on into Ure Wttte SLa, before turning a-nd 
$^1v.e-Uing 

southwards

aeain. At some unknown iater date, Ohthere, together with another trader, wutfsta& found his way to

fiffiffi;?16|ii?J,i" wessex. A descriptiJn of the- journeys the two made was later bound

i;s"th;; wittr ariota English hanslation of orosius's fifth-centu_ry Histon1
;"fiJii;"; ;;"t"Jtt"t" are in The oM Engtxi oriiius,Jit"a uy Ji""t Batily.page 14 lines 2-3' see

also Ohthqe's eccount, iif:rlrc Voyagers ai the Court of King Alfre4 edited by Niels Lutt4 18'

s The OM English Orosius,15, line 23; Ohthere's Account,21"
10 S"u The Saga oJ Hacon, edited by G' W- Dasent, Vol' tr' 252'

11 Tln Saga of Hacon, Vol- II, 258.
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perhaps, significant that similar man-beast comparisons are made concerning the

northern men in The OuI and the Nightingale (1012)'

The horror of the physical wilderness in the Nightingale's chilling word-picture of the

grim northern land is darkened and intensified by her references to its peoples' To a

portrait of an unremittingly evil world of rock and snow, she adds a wild and savage

human population:
"pat lond is grislich & unuele.
pe men bop wilde & unisele,
Hi nabbep noPer BnF ne sibbe.

Hi ne reccheF hu hi libbe" (1003-05)

The Nightingale says that "pat lond" is inhabited by a wild and wicked people,

looking as if they had just come straight from hell (1014)' At first glance' these wild

creatures might appear to resemble the "monstrous races" described by Iohn

Friedman, the partially human creatures that were thought to exist on the margins of

the known world, and to possess attributes of both human and beast'u Stories of

man-animal hybrid creatures are already well developed by Homer - Particularly in

fhe Odyssey - and later by Ctesias and Megasthenes; the same ideas are taken up

much later by Pliny and subsequent paradoxographers. Rather than resembling

Friedman's monstrous races, however, the northern wild folk in The Outl and the

Nightingale seem to be more akin to the "wild ma-Ir" of medieval art and literature'

The wild man is an enigmatic figure who resembles the concept of the noble savage,

itself an idea that goes back as far as the ancient Greeks.l3 The "monstrous races," as

befits their truly mythical status, reside only in the furthest, virtually unknown parts

of the world, but the wild man and woman do not necessarily follow this prescript'

The medieval European wild man, homo syloesttis, was found predominantly in the

forests of the northern and western parts of Europe frequently living dose to the

human cousins to whom he might sometimes actualty be related. Possessing both

12 
Johr, Blo.k Friedman, The Monstrous Racra in Meitimal Art andTlnught. tl2?l_l=1ry ft*

mythical creatures * tlr" 'Ftirriurt" races, although he notes that the earliest accounts of them are

Greek The strange creatures that constitute theinonstrous races include the Cynocephali, humans

with heads of dogs; tf," o"oi"gg"d Sciapods with an enonnous foot at the end of their solitary limb

with which they can shade thefrselves from sun and rain; the grgtesque, headless Blemmyae' whose

feafures, eyes, mouth and nostrils, are all set at the top of a broad torso'
13 G.o.g" Boas, Essays on Pimitivism anit Retated ldeas in the Middle Aga,!29-53-
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human and animal traits, he is a favourite figure in both medieval romance and in

manuscript illuminations. ro Roger Bartra describes the medieval concept of the wild

man as a ,,stereot5pe rooted in twelfth-century European literature and art, which

cystallized as a precise and easily recognizable theme."ls There are many tales of the

wild man living in forests and caves and leading what can be seen as a dual life both

physically and psychologically close to the humans he resembles, but at the stilne

time existing only liminally, at the very edge of human society' A precarious identity'

neither animal nor fully human, is an essential part of this strange creature's being'

Richard Bernheimer suggests that, rather than conceive of the wild man as having

been created by God in this lowly estate, medieval writers preferred to think of him

as the end product of various Processes of reduction, aS an unfortunate creafure that

had been brought to a sub-human state by "loss of mind, by upbringing among

beasts, or by outrageous hardships, all conditions which tended to depress man to

something less than human-" 16

The Nightingale has a number of derogatory things to say about the bestial creatures

in the northern land that might seem to link them with the concept of the wild man'

she claims that these northern men have no concept of peace or civilized living, and

protect themselves against the bitter cotd by wearing the skins of beasb' We note

that physical descriptions of wild men in literature follow a general pattern' Wild

men and women resemble their human counterparts in form, except that they are

usually depicted as larger and immensely strong and heavily furred' like animals'

with abundant hair on both head and body. Their knees, however, are frequently

depicted as bare, suggestive of a gait on all fours. Both men and women are usually

pictured as naked, bu! when they are covered the kinds of dothinS they wear fornt

an important part of their portrayal. Th"y are sometimes pictured as dressed in

leaves belted with vines or with strands of foliage sometimes as wraPped in animal

hides. while the ozul-poet does not discuss the actual physical aPPearance of the

northern "wild folc," he does tell us how they are clothed. The strange creatures in

t, A liturury example of such ramiry connection can be found in the French romance valentin et orson'

the storv of twin brothers, solls of an emperor. one of whom was stolen at birth and brought up in the

forest by a bear.
1 s Roger Bartr a, Witd Men in the Lnoking Glass, 2-3'
16 Ri.hutd Bemheimer, Wild Men in the Midille Ages,8'
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The OwI and the Nightingale are described as covering themselves with rough animal

skins: ,,H gop bitist mid ruse uelle/Rist suich hi comen ut of helle" (1013-14).

The Nightingale also criticizes the northern men's food and ddnk' As we have seery

both Nightingale and owl attack each other ferociously on the subject of their

respective species' unnatural and disgusting eating habits, and differences in diet

provide yet another distinction between human and wild muu:t' From the first fatal

apple, food has been both an instrument and a symbol of the comrption of man's

innocence, and the consumption of uncooked food is a mark of the unknowing'

animal part of the wild man's nature. These creatures in an uncivilized northern land

eat raw fish and flesh, which, as a further indication of their closeness to beasts, they

tear into pieces, Iike wolves. Th"y seem to know nothing of the arb of fermenting or

brewing, for they have neither wine nor beer, but drinkonly milk and whey:

"Hi eteP fihs an flehs unsode
Suich wulues hit hadde tobrode,
Hi drinkeP milc & wei Farto -Hi nute elles wat hi do;
Hi nabbeP noPer win ne bor,
Ac libbeF also wilde dor." (1007-12)

Drinkers of milk, eaters of uncooked flesh, these "wilde folc" do indeed live like wild

animals. Jerome d,iscusses food taboos and the reasons for differences in diet among

races. He points out that different people eat "not according to a universal law of

nature, but according to what things are found abundantly in their habita!" and that

while for examplg Arabs and Saracens live on the milk and flesh of asses and camels,

animals easily bred and reared in their baren desert dimates, northern peoples

would regard such a diet as unpalatable as eating wolves or crows'tt

Are the Nightingale's "wilde folc' humans or animals? Thuy must be humans, for

they belong to the same strain of fierce Norsemen that had already conquered

important parts of Europe. Th"y are also Christian; Norway was converted to

Christianity in the eleventh century. There is, nonetheless, something demonic about

these northern men; Christian or no! we note that the poet describes them as

creatures who seem to come from hell. He stresses their bestial nahrres: they live like

17 J"ro*", Adossus lwinianum,Il" ch. vii, (PL, Xlq307-W), quoted by George Boas in Eswys on

Primitioism and Relsted ldeas in the Middlz Agu' 13U32.
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wild animals, and, like wild animals, they are unteachable. If another "tod man"

should come to instruct them in civilized way+ as one did come once fuom Rome

(1016), he might as well stay at home. He could more easily teach a bear to wield

spear and shield than induce such uncivilized beings to listen to the Nightingale's

sweet Christian song.

With these northern people categorized as both men and wild animals (a judgement

offered, we note, by a bird), this passage provides a wryly entertaining variation on

the eternally equivocal notion of the permeability of the lines that divide man from

beast. The comic situation in these passages is complex. At its heart we have a bird,

the Nightingale a bona fide wild animal (even though she is presented as in many

ways human), condemning a race of humans whose principal fault is that they refuse

to conduct themselves as the Nightingale thinks humans should behave, but live like

beasts instead. The passage also foregrounds a common (human) hostitity to alien

races given satiric expression in the Nightingale's acid comments on the uncivilized

nafure of these northern creatures. The fact that they are Christians does not make

them more acceptable to her. As we learn from Giraldus Cambrensis when he says

that Irish saints are more vindictive than any other saints,l8 adherence to a common

religion was no protection against xenophobic spleen.

Although the Owl and the Nightingale are the principal characters in our poem, they

are not, of course, in any way its real subjects. The poet of The OutI and the Nightingale

is writing about humans, not birds. The passage in which the Nightingale criticizes

the behaviour of the northern peoples provides us with an early example of a very

particular kind of comic invention already noted above, in Chapter 7. This comic

mode, like Dr. Johnson's essay on the vulture, is the kind of satire in whidr birds or

beasts do not just act as surrogates for humans but discuss them, always from the

animal's point of view. The Nightingale's comments on the men of the north can be

read as an ex:unple of this inverted beast-on-beast satire, in whidr one species (in this

case a bird) condemns or praises another quite different species (here humans), for

not adhering to the rules by which it, supposedly, should live. ]ust as the Nightingale

anathematizes the Owl because she does not ea! or rear her owleb or sing in the

sarne way as nightingales, the satiric comedy of the passage on the "wilde folC of the

18 S"" Giraldus Cambrensig The History anitTopograptty oJlreland,gl.
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north resides in the grotesquely inappropriate disapproval with which the

Nightingale criticizes human beings who live - in her opinion - like wild beasts' In

doing sq the bird exemplifies the intolerance and lack of (human) good sense and

moderation, whiclg l argue, it is part of the business of this Poem to satirize'

A second, equally incongruous, human theme introduced in mid-poem relies heavily

upon the owl's ancient reputation as a ProPhet of doom. This section begins with a

savage attack by the Nightingale on her opponent as a bird of ill omen (1145-74)' The

reason humans hate the Owl, her rival claims, is her predilection for misery; she sings

of nothing but ill fortune, promises nothing but sorrow. All that the owl foresees is

death and ruin, burning houses, ravaging armieq thieves, Pestilence' nothing but

trouble. All the tidings she brings are unwelcome; all she predicts are evils to come'

When the Nightingale attacks the Owl for her gloomy forebodings, a principal part of

the argument turns on the ways in which the defendant uses her prophetic gift' The

plaintiff's accusations raise the questions of predestination and free will implicit in all

kinds of prophecy, and the Owl goes on to justify her mournful predictions as some

kind of early warning system; seeing trouble approaching, she can advise men how to

prepare for it. Taking a strictly Boethian line, the Owl says that to see what is going

to happen is not the same as making it happen. strongty denyng that to foresee is to

foreordain, she maintains that she cannot be hetd responsible for what she predicts;

her only duty is to warn.le Everything that comes to pass is willed by God: "Ah pah

ich grede lude an sfrlle/Al hit itid PurF Godes wille" (1255-55)' She is not' however'

her own best advocate, for every example she gives of her prescience confirms the

Nightingale's accusations; her Powers do indeed seem restricted to predicting

calamities. she can foresee famine and invasiory how long someone will live which

woman wilt be widowed who will be hanged or meet some other kind of dreadful

death. She knows if plague will take the cattle and whether the corn will grow' She

can predict which houses will burn down and if the sea will drown ships; who will be

rich and who poor. Apparentty no foreknowledge of ioy ever comes her way'

1s 
See Boethi us, The Consolntion oJ Philosoplry,especially Book [V, chapters VI and VII' and Book V'
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The Nightingale's next, if allied, charge concelns the nafure of the dairvoyance her

opponent pretends to possess. The owl has not given any origin for her daimed

knowledge of the future; she boasts of some sort of strange wisdom' but does not

know whence it comes. As we saw in Chapter 6 (p.205) the Nightingale suggests that

witchcraft is its probable source. She does not deny that men can see things in the

stars. What the Nightingale does not believe, however, is that the Owl herself is

"storrewis":
'Ich habbe iherd & soP hit is,

pe mon mot beo wel storrewis
pat wite innoP of wucche Pinge kume,

So bu seist Pe is iwune:
Hwat canstu, wrecche hin& of storrg

Bute Fat Pu bihaltsf hi feorre?" (t3r7-22)

All the Owl knows about stars is that she can look at the tky *d see them' just like an

ape that can open a book and then close it again, understanding nothing'm

A well-known article by A.C. cawley d,iscusses possible astrological significances in

the debate on prophecy in The oul and the Nightingate' on the subject of twelfth-

century attitudes to astrologY, he makes the point that during the course of the

century a new "Christianized astrol oW" had steadily gained ground'21 He suggesb

that the lines listing the disasters the owl foretells, that is, 1'!'494O, 1191-1206 and

12T5 -16,may contain a reference to a muchdreaded planetary conjunction predicted

for 1186, in which 'the evil influence of Mars and Saturn was considered

dominant."z That the imminence of this event was widely known and dreaded is

made clear in the chronicles of Benedict of Peterborough and Roger of HovederU both

m H. W. JansorU n Ap,- and Ape Lore in the Middte Ag,, and.the Retuissance, describes a panel on the

ceiling of Peterboroogh gathegral with.";;-;;iur,"up" riding backwardson a goat and carrying an

owl. Janson suggests that the reverse p*in"on of thf ape, a:nd "the owl serving .{, Place "1-1".
aristocratic hunting falcorl represe_nt an unmistakable elernent of humour and satire at the expense ot

the nobility,. 166. Beryl Ro*land- 
"uy" 

Uru ip. is sometimes pichrred as "the Devil the well-known

fowler or trapper of souls, using the oryt J, i[-f*"-; nt*fanh adds that together they hunted small

birds, that is, "those ;h;;;.;iti& *" i" n-",""y *ittt coa-" ke Birdswith Hunun Soub'118'

,t A. C. Cawley, ',Ashology in Thc Owl anil 
the .Nig\ti!LSatc:.' 

76l,For the early history of astrology in

Europe, see Lynn *iiriat?",'i'fit";lf*O, oia tipni*mtal Science., VolI' Thorndike argues that

tt 
" 

.ri"lJ pt-itf"" adopted on the subiect i" l?i" fr,fiaafi +U- was that taken by Boethius' who was

,,likely to reassure Ctristians inclined'to asttology wtrc 1ri3 teen somewhat disturbed bv the

fulminations of the fathers against the genAhlinci, iust as his 
"o*tutti 

tttup*d*Tg over ihe stars and

heavens would lead them to regard the science of the stars as second only to divine worchip"' 622'

n Cawley,164.
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of whom predict a conjunction of Mars and Saturn in Libra for September'l'6, L1'86'23

This conjunctiory it was said, would bring about an "earthquake of extraordinary

destructiveness and a terrific poisonous wind;" other disasters were also foreseen,

including strife and sedition.2a The chroniclers' sources were not, themselves,

however, in perfect accord over the course of events to come. Kathryn Hume notes

that one source, in fact, "actually denies that Mars and Saturn would indeed be in

conjunction on the appointed d,ay."zs Hume also points out that, if Mars and saturn

in conjunction cause disasters, such calamities would, presumably, occur at regular

thirty-year irrtervalq so tha! taking Kels \963 rcdating of the Cotton MS into

account, we have "no reason to consider 1186 a more likely date than the conjunctions

of thirty or sixty years later." It should also be noted that, although Roger of Hoveden

reports the predictions of disaster with excitemen! there is silence on the subject of

their fulfitment. In the event, the fateful day passed without disaster.

The OwI and the Nightingale deals, as we see, with many subjects of human interest

other than prophecy and predestination. However, the fact that the poet gives his

birds such learned and ludicrously non-avian questions to discuss adds considerably

to the comic-satiric nature of the dispute. For the closest literary parallel in Middle

English to The Owt and the Nightingale's predestination debate we should probably

look to the discussion on dream th.ory between Chauntedeer and Pertelote in The

Nun's priest's Tale. Although the Ozol-poet does not go to the Chaucerian lengths of

putting Latin tags and scholarly jokes into his birds'beaks, he nevertheless shows full

awareness of the fact that Fving animal protagonists learned themes to debate

greatly sharpens the satire of total inappropriateness. Contrasting an allegedly

clairvoyant Owl with a frankly sceptical Nightingale the poet takes hilarious

advantage of the intellectual differences that divide humans from birds; in the

process, he provides an excellent example of the comic effects produced by allowing

animals reasoning powers appropriate only to humans. We note that the position the

owl adopts in her own defence is recogni z-ably Boethian, but her non-derkly

exposition of the theological argument is couched not in any kind of scholarly

a Benedict of Peterborougtr" Gestrs Regis Hnici Secundi,L 924 tr.,and Roger of HovederL Qtronica'\
2fr ff..;both are quoted in-Cawley, 163, notes 2,3 and 4.
2a 

See Cawl ey,l54,note 4. He uses the chroniclers' accounts to narrow down possible dates for the

composition'ot tf,. p@rll, suggesting a terminus a quo of approximately 1184.

25 Kuthryn Hume, The OwI and the Nightingale The Pomr anil lts Citics,T*79.
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language, but in a robustly colloquial vernacular, embellished with homely examples

of burning houses, sick beasts and failing croPs'

Religion is a third and major human subject in The Oai and the Nightingale,' on one

level or another it permeates the text. Both birds make impossible claims to some

kind of religious identity, or, at leasf to some form of assimilation to religious life'

Each insists that she helps man to get to heaven; their argument is over the ProPer

route to take. Both claim to take part in rituals of religious life assisting monks and

others with their song, the owl, for example, in lines 32$30; the Nightingale, in lines

72g-gg. Both birds do, in fact, have some claims to association with the Church' The

nightingale, for example, is often seen as a d,ivine chorister, and, foom the eleventh-

century Echasis captivi to fohn Pecham's thirteenth-century Philomma ptaania, she is

the unparalleled singer of Christ's Passion. Famed especially for her trembling,

liquid song (our bird's one suPreme gift), she sings duets with monks - and even'

according to Bartolomaeo de Pisa with St Francis'r

Alexander Neckam sees the bird as a figure of the contemplative man who pours

forth d.ivine praises. He describes the nightingalds hours of exquisite' incessant

singing as the "veryimage of the life of the cloisters, of those who spend whole nights

and days in divine prai*."z7 A late twelfth- or early thirteenth-century Prose bestiary

describes the nightingale as a type of the holy soul: "Cis oisbles est erample de la

sainte dme qui en la nuit de ceste vie atent nostre Segnor le wai soleil de justice'ea 1t

the fourteenth century, Richard Rolle writes of the bird as a figure of the soul and the

lover of Christ, as well as an image of love, Passion and death:

Bot pe sawle pat es in pe thytd degre es als byrnand fyte ana T p"

nyghttyngale, pat lufes sang and melody and fayles for 1r]cel lufe; swa

pat pe saule es anely comforted in lovying and lufying of God, and til Fe dede

com es,yngand guJuy dl |he2, and inlh-"r,t, noghtbodyly cryand $ryth

mouth - oT Pat iraner of syngyng speke I noght'n

6 B""tholo^.eo de pisa, De nnftrmitate bati Francisci ail aitam Domini lesu, in Analecta Franciscatu' 5,

21, quoted in I. L. Baird and Iolin R. Kanq Rossignol,29'
2t Al"*urd"r NeckarrU De natuis ren m, edited by Thomas Wright, 102; quoted inRossignol'Z7'

6 C- Cuhiu, and A. Ivtartin, Mllanges d'arch1otogie, d'histoire et ite litthatare, Vol tr, 159' See Rossi8rul, 25'

a Ri.h*d Rolle, 'The Form of Living" rnEnglishWitings oJ Nchatil Rolle,l06'
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similarly, the fifteenth-century poem The Nightingale (formerly attributed to Lydgate)

tells us that the bird is an allegorical figure of both Christ and the christian soul: "Be

this nyghtingale, that thus freshly can/Bothe wake and singg as telleth vs

scripture/Is Crist hym-self ande every cristen-man." (11$15)30

The owl, too, can claim rich and impressive associations with religion, but only in the

shape of the species of owl called nycticorax in the Bibte with which David compares

himself, saying: "l am like a pelican of the wildemess/I m like an owl of the deserfl'

(Psatm 102. 6). Under the rubric of owl, the Physiologus glves the bird two different

"natures." First it describes the bird as the nycticorax in the psalm, saying: 'Our Lord

Jesus Christ loved those who were in the darkness and the shadow of death (cf Is' 9:

2), the Gentiles and the Jews who then received adoption as sons (cf- Gal. 4: 5) and the

promise of the patriarchs (cf. Rom. 15: 8)." In a second and strongly contradictory

enbry, the Plrysiologus then says that the owl is the figure of those fews who rejected

Christ when he came to save them, sayin& "We have no king but Caesar" (fohn

19.15).3r Augustine, speaking of nyctiurax, describes the bird as the "righteous man"

and adds: "Let us see God in it."32 According to Hugh de Fouilloy, "spirifually

interpreted the nycticorax signifies the Christ who loves the darkness of the tighq

because He desires not the death of the sinner, but that he might be conoerted nnd lioe

(Ezekiel 33.1L).-33 Hugh adds that, on the other han4 nyctiarax signifies for us,

"allegorically," not "any righteous man, but him who, <although> living €unong

men, flees from the gaze of men as much as he can. He shuns light, because he pays

no heed to the glory of human Praise."

Mortimer Donovan, borrowing the phrase "religious altruisf' that George Coulton

uses of the Owl,s sets out to rehabilitate an all too often sinister reputation by casting

the bird fi.Ir,ly as nyctinrax rather than noctua or bubo, both owl-species of less

30 
See Lydgate's Mitur Pomrc, edited by Otto Glauninp page 5'

sP4s;bgus,10, 11. It also says (note onp.72) that-flthe nycticorax of the Latin text ' ' ' was clearly a

*p".Iu" of-owl. i"i"totlu says of it,'-the eared-owl is like an-ordinary owf only that it has feathers about

G ears;by some it is called the night-ravenl (H.A- 8'L2'597b1''
32 Augustine , Ennnationa in Psalmas. For this quotatiory see Mortimer J. Donovag "The Owl as

Reli gi"ous Altruist in The OuI and the Nightingale,' 208'
8 

See The Medimal Book of Birik: Hugh de Fouilloy's Atiaiun, L73' 775'
s Mortirrru, ]. Donovan, "The Owl as Religious Alkuist nThe Owt andthcNightingale"' See also G' G'

Coultory "The Owl and the Nightingale," 71.
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salubrious repute. It is these baser kinds of owl, he suggests, that are rePresented in

the Nightingale's disparaging view of her opponent. As nycticorax, the Owl shows

her altruism by bringing solace to the sad and weary and by urging men to

repentance and salvation. The attruistic bird as well as paying heed to humans'

spirifual welfare, cheers both men and women in winter, brings comfort to unhappy

wives, and clears barns and churches of mice. She looks into the future and warns

men against impending disaster, and, as we have seen, towards the end of the Poem'

she claims that when men kill her and h*g her high on a hedge it is for them she

sheds her blood.

"pah hitbeo soP, ich do heom god
An for heom ich chadde mi blod.
Ich do heom god mid mine deaPe-"

The Owl, like Chris! does humans good with her death.

(161s-17)

What should we make of the Owl's claim to some sort of religious identity? The idea

that The OutI and thc Nightingale could be one of the several anti-monastic satires

written in the late twelfth century is not new; George Coultory for example, suggests

in 1922 that the poem might contain allusions to contemPorary monachal life.s

Coulton draws various comparisons between parts of the Poem and twelfth-certtury

monachism, using the Owl as his principal exemplar, and citing the allusions to

liturgical singing and cloister life in lines 25-28, 89 and 281'82. He detects references

to a "monotonous psalmody" in line 22O and mentions the Owl's "melancholy and

ascetic view of llfe" (226, 4E-26, 485-92,878,895-9L4,977'9o) and her propensity to

remind people of death. He also notes "religious contemplation" (355-60) and

'charity and good works" as themes in the Poem (535-40, 603-04, 609-10). A few

years later, G. R. Owst proposes that the poem might represent an "allegory of the

age.long rivalry in the preaching of medieval Christendom between those who

upheld the genfler themes of love and btiss and an ever-forgiving Redeemer, and

those who preferred to thunder of sin and Judgment and the Wrath to come."s

Some forty years after Coulton's and Owsfs suggestions of monachal or other

religious themes for The OwI and the Nightingale, Kattryn Hume, reviewing ttre

3s Coultoru "The Owl and the Nightingale," 70-71-
36 G. R. Owst, Literature anil Pulpit in Medimal Englanil,2?-
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historical identities already proposed for the birds, considers other well-known

twelfth-century causes clldbresthat might have inspired so dramatic a clash' Though

noting that all such interpretations risk suffering from the same drawbacks that have

complicated other attempts to give the birds historical human faces' she proposes'

inter aria,the welr-known confrontation between Abelard and st Bernard-37 she finds

it a "tempting analogy," since it seems to agree closely with "the general antinomy of

character.,3' Jfts Owl is "monastic, probably white (i.e. Cistercian), austere' and very

indignant at the Nightingale's powers of pleasing and seducing her auditors' The

Nightingale like Abelard, is highly welcome to most who hear her' but' according to

some (like the Owl and Bernard), her song is dangerous'"3e Hume sketches various

respects in which the quamel between Abelard and Bernard (a conflict well known in

ecclesiastical circles in att parts of westem Christendom) might fit the interpretive

bill. However, she discards this and other possible suggestions for historical models

on already familiar grounds - not least, the large amount of ornithological detail in

the poem that simply cannot be made to fit in with too specific a human cast list'

Hume's proposal is nevertheless atkactive, and the notion that the birds' energetic

squabbling may be modelled in some respects uPon the real-life twelfth-century

monachal d.ispute has intriguingly satiric possibilities' |anet Coleman takes up the

idea in a recent essay, suggesting that the quarel between the two birds may be

based in part upon the prolonged cluniac-cistercian controversy, and in Part uPon

the well-known sens debate in which Abelard and st Bernard were the main

protagonists.40 She makes it clear that according to her reading the two birds are not

necessarily intended to represent Abelard and Bernard as individuals (although this

as well), bu! rather, the monastic orders to which they belonged' between which

there was a famously bitter and well-documented conflict' coleman walns against

identifying the term "Cluniac" too closely with Cluny itsetf; in the Middle Ages it

3r Kuthryr, Flume, The ou)l and the Nightingale: The Poem and lts citics, 67-83.

* H,r^", 80-81. She also suggests (5, note 3) that if the Owl is meant to represent a monk "we may

be able to 5o further and cali her a Gstercian'"
3s H.r-", 80. ,,Poisonous" is the word Bernard uses of Abelard's writings in 

1 
famous letter to

lnnocent II on the Sens debate: "poison i" h;;il;"i"i "}*"a 
on ail iides to everyone 

"' 
SxThe

Ihtus oJ St Betnatil oJClairuaux,378'
4 

Janet ColemarL .The orill anitthe -Nightingale 
andPapal Theories of Marriage"' The dimax of the

conkoversial quu-"tl"lr*; At;fua ""dSie"t"-d'*"" 
the process at Sens in 11tm in which

Abelard was accused of heresy before * ";;;;; "f 
bl"ttop.t: tit" tti"s and the legate' with the Pope's

permissiory Abelard was lateigi""tt ruf,rg" i'iCi,,"y Uy its ?rbbot, Peter the Venerable'
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was a term "often used for any black Benedictine monk" as opposed to a white

Cistercian.al She adds: "Even contemporaries were in doubt as to who was, and who

was nof a Cluniac, and the term was used loosely. Here it is used to refer to the older

Benedictine order in contrast with the newer Cistercians."

When the Cistercian order had its beginnings in 1098 with an exodus of monks from

the Cluniac institution of Molesme, the emigrants wanted three things: "a stricter life,

a more solitary life, and a life in which work of the hands had a place-"a2 The site

they chose in which to establish their community was Citeaux. The new foundation

was to be characterized by simplicity, austerity, und strict observance of the Rule of St

Benedic! based on a "happy balance between choral Prayer, spiritual reading and

manual labor."€ David Knowles says that all things not specified by the Rule were

rejected for example, such articles of clothing and corunon use as "cloaks, shirts,

warm hoods, drawers, bedspreads and combs."e Certain foodsfuffs were banned, as

was every kind of ornament or superfluity in the liturgical life, including the use of

gold in aucifixes and chalices. The monks "renounced all possession and erploitation

of feudal sources of wealth such as manorial bakeries, mills, fairs, courts and serfs,"

and "all income from the possessions of the Church, such as private dturches,

advowsons, rights to customary offerings, altar and burial dues and all tithes-"

Knowles adds that "the note of puritanism, almost of ferocity; the avoidance of any

aesthetic satisfaction, not merely of the costly and superfluous," seems to have come

in a littte later under St Stephen Harding or "perhaps under the influence of the

young Bernard."os It was to Citeaux that St Bernard ciune n 1ll2 or 1113; within a

few years he would become abbot of the Cistercian monastery at Clairvaur.

The new foundation and its many subsequent plantations would have unhappy

effects on the older Cluniac order, until now indisputably preeminent in the world of

monachism. Knowles suggests three main reasons for Cluny's dedine- The first

ot Colu-u11, 545, note 120. Conrad Rudolph concurs, observing thaf "after the rise of the Cistercians

tnuli".* [Cluniacl was applied to all ta<iitional Benedictines,iegardless 
"J $:it-l{al affiliation."

S*fnt "'ihing, ofbreatn'l'ntportancl'z Bernard of Clnintau's Apologia arul the Mdimal AttitudeTounrd

Art,162.
a2 David Knowles, ,,Cistercians and Cluniacs," lnThe Historian and Characto,56.
4 B"d" K. Lackner, 'The Liturgy of Early Citeaux," n Stwlies in Medioal Cistqcian History, 3-

a David Knowles, Ttu Monastic Otder in England,2l}.
a5 Knowles, "Cistercians and Cluniacs," 57.
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involved the problems caused by its custom of accepting "vast numbers of new

recruits" and professing them in a very short time without "adequate Probation or

training.,' The second was that Cluny had become too rich: its architecture too

splendid, its furnishings and decoration too extravagant: "there was a spirit of luxury

abroad.,, The third reason was tha! when an instifution has "ceased to lead the age

it inevitably ceases to attract to itself the individuals who by their visiory their ability

and their zeal atemarked out to be the leaders of the age to come'"4r6

The conflict between the two great monachal communities was acrimonious,

relentless and prolonged, and set up echoes that would long reverberate within the

wider ecclesiastical community on both sides of the Channel- It eisted within a

context of general twelfth-century dissatisfaction with contemporary monachism'

Knowles observes tha! particularly during the last decades of the century, the whole

of the monastic body, if especially the Cluniacs and Cistercians, attracted vigorous

criticism from more than one quarter. He says that the "feeling against the monks

cilne gradually to manifest itself in two movements," one of whidr took the form of a

,,concerted attack on the part of a number of bishops uPon various monastic daims

and rights"- in these, the bishops, supported by the Cistercians, concentrated their

fire on the black monks.aT The second movement took the form of "violent criticism

from a group of literary men." During the later part of the twelfth century' the

monasteries, in general, became the object of the impartially distributed attacks of a

new class of highly educated men. These were sctrolars (such as, for example, Walter

Map and Giraldus Cambrensis) who, after enjoying the "advantages of an excellent

literary and legal education in the schools abroad" had returned to England to enter

the service of the king or one of the bishops'€

Satirical literary attacks on monachism come at this time from both within and

without the cloister. From within, Niget LongctramPS, a Benedictine monk at

Canterbury, contributes the Speculum StultoHffi, a scathing survey of monastic

estabtishments from the point of view of an ambitious donkey seeking to improve an

unsatisfactory lot. From withou! in the world, Giraldus Cambrensis and walter

€ Knowles, "Cistercians and Cluniacs," 55'
47 Knowles, The Monastic Order in England, SlS'
€ Knowles, The Mawstic Ofuler in England, 315'
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Map, themselves both great clerks, attack the monks with enthusiasm' Giraldus

accuses the Cistercians of avarice in their thirst for land, but on the whole seems to

prefer them to the inefficient, wasteful and gluttonous Cluniacs'ae Map has much less

sympathy for the Cistercians. He writes a long and biting satire on them, accusing

them of many evils, including pride, €urogance and greed; of ensuring the solitude

they desired by destroying villages and churches; of deriding the "contrite and the

humble,,, and of having no care for anyone but themselves.m

coleman, analysing various passages in the Poem in terms of the conflict between the

two rival monastic orders, notes a number of possible parallels with reallife events in

Cluniac or Cistercian houses. She suggests that the tale of the eviction of the owlet

from the falcorls nest (101-25) might refer to the defection of Stephen Harding from

Sherborne Abbey to Citeaux, and that the reclusive Owl's desire for solitude and

peace -/,p[s 
is lof to habbe reste/ & sitte stille in mine neste" (281-82) - accords well

with the Cistercian requirements of seclusion and silence.sl She sees a possible link

between the Owl's claim that she watches over fighting men by night (385-90) with

Bernard,s recruiting for the Second Crusade, and with the Cistercians as "self-styled

knights of Christ.', She also makes the suggestion that the Owl's description of her

chicks as being incontinent in youth but disciplined when fully-grown, might allude

to the Cluniac policy of accepting child oblates. She compares the Owl's constant

preoccupation with death with the fact that the Cistercians said the Office of the Dead

every day, and notes that the Owl's charge that the Nightingale sings only in civilized

places might i-ply the contrast between the widely spread Cistercians and the

"urban dialecticians like Abelard who had joined a Cluniac house"'P

one theme Coleman neglects to weave into her argument is each bird's insistence on

the desirability of her own diet and the repellent nature of her adversary's. Their

stubborn d.isagreement on the subject of what is suitable to eat would fit in neatly

with the marked differences in Cluniac-Cistercian dietary habits- One of the reasons

for which Anne Baldwin's association of the Nightingale with Henry II's court has

as Knowles, "TheCriticsof theMonks," inTheMonnsticotilerinEnghnil,66TT4'
s Wult", Map, "A Digression of Master Walter Map on Monkery," in De Nugrs Curialium: C'outtias'

Tifles, DisL I, c.25, 8$113-
51 Coleman,549.
P Col"mro, 553, 554, 556.
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been criticized is the poem's strong emphasis on the things the birds eaE it is hard to

reconcile the consumption of spiders, flies and grubs with the table kept by a king'

The birds' dietary prejudices could, however, be interpreted in a monachal context as

relating to the rigours and the laxities of different monkish diets; the frugal meatless

regime observed by the Cistercians contrasted with the lavish tables provided by the

Cluniacs.s On the question of physical traits, Coleman suggests that the reference to

the owl,s big head may be an indication of pride, but one might think there could be

other mileage to be got out of the birds' constant slurs on each othe/s unattractive

appearance.s One promising reference might be line 1169, in which the Nightingale

curses all those who wear "linenne cloD." Coulton supplies a note on the line' in

which he says that in both medieval English and French the usual meaning of "linen

cloth,' is underclothing.ss The line might be interpreted as a jibe at the cistercians'

refusal to wear undergarments, except that then we would have the conventionally-

clad Cluniac Nightingale cursing those monks who do wear underpants underneath

their habits. Both the possession of linen clothing and the refusal to wear drawers

had social and moral significance in the Middle Ages- The ascetic cistercians

preferred rough, undyed woollen garments to linen, and Walter Map points out that

thuy, notoriously, wore no breeches, except when serving at the altar'sr

Coleman's essay moves onto new ground when she compares the birds' mutually

antagonistic characters with those of Abelard and St Bernard; she extends her

argument to include the confrontation at sens in 1140 at which Abelard was accused

of heresy. The theological controversy leading up to this famous occasion began

when william of st Thierry brought some of the new doctrines Abelard was teaching

to Bernard's attention. A. victor Murray quotes a letter to the Pope in the n'une of the

Bishops of France in which the Bishops say that Bernard "had himself seen and read

Abelard,s Theology,and felt he must admonish him in private-"n The indignation that

Bernard feels about Abelard,s teachings is amply demonstrated in his letters; he

thinks them wicked and heretical, and does not hesitate to say so' coleman notes

$ Cl,rr,iu" monlcs were notoriously well fed. Knowles, inThe Monastic Orda in England' 669' gives

Gir;a;";ccount of the rich food and drink served in Cluniac houses'

s Colemaru 549.
5s G. G. Coultory "The Owl and the Nightingale,' 69-70'
s Wult", Map, De Nugis Curialium: C-outtiers'Tifes, Dist' L c 25' 101'

st S"" A. Victor Murray, Ab4latd and St. Bntnrd, K,37'
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that, "Bernard would level the criticisms at Abelard that he is neither holy nor a

priest.,,s ln a letter to Cardinal lvo, Bernard says, "Master Peter Abelard is a monk

without a rule, a prelate without responsibility' He is neither in order nor of an

Order. A man at variance with himself: a Herod within' a John withoue a most

doubtful character, having nothing of the monk about him ercept the name and the

habit.,,r In fact Bernard fired off letters in all directions on the subject of Abelard and

his iniquity. Abelard is "Peter the Dragon who assails the faith of simon Peter;" he is

a ,,persecutor of the Catholic Church and an enemy of the cross of Chrisg" he has

,,turned his heart towards thoughts of evil to cover sin with smooth names"'

There is more than one account of Bernards accusations and Aberard's reactions and,

according to MurraY, the exact sequence of dates and events that led to the

subsequent process at senq is in some respects uncertain'n The letter from the

Bishops to the Pope says that Abelard, reacting angrily' "insisted that the Bishops

should fix a day on which he could meet Bernard publicly at sens and defend his

position."u, Bernard was at first disinclined to cross verbal swords in public with so

famously forceful a dialectician. He tells the Pope in a letter (written af1ler the event)'

that Abelard had challenged him to debate, and that, "I refused' because I am but a

child in this sort of warfare and he is a man habituated to it from his youth' and

because I deemed it an unworthy action to bring the faith into the arena of

controversy,restingasitdoesonsureand.immutabletruth.',62

Eventually, however, importuned by his friends, and reluctant to yield the ground to

Abelardwhowasbusyassemblinganaud.ienceoffriendsandsupportersforthe
occasioryBernardagreedtoappearatSens.HewritestolnnocentllthatAbelardhad

insulted ,,the Doctors of the Churctr by holding up the philosophers for exaggerated

praises,,,preferring,,theirideasandhisownnoveltiestothedoctrinesandfaithof
the catholic fatlters." By thus insisting on the hearing at sens' Abelard had wished to

s Coleman,556-
se For these and other complaints about Abelar d, s*The lAtqs oJ St' Bnnard of Clairuaux' 312-29'

* Morruy sets out the course of the confrontation in'The Council of Sens"' 35-46' It is worth noting

that Bernard,s ardent involvement ir, th" p.ilr", of iutogniting and exorcizing he-rcsy would be

repeated later in 1148, when he ha{ggtheti"t"""t" "ttin"^"dUt"' 
this time i'troUy unsuccessful'

*itf, CitU"tt de la Porr6e, Bishop of Poitiers'
61 Murray,38.
6' Th" Ifttss of St. Bernmd of Clairzaux, SlS'
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"establish, if he coul4 his perverse doctrines, against which I have dared to croak"'n

The confrontation at Sens began, but was soon aborted' stopped by Abelard himself'

He decided, instead to make a direct appeal to the PoPe, and left the assembly' He

set off for Rome, but fell ill on the way and took refuge at Cluny with Peter the

Venerable, in whose care he remained until his death inl'1,42. Coleman notes that the

Owl's claim (L695-95) that the Nightingale' supported by the small birds' does not

dare await the verdict but would rather quarrel and fight "sounds like a parody of

what was known of the events at sens."& she does not, however, make connections

between the Nightingale's threat to appeal directly to the Pope in Rome Va546\ and

the attempt Abelard actually did make to go there'

One particulady interesting suggestion from Coleman is that the birds' quarrels over

song resemble Cluniac-Cistercian disagreements about the nature and length of each

othe/s liturgy. Each disputanfs low opinion of the quality, timing and usefulness of

the otherrs singing is an important theme n The Apl and the Nightingale, and the

insults each offers on this subject illustrate one of the major differences between ttre

birds. The relating of their disagreements over ilre nature and frequency of their song

to Cistercian and Cluniac views on lifurgy and ceremony forms one of the most

convincing parts of Coleman's essay. A principal complaint the Cistercian reformers

made against Cluny concerned the special emphasis the Cluniacs placed on near-

incessant liturgical prayer and ceremony at the expense of the other two divisions of

the Rule of St Benedicq ttrat is, spiritual reading with study and private prayer, and

active manual work Coleman says that Bernard's Apologia in whidt he "radically

criticised the practices of the Cluniacs, and especially their extensive liturgy, sounds

much like the Owl's criticism of the Nightingale-"tr

Bede Lackner observes that by the end of the eleventh cenhrry the "original

Benedictine idea,, had been substantially altered, producing "the Cluniaclaus pnennis

ideal which reduced the monks' life to liturgical and ceremonial functions.z55 Jtlg

Cistercian reformers abandoned most of these, introducing a radically different

8 7h" Ifitas oJBerrurit oJChiruaut,31.8-
e Coleman,551.
6s Coleman,55L.
ffi Lackner,4.
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regime in which they "eliminated psalms, Prayers and litanieg" and brought in a

greafly shortene4 reformed chant and a new hymnal. Wishing, as St Bemard said, to

sing in divine praise only what was the most authentig they returned at first to the

earlier antiphonary of Metz, plain, sober, and "distinctive for its lack of trills, the

absence of. quilism.as."67 When, between the years 1132 and 114& it was decided to

further revise the already reformed Cistercian antiphonary, the task was entrusted to

Bernard, who, with the help of fellow monks, carried out a number of changes.s ln a

letter to Guy, Abbot of Montier-Ramy, Bernard describes what he thinks the music of

the Cistercians should be. He says, "If there is to be singing, the melody should be

grave and not flippant or uncouth. It should be sweet, but not frivolous; it should

both enchant the ears and move the hearb it should lighten sad hearts and soften

angry passions." He adds, "This is what should be heard in churches."6e

In the Dialogus inter cluniacensem mnnachum et cisterciensern, written in LL7!, the

Cluniac monk points out to the Cistercian that the "Cluniac prime alone, with its

litany and attached prayers, was longer than the entire canonical office of the

Cistercians, minus their conventual mass and vespers."To The Cistercian replies with

something like the acerbic reproof implied in the Owl's comments on the incessance

of the Nightingale's song, salnng that his Order is faithful to the intentions of St

Benedict. The reforms the Cistercians made in liturgy and ceremony stemmed from

their belief in moderation as opposed to excess. This is an idea that is also expressed

tnThe owl and the Nightingale,inparttcular on the subiect of the birds' song.

Not only are the purpose and quality of their vocalizations the focus of reciprocal

strictures, but their frequenry, length and volume ane criticized as well. Each bird

tells how she herself helps humans to reach the kingdom of heaven. In a long speedt

(gil-gil), the Owl recommends heart-felt repentance for transgressions; she says her

67 Coleman,550.
ffi Lackner,21.
@ IAlss oJ St Bernnrd oJ Claintaut,502. Lackner, 1Z notes that Abelard is himself a principal witness to

early Cistercian liturgi-Li;;E;a nua oi"it"d Heloise in her convent of the Paradete, and made

some criticism of the l'substitutio n of panem nostrum sup*sttbstanlalm t9t panry nostrum qntidianum

in the Lord's Prcyer on Abelards suggestion' Abelard provided.him with a well-argued-response on

the convenfs behalf, and, says Lacfrier, "in the pto.""" h" furnished a valuable list of early Cistercian

usage and thus became or," of thu most importt sources for inforrnadon concernin8 the early

Cistercian liturgy."
to Fo, the Dalogus inter cluniacensemmanacltum et cistercienssm' w Lackner, 20'
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song teaching men how they should make amends for their sins consists of longing

mingled with lamentation. She helps humans to salvation in two different ways; she

encourages the good man in his yearning, and teaches the sinful man where true

misery lies. tn lines 8g+-W2, she pours scorn on her rival's claim to help men to

heaven with her singrng. She says that all the Nightingale sings of is wantonness:

there is no holiness in her; no one listening to her piping could possibly suppose it

was a priest singing. We note that the set times at which the Owl daims to sing may

be equated with the night hours marked with song in Cistercian monasteries.

The Nightingale, by way of contrast, trills her exquisite song both night and day- She

holds that men were born to the bliss of the kingdom of heaven where there is eternal

song and mirth ((715-17), and claims that she sings of the glory of heaven's bliss to

her audience

"Clerkes, munekes & kanunes,
parboP Pos gode wicketunes,
Arisep up to midelnigte
An singep of pe houene liSte
An prostes upe londe singeP

Wane Pe liSt of daie springeP." (72e-a)

She cautions all her listeners for their own benefie "Ich warni men to here gode," that

they should always be glad at heart and pray that they may seek the eternal song

(Zgg42). The Owl also sings to counsel men for their goo4 using very similar words

- 
ulch do god mid mine Frote/ & warni men to hore note' (329-30) - but her recipe

for salvation is very different. Mere song is not enough; those who aspire to the

kingdom of heaven should beg forgiveness with many tears. The Owl tells men that

they should groan for their guilt.

As we saw in Chapter 7, eachbird in The Outl and the Nightingale is described by her

rival as well as by hersetf, an4 in terms of their reciprocal portrayals, the suggestion

of an insouciant, Abelardian Nightingale and a gloomy, Bernardian Owl is not at all a

bad fit. Throughout the poem, the Nightingale represents her opponent as a stern

ascetic, a mournful advocate of repentance as the only certain road to heaven. When

the Owl says that she weeps better than the Nightingale sings (878), she bears out

Coulton's dry remark about -that sentence of |erome's so dear to Bernard: Motudus
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non docentis sed plangmtis habet offcium."71 A monk's duty is not to teach but to weeP'

The Nightingalg on the other hand, cheerful, duet-singing bird, is pictured as a

distinctly theologically-suspect bundle of frivolous feathers, quite different from the

sombre Owl in temperamen! the road to salvation she recommends is the joyful

celebration of heaven's bliss. She rejects the Owl's gloominess, her pleasure in the

discomfiture of others, her insistence on tearful repentance, her dreary song of

,,wailawai.,, The Nightingale herself is pictured as gamrlous (she is a "gale-gal'e," a

,,chaterestre,'); popular (with lilies and roses and small birds); quick-witted (a quality

to which the nanator draws attention in the text). The Owl is worthy, but unlovable'

The Nightingale is less morally admirable, but attractive, and her non-stop singing

although irritating to the owl, is generally pleasing. As the comic-satirical structure

of the poem demands, the birds' caricatured characters are sharply contrasted, and

might well have been satirically modelled on the two monachal adversaries'

To my mind, for all the claims of devotion to religious high seriousness, the most

important ,,human" subject discussed inThe OwI and the Nightingale is the question of

rove and mariage. This is where the poem becomes especially distinctive. The

discussion occupies lines 1331-'1,602'), not far from a sixth part of the poem, and in it

we seem to hear a new, less elliptical, more tolerant approach, perhaps for the first

time the poefs own personal voice. Each of the birds relates what she has to say on

the subject of love and marriage specifically to wome& but from very different points

of view. As we have already seerl the first Passage on the Nightingale in relation to

human love comes early in the Poem with the Owl's description of her rival's

springtime revels @89-522); this is followed by a story of another nightingale whose

singing is also not very innocent (1O15-66). Now, in the last part of the P@D, when

the two birds begin their long discussion on human love and marriage each stakes

out a different territory.

The Nightingale is particularly interested in young girls new to love, the paths they

take towards marriage, the traps and obstacles they may meet on the way' The

principal dangers they must face are their own profound ignorance of life and the

perils presented by the power of their own not as yet futly apprehended sexuality' At

71 Coulton, To.
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the same time, the Nightingale recognizes the danger to both innocent girls and

weak-willed wives of practised seducers, slippery villains well versed in the tricks of

their trade. In spite of the teachings of both Church and society, the Nightingale does

not condemn pre-marital sex entirely. All love is nafural, she says' Girls will always

stumble and fall, just in the natural way, "icundeliche" (7423-32), but the Church can

put such matters right. Marriage is the end aim; the Nightingale speaks of it as the

ultimate safe haven.7z The Owl's view of the joys of marriage is less optimistic' Her

concern is with married womery especially the mal mnri6e, with women's fate inside

wedlock, of what can happen to them at the hands of unfaithfut and brutal husbands'

A major difficulty present in any attempt to consider the views on women and

marriage 1n The OutI and the Nightingale is that we do not know to what dass the birds'

girls and wives belong. The poefs language certainly does not suggest the women

from the royal or noble houses uPon whom almost all contemPorary evidence is

based. Questions of social class are not obtrusive in the poem, but there are constant

allusions to human occupations and practices that give the impression of anything

but a courtly scene. The birds speak of shepherds driving off intrusive small birds

with ,,schitwordes" (285-86), of men bringrng in autumnal sheaves (a55) and of

wrestling and hunting with hounds (7g5, 8ciq. The Nightingale taunts the Owl about

the way in which she and her kin are pelted with stones and turves by children'

menials and peasants (111F36). There are a number of references to priests and other

religious, including clerics, monks, canons and the "PoP" of Rome" and' in the last

part of the poem, a lively salvo is fired at nepotic bishops within the church' The

owl, twitted about the incontinence of her brood, comPares it to that of little children

in the cradle, both peasants and those of noble birth - 'Bope chorles an ek apele"

(6g2). Churls feature prominently in the springtime love Passage (509-16) and there is

a derogatory mention of a "cheorles buc" in tine 1'494' Moving up the social scale'

there are a few allusions to knights, jealous and otherwise, and the Nightingale daims

to sing at night to her own lord and lady (957-60). The Owl will concede that many a

t2 
Tlru Nightingale, as might-be 9xp-9ct9! of one who makes claim to some sort of religious identity'

d;;;i;pt"# tofu*'o.," "clandestine" maffiage,.PT"1t marriage.ouFia: t: S"1* without

benefit of clerg:y. fo, Uri" pi..ti"i see RlI. Heffi olz, Mnniage [itigat6.n in Meilimal Engl^nd' 27-31'

Althoueh ereatly disapprJrr"a of iy the Ct 
"i"tt, 

U""'clandesdne" riarriage was nonetheless valid'

bi;din; '6y **dt offresent consenf' (Flelmholz, 28)'
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,,chapmorl ,' ttcrih(, and ,,bondeman" does love and treat his wife well (1575-78), and

there is the husband in lines 15g3-g2 who must leave his sad wife at home alone as he

sets forth to earn their bread. These human references, though sketchy, are consistent'

and they do not seem to suggest any kind of particularly aristocratic milieu'

On the making of marriage within the lower levels of society during the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries, unions between the men and women John of Salisbury describes

as the ,,feet of the republic," there is not a great deal of evidence, except that which is

found in spousal litigation in the courts. fohn's "feet," the humble peasants and

artisans who formed the bulk of the populatiory lack sharp social definition in

twelfth-century documents.T3 Nevertheless, when Georges Duby writes of the clashes

that took place between the "two moralities," secular and ecclesiastical, before the

Church succeeded in gathering the legal aspects of wedlock under its canonical wing,

he notes that in the early Middle Ages the "Christianization of marriage practices

seems to have been effected easily enough in the lower strata of society," meeting

with less opposition than came from the inheritance-conscious uPPer classes'7a'

ln the love and marriage debate in The oatl and the Nightingale major stress is laid

upon some kind of individuality for the girls and women considered' The

Nightingale and the owl both concentrate uPon the woman's role in love and

marriage - this both before and after the formation of the marriage bond' The birds

d.iscuss women,s moral right to their own choice of spouse, and also (especially by

the Owl) their entitlement to fair treafrnent at the hands of their husbands' Both

debaters are given different, but generally enlightened and surprisingly modem-

sounding ideas to express on the subject. The Nightingale's views on the difficulties

young girls may meet on their way to wedlock, and on the strategies they may adopt

to avoid love's disasters, are perhaps different from those that would have been

73 
See John of Salisbury , Policratic:us,l2}-26.-"The feet are the name of thoee who exercise the humbler

a"ti*, t/*rl"". ""r,.i"" uiitil;;b"* ;f th9 repyblic mav i{k alTq S:,:t*-,Ithis accounting

*"y U"-iir"f"ded the p."*"tr who always sUck to the 1an4 iookinS t'tei their cultivated fields or

plantings or pastures or flowers. Likewise, this-gategog applies tdthe many types of weaving and the

mechanical arts.' Afte; fi"ti"g oth". humble ca[ingi Johnstyst."And thereare so many of these

;;;p.d;tnut tt u number 6f feet in the republic"s,trpas-sesj.:Ttty the eight-footed crab' but even

the clr,Upede; one carmot enumerate them on accountbf their large quantity."
74 G"otgu" Duby, The Knight, the Lndy anil the Priest, 48'
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approved by the Church, but not so very different'

goal, and should be inviolable.

Marriage is alwaYs the ultimate

The Nightingale takes up the Owl's charge that she encourages women to deceive

their husbands:

"Ah get Pu, fule hin& me chist
An wel grimliche me atwist
pat ich singe bi manne huse
An teache wif breke sPuse-

pu liest iwis, Pu firle Ping,

b[urh] me nas neauer ischend spusing'" (1331-35)

It is true that she sings of love to both maidens and wives. A good wife can love her

husband far better than she would a pariunour, a point of view in direct opposition to

some of the views on mariage exPressed in medieval literary works on courtly love'

The Nightingale is certainly not in agrleement with the fashionable doctrines that said

that rove and marriage were by nature incompatible.Ts she also states with full

conviction that a maiden may choose her lover herself, without losing any of her

honour:

"For god wif mai i sPusing
Bet luuien hire ogene were
pane awer hire copenere,
An maide mai luue cheose
pat hire wurPschipe ne forleose,
An luuvie mid rihte luue

Pane Pe schal beon hite buue." (1340-46)

Is there a reference in these lines to the desponsatio, fhe doctrine of consent the law

that said that each partner in a marriage must have glven free consent to it? This rule

was laid down as early as the ninth century by Pope Nicholas I, and reaffirmed in the

twetfth century in Gratian's Decretum (c.1140): "Where they eadr do not consent'

there is no marriage." It should be noted that the consensual principle as applied to

marriage was not always welcomed by families with strategic alliances to make, and

certainly not always strictly enforced. The age beneath which a gpL, for example'

tu Guorg", Duby in The Knight, tne-Udy yA he PricsL 216-19, elovi{es uL"x-P"61ti9.T of the reasoning

behind this attitude. S* d; ir,a"uuJC.pellanue, De Anori,aalslatgd by-P' G' W.ubl as Andrens

C;;;ii"* orrrrrr. l"t" 
"iSalisbury, 

tro*"""i is witness to-the fact that ideas on the incompatibility

of love and marriage were not necessarily "t 
i"lratty held. Wrifing of Eleanor sfAquitaine's divorte'

John says that Eleanor/s first husban4 King Louig s&-onglyresffJ"tt mendon of iL for'tre loved the

lf"."i fir*f.nately, in an almost childish iuy." See Jotri 6f Salisbury, Memoirs of the Papal Court, 61'
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could not consent to a fufure marriage was usually seven years - although "consenfl'

was often ,,gjven" much earlier than that.tt Duby provides a striking example of the

contemptuous flouting the rule sometimes received, citing a betrothal involving a

baby girl not yet old enough to speak, in which the infanfs toothless smile was taken

would appear

social ,urfr-tt79

to have been "more immediately relevant to medievals of modest

Appropriating the Owl's strategy of disclaiming personal responsibility for any

troubles she may foretell, the Nightingale says that she cannot be blamed should her

songs of love be misinterpreted. She should. not be held to account if a susceptible

woman dreaming of secret love listens to some seducer and is led astray. Her

eminently conunonsensical views are reinforced with characteristically earthy furns

of phrase:
"Wummon mai pleie under cloPe

Weper heo wile, wel Pe wroPe,

& heo mai do bi mine songe

as a sign of consent.z The law was, nonetheless, universally applicable, even if it

'6 Orru especially complicated example of an English prudential alliance that ultimately P-rovoked a

head-on clash with ttre Church *a" ih" twelfth-clntuil' marriage of Agnes' daughter of Henry of-d**, 
i. e"ttey de Vere, first Earl of Oxford (See C. N. L. Btodk", "Marriage and Society in the- 

.

C.t tra Middle'Ages"). Agnes, born in 1151 or 115?1 was first promised in marriage at the-age of three

- f""g before she"was olienough t9 g;r1e informed consent - to Aubrey'g Urotfelleo.f{tg d-e Vere'

In 1162 or 1163, however, she wis plaied in the Earl's own household and betrothed to the Earl

;"b;;thi-"elf.,bythelegallybiniinganbldgpraVqti(shewasbythenelevenor.twelve)' As

fortun!, or misfortune, *Jrrld have iL"in 1163 her father, Henry of iisser fell into- disgrace. Accused of

a;;"li.d; "" tt," field of battle, his case was tried by judicial iombaU he was defeated, and forfeited

his lands and property. This loss was Agnes's too: she w.rs no longer l Political.or $y$a asset or,

i"a*a, ".y 
ULa ff niarital prize, and *i" a" Vgre familyg"igtl Jet about ridding-itself of her' The de

v;;;;;tg"td that since egn'es had been betrothed to th6 Earl's 6rother, Geoffrey, she c9u]! n9t luq"Jty
;"ny th"e Earl. When the-de Vere claim was refused, since at threeyeaq ofa tne|{,e Brrl haa plainly

been'too young to give any kind of consent to her future nuuriate-, Earl Aubrey shut her uP il 1 tower'

egrr6", hohevEr, was"not without friends,-and gprit-ai$ in 1165 she made an appeal-to the
pope. The Church courts supported her, if with sloth-lii<e want of speed, and eventually, rn1772' a

""iai.l ""-" 
from Romu: the Ead was instructed to honour the marriage or face excommunication'

4F"; hrJ;on: the Earl took her back Christopher Brooke.says that the Earl was-by.this time over

sixty, Agnes about twenty, but they were married for more than twenty years and.had four or five

;hti'ird B;rc iaa+ "it was a real marriage; whether it was a happy marriage, heaven knows'"
f"f.rti^ f"gt"- in "spousal Litigation in England !g50-76/.O,' p. 37, hbtes that the Church's definition

"i 
*t ur.i'*tituted i "uulid -J"iug" ** i. essence fixed in ihe twelfth century.'L% An indissoluble

bond of wedlock was created "solef by the present consent of the parties, rather-than by- the- act of

coitus - which an older hadition r"pi"*ua'ty Gratian had held to_be requisite-in addition to consent

- or by solemnization in church." ^& the Eariof Oxford discovered a conbact in which a couple

u".uptfo each other as rnan in wife pn verba de praamti constifuted a legally binding marriage'
n Duby, The Knight , the latty and the Piest, ?57 .

78 
Jacqueline Murray, "Ind.ividualism and Consensual_Ivlarriage: Some Evidence from Medieval

U"gf"ia,t i" Womei, UanUgg yd lanlity_in Medimal Otistenf,om,lT7 . For the functioning of the

doctrine of consent see R. H]Helmholz,-ManiageLitigationinMedimalEngland,Tn-81"-
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Hwaber heo wule, wel Pe wronge;

For nis a worlde Ping so god
pat ne mai do sum ungod

Sif me hit wule turne amis." (1359-6'5)

Nothing is so good that it cannot be turned to evil ends' The Nightingale's

description of young guls' love is tender, convincing,{rd immensely practical' She

discusses with considerable understanding the hypothetical case of a young gtrl

seduced by a practised roue, a man who knows all the changes and does not hesitate

to ring them:
"He comeP & fareP, & beod & bid,
An heobistant & ouersid,
Anhi sehF ilome & longe.

Hwat mai Pat chil Pah hit misfonge?" (143740)

The repeated use of the terms "younglin g" "chil," uchTld,' 'childre' stresses the lack

of experience and the vulnerability of such girls. Georges D,rby discusses seduction

as a ,,recogmzed weaPon in the plotting for inheritances," a fortune'hunter/s means

of acquiring land and property of his own' '

The Nightingale's view is that love of every kind is natural between man and woman'

unless it is a stolen, ilticit love, which is unnatural and comrpt and deservedly elicits

God's anger. She says of such g"tlty lovers:

"WroP wurPe heom Pe holi rode,

pe rihte ikunde swo forbreideP!
Wunder hit is Pat heo nawedeP -
An swo heo dop, for heo beoP wode

pe bute nest goP to brode." (1382-86')

Later, in lines L47y570, the Nightingale advances some breathtakingly specious

arguments on the near impossibility of female adultery, approaching the issue not

from the standpoint of the weak-witled woman herself, but from that of the would-be

seducer. If the wife has a powerful husban4 the seducer would fear for his [ife, or

anticipate tha! like Abelar4 he might suffer other indignities: "An pat he forleose Fat

per honge p/pathim eft Parto noSt ne longep"(1485'85)' Or, alternatively' he would

7s G*rg"" Duby, Thc kight, the Laily and the Prieslt,L97 '
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not wish to damage a worthy husband's honour. In the third place, if the husband is

a feeble creature, what red-blooded man could desire his wife? A seducer has only to

consider with whom she lies in the marital bed, and any illicit longings will quickly

vanish.

The Owl's concern is solely with unhappy wives, those women whose husbands treat

them badly. she describes the married men who Pursue other women, leaving their

wives alone at home, without food or clothing. such men will rant and rave at their

long-suffering spouses; often, when a wife has done nothing at all amiss' she gets a

fist in her teeth: ,,Heo hauep pe fust in hire teF" (1538). Neither in lay nor

ecclesiastical court does medieval law seem to have offered much in the way of

remedy to such mistreated wives. If there were discord between a married pair' the

husband should subdue the wife and the wife should submit'm Husbands had the

right to use "lawful and reasonable" force on their wives for pqposes of "control and

punishmen!" the word "reasonable" being, as always, notoriously difficult to

define"Bl Men might beat their wives in order to discipline tttem, although Margaret

Kerr says there were no instances in the thirteenth-centuqy cases she reviewed "in

which husband.s were prosecuted in the royal courb for beating or assaulting their

spouses."82 On the other han4 she lists more than twenty twelfth- and thirteenth-

century cases in which husbands were indicted for killing their wives' Although

some were acquitted many were convicted and hanged - or fled from their counties

and were ouflawed.B

when ]ohn Henry Newman says that, "matsiage is a sin which it is sinful to repent

of, he refers to two leading ideas concerning marriage in the Middle Ages'e First'

there is the pauline doctrine that sexual relations within marriage are less sinfuI than

fornication outside it (it is better to marry than to burn), and secondly, there is the

perrnanence and inviolability of the marriage bond once formed' The Owl does not

envisage d.ivorce as a means by which unhappy wives might ameliorate their lot' and'

m Doby, The ktight, the bdy anil the P'iff/,164'
81 S*'trl"rgut* H. K9rr, "Husb*4 *illvrf" in Criminal Proceedings in Medieval England"' in

Wiii, Uf*ge and. f imtty in Medianl Otktendont, 27\-51 ; quotatio+ 214'

PKer:,,274.
s K"rr, 2L6-l7,note 11".

* e,rot d by Christopher N. L. Brooke in "Marriage and Society in the Central Middle Age"' 17'
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in practice, a valid marriage was almost ind.issoluble. validity is the pivotal word'

Mariages were, of course, dissolved, particularly those involving kings and nobles

and dynastic or inheritance issues, usually on grounds of consanguinity, but the

process was tortuous and its success by no means guaranteed. R' H' Helmholz points

out that divorce, as we understand it today, did not exist in medieval England' When

the word is used in spousal litigation, it means annulmen! or judicial separation'8s

Helmholz notes tha! "marriages validly entered into were theoretically indissoluble

for any cause which arose after they had been contracted."

The easies! and usually the only way that a marriage could be ended in the Middle

Ages was on grounds of consang"inity, "incesf' - a word that had a very different

meaning then than now. The law which said that a mariage was "incesfuous" if it

took place within seven degrees of kinship - and that need not necessarily be by

blood; it could be by marriage or other connection, even god-parenting - meant

that, in practice, a would-be divorce (or divorc6e) often found it not difficult to claim

the necessary prohibited degree. A marriage could also be dissolved on grounds of

the husband's impotence or the wife's adultery, although, in theory, dissolution of a

union did not allow remarriage since, even after physical separation, the spiritual

bond was held to remain intact. In real life unhappily married women could be (and

often were) tempted to the conven! but this withdrawal from the world could take

place only with the husband's consent. In any case, it is not a solution considered in

our Poem.

Lastly, there is the question of the meaning of the expression mainlis offt'tio'

,Married affectiory" the legal term used in medieval courts of the kind of personal

relationship expected between husband and wife, remains curiously illdefined,

although both birds ln The Oul and the Nightingale seem to recommend what we

today would consider an affectionate marital relationship.$ Frederik Pedersen

discusses the significance of maritalis afJectb, the slipperiness of the various meanings

of ffictio,and the differences between the term's definitions at different times.87 He

t5 R H. Helmholz, Mnniage Litigation in Mediaal England,T4'
m Th" question is discussed by Michael M. Sheehao "Mnitalis afiectio Revisited," inMnninge, Famrly

andlaw in Meilinal EutoPe,262-n.
87 Frederik pedersen, ''Mnitalis AfJectio':Marital Affection and Pro-pertyin^Forrrteenth-Cenfury York

Cu* Fuf"rs," inWomefi, Marria{i and Famity in Mediaal Otistenilont,l7*2W.
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quotes a fourteenth-cenfury spousal case from the archbishop's court in York, which

he says is unique in that the reluctant fourteen-year-old husband, suing to have a

probably unconsurunated but already betrayed marriage annulle4 makes it clear

that he had had a "notion of marriage which induded fidelity and a lasting emotional

involvement with his partner."s This sounds like the kind of relationship envisaged

by both birds in our poem. Duby advances a different view of the kind of emotional

relationship which would have been expected in a medieval marriage, remarking that

"in all societies except our own, the feeling which binds men and women cannot be

the same within marriage as outside it."8e He adds that the reasons for this lie in the

nature of marriage in medieval society, its position as a social and legal institution

that "unites, alienates and imposes obligations ensuring the continuity of social

structures, particularly the stability of power and wealth." Within the marriage

relationship, ffictio (in the modern sense of affection) and dilectio (in the sense of

pleasure) were acceptable; but love, passionate love, often disastrous, sometimes

cataclysmically fatal "romantic" love was not. There was no place for any sentiment

so frivolous and potentially so destructive in so important a social institution'

Gratian, in the first half of the twelfth century, distinguishes between the consent to

marry and marital affection, seeing the latter as the quality of the relationship that

should exist within the marriage. Sheehan notes that with Pope Alexander III (1159-

81) 'the notion of marital affection entered papat decretals."s He adds that the

concept of marital affection as the feeling that should enduringly "characterize the

relations between spouses during their life together/' was later adopted by lnnocent

Itr (1199-12'1.6),but still not yet given sharp definition. An examination of the late

twelfth-century confessor.s' handbooks containing ideas developed by theologians in

a form useful at the level of parish instruction gives "valuable insight into their

authors'understanding of the spousal relationship."tt So far as the Ow['s complaints

concerning brutal husbands are concerned certain kinds of behaviour, induding

mistreafinent of a spouse, were held to be against the principles of "marital

affection." Specifically, and relevant to the neglected wives the Owl describes in lines

ffi Pederseo 179-
& Georges Duby,lnoe and Marriage in the Middte Ages, SL
s Sheeharu "Mnitalis alfectio Revisite4" 259.
e1 Sheeharu Z\.
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\521,-70, husbands were "ordered to provide suitable dress for their wives, to see to

their proper nourishment, etc., as required by marital affection-"e2

Finally, the owl's own description of an ideal mariage sounds as good a prescription

as any advanced by contemPorary canon law:

"Moni chapmon & moni cniht

LuueP & hald his wif ariht,

An swa deP moni bondeman-
pat gode wif dep after Fan,

An serueP him to bedde & to borde

Mid faire dede & faire worde,
An Seorne fondeP hu heo muhe

Do Ping Fat him beo iduSe-" (1575-82)

When a husband must leave their home to earn their bread, his wife sits and sighs,

longing to be with him. The owl says that her days are troubled and her nights

watchful, and that the time that elapses before her husband's return seems very long

to her, There is no shortage of marital affection in a maniage like this'

Until private documents such as the fifteenth-century Paston letters begin to survive,

we can catch only shadowy glimpses of what ordinary people actually felt and

thought about love and about marriage, most private and personal of human

relationships. In the passages on marriage in The apt and the Nightingale, however,

we note a clear desire for permanence and stability instead of transience and

mutability, a strongly voiced preference for an ordered, measured life' We are made

conscious of this particular wish for stability early in the Poem when the owl defends

the permanence of her ivy-clad tree-home and comPares it with the ephemeral nature

of her opponent's leaf-losinE twig; she praises her own domicile's greenness, its

lastingness, its ongoing strength and endurance, whatever the weather (5L5-24)'

ln general, we feel strongly that the ideas on love both birds are grven to express'

especially where the "woes of marriage" are concemed, seem remarkably moderate

and tolerant. Is this the same humane voice that we hear in the first part of The Owl

and the Nightingale, in lines 2}1-'l,4where the birds discuss Nicholas's youthful liking

e2 Sheehan, 270.
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for nightingales and other small and gentle creatures? It is tempting to feel that the

views of both Owl and Nightingale on questions of love and sexuality, #fection and

fidelity are presented as close to what they may actually have been in practice amon8

the more lenient members of society - if perhaps at some distance from what

theologians and canonists said they should be. The ideas advanced by the owl'poet

on the subject of marriage often seem dangerously dose to parts of the commonrense

philosophies later put forward by Alison of Bath, and equally far from the

prescriptive "auctoritees" the Wife mocks.

This chapter discusses those passages in The Owt and the Nightingale in which the

birds' connections with the human race are brought into prominence, the parts in

which the underlying relationships between the Owl and the Nightingale as vehides

of satre and the human objects of that satire are stressed. The concentration on

human themes serves to reinforce both birds' human qualities, the necessary fiction of

their double identity. The idea that these loquacious birds perched in hedge and on

stump are simultaneously both fowls and humans derives from a principle that

underpins all effective animal satire: that is, that sufficient likenesses between beast

and human must be established to engage the imagination and lend plausibility to an

improbable fiction. ln this contex! the device of emphasizing the human qualities in

animal characters by having them discuss human affairs is a useful literary strategy, a

gambit that is used to greater or lesser effect in atl satire that employs birds or beasts

as images of men and women. At the salne time, as well as foregrounding the human

qualities present in the natures of the animal impersonators, the device effectively

stresses the satiric incongruities based on the permeabili$ *d penetrability of the

boundaries that both connect and separate bird or beast from man'

The poet of The &nI nnd the Nightingale is very familiar with this literary strategy' At

the same time we note that the exaggeratedly incongruous nature of the human

issues he chooses for discussion in the context gives his poem an unusual, especially

strong focus. Xenophobia, prophecy and divination by the stars, religion" love and

marriage are all issues of importance to humans - but, obviously' none of them

could be of even the remotest conceln to birds. In other parts of the poem, the

disputants discuss subjects that hold interest for both birds and humans: domicile, for

example, and food, and the bringing up of chicks or childrerg but these are a ft sy
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from star- ga'ilng and predestination, Clearly rhe Owt-poet is well aware of the

heightened nature of the incongruities he introduces, and the augmented comic

effects that flow from them. His birds not only debate subjects about which owls and

nightingales neither know nor care, but carry out their furious altercations in robustly

colloquial human langUage. We might note, also, that some of the human issues the

poet gives his birds to discuss are in no way admirable' For xenophobia' for example'

we can read intolerance and bigotry; for divination and astrology, superstition and

credulity.e, Both subjects, then as they do now, lead to heated argument, and the fact

that the Oul-poet does not just give his tendentious fowl conventionally bland

sentiments to express adds considerably to the interest of the debate'

At the end of the poem, as we have seen, the birds fly off to Portisham to find

Nicholas in order to obtain the judgement he was not present to make' What

happens when they find him will remain forever unknown. In fact, the author of The

Ou1 and the Nightingale has little choice when it comes to deciding between his birds;

the careful balancg the precise equilibrium he has established between his Owl and

Nightingale means that their lengthy altercation ends - cannot but end - in an

impasse. Neither bird can convincingly claim to have had the best in their argument'

Each seems to be as blinkered and obstreperous as the other and as splendidly

obstinate; it would be difficult to imagine to which the poet could reasonably award

the victory. And of course, as we seg, he does not. It is the poem's curiously

ambiguous refusal of closure, the way in which the author simply decides not to

decide that we will consider in the following chapter, together with the resolutions in

the other Poems in this studY.

s Augustine has harsh words !o say ol thu futility of aftempti,ng to read the future in the stars; he says

that all arts of Uris sort, thai is, "superstitious andianefut modd of divinatioru" are "either nullities' or

are part of a guilty superstition, springing ""t "i. baleful fellowship between men and devils'" See Oz

1ristian Doctine, ChaPter 23, 648.
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The Owt and the Nightingale ends with the Owl apparently losing the birds' verbal

battle. she has foolishly claimed that even after men have killed her she is still useful

to them, for they can use her as a scarecrow or a lure, to protect their crops or provide

their dinners. On hearing this extraordinary vaunt, the Nightingale flies up to a higher

branch and proclaims herself the winner; she says that the Owl in boasting of her own

shame has given the game away.t lt is deeply ironic that it should be with this last

claim - that even in death she is of greater usefulness to humankind than her rival-

that the Owl commits the tactical error that will enable the Nightingale to claim victory'

It is not the last of the poem's surprises, but it is worth noting thaf more emphatically

than most, it displays the riskiness with which rhe Owl-poet brings together the worlds

of animal and human. Both the moment and the question that it so oddly proiects, the

lodging of the significance of the bird characters in their argued value to humankind'

demand critical attention; neither conforms to our expectations' without exceptior;

other poets in this tradition finally do subsume the animd in the human, and here, toq

that urge is powerful. However, having raised this prospect most extravagantly in the

poem,s final moments, the owt-poet actually proceeds to do no such thing' Quite

strictly he does nothing at all; in the place where sense should be, he puts nothing'

wha! finally, this comic trial lacks is a verdict, a finding in favour of one or the other

litigant and indeed the whole proceedings collapses with dtzzy:lrtg speed when' at the

end of the debate, both birds and reader are reminded that the judge is not present has

never been presen! and has heard nothing of the argument' The end is purest farce'

Once the birds learn where Nicholas lives and they have flown off to find him' the

narratord'isclaimsalll.rrowledgeofwhathappensthenceforth.Sofarastheoutcomeis

concerned he can tell us nothing, and the Poem ends with the ludicrous fiction of a

legat trial collapsing in an undignified muddle around the litigants' dawed feet' This

is a lawsuit that can have no verdicg the disputanb have omitted to invite the judge'

1 We should note, however, that although the Nightingale says she has won' and her supAorters' the

excitedly vociferous small birds, behavJ * if tt',iJi" *ftn" fact that she flies off to Portisham with the

owl to seek out nri.r,"i* p"ir,"ir" 
"tro-" 

n"t "ttlir 
not totally confident in her own claim of victory'
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The suddenness of the deflatory non-ending reinforces the comedy of the piece' So

much braggadocio, passion and performance, so much histrionic declamation' so much

insistence on comect procedures have all been for nothing, all for the benefit of a judge

who does not even know he should have been there' tn the place of the closure

towards which other Poems Press, thery this poem offers only an absence that might

well invite readers to step into the gaP - an invitation all too often and too gratefully

accepted. ln the concluding Pages of this study it is to such final moments I want to

turn, since it is these moments that confirm the beastly poem's good sense' Iimiting a

play of semiosis that might otherwise overwhelm uq threatening even the loss of

ourselves.

The complete absence of any kind of determination rn The Ou:l and the Nightingale (as

well as the cavalier fashion in which it is so abruptly refused) presents a problem that

has long exercized critics. Why is the birds' quarel left so spectacularly unresolved?

This is, after all, a dispute structured on something resembling a properly constituted

trial with a duly appointed (if non-present) ludge and an indeterminate condusion

might appear particularly anachronistic here - if only because the essence of an

inquisitory trial would seem to be that some kind of verdict should be handed down'

Indeed, supporting the expectation that there will be a judgemeng the words "dom"

and "deme" are reiterated several times during the dispute' Why then is the

determination missing? Might the ozut-poefs refusal to come to a firm conclusion

perhaps indicate tha! as well as ackrrowledgt^g the legitimacy of different opinions'

the author is principally interested in the debate Process itself and comparatively

indifferent to its condusion?

To address the problematizinS of the debate rn The owl and the Nightingale focused on

its conclusion, it is necessarily to consider the dymamics of debate elsewhere, especially

in the kind of poem studied here, bird-tallc As Catherine Belsey say+ the "moment of

closure is the point at which the events of the story become inteltigible to the reader'"2

It is interesting, theru that in medieval debate poebry it is precisely this moment that is

quite often denied us. Various elements enter into the compler ethos of the debate in

the Middle Ages, any one of which might have an effect on the type of its dosure' John

2 C.th"titt" Belsey, Citical Practice,TL.
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Conlee observes that there is "really no consistent pattern among either the Latin or

vernacular debate Poems in regard to a final resolutiory" although of the two main

types of medieval poetic debate, as Nicholas Jacobs notes, the "conclusive" debate is

the more iommon.'

In the case of the nine bird poems discussed in the two parts of this study, six belong to

a greater or lesser extent to a dialogic mode; of these six, only half come to a firm

conclusion. It is worth noting that the three, non-d'ialogic poems I have considere4

Holland,s The Buke oJ the Howlnt, Dunbay's A Ballat oJ the Abbot oJ Tungland, and

Skelton's Speke Parott, are all built upon strong and satisfying plots, and each reaches

anappropriatelysatisfactoryend. Thefirstof thesetexts, TheBukeof theHowlnt,usesas

climax t';1e moralifas from the bird fable upon which it is based, that is, the inevitable

punishment of overweening pride. The charlatan medical man in The Abbot oJ

Tungland, human interloper in a world reserved to flying creafuret comes to a

deservedly sticky end; he is downed and nearly drowned by a horde of vengeful birds'

TherU the third non-dialogic texg Skelton's highly idiosyncratic Spelcc Parott, ends with

a resound.ingly rhetorical, ten-verse indicknent-cum-warning from the charismatic

Parrot himself, in characteristically elliptical and apocalyPtic vein.

The six dialogic bird poems discussed here, however, like Chaucet's The

Parliament oJFoutts-by no means all so fully resolved. Four are one-on-one debates in

which a nightingale crosses verbal swords with another bird: an owl' a thmsh' a

cuckoo and a merle-blackbird. of the other twq both involving a long list of avian

characters, The Parliammt oJ Birds is an example of the sub-mode of parliamentary bird

debate, while The Birds' Praise oJ Looe, although scarcely dassifiable as a true debate,

nevertheless considers a number of different aspects of love, individual fowls putting

forward a variety of conflicting views. In atl six of these Poems, the opinions advanced

by the bird personae, as might be expected in a form structured (however loosely) on

the disputafio, would seem to lead more or less inexorably to a determination' the

victory of one set of arguments over the other. Yet, of the six bird debates in this study,

only three fully meet this expectation.

3 S"" John Conlee, MiddJe English Debate Poetry: A Citical Anthobgy,Introduction -.lf-ul* Nicholas

Jacobs, "The Typology ;? D"B;i; and the nl"ptut"tio n ot-Wyrynf e and Wastoute," 48L' Thomas L' Reed

supplies a long discussion on inconclu"i"""u"iio G"--"ai"Ja debate in Middle Engtish Debate Poetry anil

the Aesthetia oJ lnesolution.
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The first of the three fully resolved d.isputes is the anonymous thirteenth-cenfiry The

Thrush and the Nightingale, in which the subject is the fickleness of women, a favourite

medieval theme vigorously maintained in this instance by the misog;mist thrush' His

strong defence of his thesis continues right up to the close of the Poem, when the

nightingale's simple invocation of the holy name of Mary brings about an instant

change of heart. The surly thrush immediately confesses himself to be in error, and the

debate ends conclusively, with the bird voluntarily exiling himself from the wood'

Dunbads much later, more sophisticated but still love-centred The Merle and the

Nychtingall concentrates upon an argument of carnal versus divine love' ln this a

cheerfully lusty merle'blackbird rehearses some ingenious arguments in favour of

carnal love; he might well have reminded a medieval audience of the conflation of

blackbird and devil in the tale of the temptation of Saint Benedict.a His viewg

however, are refuted by an austere nightingale argUing patienfly for the overwhelming

importance of the love of God, until, finally, the blackbird-merle yields to the

nightingale's insistence, and both birds join in a song of praise of divine love'

The third bird poem with a fully determinate ending, the late fifteenth-centlrry fhe

parlinment oJ Birds,debates not love but two other subjects: political oppression and the

not unrelated theme of the corrosive and ultimately destructive nature of pride' A

parliamentary debate founded on the conunon birds' complaints to the eagle-king

against the domineering hawk, it uses as a sub-plot the fable of the borrowed featlrers

and therefore works towards two, quite separate determinations. While the king does

order the arrogant hawk to moderate his behaviour, it is interesting that there is no

yielding to the corunon birds' demand that the cruel raptor shall be exiled or drowned

and his blood-lines destroyed; this is a realistic medieval bird-king, well aware of

where his political interests lie. Then, with the humiliating fall of the boasfful crow, the

fable sub-plot has its predictable d€nouemen$ as always, pride must have a fall' It is

perhaps not surprising that the hawKs even more grossly inordinate pride is not too

cruelly punished; his wings are only slighfly dipped'

The effect of such acts of closure is certainly to secure the point of the Po€rL as Belsey

suggests, although acts that are so different have such different effecb that it scarcely

a For this legend, se Tle Medimal Book of Birds: Hugh de Fouitloy's Aviaium,Ll+\7 '
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seems sensible to speak of them as carrying out the same operation. The way in which

the fourteenth-century The Cuckoo and the Nightingale ends, however, is more flagrantly

ambiguous. This first of our non-determined debates is again a love debatg a dream

visiory in which an important third character is the Chaucerian narrator whose own

conflicting views on the nature of fine amour are reflected in the argument between the

two birds. The debate does come to a physical conclusion of sorts; the irascible

narrator, emotionally if not rationally on the side of an alternately belligerent and

querulous nightingale, puts the cuckoo to flight with a well-aimed stone. After this,

however, the listening birds, silent during the debate, resolve to glve further

consideration to what the cuckoo has to say, and - as happens in The Parliament oJ

Fsu)ls - decide to delay final decision until the day after the next St Valentine's Day's

In the case of The Birds' Praise oJ Looe,love is once more the sole subject of discussion'

ln this charming piece that, like The Parliament oJ Fowls, imposes human social dass

categories upon its bird-world, a variety of birds give their views on all kinds of love:

faithful love, hopeless love, courtly love and churl's love, deceived and disappointed

love, thwarted love, fulfilled love, and finally, best of all, divine love, the enduring

passion between God and man. Vury different in structure from the other bird

dialogueg The Birils' Praise oJ Loae neither offers nor invites any kind of determination'

It is not concerned with reasoned argumen$ each bird simply states ib own personal

feelings about love, of whatever kind; there is no real discussiory each is for or against

some particular love-concept or aspect. The birds exPress an attifude, a point of view'

even seem to allude to personal experience, but the case for or against any individual

position is never argued. The throstlecocKs assertion at the end of the poem that the

only love worth having is the love of God provides a kind of climax that acts in a sense

as .rn implied determination, except that, argued only obliquely, the poem provides no

more than an oblique conclusion. Then in the last (but also probably the earliest) of the

debates considered here, the twelfth- or thirteenth-century The owl and the Nightingale'

5 w" 
^ight 

note that even when determinati ona arehanded down in recreational debates, they are not

a*"v"-flrJiba"ed on the evidence 
""ppri"J. 

rne nightingal e in The Cuclcoo and the Nightingale, for

instance, makes but a poor fist of the case for fne amoti,and ends an unimp-ressive argUmen! by

b;d;iil duo. nf *y ol;""ti"" standard, the cuckoo shoulg win. The bird-audience's decision to

postpone decision is a conclusion more in t"ne with sentiment than strict evaluating criteria; after all' the

nightingale is more to the narrator's taste (anJ probabty $e.!ira11 
too) - and the cuckoo is plainly a

churlish fellow, in spite of the fact that his arguil".t ui" better put than the nightingale's an4 on the

whole, make more sense.
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the poet simply brings the altercation to an abrupt end and walks away; no attempt is

made at dosure of anY kind.

Several attempts were made during the last cenfury to account for the differences

between acts of closure in debate poems. stephen Gilman, for instance, draws dividing

lines between "vertical" and "horizontal" debates. "vertical" is the word he uses to

characterize exchanges between patently unequal contestants, debates in whidr one

disputant is ouhnatched by the opponenfs unanswerable arguments or indisputable

moral superiority; conclusions in these exchanges are obviously predictable and

inevitable. Gilman describes the vertical debate a "adialogue between a narrator and

an allegorical personage who comes to him from above and who instructs him on the

basis of admitted infaltibilit5/' - he glves as examples of a superior Peronage

Philosoph y in The Consolations of Philosoptry and Reason in the Roman de la rose''

seneca,s De remediis Jorfuitorum is the leading example Gilman cites as an example of

the "horizontal" or balanced debate; this type is a true disputation between equal

opponents, the kind of contest that can have different outcomes'7

Nicholas Jacobs, as already noted, recognizes a general bias towards condusiveness in

debate poems. He says that the commonest ending seenE to be that in which the

dispute is "decided, explicifly or implicitly, in favour of one of the opposed parties'"8

He cites The Thrush and the Nightingale as an erample of this conclusive dispute, a one-

on-one conflict in which victory is ensured by a single, unanswerable argument - in

this case the introduction of the name of the Vrrgn Mary' This type of dispute is

clearly related to Gilman's vertical debatg and Dunb at's The Mqle and the Nightingale

belongs to the sarne category. tacobs notes that the "incondusive" or balanced debate

in which the disputants' arguments are weighed against each other, is less frequently

encountered; in these, while neither side wins outrighg there may be' perhaps' an

assessment of the arguments offered or "some kind of synthesis of the contradictory

positions.,e 1r. sprte of the medieval poetic debatds close relationship to the acadernic

disputation and the trial - in both of which a firm conclusion is normally an integral

6 
See Stephen Gilman, The Art of L'a Celestina, 759.

t Gil"tt, 159-60.
8 

Jacobs,481.
e 

Jacobs,481.
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part - an only partiat reconciliation of views is present in a number of the most

important Middle English debates. Examples of the balanced, "incondusive" debate

are Winner and Waster, Lydgate's The Debate Beftpeen the Horse' Goose and Sheep' ild

Henryson',s Ressoning betuix Aige and Yowth. There is also, of course' the kind of

inconclusive debate in which there is no attempt whatsoever at determination; The owl

and the Nightingale is a striking example of this type'

some debate poems, theru are fully determined; in others' some kind of reconciliation

or resolution is implied; still others offer no conclusion of any kind' We might look to

influences upon the development of the form for some indication of how these

different practices arise. In the scholastic disputation uPon which both medieval poetic

debate and inquisitional trial are modelled, the determination is an integral part' The

disputatioin the sctrools contained two invariable, quite discrete sections: there was the

disa,tssio,usually goid"d by * interlocutor, and the determinntio, delivered at the end of

the discussion by the master.to The disanssio took the form of a verbal contest between

the participating studenb, and Howard Bloch notes that during this stage of the debate

the master would intervene "or,ly to help a faltering interlocutor, to sharpen his logic"'

or to ensure the "theological probity" ofthe proceedings.ll The futermirutio at the end

of the debate was the province of the master alone; it was in this section that he would

dissect ttre previous d.iscussiorl pointing out argumentative strengths and weaknesses'

Reed comments that the masterls solution was "theoretically meant to resolve all

conflicting points of view and probabry offered a moder for the definitive resolution of

much debate PoeEY."P

other factors may be at work in the determining of disputes. Even though poetic

debateg in general, are traceable to the same classical and formal models, there are

marked differences between the endings in such serious dialogues as the thirteenth-

century body and soul debate Als I by in a winteris nyt or the later alliterative debate

Death B LilJr,n and those in some of the purely recreational disputes, where the relation

to the scholastic disputatia can seem openly parodic, if not subversive' In the debates

10 Fo, a more defailed description otfrte itispttafil,r, see Chapter 5 above.
tt R. Ho*urd Bloch, Medinat FrendrLitqatute rnillrtu,165'
DReed,47.
18 Fo, these two poems see Iohn w. Contee,lt 44ry.glb! 2r9!* Poetry: A critical Antlubgy' Fot Als I

Iay in a atinteris iyt, see pageslS-49, and for Death B LW' T3945'
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written largely for recreational pu{poses, the determinations are often open-ended,

certainly not necessarily black and white. An early example of such an inconclusive

recreational debate is the Carolingian De rosae liliique certamine, in which an

accommodation is made between the parties; there is an admission that there is merit

on both sides and that laurels should be shared. A different situation again obtains in

some other recreational disputes. For example, in the French and Anglo-Norrnan

knight and clerk debates there is always clear, if comic, resolution. ln these cheerful

divertissements, the adversaries (or their bird proxies) do quite literally come to blows

- if only with fragile swords made of flowers - and there is a winner and a loser: the

point at issue is thus settled farcically on a flowery battlefield. In the variety of these

conclusions, we sense different ways of acknowledging the model, while somehow or

other standing against it.

The questions that arise in this context do not stop with the issue of poetic inheritance'

If the majority of debates are either conclusive or balanced following the structure of

fhe disputafro up to and including a firm or partial resolutiory what might be the

reasons for indeterminary in those which fail or refuse to resolve? Which debates are

most likely to forgo resolution? Does the presence of an arbiter make a difference?

What might indeterminacy indicate? An inability, or a reluctance to choose? And

what happens in those debates in which a determination might reasonably be expected

but fails 1o -6lsrialize? Kathryn Hume remarks that "a completed debate may end

only two ways: one or the other contestant wins, or they draw."ra Yet surely there are

other possibilities, or at least different constructions of the standard concluding

positions. One disputant may win outright because of the arbiter's decisiorL or by

default because the opponent abandons the action. In psychomachian disputes,

contestants commonly come to blows, after which a verdict may be handed down by a

judge. A parodic example of this type is the fourteenth-century La Bataille de Caresmc et

de Chnrruge, in which the traditional foods of Lent and Carnival enter first into verbal

battlg and then into physical combat, after which a final verdict is handed down by

"Sire Noel".ls A not unconunon indeterminate conclusion sees decision officially

postponed sometimes until the following year; this happens, for example, in bothThe

Parliament oJ Fwats and The Cu&oo and the Nightingale. In another form of incondusive

1o KutLryn Hume, The Owt and the Nightingate: Tfu Poem and its Critics, 39.
15 In Botoilt de Caresme et Chmnage. The verdict is that Lent is condemned to banishment, allowed to
refum for onlv sir weeks a vear.
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ending an arbiter may avoid or refuse the requirement to hand down a determination"

or, in another twist, a verd.ict cannot be brought in because the appointed judge as in

The Owt and the Nightingale, may simply, for whatever reason, fail to aPPear' As we see'

the possibilities, if not endless, are varied.

Does the presence or absence of a judge make a difference to a debate's resolution?

Although not all poetic debates rely upon an arbiter to bring in a verdict, nonetheless,

the appointrnent of a judge, as well as providing a mechanism to ensure that there is

some kind of ending, may serve to stabitize the conclusions reached- tn disputes in

which an arbiter is presen$ he may sometimes be seen as resembling the master

determining a stud ent disputatio, in which both sides may be seen to have faults and

both merits; the debate is thus balanced. Alternatively, the arbiter/s functioru

particularly in a debate where a firm conclusion is in order, can be likened to that of a

judge in an inquisitory trial. In some kinds of resolved debate, it may be the arbiter's

concluding verdict that determines the argumen! settting the conflict and restoring

peace, whether it gives victory to one side or seeks to apportion praise or blame as

fairly as possible. Bloch says that, like the judge, the arbitey's duty is to bring about the

,,non-violent termination of a potentially violent quarrel-"1t It is worth noting that

those debates that do have a formal judge quite often choose compromises, even-

handed or postponed resolutions; this happens, for example in both The Pmliament of

Foutls andThe Cuckoo and the Nightingale-

Finally, it might be argued that general cultural pressures may explain this variety,

both in the large sense and in the more particular. Might indeterminary in debates

ind.icate a desire for more elastic forms of closure? More freedom to choose

unconventional solutions? A willingness to recognize that some argumentative

positions are incapable of being reconciled? Reed argues for an "aesthetics of

irresolutioru,, founded on an "appreciation of worldly variety and individualif' as a

powerfully influential factor in the medieval debate.rz He suggests that as well as

being in part a by-product of Aristotelian scholasticism, the medieval debate Poem was

strongly influenced by works such as Abelard's sic et non, and the Dialagus inter

philosophum, lud.aeum et Christinnum, both of which "provided formal models and

16 Bloch, 174.
17 Reed,22.
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inspiration for those poems which balance conflicting points of view without

attempting to determine the issues."l8 He would convert the poem's undecideability

into a philosophical virtue, arguing that it represents the poefs interest in both

individuality and diversity of opinion. He describes The OuI and the Nightingale as a

"carnivalesque poem that celebrates (or at least tolerates) earthly vatietyi' although he

does not reject some moral content for it, nor erclude a Christian viewpoint.le In

particular, he suggests that an especially important factor in the poem's argumentative

economy is the way in which a new sense of individuality had begun to develop in the

twelfth centur/, a changing outlook that found extensive literary expression in the

romance, but also in the "unresolved, recreational debate poem."2o Orre of the ways in

which The Out and the Nightingale manifests its interest in the individual is its early and

marked "interiority," its exploration of the inner feelings as well as actions of the bird

debaters. As we have seen, these explorations are demonstrated in the passages in

which the narrator enters the consciousness of each bird, showing her reactions to the

other's chargeq the emotions she feels, and the calculations that lie behind the

arguments she advances in response to the other's challenges. Reed sees these analyses

of the birds' thoughts and apprehensions as central to the poem's representation of

individuality, and notes how the "natural, and especially ornithological, detail of The

Owl and the Nightingale contributes immeasurably to our sense of the birds' identities

and ouflooks on the world."2l

Peter Dronke, speaking of the new and much changed style of debate poehry that

developed in the twelfth century, remarks that in this new style the traditional, neatly

contrasted, two set positions are replaced by "two attitudes to life that in a host of ways

reveal themselves to be incompatible."z He specifically mentions The Ou)I and the

Nightingale as an excellent example of the new intellecfual diversity: "Here is not only

a disptay of. sic et non, of the validity of both sides of every argumen! the justification of

different ways of living at different moments of living - here is a demonstration that

all this rationality and morallztng all this intellectual and verbal agility in the service of

t8 Ree4 112.
te Ru"d, 249.
& Reed, 249-50. For a discussion of this development in the twelfth celFry, ry:- ltlorman Cnnto\The
MmiingoJtheMiililte Ages,2}3;also RobertW. Hanning, ThelnilioiitualinTuelfih-Century Romance.

21 Reed,251.
2 P"t", Dronke, "Peter of Blois and Poetry at the Court of Henry II," 18$'235, quotation page 214-
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honest judgement, is rooted in irrationality and prejudice, in the inborn tastes and

antipathies of the natural creafure: one man's Owl is another man's Nightingale-" His

conclusion presents diversity not so much as the issue of a new individuality but

rather, as a fascination with the relative; this would seem in part a product, in part a

cultural origrn of the literary debate. It remains in question whether the later Middle

English animal poems in the debate traditiorU even Chauce/s Parliament of Fowls,

possess this particular character in anything like the same degree'

It seems fair enough to claim, for one reason or another, lhat The oul and the

Nightingale is inevitably our first case of a poem that is trapped in undecideability by

virtue simply of belonging to a particular type; in a sense, however, it must also be our

test case. However we come at it, it seems impossible to avoid the conviction that this

is a poem that defies the possibility of a settled position. The multiplicity und singular

diversity of modern readings of the poem would seem to make that obsenration

indisputable. Do we read the poem as a text with an allegorical key, with hidden

historical, philosophical or political significance? Or, is it just a recreational piece, a

flytirg, a parody of a schol asttc disputatio, wlth no particular significance intended? Is

it all these things with a moral dimension as well? Or is it simply, as Albert Baugh

remarks, just a "lively altercation between two birds"?a

We might measur€ the variety of these critical positions in terms of content and form'

relative on being dramatically presented in differing or opposed views, but also

achieved by the play of signification not just between draracters but also, formally, in

characterization and the tension between this and poetic type. Many commentators

have argued for the thematic importance of the conceptual interdependence of the two

birds' characters, seeing their personalities and opposed positions on almost all

subjects as valuabte keys to their readings of the poem. Early critics, especially, have

considered the birdd characterizations to provide evidence for various allegorical

interyretations. Their nafures have been analysed as polar opposites - frivolous or

serious, ioyfut or gloomy - and these findings then carried over into general cultural

areas, interprete4 for example, as attitudes to poehcy, music, philosophy or religion.

a S* ALiterary History of Englan{ editedby Albert C. Baugh, 157'
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Attempts have been made to identify both birds with historical figures and situations'

such as, for instance, Henry II and his court and Thomas Becket' or Geoffrey

Plantagenet and Richard I; as we have seery it is possible to find analogies with other

contemporary figures and disputes. Nevertheless, none of these readings' however

illuminating they may be on individual aspects of the Poem, succeed in offering a

sufficiently encomPassing interpretation of its overall meaning' Too much militates

against them, not least the inconvenient fact that the poet includes such a wide and

oddly assorted variety of subjects and possible targets that it seems impossible to find

one position that will accommodate them all. No less do the birds, as characters' resist

being taken as allegorical counters.

If we are unlikely to find agreement on the poem's meaning we should perhaps be

debating its primary purPose. But again there are problems' We do not know who

composed The Owl and the Nightingale, norwhen or for whom; ladcing answers to these

questions we must have difficulties in knowing why thePoeTn was written' As we have

already seen in Chapter 5, there are lines in the text that have been thought to offer

clues, but none have proved profitable so far. could The owl and the Nightingale be, as

some have thought, a straight plea for preferment from Nicholas himsell addressed to

the obvious authorities, or even, perhaps, to one particular patron? Or' might it be a

purety recreation ul i* d'esprit, written to amuse a specific audience? The possibility

cannot be d,ismissed that the poem was comPosed simply as an in-group amusement'

based on characters and events known to an initiate circle, but not to us' Might it have

been written to entertain a specific institution, perhaps as a university or conventual

divertissement? - rather as a comic sketch today designed for a contemporary

audience might lampoon events or people whose nalnes will not go down in history' It

is also entirely possible that the poefs intention is at least partly serious, and that his

text might contain at heart an edifying lesson - but, if so, a lesson on what? while

most would find it difficult to deny thatThe owl and the Nightingale is at least to some

extent written to entertain, one PurPose need not exdude the other'

so far as the poem's diverse opinions and unresolved ending are concerned" Reed

intelprets them as indicating the poefs view that diverse opinions neither need be nor

are necessarily capable of being always reconciled. A very different suggestion on how

we might read the apparently contradictory and irresolute elements in the poem comes
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from R. Barton Palmer, who borrows a proposal from catherine Belsey on the

classification of texts. Belsey, in Criticat Practice, suggests that what Emile Beneviste

has to say on the function in discourse of declarative, imperative and interrogative

statements may be adapted and ertended to "distingursh three kinds of texts'

decl.aratiae, imperatiue and. interrogatiue."2a Palmer takes up Belsey's idea. He suggests

that whereas the declarative text works "toward the suppression of any contradiction

between its overt thematic project and the challenges posed to that project by the

work,s constifutive discourses," and imperative texts overcome conflict by "engaging

the reader's partisanship," interrogative texts work toward the display of paradox and

irresolution since they "emphasize the differences of the daims for meaning and

attention made by their constituent discourses." b Palmer ProPoses that The Ouil and

the Nightingale should, perhap+ be read as an interrogative tert, whose meaning' in

fac! resides precisely in "an unwillingness to provide final answers and resolve

contradictions." He insists that what we have here is not the "serio-comic treatment of

any theme," bu! rather, a "playful exploration" of the "processes by which texts' in

collaboration with the reader," either construct or offer up their meaning'x

This reading seems to me finally to be implausible, especially if that "playful

exploration" is to be included among the ozol-poe/s purposes rather than the poem's

effects, but it is salutary to be chatlenged to think beyond the "serio-comic treatrnenf'

that is often the height of modern aitical understanding of this poem. I doubt thatThe

Out and the Nightingale reflects upon its own interrogative practice, as Palmer argues'

but it surely is a text that generates pleasure by leaving everything in questiory notably

by its use of a recreational form in which high matters of exdusively human interest

are required to survive their expression by a brace of birds. It does seem to me that this

utterly brilliant invention proves its force in the work of Middle English Poets in later

generadons who likewise turn to birds to illustrate the lives of humans. Lr the later

bird poems, if not to the sarne degree, meaning is denied solemnity if not seriousness;

and often enough levity, as here, is given a certain license to raise questions about

human achievement. I suggest, however, that in the instance of The OwI and the

Nightingale weneed to take stock of the poenr-s retrospective indebtedness, conceiving

2a B*l"uy, 8$102 especially gHq.r Emile Beneviste, Problans in General Linguistics' 71O'

5 R. B*tor, palmer, "The Narrato r in The Owl and the Nightingale: A Reader in the Text " Nffi7 '
26 Palmer,3o5.
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of its achievement not only as the latest and finest of early medieval debate+ but also of

early medieval satires.z/

It is, perhaps, worth reviewing the generic possibilities of the poem' Although The Ou:l

and the Nightingale can be formally described as a two-party bird debate, it is an

altogether d.ifferent beast from the few others in this Selrre. As we have seery it is

remarkably protean hybrid, with a number of complexly interwoven elements'

Perhaps, in some respects an allegory, it is a debate with strong elements of humout' a

Iong dialogic poem that might almost be a dream vision except that its narrator has not

been asleep. Full of lively acrimony, the poem can be read as a flyting, the abuse

hurled by each contestant being characteristic of the dialogue-patterned flyhtg

struggle for personal supremacy. It owes important stylistic debts to the medieval

Latin debates and perhaps also to other medieval Latin beast poetry, induding

schoolroom exercises; has elements of the fable and beast epic; and possibly, influences

from such traditional folk dialogues as the debates between winter and spring and

youth and age. In addition, as has already been suggested above in chapter t in its

use of down-to-earth colloquial language and familiar modes of address there may be

echoes from the oral drama.

So far as its comic or satiric content is concerned, The Owl and the Nightingale has been

variously described; among other things as a comic burlesque, a satire on human

nature, a satiric contention poem and a burlesque-satire. To call it a satire, tout court,

with no addition or qualificatiory seems perhaps too strong' David Worcester

describes the invective used in satire as "the englne of anger" - but it has already been

argued here that (as is not unusual in the flyti.g tradition) the anger rnThe Owl and the

Nigfitingale is more pretended than real.8 Although the debate is remarkable for the

energy of the birds' mutual abuse, their invective seems to lack the savagery and true

bitterness usually associated with satire. "Burlesque" is, perhaps, a more apposite ternt

in the context of Thc OwI and the Nightingale, a Poem more easily associated with

27 
See John W. Conlee, 'The Owl and theNightingale and Latin Debate Tradition." Also see Jan M'

Zi"fil"*"ti TakingAnimals:Medimallati;BeasiPoetry,750-1'L10,andMarthaBayless, Paroilyinthe

Middle Agesz The Latin Trudition.
a Da.rid Worcester 'The Art of Satire," in Satire: Moitsn Eswys in Criticbm, editedly Ronald Paulson,

115. The suggestion itrut nr Out and the Nightingale..i9 oy oi.tfg flyting debltes fut:*glt !e described

"" ';*orrr,iXra ^ir""" 
i" i. Cttupt"r 5 abo"ve. For this-descriptionby Bannatyne of Dunbar's flyting

with Kennedy, see Priscilla Bawcutt, Dunbat the Mah'at,?J5'
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comedy and humour and the anarchic spirit of the flytitg than with genuine

indignation. We note that two literary strategies characteristic of the burlesque,

incongruous imitation and deflation of serious themeE are extensively employed in the

poem, stylistic usages which may well point to the burlesquing end of recreation'n

Atl this may afgue generic indeterminacy; it seems more useful to recognize generic

hybridity. Hans Robert Jauss, discussing the question of hybrid genres in medieval

Iiterature, notes that a work can be "grasped according to various generic aspects"'

although the "question of the generi c dominanf within the relational system of the texf'

must still be posed.s To complicate matters, in a bird debate ltke The OuI and the

Nightingale (as indeed in other types of beast literature) there is necessarjly some

generic inheritance from the animal literature that has gone before, if only through the

larger convention by which a bird or beast is employed to tignify a human' Jan

Zolkowski notes how in medieval Latin ver€e animals acting as $urogate humans are

common in a variety of genres, many of which borrow freely from one another; he says

,,the moral of the story is that beasts override genre."31 As well as standing in for

humans in fable and beast epic, animals are found in several minor, specialized Latin

genres (for example, beast flytingdebates, mock wills and testaments); satiric comedy

is a frequent element in animal poetrfi and many of these minor forms' if not

necessarily themselves satires, indude elements from the genre'

The impersonating birds and beasts are invested with satisfactory or unsatisfactory

human traits, the stuff from which comic satire is spun. Markers for the use of birds

and beasts as satiric-comic metaphors for man are the non-idealized treahrent given to

the animal characters, the incongruous human sifuations in which they are often

found, the human themes that they discuss, and the ascribing to birds and beasts of

colloquial, sometimes class-specific language. Like the birds' debate in the Parliamtnt oJ

Fauls, The Owl and the Nightingale is a prime example of this kind of non-elevated

treatnent. More to the pu{pose, birds - like beasts - do have a transformative

8 Roburt Falk author of the entry on burlesqu e inThe Pinuton Hanilbuk oJLiteryy Ter;ms, addresses the

issue of generic olnurfupiitt i" retrealo1al ul"u,;'',o good purpose c:ln be ierped by a rigid ins.istence.of

nomenclature in a disdrssion of parody, burlesque, oinu*'""q'i.t literahrre. All three 
"*Pl.."y^$" 

device

;iil"*u'"ous imitation and dehationary treatrent of serious themes for satiric purposes" (23)'

* Hurr" i.obert Jausq 
,,Theory of Genres and Medieval Literature," inToutard an Aesthetic of Recqtion,Sl'

3l Ziolkowski,1.
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power, not only at the conceptual level, but also at the level of genre. With The OwI and

the Nightingale, debate comes to seem to be birds' territory, their generic home-ground'

yet that future could scarcely have been anticipated when the owl and the Nightingale

flew off together to Portisham.

Whatever else we conclude about The OuI and the Nrghtingale, it surely is the case that

the judge who proves to be no judge and the judgement that turns out to be no

judgement do finally state what has been all too obvious, in a sense, that debate is the

poem's formal type. The character of the debate here, including the handling of its

conclusion, is of peculiar interest not least because the poem probably stands first in

the line of bird poems discussed here. With The Oul and the Nightingale, that is to say,

debate takes on a singular form, becomes a "locaf" genre; and that, in turn, suggesb

that the very instability of sense in the poem may Prove in fact to be strucfural, a

founding condition for all the other poems in this tradition. As far as the Poem itself is

concerned, however, it seems important to stress its relations with a range of traditions,

especially those associated with debate as the genre developed in the eleventh and

twelfth centuries. peter Dronke describes The Owt and the Nightingale neafly as the

,,summation of the twelfth-century debate poem."u The lively altercation between the

two contentious birds does seem to map out a new territory, one that we come to know

as the bird debate poem, but in many respects it is immeasurably more compler than

any of its successors. Its status as forerunner, that is to say, may be more apparent than

real, in the sense that so much in the poem actually connects to practices that had

already been established in a larger territory, rather than those that developed in its

wake.

Perhaps nothing points up the facing-both-ways character of the Poem - as debate -
so much as its ostensible subject-matter. As we have seerl bird debates in the English

tradition tend to focus on issues of love or social order, the particiPants serving as

incongruous spokespeople for particrrlar positions or values. ln ThE OwI and the

Nightingale, onthe other hand, the birds speak of and for themselves, even if the contest

that they find themselves locked in proves to be as much (or more) involved with

human experience as ocflrrs in other bird debates. In due course, by virtue of its

32 Dronlse,214.
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provocative conclusion, the poem's vivi4 disputatious narrative turns out to be not

really important as plot after all, but significant, rather, as the highly structured activity

of debate. Nevertheless, ears tuned by earlier tradition will have early registered that

debate on human affairs is the poem's mode, just because of the way the bird

characters constanfly furn attention back upon humankind. Its central questiory thery

is where we need to begin.

This central, dominant question in The Oul and the Nightingale is of the disputants'

usefulness to humankind. It is reflected in virtually every personal statement each bird

makes. It is traditional: the creation of both animate creatures and inanimate things for

man's use is not only a gtvery animating such tyric reflections uPon the world as

Henryson's Prologue to The Preaching of the Swallw:, bu! more particularly, it is a

frequent topos in medieval debates of very different kinds.s So far as beast debates are

concerned, the idea of animals' subordination and usefulness to man takes its ultimate

authority from the Bible in which Go4 having created man in his own imag+ $lves

him "dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle,

and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon ttle earth."r

Animals are put on earth not just to submit to man, but to serve and instruct him' to be

of use to him; in Lydgate's Horse, Goose and Sheep all three creatures argue about the

worth of the different services each renders to the human race. The question of

usefulness to humarikind is not restricted to beast contentions, however; it is also the

biased question that turns up so often in many other medieval debates. It occurs not

only in altercations in which one or more living creatures take part, suc-h as the

eleventh-century ConJlictus Ovis et Lini, but also in conflicre that are solely arguments

between personifications of inanimate things, such as the dispute between the Rhine

and the Vosges and the wine and water contesb. The rivers argue over which of them

is more useful to the different peoples living on their banks, and wine and water

similarly dispute their relative value to humankind.

When, at the end of the poem, the Owl insists that her value to humans continues

beyond her death, this is but the last of many allusions to the topic, in references made

by both birds. The Owl's claims of usefulness cover a more varied field; she pretends

33 Fo, "The Preaching of the Swallow," see Robert Hertryson Poems,49-58'
s Genesis 2.26.
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to a number of valuable functions. She lists some of the useful services she performs.

The owl looks after humans' dwellings, guards their crops and rids their barns and

churches of vermin (603-12); she is the very model of a good and faithful servant' At

Christmas time, it is the custom of all good men (note "me.," not birds) to rejoice with

their friends; when rich and poor join at this time in singing "cunduts" she helps them

as much as she can (475-84). The Owl jeers at the Nightingale for being a fair-weather

bird, singing only as long as summer lasts. When winter comes, it is seen who takes on

the hard duties; it is then that owls are active, cheering those in distress, singing to

lessen their pain (53540). The question of song looms large throughout the poem,

notably when the Owl claims to sing at night when monks are singing their hours'

When she boasb "Ich do god mid mine Frote/& warni men to hore note" (329-30), we

note that her self-praise is often associated with attacks on her rival. Not only does she

extol her own singlng voice (which perhaps few of her listeners would be prepared to

do) but she simultaneously denigrates the Nightingale's musical abilities. Unlike the

Owl,s own sonorous melody, her rival's non-stop piping irritates the ears of all who

live nearby (33140), ild the owl wants to know if the Nightingale hag indeed, any

value other than her'shrill throat." The dominant question is fully formulated in line

553, when she asks her rival directly, "Wat dostu godes among monne?"

Perhaps the most important aspect of our birds' claims to usefulness concelns this

question of song. Birds are, after all, Nature's musicians, and the nightingale' in

particular, is in the first rank of songbirds. As both a source of pleasure and the main

means of communication between the birds and humankin4 the question of the

comparative value of their musical abilities looms large throughout the poem' Each

bird makes great claims, but what neither Owl nor Nightingale is able to do is use her

voice to provide religious support for monks and priests as each asserts' Both

nightingales and. owls do sing at.ight, but few ornithologists would allow that they

are singing with monks praising God, or with priests in the counhy, or comforting

lonely humans not, at all events, with any intent to do so. owls have traditionally

been credited with prophetic powers, but a claim that they set out deliberately to warn

humans of impending disaster would be hard to accept- However, obliquely, the

question of usefulnesg by its focus on religious devotion and on son& gives an

unexpected but high profile to the cultural imperative to serve Go4 and also to that

talent that marks humanity as homo sapims - the talent for language' That is to say,
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meaning in The OwI and the Nightingale rests not so much in the birds as characters read

as human types, nor in their arguments (such as they are, or such as they pretend to

be), but in a kind of accumulated demonstration of those cultural concerns that are best

served by poety. Ot by the best poetry.

What I want to stress, however, is the generic d'imension: to put "usefulness" into

question is to distinguish the text from other debates. lndeed, we probably should

recognize that it is a mark of the anomalous position of The &nI and the Nightingale

among the other bird debates, its primary, that it places the question of usefulness at

the centre, while the later poems do not. Human values, especially love and good

order, are debated in the later bird poems, but the avian disputants do not quarrel over

the services they provide to humankind. ln this respect, as in others, The oul and the

Nightingale proves itself resistant to easy classification, as last in a line of European -
mostly Latin - poems, or first in a line of Middle English debates. "Usefulness," it

seems, theru is of questionable usefulness in itself as an indication of what the poem

means us to understand, but it is certainly immensety important as a generically

determined issue in providing a marked coherence in a work that displays from

moment to moment exceptional diversity. It serves, that is to say, a formal role, rather

than functioning straighfforwardly as a theme'

On the other hand, it may indicate that here we do indeed have "prodesse" as well as

,,delectare,,; John Conlee is just one iunongst others in noting that "various kinds of

comic, ironig and satiric elements regularty apPear" in medieval debate Poems' "even

in poems with serious didactic intentions."s The fabulists show us how using animals

to represent reprehensible aspects of the human character c€m convey criticism, and in

this respect the birds, demonstratinS a variety of human failings, may be seen as acting

as moral vehicles. While The OutI and the Nightingale does seem to be in large part

recreational, written to entertairy it may also by showing caricatured examples of

d,isgraceful, if amusing, human behaviour have a second PurPose to instruct' Along

with the fun and sparkle of a lively comic-satiric treatment, the poem contains Pungent

criticisms of various kinds of human conduct, powerfully illustrated by the spleen and

lacl< of good sense and moderation shown by both birds. we might even read the

poem as .rn exemplary tale' perhaPs as a kind of a prolonged but informal serrnon'

s Conlee, xviii.
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preaching among other things a less prescriptive and more tolerant morality (especially

sexual morality) than might usually have been approved. The bird-humans can easily

be seen as self-convicted eramples of a variety of human sins, ranging through pride

and its offspring, vanity and vainglory through anger, envy, malice and spite - :lrrd'

in the case of the Nightingale incitement to sexual licence. Even more telling, perhaps,

is the fact that these avian principals also exemplify a distressing absence of Christian

virtues, a lack of humility, sense of justice, mercy, generosity of spirit, even adherence

to the truth. A problem with hypotheses that lean too heavily on the idea of The OwI

and the Nightingale as lesson, of coursg is that no clear moral is ever drawn- Certainly

no real retribution ever overtakes either bird. Besides, their characters are so carefully

balanced, each so evenly measured against the other, that we really cannot guess how

matters might gO whether either or neither might be crowned victor when they arrive

to seek out Nicholas at Portisham-

This order of satiric glancing at human behaviour is entirely consistent with the

carnivalesque, even menippean mode of the Poem. It seems to me that it is this

orientation that supports the feeling that, if the poem supports an idea of good beyond

the paramount devotion to God, it is to be found somehow between the lines,

expressed less in statement than in a kind of temper or disposition. Yet it does find its

way into statements, too. These include the poefs implicit position in the Passages on

love and marriage the desirability of *re value of moderation and avoidance of excess,

the need for measure and the recognition of the individual's.ight to choose - and we

recall, once more, that a model of restraint is early advanced in the Poem in the birds'

descriptions of Nicholas. The theme of measure receives emphasis all through the

poem. Each disputant consistently makes extravagant daims and equally excessive

denunciations; each loses credibility because of her lack of measure. Each ill-tempered

bird, in her different way, constantly exceeds all reasonable limits, and the notion of

excess, in their language in their actiont in their t€actions, is always present in the

poem. )ust by the simple act of recording their vituperative exchanges, the abusive

terms in which each addresses the other, for instance, the poet draws specific attention

to the exaggerated qualities in the birds' natures. The high-pitched tone characteristic

of their debate is maintained right up to the last section of the Poem in which the birds

discuss human love and marriage. Here, as has been noted, it changes; these Passages

seem to have been written in a very different vein. I would suggest that the underlying
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tone in this last section of The OwI and the Nightingale seems to be as much against

excess and bigotry as in favour of moderation and good sense.

In the prevailing carnivalesque mode of the po€m, it appears to me, we also properly

find an unexpressed, but compelling pleasure in a material world that stands at a

necessary remove from that of official society. This is not the same thing as saying that

the Owl-poet shows a decided interest in the mimetic, rather than the allegorical. The

birds, as I have shown at some length, have their own world. It is to this world, as it is

taken up as a social order in all the bird debates, that I want to turn in conclusion'

We might begin by returning to the question of usefulness that as we have seery

organizes a disconcerting play of meaning in The OutI and the Nightngale- Both the

fundamental absurdity of the question and the legitimating force it derives from

Genesis point to the "fragSlebordel' that Julia Kristeva observes between humankind

and the order of the animals.s I have no doubt that at some profound level the

detennination to separate human from animal manifests the principle of abiection that

Kristeva discovers, the animal representing a dimension in human experience that can

never be wholly left behind. Or that it is at least fired by the logic of otherness whictr

Nietzche maintains is the ground of our famitiar hierarchies of good and evil- Robert

Henryson, perhaps the greatest of medieval beast poets, in effect states exactly this in

the Prologue to his unsentimental fables.

How mony men in operatioun
Ar like to beisfs in conditioun. (48-49)n

That is to say, the question raised by Dorothy Yamamoto to which I referred in my

introductory pages above, concerning the boundary of human and animal which may

be either a "site of play" or a "danger area," is settled by making play do double

service as a moralizing semiotic system, thereby simultaneously entaming danger.

Paradoxically, in asking a question that we might have expected to become the

archetypal question of the bird poems, The Oul and the Nightingale actually Proves

instead its own singularity. No other bird debates, as I have already noted, Pose so

directly the question of usefulness to man, even if it somehow seems to support all that

s Suu lulia Kristeva Pouters of Honor: AnEssay on Abiection,12.
3' RobertHenrysonPoems, edited by Charles Elliott,2.
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their birds do in fact say. Correlatively, in asking the question that seems to tie the

poem to good, well-ordered sense, The OuI and the Nightingale both disdoses its

primary generic allegiance to the earlier tradition of debate Poems (as I have shown in

Chapter 5) over and against its generic kinship with later bird debates, and sets in train

that succession of incidents and declarations that makes it precisely the kind of oPen

strucfure where the boundary will be most problemaflc'

The nine poems we have considered in this study show us often comic or satiric but

always incongruous situations, all of whictr derive finally from the eternally

problematic relationship between humans and animals, the questions conceming how

birds and beasts and people interact, what belongs properly to the animal world, what

to the human; how different and how alike, in sum, are beast and man. The convention

of commenting on human personal and institutional shortcomings by assigning them

to animal personae is a venerable tradition in Western literature, long established first

in the fable and then in the beast epic, in both Latin and the vernacular. As we have

seery at first in the epic, but later in other animal Poems as well, the bird and beast

personae begl+ increasingly, to be d.eveloped in terms of individual personality rather

than just of type; and to be also, more and more closely assimilated to both the lives

and the social institutions of the humans on whom their characterizations are based.

In the lntroduction to her translation of the early twelfth-century Latin Ismgrimus,ltll

Mann notes that in this work, for the first time "the animal figures are set entirely free

from the constrictions of typological significance, and invested with an independent

existence and history."s She adds that it is also here, again for the first time, that the

fox and the wolf are given individual narnes, and that "the isolated episodes of beast

literature are formed into a full-scale epic narrative, carefully constructed into an

internally consistent whole." We see these 
"h*gr 

tg Processes at work for example in

the vernacul ar Le roman de Renart gcle, the first parts of whidr date from the end of the

twelfth century. In particuletr, we note the abundance of new and rich ludic effects that

flow from the individualization of the animal characters, and their integration into

s Jill Mann, Introduction to Ysmgrimus, 2-
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animat versions of human society, here shown as real, contemporary, human

establishments and institutions, village court and monastery.

The power of the comic satire in such highly developed bird poems as The Buke of the

Hunlat, Spele Parott and The &pl and the Nightingale similarly relies uPon their birds'

strong characterizations and sharply delineated individuality, and their successfully

simulated at least partial integration into something approximating human life' The

construction of a fictional avian world on human models - for examplg the imaginary

court of law in The Oul and the Nightinga/e - is a structural element of real importance-

Stephen fay Gould notes that, "all forms of human relationships with animals,

including those labeled most objective or scientific, must record (at the least) human

hopes and preferences imposed upon nature, or (at most) elaborate metaphors of

human society read into the lives of animals."se This ide4 as we have seen, is by no

means new. As an example, the literary concept of the birds of prey as forming an

avian class cognate with the human military estate dates back at least as far as Neckam

and Frederick the Great. In Richard Holland's elaborate estate satire The BulQ oJ the

Howlat,the birds are incorporated into (and, indeed, seem almost to take over) all three

estates of medieval society; human social hierarchies are imposed on the whole of the

poefs avian world. Hotland narnes more than thirfy different kinds of birds in the

stanzas devoted to the spiritual estate, all deftly woven into the satiric glimpses he

gives us of aspects of ecclesiastical life. He provides a similar treatrnent to the military

estate, thebellatores, arrd.the poem ends with the banquet scene in a great hall in which

a bustling third estate caters to the needs of both spiritual and temporal lords.

Not all writers of bird poetry succeed so well as Holland in transforming their

protagonists into vividly and individually characterized avian representatives of

human life. The anonymous author of the late thirteenth-century The Thrush and the

Nightingale, for example, does little more with his bird principals than use them as

mouthpieces for discussion of a single, conventional human theme. Compared with

the disputatious birds in The OuI and the Nightingale, his fowls have almost no

individuality at all. Although The Thrush and the Nightingale's argument is based

almost entirely on human examples, no attempt is made to associate either bird with

39 Stephen Iav Gould, review of Harriet Ri tvo, The Anitnat Estate: Ttu English and Other Creatwes in the

Victoinn Agi,tnthe Nao YorkRmian oJBooks, (Marclu 1988),7-8-
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any real aspect of human life. At the same time they do not seem to have any real life

as birds, either; their presence in the poem is little more than as convenient rubrics to

which lines are assigned.

The nightingales, abrasive cuckoo and bold merle in Clanvowe's The Cuckoo and the

Nightingnle and Dunbar,s The Merle and the Nightingale, on the other hand, are far more

convincing as characters. Th"y are more interestingly conceived and Possess much

more individual rty as birds, and both poems succeed to a considerable degree in their

avian simulations of human debate. The anonymous The Parliament oJ Birds, written

probably in the second part of the fifteenth century, imposes a recognizable social and

potitical hierarchy on its animal world and is notable for its parliamentary structure

conceived upon a human model. The poem also shows considerable invention in its

development of individual birds' characters, especially its politically-aware eagle-king

and bad baron hawk The unknown author of the late ftfteenth- or early sixteenth-

century The Birds' Prabe oJ Loae has his birds voice their love complaints along human

class lines and, by melding a certain amount of linguistic variety with the concept of

avian social class, succeeds in creating some individuality for his characters' Buf

although each is interesting in its d.ifferent way, not one of these last four bird poems

possesses the sense of a genuine, transgeneric, bird-human social identity of the kind

we find in Sketton's sixteenth century Spelcc Parott, and, also - startlingly effectively

for so early a work - in The owl and the Nightingale. The strong individuality, the

human-tike characters with which the authors of these last two Poems have succeeded

in endowing their bird personae are crucial to the success of their terb. When this

deliberate personalizing is successfully allied to Gould's "elaborate metaphors of

human society read into the lives of animals" we really have animal satire at its best'

As has been noted there are other contributions to the anthropomorphizrng of these

birds. As well as the full, incongruous battery of human qualities their poets give

them, their personalities are further enhanced from other sources. The draracterization

of the birds in The &nt and the Nightingale, for example, can be se€rL at least in part, as

the sum of all the traditions to which owls and nightingales belong. In the course of

anthropomorphizing his inimitable Parro! Skelton similarly calls on his psittacine's

legendary existence. parrot was born in Paradise (as he tells us himsetf and as Skelton

frequently reminds us), and has all the power and mystery of his mythic, half-human'
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half-divine origin. He is portrayed in the Poem as a suPer-human, (or, perhaps, many

kinds of human), a multiple configuration supported by the extensive nature of his

classical, biblical and political references and allusions, and the number of languages

he speaks. Parrot can change his persona from prophet to animal with mercurial

swiftness: at one moment he is a dark numen looking deeply into other, far-distant

worlds, at the nex! a diminutive pet peering into the minor in his cage. Skelton also

endows his prodigious p.urot with his own erudition and political knowledge and,

memorably, with not a few of his own prejudices. Can we see similarities between

Skelton's strange bird -now pe! now prophet - and another medieval satiric mode?

We have already noted how the animal satire of incongruity appears in medieval

contexts other than litera4r. When Hans Robert Jauss cites the medieval animal epic

and the "conflict poem" as two of the genres in whidr satire is present in only a

"dependent or accompanying functiory" his judgement may, broadly speakinp be

true.{ It is not true, however, of the largely pictorial world of sSrmbolic inversion, the

mundus inoersus. In this minor (almost always vizual) genre, the element of satire is

usually very much more sharply pointed than in other conterts, much less restrained:

animals play a major role as vehicles of satire, and we note how often and how cruelly

birds and beasts are used to pillory humans and human institutions. Illustrations in

the margins of illuminated manuscripts and in later broadsheets show pigs presented

as mitred cardinals, ignorant blacksmiths attempting to fit shoes on geese, and knights

fighting battles with fierce snails.al

These mute but eloquent images have affinities with the animal satiric vehicles in many

medieval texts. The donkey-monk in the Speatlum Stultorum, for example, is a dose

cousin to the derisively depicted animal-clerics seen among the drdleries in manuscript

margins - except that in the upside-down-world drawings the satire is much more

brutally direct. Animals have the upper hand in the marginalia; man, ostensibly the

wisest and bravest of all creatures, is frequently shown in ignominious or cowardly

activities - for example, in the images that show obsequious humans waiting on

animals at tabtg or fleeing in terror from a hare. Parallels with the mundus inrtersus carr

{ Hutt" Robert Jauss, "Theory of Genres and Medieval Literafure," 81.
al 

See David Kunzle, "IrVorld Upside Down: The lconography of a European Broadsheet Type," inThe
Rnersihle World, 39-94.
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be seen in some of the poems considered here. It is not a great distance, perhaps, from

the marginal pictures showing aproned oxen dismembering human butchers

suspended from hooks to Dunbals regiments of birds executing a military-style

vengeance on an air-borne human, or to birds masquerading as court-officials,

parliamentarians and knights. The quarrelling lawyer-birds in The owl and the

Nightingale do not demonstrate quite the same kind of double role-reversal that

characterizes many of the upside-down-world images; for that, their performances in

their leafy law court would presumably require an audience of human jurors (if not

Nicholas himsel$, perched chirping in the trees. But the incongruities inherent in the

birds' close association with the law are not really so very far removed from the

impossibiliaof the upside-down-world. Perhaps the differences between satiric animal

texts and the marginalia are a matter of degree rather than kind?

Iill Mann observes that there is a "world of difference between the intermittent

recourse to animal forms for particular and limited PurPoses, and the conjuring up of

an autonomous beast-world capable of the same kind of independent life as the realm

of Arthurian romance.,'Q The animal-human characters and their worlds in the longer

satirical animal fictions often seem to assume larger than life dimensions: what fictional

animat world could be more complete and capabte of independent life than the bird-

filled fowl-yard in The Nun's Piest's Tale? And who could be more impressively

human-like, as well as more struttingly roosterish, than the indomitable Chauntedeer

himself? Such exuberant fictional creations do not need the addition of human

characters to give them vividly independent life/ although some human Presence can

add an extra dimension to the anthropomorphic impersonations'

It has already been noted tha! although humans are the ultimate models for virtually

all animal satire, their actual presence in most beast literature is usually (though not

always) restricted. We see how muted are the human figures in The Nun's Priest's Tale,

the "selye widwe" and her nondescript daughters; and there are no men and women in

frte Hunlaf in the sections devoted. to the birds, except for the narrator and Holland's

Douglas patrons, not mentioned until the final stanza. Dunbaf s A BaIIat oJ the Abbot oJ

Tungland,by way of contrast, seems to furn this "absence of humans" proposition quite

upside down. His spectacularly deceifful, alchemical and murderous abbot is several

$ill Muttt, lnhoduction to Ysengrimus, 7-2.
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times larger than life; and the birds that finally punish him so humiliatingly seem to

lack - perhaps in order to balance the abbofs outrageous vitality - any kind of

individual identity; they are an indivisible group, and they function as such. Dunbar

succeeds, however, in investing his many-winged and lethally-beaked regiment of

birds with such devastating power and menace that the human object of its collective

rage seems literally to shrink by comparison. On the other hand, in those poems in

which animals are presented in human-related sifuations with secondary human

characters alongside, the presence of people can add an extra resonance to the satirized

scene - although none of the poets would allow them to outshine the birds or beasts.

The most successfuI medieval beast poets use special strains of imagery - pictorial,

linguistic and behavioural - to link their characters with different kinds of humans in

various human situations, in ecclesiastical or courtly settings, in monastery or in battle.

As we have seen, both Chaucer and Holland, for example, take great pains to develop

these sociological comparisons, presenting their birds not only as avian equivalenb of a

well-defined human caste, but also as endowed with the manners, behaviour and,

especially, the language appropriate to that dass. The tercel eagles in the Parliament oJ

Fowls, for example, are recognizable as superior fowl not only because they are raptors

but also because of their noble demeanour, their gracious behaviour and the courtly

and elevated tenor of their discourse. Their aristocratic nature is set off both by the low

speech of the conunon birds attending the Parliament and also by the vulgar sentiments

these low-born creatures express. The unintelligible mock4aelic tirade delivered by

Holland's frenzied rook-bard performs something of the siune descriptive function in
The Buke of the Houtlat, and similar linguistic dass distinctions are later made between

the different kinds of bird inThe Birds' Praise oJLooe. At the sarne time we should note

that the principles used in animal-human social and sociological identifications may be

employed for other effects as well; like their human counterparts, humanized birds

may not be always quite as they seem. The behaviour of the faithless tercelet in The

Squire's TaIe, for instance, is outwardly modelled on that of a hero of medieval romance

- except that the courtly bird lover we meet here is, in fact, a villairU an anti-hero;

what we have, in fact, is a dastardly, deceitful bird-seducer.

A question to be asked concerns the poefs initial choice of bird or beast as satiric

vehide. How dose should the animal vehide be to the human satirized? Considering
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what the degree of likeness should be, Ellen Douglass Leyburn suggests that the

"soundest conclusion seems to be that the satirist in allegory will seek a vehide which

has just enough incongruity to accentuate the likeness with which he is concerned."s

Noting thaf "both likeness and difference are useful," she adds that Renart, for

erample, the "more reveals a kind of man for not being a man." How much does the

poefs success depend upon a happy initial choice of animal as satiric vehide? - and

how much upon the skill with which he develops the dual characterizatiorL the

transformation of bird or beast into human, blending what he l.rrows of the animal's

nature with the human qualities he wishes to satirize?

Dorothy Yamamoto suggests that we ourselves hold the answer to this particular

question. She says that it "lies in the way we have divided up the animal world
inscribing it with correspondences and differences, stocking it with our own values

and concerrrs."g These differences and correspondences, likenesses and unlikenesses,

are imposed on the animal world by ourselves, and already recorded, as we know, in

the earliest fables and beast tales, in the Bible and the bestiaries, in books of natural

history from the ancient writers onwards. As we saw in Chapter I writers like Pliny

and Aelian constantly interpret the animal world in terms of the human; the same

process continues to this day. Taking The Owl and the Nightingale as an example, we

might consider the importance the choice of these particular bird disputants has for the

poem. Would two allegorized personifications have made equally effective rivals? or

two humans? - a priest and a mendicant, perhaps, or a couple of fishwives? Or,

would a different choice of animal serve, perhaps a fox and a wolf? And if the main

characters were so changed would the poem be the better or worse? Does it make a

difference to know that the principals in this long and complicated burlesque trial-

debate wear feathers rather than hair, live in trees, lay eggs instead of bearing children

and fill their hungry beaks with mice and flies?

My contention is that the birds which argue so ercitedly and incessantly nTfu Owl and

the Nightingale are essential to its successful comedy. These particular fowls fulfil a

maior precondition for the success of this sort of debate: that they should have some

sort of natural antipathy and be evenly-matched adversaries. In the Nightingale in our

4 E["r, Douglass Leyburn, Satiric Altegory : Minor oJMan"lZ-L3,
4 Dorothy Yamamoto, The Boundaia oJ the Human in Mediaal English Litnature,Ll.
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poem, we have a divine chorister, sometimes referred to as aais prudentissima, an4 in

the Owl, a traditionally sinister bird, commonly known as aais turpissima. ln terms of

their traditional reputations, the disputing birds could hardly be more different.

Ensconced in their mock judicial forum, the Owl and the Nightingale solemnly discuss

a range of human social, moral and philosophical questions in perfect accordance with

the rules laid down in Aristotle'sTopics for the conduct of a dialectical debate.

The humour that arises from this richly incongruous situation would lose its point with

absbact personifications or humans as principals. A fox and a wolf might do as

disputants, but the poem would be much changed. Thematically, there would be

problems. Although the traditional fox-wolf "wits versus strength" contest fits in

nicely with some of the situations and argumenb, the quality and usefulness of the

birds' respective song is a major theme, and foxes do not sing (wolves howl, of course,

and not unmovingly). Furthermore, birds do seem to be peculiarly suited to doing

battle with their voices, preferring to quarrel with piercing shrieks where four-footed

animals would fight or flee. The poem's comic satire depends to a major degree, in

fact, on its happy choice of protagonists. And the inappropriateness of their situation,

so rich in every kind of ludic possibility, so dose in spirit to the role.reversal world of

topsy-turvydom, is doubly compounded when we hear the two birds solemnly

discussing, along with such mundane avian zubjects as insect diets and nest hygiene,

the validity of prophecy and the shortcomings of appoinbnent procedures in the

medieval Church.

As has often been noted classical and Christian views on the impossibility of cognition

in birds and beasts provide a principal source of the comic capital upon which the

animal satire of incongruity relies. However, it is not only the incongruity of assigning

reason to animals that creates comedy in animal vense. Of major importance,

particularly in poetry featuring chattering bird+ is the genial hypothesis according to

which the poet allows his characters pretended possession of that most intrinsically

human of all attributes, language. This is a familiar prezumption, and both plausible

and transformational. More than any other literary device, the ascribing to bird or

beast of the capacity for human speech serves to entrench and dramatize the

metaphorical metamorphosis. We might note that a related propositioru that humans

should speak or at least comprehend the language of animals or birds, is not always
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taken for granted. Thus, the narrator in The Cuckoo and the Nightingale is astonished

when he can understand the birds when they spealq and, in Chaucels The Squire's Tale,

it is specifically Canacee's possession of a magic ring that enables her not only to

understand the suicidal young falcon's tale of betrayal in love, but also to converse in

the language of birds herself.

The comic absurdities introduced by the mere fact of birds using human language are,

of cource, compounded when the impersonating birds quarrel over points of law, or

advance human, class-influenced opinions, as in Chauce/s Parliament, or deliver

elliptical dicta in foreign tongueq Iike Parrot. As mock-serious deliberations on human

issues solemnly issue forth from avian beaks, irresistibly comic tensions are set up.

Skilled satirists in various animal genres play literary games with this particular kind

of incongruity, delighting their readers with inventive linguistic fictions. Slippery,

close-but-not-close, bird-human affinities are constanfly brought into play. Chaucey's

Chauntecleer teases his favourite wife with a mistranslated l-atin tag, and quotes Cato

as he clucks around his fowl-yard. Holland's bird-entertainers insult the rook-bar4

addressing him as "Thievesneck!" in the banquet scene, and Skelton's Parrot attacks

Cardinal Wolsey in a chaotic mishmash of languages.* We note that long before these

authors' inventive creations, the poet of The Owl and the Nightingale, a true son of the

dialectic-obsessed twelfth century, ;rnuses both himself and his audience by having his

debating birds advance arguments on the relative gravity of fleshly and spiritual sins.

Chaucer plays endlessly inventive comic variations on the animal-into-human fune. In

The Nun's Priest's TaIe, for example, the cod< and hen discourse in elegantly courtly

language; Chauntecleer addresses his favourite wife gallantly * "Madame Pertelote,"

and compliments her on the beautiful scarlet-red skin framing her eyes. At the siune

time we watch them liri.g their every-day lives, in which their actions are in complete

consonance with the normal existences of farmyard fowls. Chauntecleer has seven

wives, all his sisters; he spends his time patrolling his scrap of fowl-yard clucking to

his wives when he finds a grain of corn. When he is not thus foraging he and Pertelote

learnedly discuss medieval medicine, dream th*ry free will and foreknowledge and

their conversation is full of literary allusions - to Cato, for example, and Boethius and

Macrobius; to the fall of Troy and the fate of its heroes; to the Specalum Stultorum artd

as Thwisnek is the traditional cry of the tuclrct,or lapwing: xe Innger Scottish Poems,Vol. L 339.
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the romance of Lancelot. In between these improbable conversations, Pertelote and

Chaunteclee/s other wives take prolonged dust baths in the farmyard, while their lord

husband and brother surveys his domain and sings (or, rather, crows), "merier than the

mermayde in the see" (504).

In most medieval animal texts, then, the use of birds and beasts as metaphors for

human beings works through the imposition of human nafure and human social

structures and customs on a non-human world. The comic-satiric works in which

animals appear provide an ideal medium for analysis of both human character and

society. An important result of the literary substitutions of birds and beasts for people

has been to enable men and women to define themselves to themselves, to ask

questions about their own human identity, to see their own humanity as it appears in

relation to a parallel, animal world. The use of comic or satiric means to achieve these

ends is by no means unusual. The formidable avian characters we have met in the

poems in this study form a distinguished purt of a tradition of comic-satiric beast verse

that has long been an important mode in Western literature. To the comedy of

intergeneric incongruity *d the tensions created by the juxtaposition of fundamentally

irreconcilable forms of knowledge and experience of living are allied the absurdities of

the birds' intellectual, moral and social pretensions, their burlesquing of human

activities - of human law courts and political and religious institutions and aspects of

courtly human life - and their holding up of mirrors to the failings and frailties of

their human models. All these irresistible invitations to both laughter and serious

reflection are mixed in together with some very sharp digs at both human nature and

human instifutions and practices.

In the Prologue to his MoraII Fabillis oJ Esope, Robert Henqyson speculates on the

indefinite nature, the ambiguity attd permeability of the endlessly porous boundaries

that separate man from bird or beast:

My author in his fabillis tellis how
That brutal beistis spak, and understude
Into gude purpois dispute and argow,
Ane sillogisme propone, and eik conclude;
Put in exempill and similitude
How mony men in operatioun
Ar like to beistis in conditioun.

$ 
Rob"rt HmrysonPoetns,edited by Charles Elliott, 2.

(43-49)4
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In these lines, beasts do not behave like men so much as men behave like beasts; the

two orders seem almost interchangeable. Henryson condudes his reflections on the

nafures of both man and beast with a sombre warning:

Na mervell is ane man be lyke ane beist,
Quhilk lufis ay carnall and foull delyte;
That schame can nothim renye nor alreist
Bot takis all the lust and appetyte,
And thatthrow custum and daylie ryte;
Syne in thair myndis sa fast is radicate
That thay in brutal beistis ar transformate. (sGs5)

The resemblances between birds and beasts and humankind are doser than we might

think Bu! for all their evident anxiety that matters -ight go this way, the poets of the

bird debate poems, at least seem to enjoy the play of differences.
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